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-FOREWORD

. ,

Howard Rosen, Director
Office of Research and DeVelopmet

Employment and Training Administration

The Office of Research and Development-asRed Dr: Harofd L. Sheppard

and his colleagues tddeyelop a comprehensive R&D-strategy on the eMploy-
,

mint problems of older workers within the framework of the ComprehensiVe.

Employment and Training Act.. This report is'the'result of his efforts...

It involves a systemattc,eXamination of past and on-going fesearch.and'

development efforts in this area. -He has identified gaps,in what has been

done up to dow, and has made suggestions for research and development

emphasis on new,and hitherto unexplored problem areas.

A careful study of the changing demography of our population in the

decades ahead was the cornerstone ofrthis analysis. Other developing

socio - economic trends were alSb taken into account.

This report is estentially a blue-print for the.future plans Of the

Office of Research and Development in funding projects dealing with the

employMent problems of older workers, Because of the limitations of funds,

however, the,recommehdatiOns for R&D:efforts in this report will have to be
. 3

'spread out over a period of years. The priorities recommended,* the'

author's will- be taken into account in planning the future R&D strategy for ..

,

older workers.

In addition to its recommendations, the report contains an excellent

review of the state of our knowledge about the employment problems of older

Wprkers. Those wh6 want to-go more extensively into the labOr force ex-
,

periencp Of older-men may find it worthwhile to examine the series of R&D

Monographs, based Oil hey National Longitudinal Surveys, entitled "The

Pre-Retirement Years, "-Which may be obtained from:

Employment and Training Administration
Inguliles Unit
Room 10225 Patrick.Henry B1dg3
601 D St., N.W.
Washingtqn, D.C. 20213

1
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SUMMARY

This study is a detailed discussion, of the employment-related .

problems of older workers, based on an extensive research and .policy

literature search,,for the purpose of-arriving at a strategy for research

and demonstration Orojects to be spOnsored by the Department of. Labor.

The Introduction deals with some guiding principles that should

govern, such a strategy, including the concept of worklife stages; the

importance of specifying from whose perspective a phenomenon is experienced

or deemed ad a problem; the need to distinguish current from future prob-

lems or possibilities; the changing heterogeneity of what is called the

"older"- population (in terms of sub-age groups; race,,,and,sex); anti. the

limitations of cross-sectional, as opposed to longitudinal, research on

work and aging.

Another critical principle involves the necessary distinction between

preventive measures, on the one hand, and remedial, rehabilitative or

curative measures, on the other hand, in the formulation of policies and

pro4rami regarding the employment-related problems of older workers'.

"Employment-related" problenis,and "job- related;' problems are used inter-

changeably in this report.

A number of critical policy issues are presented in Chapter I. One

of these.issues pertains to the question as to whether it is in the economic

interest of this or ady other country to include a larger or a smaller

'proportion of its population in the workforce. Within the context of the

topic 'of this report; the issue frequentlxis expressed in terms of whq

shall obtain and keep job opportunities,thg yOung.or the old? But, must

age be used, tebegin with,..iti answering the basic question times of/

job scarcity? What is the net cost or benefit of increasing the non -use

of older.-persons in the economy? - There are conflicting Views on,the

employment effects'of labor force withdraWal of, older workers.



1.*

' Furthermore, the policy issue centering around the notion of removi6

older workers from the economy to make room for the young may also be a

reflection of cultural norms regarding the status of different age groups

-:_and their "entitlement's."

Chapter II concentrates on a number of older worker problems,

including the impact of unemployment on such

tirement, illness (including'mental

unemployment.insuranctbenefits, du ion of

impost- recession per-Pods and Povertitisk.

phenomena as premature re-, ,

and death; exhaustion of

joblessness, 'rates of ,recovery

This same chapter takes up

the topic of level of schooling as a factor in "structural" unemployment,

and suggests that traditional explanation of the employment problems of

older workers in terms of their low edOcation may need re-examinatiop when

applied to older workers of today. For example, increasingly,the educa-,

tional status of older persons relative to'younger ones is narrowing, and

a recent study found that for men 55-64, duration of joblessness was

higher for thosd with above-average education, in contrast,to the relation-

ship between low schooling and high duration among men only25-34.

Discrimination is also a critical problem for older wa.kers, when

stUdied-objectively and subjectively (in terms of the indiiiiduaT's per-

teptioris). -The'differenyal treatment of older workers (even when skill

Is held constant).is especially clear from studies of jobseeking experiences

of unemployed workers. -

Chapter III concentrates on the factors,and problemS associated with

retirement. Industry; occupation, health status, economic-conditions, and

retirement incentives (such as level of expected private and public

,pension) all play a role in the "retirement deciiion.."
IF

Among the issues involved are those of mandatory retirement which is r\
, currently the subject" of legislative controversy. Should there be any age

at Which the workers must retire? Shouldche existing 'age (65, as,cited

in the Age Discriminattpn in Employment Act) be raised? The topic,also

raises the question of unambiguous definitions of voluntary vs. involuntary

retirement. What mightbe the impaceof removing of raising' andatory

retirement age provisions? Now does mandatdry retirement affect inter-firth

mobility? Would its 'removal affect rates of-,'earlyrretirement?

I' iv
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What-are'the benefits and costs of earlYretirementyfor the individual,

the organization, and the.economy? These are possibly separate impacts,

and raise the need to consider from whose perspeCtiVe is a given policy.a

"problem." From an economic standpoint, individuals retiring under Social

Security before the age ofs65 have :lower benefits, and are less likely to

have supplemental 'private pension incomes than thOseyetiring latec,,

i finding which confounds the widespread finding by economists ,

that'financial incentives are among the most important determinants of

early retirement, The same Social Security data indicate ttat Pre-65:re-
.

retirement

iireessare characterized by greater illnesses, and less,steady pre-retire-

ment employment experience.

This chapter, along witfi other sections of the report, also deals

with the issue f the degree to which the lowering of retirement age

-shifts the' st of unemployment (when such lowering is advocated as a

means of solving *unemployment) onto the odder population and also onto' tae

remaining, younger working population. From a public policy point of view,

may there not be a limit 'to which the economy can go in a continuation of

the early retirement trend? This may be one of the overriding policy issues,

governing the Department's research decisionq.

Chapter IV concentrates on the litiiatuee concerning5health, safety,
. -

and aging in the workplace, and as influences An the employment experiences

of older workers. While health is typically treated as a variable inde-

16dment of the individual's job role and experience it should also be

viewed as a status affected by job role and experiences, as a-crucial

.employment-related problem of middle-agedland older workers. The health

status of such persons:(as suggested by the,National Longitudinal Survey),

is apparently related to type of industry, for example. And even if with.4'

out any
.

health limitations in966 -- when the survey began - ,middle aged

and older workers experienced increases in health problemt over the en-

suing five years, dependingon their occupations.

The-relationship between health and age in the workplace is net
. .

always clear-cut., The faCt, for example, that older woekers have the

lowest ra0 of back injuries on the job may reflect the possibility that .

they.also are generally found in less dangerous job's, compared to younger

workers. Mary orthe findings inthis field point to the possibility
.."

v
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OA*itransferi after a certain age, in selected high-risk work

environments.

Government research on age and work' performance (discussed in.

Chapter V) has notcbeen of a sustained or,systematic nature. In general;

what research there. is (by government and non-government sources),reveals

no consistent pattern.ofsuperior:productiVitY in any age group,. Variat-,,

.tions in job performaWce measurements, within groUps are frequently

greater than variations between age groups, thus suggesting that something

other than mere chronologicalage is at play. Wich of'the empirical

research on the topic points to the greater value ofrretaining, as opposed

to hiringolder worker's; and also to the importance'of selection, when

hiring, on the basis of job-relevantcriteria, rather than on the basis

of age alone.
.

Part-time work, and new types of arrangements for work-time

bution, are the subject of Chapter VI. The emphasis is on voluntary

part-time employment as a potential source of assistance,to older workers,

although the chapter presents data on part-time work becaUse of,economic

reasons, among different age groups jn the target population. ,Despite

the potentials,' the rate Of increase in voluntary part -time employment -

for older workers is much lower than that for younger ones. Research is

needed in deternijning the "market" for such eikPloymept by' industry,

and by type of'd4der worker.

1r
Work-sharing and tapered retirement,"are viewed as variants of the(

part-time employment phenomenon. The chapter- also deals with such alterna-

tive work patterns as job'enrichment, 'job redesign, and other "quality of

work" dimerisions, insofar as they Impinge on employment-related, experiences

of oTder"workert. The nature of work, and level.of job satisfaction, are

bothamong the factors 'involved in early retirement and in retirement

attitudls.
.

ChaPters VII, VIII; and- LX focus .on the older working woman, ;older.

minority worker's, and older Workers in rural, areas, resPectively. 'tach

of these have their own special:problems, as ,well as those experienced by
. - .

older workers in general.
.

Chances of adequate retirement income are 1ow7
.

,

for both older women and older blacks, for example., Older women may have
,

'

e
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special, problems associated with later entry into the 1por force (or
._...

-later're-entrY). In times of unemployment, they may fiivit" for. qarlyre-
,

.tirement more than men, and thus run the risk of severely.reducqd Soctal

'SecUrip benefits. At the same time, according to some research Addles,
....-

older women workers are more reluctant to accept the employer's retire-

ment age than men, partly, because retirement for them typically means a
N,

return' to less satisfying housekeeping 'roles. -The rising'iabbr force

c
participation awing middle -aged women -- especially married one =1- is a

new pheng4non the implications.of-which-have only recently begun to be

tipexplored., .

The rate of labor forte drOp-outs am &ng older blacks is' higher than

for whites, and for those who are employed, they have,a greater ,level of

involuntary part-time emploYment. Sincethe decline the peak un:-
,

_employment rate in 1975, the labor force participation rate ambngblacks

-55-64 (especialty males), actually. went doWn, contraryto the oppotite

.pattern for whites of the same age. The same contrast occurred With

respect to "post-recession" unemployment rates. These declinesIn job .

opportunities should be weighted further in light of the fact that older'

minoritx groups, tend, to have more dependents than their White age-peers.,

bitten the reported sharp improvement in the occupatiOnal gains of

young blatk adults in.recent years, it should be 'important to monitor-

time, the degree to which Such gains-are sustained, and built upon,

-aethey move, into middle-age.,,Equaf1y *portant is the health status of

those now middle-aged and older, as a function of octupational
;
experience.

.. ,

Older workers in rural .areascmayneed special consideration in.
/current and future public service employment programs,,giyen.thejimited

A. . 0 .
op ort-males for private'sectorkemploymenfin'many, of thoseaareas.

.

kr ''' 1''' One broad atea of study, the scope o hapter X, concerns employer
. .

.

practfces, internal, labor mayket experiences, mid - career change, aid 1the

role of intermediary organizations irk meeting the employment-need's'of
nor

selected, grouKof'older worker's. Not only. hiring patterns, but also
.

promotiA:,and training opportunities, along with older-worker retention,

need grqater attention. , Much of this, has to do with theissue-of

"obsolescence" and those, management practidgs that mike for or against

the etiology of that problem. ;. .-...

vii
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,Of growing interest-1n some oorporate circles is the challenge of .,
,

t ,
organizational adaptation to 61 older workforce, especially. those

'adaptations that resort to "measures other than earliretiremeneas a

meant.of "solving' the alleged problems associated with-such,a. workforce. ,
.

This includes attention to the needs of workers with a need for mid-career

charge, which may be on the increase.
ptfre

The country is witnessing a burgeoning of nonprofit, private forganiza-
,b.

tions functioning as intermediarieS between the older

potential employers. Research, along with demonstrati ts, on,

this type of organization deserves greater attention. -
Training and education are dealt with i

4
n Chapter XI, and the -major

foci are theneed to iMpeove the'skills and genera),educdtional qualifica-

tions of selected groups of older workers, and equally important, the:need

to improve the training methods used to impart new skills, in keeping,mith'

an.); special learning patterns characferistic_of_suth workers. At the same

,time: the narrowing of the gap in educatiOn achievement between older
1

end younger persons should be appreciated, since,it is generally recognize d
.

that the betfer the educational baikground; the lower the risks ofobsoles- .

, . .

cence, Mid-career development, prretraining,, should be supported as a
_

preventiye to hUman capital deterioration, instead df merely waiting4)ntil

middle-aged and older workers becomegpemplcve4 or retired prematurely. :.

This same chapter-summarizes significant findings from the'NLS project

,regarding 'the out mes of "investment in training" during middle-age.

(

. Current gove 'tient programs affecting.older workers -is the subject. of

Chapter XII.-While the,Community Service EmplOyment _Program (Title IX of. .

,

the Older AmexicansAct).May be the most visible ,of such,Programl, the -,.,

numbers Of .older workers in CETA Titles I, II, and VI, are much greater.
. , .,

.
Nevertnelesso the proportion-of older workers in Title I,programs is quite,

,

low, and the numbers' in Titles II and VI are low. ,Is the;ldwtrepresenta-
,

.

tioif in Title I programs a reflection of 'national policY?- Does the
.

_existence of A special and separate program for older'periqns (Title IX) ,,--

.

function to decrelse the chances for greater participation in the other.

programs,esPecially'fitle I? ,.
.0 ,

,..

-,
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Spegific observations and qustions,pertaining to all the programs

are included in the chapter, e.gthe fact that requests from local

: 0

orgahAzatilps'io hire older ,workers typically exceed the total-number Of

"slots allocat4d. In rural areas, Title IX-prograds are frequently'the

.ployetc TheSe tame programs are ,viewed as restriclfte, in that

vide for only part-time employment; while Many'of the. Orticipants

edrfull-time employment.

The Age biscriMination in EmploYment Act (AREA) is the. subject of

1.Chapter-iflr; They increasing number -of compf4ints filed under this Act

may r'efleot:t_growing awareness' of Its previsions, aswell-as the impact

ot.tfte.1973-76' recession during' whit' employers may, have tried to reduce

payroll cbsts.by_discharaingbr.lirtma urely- retiring higher-paid, long-

service employees. But'these points require empirical verification. The .

.increase may alp be,due to increased ADEA staff activity. While ADEA

' annual reports Indicate'the'majorinduStrial dues Involved in violations,

there is a 'need to knoW if those industries arollerrepresented,or

merely reflecttheir share of overall employMent,structure., The inclusion

of state and-local governments in the.Act as of.1974 should pro4ide new

patterns for analysis, especially since this "industry," too, is undergoing

fiscal strains.

,
Impending changg'in the upper age covered; by the Att may -ratse a

new rangerange of research and-policy issues worthy of attention, e.g., impact

on labor, force participation, and on internal'company practices. Raising

the age (and for some employees; eliminating it altogether) also may result

in greater utilization of work assessment measures, and of factional

criteria, on the-part Of employers all of which, warrants research

attention.

,Foreign programs and pOlicies, ai-a sodrce for new pSbgrams in this

country, are reviewed in Chapter XIV'. The/include/the concept of tapered

retirement:without income loss; incentives'for retirement deferral;

a more active, positive approach to training for older adult workers; the

use of adjustment committees in enterprises in the process of reducing, the

'workf,,orce; more appropriate personnel planning with respect to the "aging"

of a firm's workforce; early training anct,retraining to prevent future

problems;'union policfes regarding early retirement; and subsidies to ml-

pliwirs for hiring older workers.

ix
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The final' chapter consisisof'(a) specific priorities for research. -

projects, such as:(1) factoi.s associated with continued employment vs.
'-£ ,

early withdrawal from the' labor force, Of older,_black workers compared ),

'with whites; (2) jobseeking behavior and the discouragement process among

middle -aged and older minority,group workers; (3) research on the role.of

the retirement test ,in the retirement detision,, and level of work experience;

(4)..the relative impact on labor force experience of younger workers of .

different,prticipation rates of workers ejaib1e-for retirement, .(5)

average age'of retirement among companies With and without mandatory re-

_ -tirement aije;,f6) comparisons of retirement age policy as an issue,in the

United States and Other countries; (/).studies in discrimination; oy

voluntary part- time-employment.

,Projects recommended for (b) experimental a 'emonstration purposes,

include or are relatekto: (1) indepthif multi-pronged revention projects;

(2) voluntary part-time employment; (3) tapered retirement; (4) upgrading

of skills to improve employment chancesof middleaged and older minority

group workers; (5) deyeloping older skilled workers as trainers oryoung

unemployed and underemployed,; (6) mid-career change; (7) programs among

private sector employers to prevent offset of employee obsolescence;

(8) public service employment..

,k
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Introduction _
,

A. Preface

Within a short 'period of three-years at the most, this country will

again be engaged Than intensive series of 'teal, regional, andoiational

activities in preparation:for:the 1981 White House Conference on Agiag. ,

the Department of Labor and other. Federal departments and agencies --

might now examine the'Oolicystatements and recbmmendations pertaining to
,

enploymenteproblems that emanated from the 1971 Conference. .The,Preamble

to the 1971 Report cif the Conference Section on Employment and Retirement

included the followinglorintiples:

o Opportunity for .iRployment with no discriminatory
personnel practices because of age.

Retirement in health-, honor, and. dignity -- after
years of contribu=tion to the economy.

o' Adequate income fn retirement in accordance with the
American standardof,living.

AanY,barriers hamper: older, Americans in exercising...
choice in allotting:their time and talents and-deprive
our Nation of the hfghest use ofstheir knowledge,' skills,
and potentialities.. They include: compulsory retirement
on reaching a Vartitillar birthday,,regardless of their
ability to work; lack of informatiOn and counseling,on
-retirement problems end job opportunities; lack of place-
'ment and Counselingtersonnel equipped to"deal with their
,special problem, underrepresentation in education,
training,rehabilitation, and othermanpower,programs;

. continuing discrimination in employment practices despite
FederalsanciState legislation; and enforced retirement
resulting from long unemployment as an increasing number
of workers lbse their jobs in their fifties when plant
shutdOwns or teanolbgical changet-make their skills
obsolete. This resiats in their being undercounted
among the unemployed,

The_policy recommendations included attention to the 45-64 age group,

and not merely.to thoie 65 and older.

These policy recommendations included specific

(

reference to items

which still remain in the 1i t of critical issues pertaining tothe,

fs
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JO-related prgblems of both segments of the.older age population, notably:

4 The need: for earmarked ft.Inds in manpower programs.
"Experience proves that adequate funds must be ear-

' imarked to improve- employment opportunities for older ,

workers." ,
. -,-

,

,,. .

Grater.enforcement of age discrimination 'statutes. ik
,.\\,

"There' should be a governmentally- sponsored ,public

relations and educational eff6rt designed to induce
employers voluntarily to hire more older workers."

. - -.

. public Service Employment. 'Even improved manpower '

cPolifies maynot'result in adequate opportunities
for those persons willing and able to work. State

' and loaal gburnmenti are hard pressed to finance
- the puliclic'servites...so badly,needed.by our coin-

munities...end that are so apftopriate for the
employment of older people...A minority [of the
Section] favored expanded and innovative programs
to meet employmegt needs of older persons, but.

' 'questioned the concept of government serving as
, 'employer of last resort.", .

,

The polity issues and research potentials of just these three recom-

mendations (out of a total of 17} are Many, and they form therbasis of

Air much of the contents of this report.

,

2
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B. Guiding Principles
.,.

.
ia Before

.

moving into specific issue s, research and.deMOnstration needs,
- -

andsuggestiorq, we would like to introduce some general or guiding!:

-0.inciples that-should be applied in a research and developant strategy

regarding job-related problems of middle-aged and ,older-workers: .Spme,

of all, of them .should be considered when reviewing each of the specific 1,

issues and topics covered in this report.
.

. . v
. ..

I.
,

The Concept of a Work-Life Cycle or Stages.

4 ir ;

In effect, this principle stresses the notion of career; Dr aipattern

of work experience over several years -- a process, instead of;# snap-shot

or cross - sectional status at any one point in time. 'ThisAnvolves.a focus

on such experiences as: 's

(a) during a-job.-seeking phase

As a person seeking re-employment after
discharge, or lay-off.

As ,a person seeking a change of employment,
even though currently,employed.

,

As a person re-entering thejabor force (or
ent07ing for the first timerafter an extended
period of nonwork because, -for example, -of
child rearing, illness, etc.

(b) _As an employee (i.e., internal labor market experience0,

which woulCinclUde
':..-

Work performance.-
..,

, _

Seekin a change of type of work irthe same,
esta shment: - . Nc4 .

Being assigned a change in,the same:establishment.

Promotion patterns.

Ilegree and nature of training opportunitiei.

'Ac) As a 'potential and future' retiree, including --

The impact of job-related experiences, during
middle-age, and during the2,"pre-retirement" years
(such as unemployment experiences, voluntary vs.
involuntary job-changing), on the "retirement
decision"' (and whether the retcrement is voluntary
or not; and:at what age).

b le



,The impact of personal - demographic, actors ob that
. retirement decision (including early intentions; .

faMily obligations; coverage and level, ot pension,
-if any).

The impact of these aagkother factors and experiences,
on actual retirement status; retirement life expectancy,
etc.

II. "Problem" cording to What Per

Treatment of the topic of the "job-related pro Vems o older workers"

must be clear as to the issue of "whose" problem? There'is of
ifa

wide category of difficulties encountered by (a) the individua e-
:

aged and olde;- worker or jo§seeker: But what may be an advanta

problem'to the individual may'bethe very opposite for (b) the emp

organization. Relyctance to hire.individual older job applicants bay

be a problem to the employer, at least as judged within a flints imme

and direct "costs and benefits:. Retaining'certain.types of older wor
4 .

May help_those workers, bgt.not the organization, etc.

Finally, there is a third perspective or level of analysis) which

must be considered when Oeilling with the topic, namely, (c) the general
. ,

community and/or total economy. Early- retirement (before 65, to take theA

conventional age) with relatively high.retirement'income may "solve" some

problems for the employing orgafiization and make such retirement extremely

attractive to the individua) worker, but in.the aggregate, the effects:on.

the total economy (and /or public expenditures) may or may not be positive.

'One example might be the excess of expenditures oveqrevenues in the:Social

Security Trust Fund as a result of large exits from the labor-forced

o

Giten no change in retirement age policy and early retirement'trends,

along with certain demographic developments, the burden on the working

.,population (in the form of increased payroll taxes and/or ,income ,'taxes)

might be placed in this same perspective.

1

As another example, long-term unemployment among older Workers ma):

% adversely affect the general economy (and the status of the UI reserves);

and not merely the,long-term unemployed themselves: Other direct costs to

; the total economy and society might consist of increased health and welfare

0
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costs, that can be traced to such long-term employment. Such costs are not
t

:alWigs obvious:`.-

i :III. Current problems and conditions regarding the job style and

-2experieFe of middle -aged and older workers must be distinguished from

'those expected in the future. This, in turn, calls also for coOktant:atten-

"tion to. those factori thatdetermine the changes, .if any, in. the current

prOble6 and conditions. As one example, the advent of ale Pension Reform.
Act_of 1974.(ERISA) is taew variable-that will ilMpact, inseveral,Ways, on

the jOb-relited problems o middle -aged and older workers. 'A Second

example mightbe the emerging participation of women in the labor force,

especially married ones: In what ways will this affectthOse Problems;

We include in this third general principle the need to monitor certain

trends and intermittent phenomena -- for example, the rate at which persons

retire under Social Security before the age of 65, and the changing condi-
- ,

tions that influence such rates; the impaci.on labor force participation

of the presumably improving health conditions of young adults-as they'-
,

themselves move into middle-age and older .itatus; pdlicies regarding assist-
.

.. . .
,

ance.to victims of mass lay-offs and shutdowns.
'..-

, ..

IV. The heterogeneity atthe population under studyvr- and;Changes in

the composition of that population over time. This prinCiple is clearly
,

neglected in most statistical reporting in the emploYment and training field.

For . example, grouping personi as "45 and Oder" --'or "25 to 54" and "65.and

older" -- obscures more than it'reveals, and may lead to poor policy and

program formulation. Few, if any, reports (outside certain Social Security1

publications) include a 62-64claSsification which is critical, given the

-current option far retirement in.those ages under. Social:Security for both
.,.

and women.

EqualVimortant is the
,
fact that Componentsof the 65-plus population

e increasing at widely varying rates. For, example, between19/5,and 2010,

\ the population 86 and older -- even without any changes:in mortality rates
.1
-in't,he population 50-plus'as of 1975 -- is sprojected to increasety over

\ 110 percent, but the projected increase in the 65-74 population is less than
,

5
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.. 40 percent., Policy research concerning such. vital matters'as the per capita

worker,cests for each "older" person :-,..:_or job rights and opportunities for

the 65-69 group -- cannot be reliable'ltfthat research relies only on data

referring to an undifferentiated, unchanging, statistical mass labeled simPlY

as 65 -plus.
,

,
This same principle applies, naturally, to Holder" components' of the

under45 population.'

,
. ,

V. The concept of aging must be considered as distinct from the

aged. More pointedly, the "worker growing older" is not the same as "the

older worker." The first refers to a process of change -- not all of which

is of a decremental nature. The second refers to a socially determined

chronological age at one point-in time.

4

VI. Closely rglated to this principle is the primacy of distinguishing

between Alicy-relevant'conclusions derived from cross -sectional data, on;
fl

the one hand, and from data gathered on a longitudinal approach. A per-
,

fectly designed study comparing workers of different ages at one point in,:

time concerning, for example, work performance, or unemployment experience,

is not a solid basis for drawing theoretical or policy conclusions about :

"what happens to people as .they get older."

.!

."1

VII. Even longitudinal studies have limitations. A given cohort as

of'a given year, which is studied over a number of months or years'(i.e.,.

as Wbecomes older),'in all likelihood mill not be identical to a cohort

of the same ages but which is studied ten or fifteen years later -- or -2--

earlier, even though both are subjected.to the lOngitudinal *roach. ''

Thisdiitinction is 'sometimes known as the "generational-difference"

phenomenon. For example,,a group of workers 45-64 years old as of 1956 is,

1.

quite different from' workers of the same age as of. 1976, regar ing. such "4.
.

attributes as education, rural-urban origins, occupational dis ribution,

sex-composition, etc. Even the economic environments.. will ,not be the

same.

Therefore, "contributions to knowledge" and policy-formulations are

generation- or time-restricted. This caveat is somewhat unique to the

2f
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subject matter 04the social sciences,-as compared to the biological and /-

natural sciences In the latter, changes in knowledge may'come_atout

primarily as a result of-improvements in. research technology and method-"_

ologies and,not essentially as a resultofchanges,in the objectssof

.inquiry,

.

VIII. The'survivor phenomenon must be recognized in policy- and

program- oriented research on job - related, experiences ind'problems of older

workers. For example, research resulting'in conclusions 0owing no. dif-

ferences in job performance of different age groups (typthlly of a cross-
,

sectional nature) -- or indeed, superior performance of the older workers --

may be an artifact, in that lnadeqUately performidg workert, in previous

years, may have been weeded out prior to the time the research was con-

dUcted.

-0
Similarly, and again paftially as a function of the cross-section

nature of the analysis (even when longitudinal data are available from the

same study), Conclusions regarding factors influencing 'retirement rates" .

may be misleading to the degiee that the mortality variable is,omitted,

i.e., only the "suArivors" are the subject of the analysis.

IX. In addition to principle IV (regarding heterogeneity), or as ,a

variant of that principle, other sub-groupings are necessary.,, In the main

body of this report, it is critical to keep this principle in mind, even

though it may not -be stated explicitly where relevant. Specifically, we

-refer te the need to distinguish not only between age groups in the "older

worker" classification, but also by:

Male vs. female.

Marital status and family composition.

Rural vs. Urb41. 1

0 With "urbair," by size and industry-occapation mix.4/
Race or/ethnicfty. .4

i Socio-economiOcharacteristics.

Each- sub -group has its arn problems, conditions,-and advantages (or

degree'of)','and it ,is risky -' for example -- to draw'univertat policy

7'
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conclusions or generali2able research,co4lusions from data concerning

white urban !Met to other categoriet of oldOr workers.,

7

X. There is no clear-cut,.unchanging referent or definition regarding

whaeis meant by "old."

historically-- even in

lation. Second, in tte

First, the Chronol4ical age-referent has changed

official designations of the "working-age" popu-

public mind, "old" may be defined in non- chrono-

logical. terms by substantially large segments of that ppblic. Third, in

such cases, the referent is typically of i,decrementall. nonproductive

quality. With respect to formal and informal decisions affecting the work

status and chances of men andwOmen, such differences in definition --

either of a chronological or non-chronological nature -- have different
.

'inpaCs that may be critical.
-.

,...

XI. While it is -common to classify the jobLrelated problems of middle -

aged and older workers as part of the 'structural" employment-unemployment,

challenge, this designation may have some weaknesses, to the degree that

it fails to consider the possibility that unemployment due to "cyclical"

factors may itseli.be transformed into a structural problem. A highly

educated or trained professional or craftsman, for example, may become

unemployedand'then remain unemployed (or only intermittently re-employed)

long engfugh to qualify for being a case study in "structural" unemployment --

even when general employment conditions,have improved.

Research on 'older worker problems, and policies derived from that

research, should bE alert to the lag, phenomenon. Problems associated with

the job or employmeqt status of middle-aged and older workers may not

immediately manifest themselves, but may rather emerge months or years later.

Asetase fn point, applications for disabiallty benefits under Social

Sectirity -- among older workers too young to be eligible for retired worker

benefits.-- tend to rise a few year after a peak in their onemploynient

rates. A process is involved. his general principle is especially perti-
,

nent to' the issue of the indirect and long-term cOstsassociated with

/ certain job-related problems of middle-aged and older workers.
/

8
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XIki. In the formulation of policies and programs regarding the job-

related problems'of older workers, a aistinction should be made between

preventive measures, on the one hand, and remedial, rehabilitative, or''

curative measures on the other hand. To date, the emphasis has been

.primarily, if not exclusively, on the latter. We more or less wait for

/problems-to emerge and then seek "solutions." Little, if any, emphasis is

placed, in government policy-making and program design, on the preventive .

tide:

.

Perhaps this last pringiple should have been placed and'discussed ini

the section dealing with poly issuesi. It belongs in either place, or

both. But we 'have cited i't here as arprinciple, largely because of our

belief_ that _si research and demonstration strategy should be governed by

a sensitivity to the notion that potential problems should be anticipated

and thus avoided or, reduced; by the need to search for policies and pro-

grams that are positive in character and that avert and obviate the onset

of problems originating in the employment situation of workers, insof6r

as those problems become overt or accentuated in middle- or old age.

(
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.CHAPTER I

Critical Policy Priority Issues

As a result of the experience gained by carrying:out the tasks in. the

project on wht6 this report is based -- along with the longer research and

policy analysis experience of the' Principal Investigator for the project --

some oferriding issues have emerged which should be articulated before

moving'on to some specific and largely,conientional topic or research and

demonstration regarding the job-related problemsof older workers.

I. All of these overriding issues may really be variants on the same

theme, 'namely, the controversy over the notion that economies such as ours

are capable of "providing jobs for everybody capable of working." Leaving

/ aside the matter of how to define "capable" -- and ignoring the equally

important issue of proyiding employment for those seeking or wanting jobs--
,

(because that is inextricably tied up with incentive policies affecting the

work-nonwork trade-off; developed by government and private organizations

dtscussed later) -- the discussions in the remaining substantive part of this

T report are nearly all affected by how we reiolvithe following question:

Is it in the economic interest of the country to .

include a larger -- or a smaller proportionaf-4,

its population in the work fqrce=than is currently'

the case?-

Current policy discussions and debates-- and actual,programs -- do

not seem to 0 concerned with that basic.policy issue. Instead, they are

based on win-or-lose assumptions, that if one group in the population

gains jobs, some other group or groups will have to give up4obs, or not

seek to fiid.any. Within thellretent context, the game seems to,be essenti-

ally a matter 'of who. gets and keeps the job opportunities -- the youhg or

the old. That issue itself raises,questions of,who,is young? Who is"old?

Little, if any, sustained attention is paid to the basic quettion

.defined above and fits corollaries.' Until that basic issue is resolved, a

research strategy regarding the job-related problems of middleraged,ftnd
A

older workers will hal;ie to be characterized by confusions. contradictions,

and conundrums. ,

That research strategy mast otherwise work within the, onstraintS

imposed bY,the underlying assumption of existing policy and program priorities,

11 25
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namely, that there are only so many jobs to be "handed out." In the mean-b

time, however, research on the total economic and other costs and benefits,

to the national economy -- indirect, as well as direct-- of,such trend's as
(

the labor force participation rates of middle -aged and older workers'shoutd

have a to priority. At-
, .0,-'

; i .. .

'SO research may yield results showingthat'the economy i,,,":

and society is losing out. If:so, such results -- if disseminated'widely
. . ,.

and effectiveb t-'should motivate a greater and m6re serious effort to .

.,,

institute new, or improved, policies' and programs designed to (1) expand

the pie of job opportunities,. and /or (2) increase the relative participation

of middle - aged "and older workers. .

In another section of this report, we discuss some demographic and

related factors that may lead us,through drift, toward the second purpose.
--;--

But the goal of policy-making istogain some deliberate and conscious

control over trends and events, instead of waiting.for allegedly self -'

correcting mechanisms to solve such problems for us, perhaps at -some

considerable cost.

A hint of what this general policy discussion is'about can be gained,

by considering the observations of Seago (1976) regarding the utilizafion
.

of older manpowe'r. Current employment policy and programs'regarding and

affecting older workers result in an incse in the number of productive

years lost to the economy, often at times when more years of productivity

are auillable inthat,population. Federal And state goverhments spend

billions of tax dollars on welfare and unemployment compensatfoh..(0

as on Social Security expenditures), while Lange nuMbers of the middle-aged

and olden recipients want an'opportunity to work and.fiedrn4Oetr,lieep."

FollaCr(197411estimates that $10 billioh is lost-to the economy ,-,

1'1 P %., .

through the non use of,41der workers -- calcuTating the:value of,the4 -

*,:,1:: ',

products and servioa440414ailable for pqese eactijfear as a result ff
,...

such persons not being employed to produce them --, and possibly Adding:to

the inflation process'because'of the reduced amount of.suc)i produCts and

services-. -. .._,_ - ; . 1 A

.
-

.0
..,

, . , , t -
. r-- , "-; N ,

The impact of unemployment-and reduced labor force Oarticipiation among

middle -aged and older persons on the total *economy may be discerned in*the .,
. .. . ,

12
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current concern over.the status of the Social Security System's funds.

This topic has been the subject of research controversy,,touchedoff in

part by Nangy Teeters' Brookings study _(1472) which'indicated thatjf,

unemployment at the end of 1973remained.at-6 perCent, over 2,3, ion_

persons.(incluOing dependents) would be receiving Social. Security benefits

who would not have done so if the rate has been-44 (the'first.quarter

of 1974 rate). The Social Security Administration (Sanders,,1974) chat --
,

4enged such estimates' but the issue still remains-.

$

The major policy issue here,is whether the total'econdisic and social

csosts "Of unemployment, decreasing participation, and jobseeking discourage-
.

; ,
ment among' older workers (including "premature" retirement) exceed, equal

or are below the benefits allegedly claimed to derive from removing sub-

stantial segments of the upper age groups of workers. If they exceed the,

benefits, this would be one more argumeq for introducing new policies and

,programs (as well as strengthening existing ones) designed tovretain older
. ,

- persons in the Work force.

2: One of the "benefits" derived from removing older segments from

the working population is a reduction in official'unemployment rates ,to

theodegree-that those rates have political implications (Kreps, 1976).

Another claimed benefit --'and one that is rarely, if ever, ,examined iS

Akt it "makes room for younger persons." This claim is.frequently found
,

at the enterprise level, without, regard to possible costs to the total

economy (and possibly to longer-term, indirect costs: to the enterOlse).

° Much of trip conventiOnaf wisdom in labor,economicsinolUdes the expec-

tation witt(some variations.-- that for every older worker leaving the

iabororie (OrlivenenierPrise),One'neW,'YOuhger; workeriikeishis or

her place. Such wisdom is based essentially on -the assumption of a fixed.
- .

quantity .of "job's to be done." In recent years, of course, thegt'owth in the
,

"lebor force". haS exceeded the number. of /96 openings.' -

1Zatt

Apart from the possible nee for Updated empirical verification of

hypothesis that a new/younger p soh aromatically is hired for each older

person retired, there ,is a far riore cr icalquestion.',
4

A different school of tho' ht i ecopmics would argue at the'reduced

',income of worker-s due to,refis ent Produces a 'reduction 9f,purchasing Rower,

4,1
'14
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t
and perhapsAn increase in inflation if then aggregate retirement income is

Ancreased_ih an economy without ally commensurate increase in the supply of

goods and services. This reduction in purchasing power would presumably

result in a,les'seneddemand for labor. To put it another way, the continued

employdent of-older workers (at incomes superior to those obtained through

retirement benefit's)-would itself geneitate or sustain a healthy demandfor

'Iabor,accordirig to.the second viewpoint.
k

-,,.,.4Ww-thus have two conflicting views on the 6Mployment effects of labor

-Force! withdrawal of older workers. One of them may be incorrect, or each
t

of them may contain certain elements and degrees of certitude. In any

event; the issues ihvolved are critical enough to warrant special types of

,,analysis to clarify the general:issue.

In the view of some advocates for the job rights of middle-aged any

older persons, current government policy seems to stress disproportionAely

the jbb problems of the young -- especially, those under 20 or so -- over

_those of middle-aged and older workers. One result is the pitting ofage

groups against each other, in direct and unobtrusive ways, or at'least the

frustration of thoSe organized groups of senior citizens whose interests

encompass the Gobs issue. ,

A defense of this inordinate stress (as measured, for example, by

dollars expended for-job-related programs) is thateen-age and youth

unemployment rates are much higher than for adult and, older workers. This

may be the major defense brought forward. The rebuttals to that defense

inalude the arguments that:

1. Official unemployment rates obscure the "real"- rate of

older age groups;

2. Much of the retired population (especially those in the

60 -69 age group) would accept work.if offered, or would

:seek work if convinced they had a chance;

'

3. DuIration rates are an equally, if-not more sensitive

measure of the problems involved;

The proportions of young vs,. older persons seeking year-

round full-time empioyment are not comparable (i.e.,, persons

under 20 are primarily seeking part7time and/or temporary

work).
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(5) Few of these young persons are-beads of famil es with

others dependent on them. Most; indeedmay.haVe middle-

aged and older parents whose job security,needs strengthening.

Some Of the advocate groups push the view Wet at the very least,there'

should belian equitable distribution among age - groups of training and emploi-

ment opportunities within the private and public sectors. Others emphasiZe

the position that if chronological age were replaced with -the use of functional

'criteria -- the-elimination of "ageism" -- in making job-related decisions .

/ (the theoretical basis of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of'1967,

at least for those,40 through 64), the:young vs."old issue would practically

vanish.

The five points expressed above point tole need for empiricalOveri-

fication (and periodic monitoring),. and more basically, for some measure

(or measures) of relative negative_ impact of the same types of unemployment

and unemployment experience fpr different age groups especially if decision-

makers and the generaljublic persist in thinking in terms of age as a major

dimension of'social differentiation. -

3. In this connection, the 1974 Harris,survey asked its repondents 18-64,

years old at what age did they think the average person beeomesold. The

important point is that only about one-half cited a chronological age.-- The:

4 rest cited what could be classified as "functional" criteria. ...

Thqdkignificance of this finding lies in the,potential impact of viewing

"old" in functional instead of chronological terms, On the several Job'

related diMensions of middle-aged and older. workers. It is not clear whether

the raw data of the Harris study could be analyzed with that question in mind.

But-we-recommend.an exploration of those-data-for this purpdse.
t

Furthermore, since the Harris project for the Natidnal Council ing

was cross-sectional only, there is no Way Of determining without r,odic

re-surveys (which could be part of other ongoing national and special grOup,

or arga,opinion polls).whether the fifty percentfigure4Will change, and in

-which direction, over time. ,

But more to the point, we recommend a study spectficaiiy-designed, to

measure the relationship -- if 'any -- of chronolo4ical-age vs. functional 1

criteria responses, especially within partidular groupings of persons in

°
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positions thatfiffect;the job-relatid prbblems of middle-aged and older"

persons, to the actual:labor force experiences of these age groups. Little

'fsithOwn about,this'neglected

4.. Returningrto the need _for developing a measure of the relative
,

Regativiimpact of uhemploymdnt and (non-participation) for. different age.

groups, we recommend that the Department of Labor,Okamine, for example,'the

adaptability of Levitan and Taggart's-index"of employment and earnings

inadequacy (1974):4 Without describing here the details of ,the criteria

sugiested_bythem,We AP think it pertinent to cite their point that such an

index 'must be applicable for the total population. It must haVe meaning

and be derived for different,age, sex, race and family status'groupi."

,5. The policy issue centering'on making room for the young and moving

out the,oldis parily a reflection bf cultural norms in our society which

are difficult (but not i0possible) to bend deliberately and within a short

time period.'. There is a longer-range view that calls attention to the age

profile of theil&ican population in future dePadeg, and,that_concludes

will solve the issue for4ii's-- that continuing low fertility rates

reduce the number of young persons from "whose ranks future nevientrants

into the labor force will come --le'sp4cially relative to the numbers of

middle,aged and olderworkers, henc0,1ewer young competitors for the jobs

of the latter.
NO*

;13ut the( policy. issues descr+bed a6Ove and in later sections must be

* 'studied from the Oerseectives of both the immediate future; -and the,long-

term future. Furthermore, it may be'necessary now to make.decisions stemming

''frOm'the_fact that a Smaller youth group entering the labor force --

especially if-no :h6W,PolicY ii'adoded to affect the number and proportions

of oldgr perioni retiring and continuing to live -- raises the more,dhal-

lenging issue 40,,,the dependency burden on the working population.

,2bat issue is among the priority items that should,be receiving, now,

greater.researehand pOlicy: attention within the Department of Labor. The,

issue is discdssed greater length'in various sectionsof this report;

and in one special l'ction.deioted 6kclusively to it. Current policy dis-

oussions, including legislative proposals, about the financing of the

Social Security syStem have,by.and aarge neglected any serious reconsideration'
.



of retirement age policies as part of a broader range of alternative solu-

tions to the financing problem. Changes fn those policies. -- and problemi.

that may be entailed in implementing such changes -- should hot wait.to be
. .

studied until the demographic "crunch" is already upon us. That crunch may,

come sooner than conventional demographic research indicates. , ,

I
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:CHAPTER-II

Job - Related Problems of Older Workers
t,

)
, .

The most salient and manifest i+blems of middle -aged end older workers
.

,

G

have to,do with the unemployment experience and the specific difficulties

associated with, Or stemming freim, those experiences, We will.not concentrate
e -

h ere on the issue of whose unempleyment is more deserving of public policy

attention -- the young or the old. That issue was referred to in previous

pages. .

r

t is well-known that when using the conventional and offical-rate of

unemployment measure, unemploymentis lower i than in younger age

groups. Future studies should be careful .tinguish among different

age groups in the so-called older popylatio in this connection, partly

because of differences in the availability of, or eligibility for, such

programs as private and public retirement-income, according to age: Much

of the current-sources of information do not contain data on unemployment

rates organized by sub-age-groups, and. -are not cross-classified by other

critical variables -- a major gap.in knowledge which in turn affects the

effiacy, of program design.

The unemployment experience for middle-aged and older. workers means,

among other things, not only reduced income while unemployed. It also results

"in a pronounced reductidhlespecially if the pre-retirement unemployment fs

prolonged and/or intermittent) in income during the retirement years. Thgt,

reduction impacts not only on, the individual and his or her family, but also

on the general community or economy to the degree that transfer payments

during unemployment and retirement are greater tharwould otherwise be. the

Official reports on unemployment rates-And duration are available each

year, ty,,age. But what are missing 7,,such important kinds of information

. as the_ total unemployment'of middle-aged and older workers over a number of
.. . .

years"-- and number of spells, of unemployment; The Na data.(Parnes, et al.,

19Z4) indicate that between 1969 and 1971, about ldpercent of the 45-59

.N year old male sample badexperienced
,

. !

some'form of unemployment. Further-

more, "those Who had suffered unemployment in 1965 were much more likely

': than others to experience additional unemployment in the two-year period

between 1969 and 1971 surveysi."

,
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term joblessneVs in 1969 and 11971 Of those rften whO were continuously

-_-,-- in the_labor force in 1965, 26 peRent of the whites, and 29 percent ofthe
. t
lcks were not so fortunate in each of.the subsequent yeirs, 1969 and 1971.

Also; long-term unemployment experi nce in 1965 increased the odds for

Whether thit tyPe of experience was unique in the case of this age

group, or imilar to that Of younger workers, is not known,.giiien the nature

of the NLS study. Only-males between the ages of 14. and 24 were part of

the larger project.

Analysis of longet.,termdata from the same study (Sheppard, 1976) sh

that if unemployed at the time of the 1966 survey (p with a job but not

working), the group bf\white males 45-57 years old were more likely.to be

unemployed, but out of the labor force, or dead, by 1973. This was true

even when health status as of .1966 was taken into account. The tame relation-

shipbetween employmenstatus and eventual lablor force and "life" status

prevailed among blacks,. The Sheppard analysis has limitations in that it

took into account only healtfisttatus, and was not subjected to a multi-

variate analysis. But this should not imize the point that memplo ent

among the middle-aged and older worke i too important to ignore in public.

policy planning and :implementation:

One'of the most salient findin s by Parnes and King (1977 was that

personal characteriSttcAidid not help to explain the differential employ-

ment status' of previousify long-service workers who were permanently dis-

placed and of a matchedsub-sample who were not displaced. Race, for example,

was not neievant. Neither was length of schooling. Nor was occupAion the

critical variable.

What was most important was indUstry. Thui, the job security chances

of such workers are a functiOn of the "choice" of industry made by a

worker in his earlier years. 'Trade and manufacturing stood out as above

.average in exposure to the risks of permanent displacement. Public admini-
.

ttration jobs turned out to be the most secure type.

i4)The NLS stun y sQdata now available cover Only the 1966-73 period,

which dfd.not include the recia 1973-75 recession. On the other hand, it

could be argued, or hypothesized, that the kinds of findings reported above

might show even more deleterious effects if that recent recession period

. 20
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were 'Included, or if a longitudinal stud' of men 45-59 years-old were begun

five or so years later, and extended thiough and beyohd the 1973=75 reces-

sion prod. .

We*re dealing here essentially with the impact of the unemployment

experiene among middle-aged end,oTder workers. The studies by Brenner.

(1973 and 1976) suggest, perhaps demonstrate, the-_g effects of that

experiences for different Ige groups., In his earlier 'study, the relation-

ship between economic cycles and admissions to mental hospitals was. .

especially salient among middle-aged persons. However, the data are not

laisified by the employMent status of the individuals in his analysis

(which was based on more than 100 ,years of data in the .state of New York)."

,

,
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King (1977) carefully compared two sub-saMples of men -- (l)' those who.had .

been employed for at. least five years as of 1966 with their current employers

and then permanently displaced betWeen 1966 and 1971 and (21 a matched group-

of those who had-also been permanently employed for at least five years as-

of 1966 tut who had not lost their jobs during the same period. They found.;

IJIsIng.the valuable longitudinal data at their sposal,'Paripes and

that the costs of job loss are more narrowly economic in character (e.9.,

wage levels, on the average, were lower for the re-employed displaced).

"Health deterioration between 1966 and 1973 appears to have been some-

what more common and improvement somewhat less common awing the displaced

- workers than with the control group."

Furthermore, alienation (as measured by feelings of a sense of power- =,

and a loss of'initiative and self-confidence (as measured by the 3

Ratter internal-eiternal control scale), were experienced more by these.

displaced middle-aged workers. These phenomena are especially important
0

because of their general effects on basic political behavior and attitudes;

and because declines in "initiative" can affect the,quantity and quality of

labor force supply if and when full recovery does take place.

Other studies, for example, (Aiken, Ferman, and Sheppard, 1972; Cobb

and Kasl, 1972) have found, ip case studies of shutdownsthe same psycho-,

logical and physical health impacts of unemployment. Cobb and Kasl *port

rises in blood pressure among those remaining unemployed, and decreases

-for those finding new jobs between termination date and when re-examined

(after re-employment). the rises in blood pressUre "were of the order of 'f

magnitude of. change resulting from ten-year's of aging."

keeping`withEferiner'S-TIndings regakifng the "cdliiTibution"'Of

adverse economic conditions to deaths due to cardio - vascular' diseases (caused

. insert by high cholesterol), Cobb and Kasl found that cholesterol levels
f

rose with unemployment and fell with stabilization. It'should be noted that

the Cobb and Kasl,study was restricted to a short,time period after the plant

termination, and that therefore. sharper differences. between' the still

.
unemployed and re-employed may appear over a longer period of time --'as

anotIer example of th\O importance of paying attention to the "lag" phenomenon.

Brenner's studies were,' however, sensitive to this pointnd did include

time - series analyies.
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Nevertheless, among the other'costs of-such 'experience forimtddle-aged

and older men -- espetially these not re-employed soon -- was a drop in their

t estimates of gaining any e4OnbOOp secyrity, aneOf feelings of optimism re- .

larding their futtre.) Foltmand1968); in his study of a shOtdown in the

Buffalo labor market area, regrts, in "this connection:

To adjust to having to find another (job at age 45
would,appear to be doubly difficult for manyimOn,
since At is during middle-age that the process Of
adjusting to unfulfilled expectations; hopes, nd
ambitions may also.begin. At middle age some d
that -for them life is ending rather than beginnin

In another section of this; report; we discuss the impo Lance of con-

centrating government and private policies-and programs on ertain critical

age groups -- or one group -- for whom such policies and programs may, be

especially relevant.

The critical principle thai needs to be stresseehere is hat health

as,ayariable tofie researched in the context of:job-related problems of

older werkers'must be treated as something affected by the job experience

itself end not merely as somettiing that affects that job experience, It

is imperative that cost-benefitanalyset:of programs e'nd.policies proposed

for meeting the job-related problems of middle-aged and older workers

include such measures.

Since economic endn-ecofibmic well-being is affected by the employ-

ment experience, such issues an0;policy matters as discrimination, seniority,

jobseeking assistance, etc., should, in our'opinion, have a higher priority

than so far seems to be the case in our private and public policies affect-

ing,the.status of older workers.'

. UI exhaustees

Long-term unemployMent, thelsOecial feature-of the unemployment experi-

ence of older workirs, is associated not only with greiter,probabilities for

becomi4g discouraged and dropping out of the labor force, but, also for .

exhausting unemployment compenSation,benefits. Older pertons

and female -- are a ditproporti4ately large segment of UT exhaustees. .In

the 1975 study of.eXhaustees,. fola most of the states examined, roughly 70

pOrcent of those exhausting. benefits were 45 and older. Such data merely

confirm the point that long -term :unemployment is greater risk for un- ..

employed middle-aged and older werkers.

23
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Beyond such cross-sectional types of research showing that a large

proporttort of older exhaustees remain unemployed, or withdraw altogether

from ,the labor force, there is a need to trace younger exhaustee grips

(say, younger than 45) over time -- aiithey themselves gi-ow older -- with

resOia to:

Re-employment, types of re-employment, and job

careers,:relative to non-exhaustees, and employed'
.--

populatioriS ofqhe same age.

-
In connection with the topic of UI exhaustion, there is the issue'

centering on the argument that prolonged unemployment is "encouraged" by

. extended weeks of eligibility for Unemployment 'compensaiion'(Feldstein,

<1975). This issue remains unresolved. To some extent, differing cOn-

clusions may be derived fromthe use of different methods Of analysis used

to test the "hypothesis."

In nthgOr study based on empirical interviews with a sample of persons

who had been, or were still, unemployed over a 15-1mqnth period, Sheppard

and Belitsky (1966) found that among male blue-collar workers, UI weeks

of eligibility did not tend to prolong unemployment. Among workers still

unemployed, more than one-half had no more benefit weeks remaining --

in contrast to a much lower percentage of the re-employed. A.

Expressing this finding differently, nearly one-half of those
. k

exhausifng their benetits were still unemploy , but, only one-fifth of

those with benefit weeks still available me Still unemployed. .This

is contrary to the hypothesis thatoworkers without any benefit weeks

remaining should have returned to work at a rate higher than'that for

workers with benefit weeks still remaining.

Although the Sheppard-Belitsky analysis did ni)t include any ion-

Sideration of age, the general finding in offiqial data showingthe

disproportionate over-representation of older workers among UI exhaustees

does not necessarily prove the basic hypothesis.
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Nevertheless,_ research which seeks,to test the hypothesis should in-

"clude the age variable, with'special attention to additional factors such

as:

marital status,

o. number of dependents,

labor force status of other family members;

nature of labor market area (including overall

unemployment rates,

other personal characteristics.

The general topic is pertinent to the policy issue concerning the

feasibility (or 'wisdomlof special (longer and better) unemployment

compensation privillges for older unemployed workers -- privileges which

are available'in marry other Countries.

4k.

'Recovery Rates

In. times of economic recovery -- When general unemployment. rates

decline -- one might suppose that older workers willparticipate to the

same extent as other age group in improved employment status. Rosenblum.

(1976), however,'did'not find this to be the case for those 55 and older, '

during the 1975-76 "recovery." --lhe)preface to his-report,y Senators

Church, Randolph,-and_ Williams,Toints.out that "older-persons_are an

especially vulnerable group during a recession. This fact also underscores

the needlo develop comprehensive and effective,minpower policies to pro-

. motelemployment opportunities for middlelaged and. older 'workers."

Rosenblum's analysis aryl generalizations'are derived from data -

of an aggregate nature, and do not make use of longitudinal, cohort analysis,

although hisMndingsshOuld not be dismissed because.of this fact. On a

wow
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Micro- basis, using a cohort, Sheppard and Belitsky (1966) found that over
.

a one -year period, characterized by a general decline in unemployment

'(1963 -64), the older the male blue-collar worker, the lower the rate of

decline in long-term unemployment., That/is, during thii period, long-

term unemployment declined for older men, but was not as great as the

decline for younger ones. These data were based only
u
tn thoseremalning

in the labor force they excluded the "discouraged worker" group,

and those dropping out of the labor force'because of reported illness.

Data on the 4e distribution of the insured unemployed (ETA, 1977)

also reveal that the 1975-76 recovery was not evenly distributed across.;

the age span::, In .June of 1975, less than 15 percent of the covered un-°

employed population was 55 and older, bUt by June of the following year;

the proportion had risen to more than 17 percent. The "double jeopardy",

phenomenon for blacks is revealed by the fact that the data on nonwhites

show.that,even the 45-54 agegroup'srepresentation among the covered

,unemployed nonwhites (as compared to only those 55 and older whites)

.increased over that one-year period. Altogether, then, the proportion of

insured unemployed nonwhites who were 45 and older increased during'that!

"recovery') period.

(A current study by Sheppard and Rix, sponsored by the _Administration

on Aging, and begun in April of 1977, is designed to measure orpia 31On4i7

tudinal basis the impact of the employm4nt experience of,persOns 12-69

e.g., on discouragement, and the onset of illness -- in two large 7,46or

market areas with contrasting rates of unemployment.) ,

t

The influence of general employment conditions on s4pVfienOMenon

as early retirement, too, can be gleaned from regular BLS table4q at4nges

in numbers out of the labor force relatiVe to changes in numbers of employed

and unemployed for each year. During and after a periodtharicterized.by

dedlining rates of unemployment, whit is the rate.af change morel :or

decrease) in the number of 45-54, 55-59, and, 60-64 year-olds 1011;tir labor

force, relative to (1) the change ,in the number of persons of ages

26, 33
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Males -

Wi
5)

, -
Table 1

Rates of Change`, in

Employed ancflot in the, Labor Forci;,
1975-76, and 1974-75, by Race, Sex, and Age

1975-76

-Not in, ,

Labor .Force Employed

1974-75

Not in -.

Labor Force Bnployed.,..

White, All 16+ .
2044
2544
35-44

'45-54
45,64
65+

-

1 ek,'& Other, All 16+
20.24
25-34

'35-44 t
45.-54
55-64 , ,

65+

Females

'''

+3,1
-2:7
41-.7

+10.7
+5.0
+6.4
-0.9

+6,2
+4.6

+14.8
. -3.8

+9:9
+11.1
+5.4

-0.4
-0.6
'-1.7--
-4.1
-1.7
+1.2
42.5

+1.2

-5.6
41.13'
0

',42.5
+1.6

'
.

-

'
,

b,

r

.

.

+2-.2
+6.2.
;4:6
+1.3-
-0.7..
+0.2
-4,8

+3.3
+7.11
+5.0
.+3.8
+1.1,
-2.1
-1-9

'+4.5

,+4.0

+8:1
+5.9
+0.5
+1.9
+1.3

+5.6'
+7.7

+101.7-
+3.7 ,
+3.2

0-

.+12r5.

,

'°-

.

----

.

+5,3
+11,8
+18.9

,. +++819.:381..-

+3.0 :.

+9.8 -'''
+25.8:
+17.4
+10.9
+1.7
+7-.1
+54

+0.1

-2.3 :
-1.6

.
+4.... :2020.: 5857

+3.0
--+5;7--

. +4,0'
+0.5
+1.9 *-- "
41.8,

. +4.0

-2.2
-3.6
+0.3
2.4

-'2.4
43.1

-9.2
.:.1.0r
-4.5
-4.1
-2.6
-4.2

+0.5,
, +1.025s34

'+.5.IC:
J-0.1
-2.8

0
+1.5

.,

-0.3
------;5:0`

+1.5
-0.5
-1.4
+1.2
-7.7

4.

..

'.

rt

'White, AU 16+
20-24

35-44
45-54c ,
55-64
65+

. ,
Black & Other, All 16+
-20-44 ,:.

25 -34.
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+ I

Sources Employment and Mining Report, 1977,
Tables A-,11, A-I4

C
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emplbyed or tn the labor force? .(2) Relatiye to: changes in younger age

groups?-

his'approach uses a Iroider definition stf "retirement" than con-

v ntional ones, and applies to a range of, age groups encompassing more

an nose_conVeptionally define aS,tbe "ale for etirement." The numbers

. involve would also inclucte persons otherwise de fined as "discouraged

worker

The aoCompanying'table indicates, by age, sex, and race fcOmbined, the

relative.rates of ange in numbers employed and not in the laborforce,

for'(1) 1975-74 during'which the overall unemployment rate declinedC

and '(2)1974-75 -- during which the prevailing. Ugh rate continued to

increase.,

For white males, the table-suggests_that starting witn-tho$05-44,

the 1975-76 "recovery" nevertheless wftfiessed a'greater rate of increase
/

in numbers not in the labor force, compared to growth in numbers employed.

As a. matter of fact, little if any employment increase took place Beall
A 4 ,

in these age groups_ (35 and older), continuing the recession (and /or secular)

trend.

For nonwhite males, starlinp with those 45and older, the same trends

occurred. For those under 45, employment increased, contrary to the T974 -75

period.
/

For white females, those 55 and older experienced a continued increase'

in numbers out of the Tabor force -- in contrast to younger women in both

periods.

, For nonwhite females, thepi re is more spotty. For. example, for'

those 65 and older, the pumbersou f the labor forcOncreased:,f.riom 1975

to 1976, but at aMucn- lower rate than -the ratio, Of increaseln numbers;

employed. No increase in numbers employed among the 55 -64 year-ords occurred,

but there was an increase of 2,5 percent in numbers not in the labor,force.

Start' 1973, the year in which, general uneMployMept was as low

.as 4.9 percent and which wassucceeded,by a rising rate, eaching.8.5 per-
. , 4-

cent by 1975, and then declining to 7.7 bt,1976,- the data(indicatefor thit

total_three-year"period (1973-761, the total numbers of men,empioyed increased

ry o

,only in the under-35 category, but still at a much -lower'rate.of 'increase
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: Tlble 2

*.-1,4,-- s.?'14V
Changes Numbers Employed and Not in the Labor Force.-.

,1973-..7.6,'*.py Sex aneAge

AU l6+
25

35 44

45 - 54
55 - 64

.

65+

-.-

Females, All 16+

25 - 34
n35 44

45) -.54

55 - 64
65+,

- ,

O

.Labor Force_

+1,2.4

-+24.9

f24.1

+22.8

b

V . ; a

=
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"man in -the numbers not ill'the labor force. Par the 35-44 males; total

nuwheri employeddeclined slightly (by 1.2 percent), and for the'hIder4. .

7.1roups the rate of decline vas at least twice that rate. The increases.

'''in'numbersitiot in the labor force increased by,a much greater-rate.

,Theqact,that even in the 45 -54 age category the numbers-not in thei

labor-force increased by nearly 2i"percent is itself _significant enough o

AarrAntswe detailed empirical inquiries:' By,1976, there were nearly .

one miltfon such men. This age grogp,is not ustiAllyLthought of-as con-

stittitfrig the "retirement Years." Because of this, the search for the

4masdhs for the'large increase for that age group not in the labor force

must go beyorig, explanations relating to health status, pension opportunities,

,4and,the mike, end more'into the micro-level experJences pertaining to

emplomenf,experiences and opportunities.
A /,

As'a later-Section of this,report suggests that age classification

might constitute a focus for a forced-draft intervention program., Ten

-

years prior to 1976 -- in 1966, when that group of men were .35 -44 --

only412,000 were not in tie labor force, but by 194-- when they were

45=54,.iehed_risen to nearly 1 million (952,000), more.than three times

the 1966 figure. ,

During the same, period, total numbers employed declined. Labor force'

participation dropped' rom 97.2 to 91.6 percent.,,-
1/

Unemployment for 35-44 .

males in1966 was only 2.0, but the -rite for 45-54 year7oTdsby.

T976 was twjce that'figgre. This was not the case when thesame type of .

analysis is applied to younger age.groUps among men:. their unemployment

-rites increased, but notliy twice the 1966 rates.

Table 2 reports changes in numbers of the non-labor-force and:employed
,.,

Male's, from 1973-76. It reveals that contrary to the experiences Of men,

.numbers of women not in tiff 'l'a'bor force decreased for some of the age groups -- ,

111 of them under 55; and that ntimbert_of women employed increased for more

of the age grOups thah in the case` of men:"
,

I

The policy implicatiohs, and the tssues .inmolved, with respect to these

different patterns among maces And females, by Age, are not entirely clear.

They 011 remain uhclear as long"'as. there is no consensus as to the social ,

or both whites and nonwhites, but at a greater rate for nonwhites.

30,
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. . .
'and_ economic cost an jbbenefits associftted.with being employed versus not

rc e at all, for Afferent sex-age (and marital-status)being in the_la
-groups-:

It altogether certain that *all of the inereas fs labor force
participation among middle7igetand .older married women is emositive social
Phenomenon;for. example. This issue, too, should be scrutinized through .e.,

carefully designed* i.esearch.

0

,

n er amp e o w s meant ere, does the non-labor-force
status of men 45-54 years :Ad 4 even when consid ation is given to

4 ;
"ill-

ness make a difference as far as measures_ of poverty. are- conoerned?
,,

Census data on poverty rates 1974 suggest that "retired" persOns in
this ageg'roup' have a hitjher p Pty rate than older men:

' e ,

.(2) To tOt extent is the increase_inemallet:employed part* a function
of the employment status of men in their families,, i.e., due to ,economic

-. necetsity, or a function of rate's of increase in inflation?,. ,,

Finally, 11,4quld be noted that the two tables discussed here do not
., ... ,-distingui,h sub-agrgroups within the 55-64 and the 65 -plus classifications.

For the former, it is critical to have precise fnformatiOn about the 62-64
broup fbecause':of eligibility Aster .Social Security:; For the latter, the'

A . .
classification. is of-leittle (4,7:Partly because of the heterogeneity of

1:

age=compoiiiien.,;partly-because Ie 65 -plus -female population tends to be
,4. , '

l
I .

4 ,

.4-

!alder than the correSriondin§..,male, population. '''

Partticipaticn.vS.'nen-participaticn

Although there --ica separate section in this report on 'labor feirce
karticipation rates; -;it is approptlaie, In the light of the preceding
discussion, to reofer to .a special aspect of thaemeasure.

The continuing trend educed labtr force participation in the older
("-

'age groups may be *viewed as a poSitive,sociafsindicator if. those rates
4 ) -

, alone are considerld.. A prim.kry. social goal 'is to mike it less necessary
fo'r people,, as they grow old, to,Thavl to work, espeCially after long years
of diffiCult and/Of:dissatisfying labor. But we have Other social goals,
,

_.
oneeof them the reduction of pciverty, tich raises the question, what.

.
difference does participation vs.:non-participation make as far as rates
of poverty are concerned? Unpublished BLS data for the first quarter of

'I, ..
Y;
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.
;1977 point to the fact that for tfle

r
45 -64 age groups, participation "pays

off" -- espedially for men -- if we use the criterion, of poverty as our

-measure (see Table 3)."111e differences irould,be greater if poverty rates

..,- of the emplq*-only among participants -were

The criticat comparison to be' made,in this table is between poverty

rates for participantt versus those for nonparticipants. The contrast is

marked for men -- especially in the 45-59'age6: the,poverty ratelkr
.

nonparticipants in this age group are roughly twice the rates,for partici-
.

panti.
tf.

The fact that. the contrasts are not as great in the case of women 45-64

years old may obscure differences according.to marital status. Married

nonparticipants, for example, are more likely to have a husband in the

labor form, whote income 'takes such women above the "poverty Tine."

Additional data are necessary to distinguish poverty rates by marital status

of different age groups of female participants and nonparticipants-

The declining rates of'poyerty'among male nonparticipants above the .

age group of 45-54 not only suggest some special problems of the million

men in that group, but also the possibility that retirement income programs

are:more available to those 55 and older. Bdt this does not detract from

the fact that the 'poverty rates of nonparticipants 55-59, and .60-64 are

higher than their participating age peers. These points, too, warrant new

types of research efforts; including a focus on racial differences, if any.

,Finally, the poverty rates of participants and nonparticipants 65 and

_older for men and for Women -- show a slight "advantage" for the non-

participants. Is this a reflection of the possibility that nonparticipants

are in a better position to retire, as far as retirement income is concerned?

Expressed differently, does it mean that tjiose who are members of the labor

force 'continue'to work, or seek work, out of economic necessity, because of

more family obl;igations -- coupled with the possibility that they have. fewer

retirement resources at their disposal? Are they, to begin with, of a lower

soq4o7economic st us than the nonparticipants?.

he
,

. 'The fact tha he poverty rate of the 65-plus participants is no betfer
. .

thin that of nonpartitipants, furthermore, points to. the need for special

Programs and policies.regarding both work and retirement income for such
lk..f
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t Table 3

Poverty Rates Among-Participants

-,and Nonparticipanis in the Labor Force, by Age and Sex

First Quarte4-1977

\Males, All 16*

'hider 45

45 -

55.,- 5

60 - 64

65 &;01der

Females, 'All 16+

Under 45

45 - 54

55 - 59

, 60 - 64

65 & Older

Participants NonPartici pants

,..

' "16.5 24.4

14.6 23.1

1p.8 32.8

16.1 29.7 x-

18.4 -24.7

25.7 23.7

16.0 21.5

15.4 21.1

16.0 20.1

22.4 20.4

21.0 22.0

84.9 22.9

)

SOurce: Unpublished BLS data.
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person's. In the first-quarter of 1977, tbeir numbers in poverty were over

700,000 (male and female). :

Schooling as a "Structural" Explanation

Typical among the explanations for,the longer. duration of joblessness

_ among older workers is their lower educatiOhal level, compared to that of

younger,jobseekers. However, in an analysis of Census and BLS data on white'

married =(- -974) came upon a somewhat ,intriguing and

4

contradictory conclusion:

I

1. AM* younger (25-34) -- all white, married and urban 4-,

the loWer eir educational level, the greater the

length ofunemployment."

2. The opposite holds true in the case of men 55-64:

"the mean length of unemployment is often higher for

workers with above average schooling. The net

result is that workervitiithe most schooling also

experience the severest lengthening of unemployment

with -age."

Thus, schooling contributes to age ditferences in unemployment in two

separate ways. Young workers have an edge becauie of higher schooling.

r

Older workers compensate by experience aid training, but these advantages

appear to be offset when competing for 'the highest skilled' jobs.

This type of finding underscores the need'for applying a life cycle,

or developmental, approach in studying this problem. rji

,

The study by Katz also suggests that' higher educated older unemployed

workers are less willing to accept new jobs at levels below their previous_

employment positions; that they'may have greaterfears of relative depri,-

vation., and possibly greater total financial obligatiOns,-- all of which

may,work against the individual in his or her jobseeking behavior. We

cannot rule out the.r e of self-selective influences in the re-employment

experience p such persons, regardless of 0Mo-economic status. But with

respect to the higher-educated'older worker, this self-selective influence,

if verified through research designed to test the implied hypothesis, points

to the need for fine-tuned programs such as counseling for special groups

47.
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,_ of . unemployed older workers.'

A BLS Special Labor Force Report on Educational Attainment of-Workers ,

(1976) also reports that the 1975-76 "recovery" resulted in & marked drop

.in the uneEployment'rate for men -- from 9.0 to .7.8 (for March of each

-year) -- 'and from 9.5 to 8.5 for Women. But for men "55 and

. was not the,caie:,it actually increased, from 5.4 to 5.8. Contrariwise,

the rate for women in the same age classification declined,, along with the

rates for younger age groups.
vip

These data merely confirm the point made earlier, But, the critical point

is tote following:

In past analyses and discussions, it was easy --'and frequently the

facts, when available, justified the tendency -- to fall back on "structural"

explanatjdns of such a trend, namely, that education is typically lower for,

older persons, and that this fact -- not age per- se -- was, the, or one, basic

explanation. However, the BLS details call into qUestion that, conventional

argument.

In the first place, why Only for older men, and not older women? Are

the women more educated? But more important,Table 3 in the BLS report shows
_..

that regardless of education, the rate of unemployment for men 55 and overmen

from 1975 to 197.6 -- despite- thloverall "recovery." (The one

exception may be in the case of men completing, only high school.) In the

case not only of those with less than 12 years of schooling, but also of

; those with -i to 3 years of college, and of those with 4 years dIoncire of

college, the rates increased.: Younger age groups with,the same schooling

actually experienced a decrease in unemployment rates. Why should this

(

pattern occur?

For older men with one to three yeari-of college; the rate rose from

-2.4 to 4.5 -- nearly a doubling. For those with fiur or more years of

college, it rose from 1.8 to 2.3 percent.

On the surface, at least, there may 6e some "structural" factors at play,

but the data tend to rule out education as one of those factors. While un-

'" employment rates far higher- educated older men may be lower than for those

with lesseducation,li this does not.necessaNly minimize the magnitude

Given the "open-end" character of the "55 and older'-classffication;
however, we cannot rule out the possibility'that,the less- educated aie also
older than the higher-educated.

48
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and severity Of-the unemployment experience for those older men with a col- 4

lege education. Indee4 that experience may be no less traumatic, -- perhaps

more -- for such'Persons.

This last point should itselfbe the subject,of more direct; empirical

studies, with a focus on such measures as "relative deprivation," mental

health impact, degree of downwa upational mobility, once-re-employed, etc.

her

the unemployed older men -- in each of the categories of schooling completed --

as of 1975 are the,same individuals as those unemployed one year later.

Duration data, by age and schooling; also are necessary, and the lack of

such data constitutes a gap in the kinds of pin-pointed statistical'infor-

mation necessary to answer this and other important questions.

49
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B. Diitrimination

Most of the concern over age,discrItination in employment stems either

.

, .

from research based on 'case studies of the re=employment,experience of workers

affected by'masslay-offs and shutdowns, or from anecdotal reports (see

references at end of this section. Compliance and monitoring experiences

of-the Employment Standards Admjnfstration *regarding the Age DisCrimindtion

in Employment.Act of 1967 (AREA) may also contain some degree'orsystematic

evidence, but that evidence is 'not available i published form (except for
.

aggregate data on Complaints and violations by industry and region). This

type qg evidence refers only to selected estab ishments..

The NLS ata on middle-aged and older pen (45-59 as of 1966), however,

could be examined, by careful mult4 -variate analysis, to determine if be-.

coming unemployed. in an early period of the ten-year period covered by the

survey resulted in labor market experiences that would reflect-some type

of differential treatment. But such analysis would have to be restricted

to different sub-age-groups within,that middle-aged and older male worker

sample. The total NLS'studY did not-include men 25-44, unfortunNtely.

There should be no need here to report the findihgs of all the spedific

case studies,1' some of which are Cited in the references at the end pf this

section..101 of -them find one or ITiore typeof_differential treatment of

, older versus younger displaced worker -- e.g., continued or intermittent9
unemployment; downward occupational and/or earnings mobility; fewer kinds

of services from 4mployment agencies, etc.
4
r.

One significant point that shOuld be made regarding these studies is

that few,'.if any,; of them were conducted°since the passage of AREA,

cussed ,in another section. We mention this partly because the report on

the Packard shutdown of twenty yearh ago (Sheppard, Ferman, and Faber; 1959)

found that the 're-employment=experience by race-was far more favorable

than by age, of the displaced factory workers. The authors attribute this
:

:

.

'1/ Hater, Ferman, and Hudson (1963) is the most recent summary of the
findings of 'several studies on unmployment, showing the various factori
(such as age) associated with continued unemployment, and post- displace-
ment ,...ment experience. , i Q

. ,
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-finding to the.fact that the state ofMichigan at that times had an,effective.

CPC law, but tha no law regarding age discrimination was in effec

. Discussi of the discrimination issuessue here Unavoidably-re-introduces

reference to the proposition that the problem is essentially a "structural"

one.,that age is simply a proxy 'for more relevant variables such as level

of education and skill.-, But Wachtel (1965) found, fna multt-variatt

anilysii ofAard-core`unemplOyed, that out of bight variables, age as a'

factor in the employment status of these persons was still the fourth most

_influential one. At the opposite eneof the socio- economic continuum, a

study of engineers and.scientists laid off in more than 60 West Coast defense

plants concluded that age was a critical factor in length of unemployment --

even When measures of technical competence and education were taken into
.

account (Loomba, 1967). The same study found thatage was also the'mbst

significant factor in their selection for,layoffs. Professional associa-

tions of engineers are convinced that their middle-aged and older membe4

are the most vulnerable to such personnel decisions. We will discuss

this aspect of age discrimination in the section dealing with interne abor,

markets.

In the Job Hunt study, Sheppard and Belittky (1966) fOund (1) Omit among

the, male blue-Collar workers not called back to their old jobs (and'age

was no guarantee of being called back), the lowest rate. of continued unpploY-

. ment was among not the very youngest (18-28), but in the next yoUngest age

group (29-38), and that the rate increased by age thereafter:

18-28 29-38 39-47 48 & Older
Percent
still' unemployed 18 15 32 45

(2) Even if high-skilled, older workers (in this case, 39 and older)

had the lowest rates of re-employment, among those not called back, all

of the still-unemployed skilled workers were 39 and older; all of the

younger skilled workers were re-employed. However, if workers were called

back at all, skilled workers were more likely, to be favired.

'In pasting, it should be pointed out -- in contrast to the implications

of the "structural" argument concerning age and education -- that in the

Job Hunt sample of the recently and.currently unemployed, skill-level was

positively correlated with age. But high skill-level, as pointed out above,



wo an advantage for older workers only tf temporarily laid aff,. and pro:

tected by seniority provisions. Among those not called baCk, to repeat,

being skilled did not offset the apparent disadvantage of being "old"

39 and older (this age was the,median for the total sample).

To repeat, such findings and generalilations are derived from either

Case studies ofa shutdown,-or,from samples restricted to one area, at

.one point in time\ Larger-scale studies of UI exhaustees --also in

selected areas --'show that they are even older, on the average than all

long-term unemployed. But age per-se may not have been the basic explanation.

`A.national study based on a largerepresentatiVe sampleW recently

and currently unemployed persons over a,wide,age span is required if

is believed that there still are insufficient data to warrant the propo-

sition 4hat age discrimination in the labor market does occur in this

intry.

The NLS sample itself doe's not have a large enough sample of such

unemployed persons, and moreover, it provides no basis for comparisons'

with younger persons. In 1966, only 28 whites and 23 blacks were reported

as unemployed.

All of the above dfscussion has -to do with discrimination in the

case of'jobsgeking unemtioyedyersons (primarily males).' The other arenas

in which such differential treatment need to be eiamined'are (1) ptuations

involving employed persons seeking new employment elsewhere, or persons

such as women -- seeking to re-enter the labor force;and (2) at the

enterprise level, i.e., promotion rates and related measures pertaining to

internalrlabor market (intra-firm experiences according to age.1/ As

indicated earlier, the,Employment Standards Administration which

administers A0EA,7- may have data on hiring and promotion patterns by age, -,

in their files.
,

-
Andrew. Kohen (in Parnes, et al.,' 1974),in his analysis. of the NLS data,

found that "antra -firm shifts are more. likely than inter-firm shifts Win-
valve movement up the occupational status hierarchy...[and that the data]
offer-no evidence of age discrimination in promotion, demotion, or hiring
practices..." Unfortunately, his analysis was restricted to a small sub-

- sample of men restricted to ages 50 through 64.

39
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There is another dimension of'age discrimination that may be of sig-

nificance, nakeilY,.perceived discrimination on the part'of different Age

groups of workers themselves. The University of Michigan national survey of

employepi, persons, in 1969 (1971), estimated that more than half a million

worker 46"and older reported discrimination on the job;

1974, the Harris survey for the National Council on the Aging-A(1974)

d that- 80 percent of the total 'national sample believe that fMost

1
r RTS discriminate against older people and make it difficult for them

too rind jobs." Unforttfnately, the-survey did not distinguish the sample

according to labor-force.statUs or by sub-age groups. It did find, However,

that among those in the sample 18-64 with responsibility for hiring and firing,

1

he proportioh was higher -- 87 percent, a finding that is relevant to the

ater discussion dealing with the role of employer perceptions and attitudes in

/the job-related problems of middle-aged and older workers. , 7)
t

1

While research on actual, "objectively" measured_age discrimination is

iIII Critical importance, we cannot exclude this dimension, for at least tW6.

reasons. First of all, such perceptions on the part of the individuals

themselves may have a basis in reality. For example, the special analysis

by Parnes and King (1977) of two carefully matched sUbsamplegs ofaiddle-
.

I

aged displaced versys job secure males found that perbeived age discrimination

was twice as great among the displaced as among the control sample. Other

objective findings in the analysis confirm the greater difficulties of this

group -- although, again, due to the na re-of the ALS data, no compari-

sons with other age groups was possible.

Second, perceived aisciimination reiu ts in a reduced tendency to

pursue new jobs, or to invest in training r educatibn in order to qualify
4

for new posit-41s. ,In other Words, the behavior of corkers isienerally

influence4,by their expectations of actual achieveant., These arCamong

the results and observations py McCauley (1977), in tudy of Pennsyl-

vania family heads from 40-64. The older the person, the igher the pro-

portion perceiving age discrimination. Among the other findings ;by

McCa ey were

o White collar workers perceived discrimrination more

than,bluecollar workers, especially those 40-54

years old.

4053



Higher perception of discrimination among persons '

in large urban area than in medium ones, small

towns, or:rural areas.

Higher perception of dfscrimination.among persons -

in retail and wholesale trade, and professional'

services: .,,

The firit and third of these additional findings_suggIst_a_pore-syste-
Matic examination by industry and occupation las.well as by type- ofirrbin

area)) in order to determine which of ihese.shoUld be allotated the highest

priority in program resource allocation, if the government decides to tackle

more energetically-the problem of age discrimination. Finally, change On
such perCeptions --and in the actual status of persons of different a --

should be monitored regularly to ascertain progress, if any, inthii area.,
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Job-Seeking Discouragement
.14

. Part of the decline in labor force participation rates among -older

workers=T not all of whom are eligible for retirement incomeprograms.-...

haS clearly been due tO the,discoui-agement factor. With or without regular
-

retirement income-, the extra social-toiti entailed-'(including those not only.

Of'SoCiaikSecurityi. but'of other "welfare" transfer payments) mean an

additional cost factor to the total economy, add national and local govern-.

,ment budgets.

Equally
a p4iinaneni"

C.

important, dropping out Of theAabor force mairesultln (1).

non-labor status, even when the general economic scene improves

and additional workers'are needed,' thus affecting labor, supply and thereby,

wage costs; I/ (2) the "atrophy" of work skills and habits as a result of

extended joblessness, even if the discouraged worker does seek to re -enter

the.labor force.

These propositions need further examination. If either or both of-these

hypotheses are in any way correct, public and privite programs aimed at

preventing the conditjoni leading to discouragement -- and at reducing 'those

consequences -- may be warranted.

Differences in unemployment rates, by age of worker, also, are Partly

due to the fact that persons no longer seeking,employment -- once Onem-

played or those deciding not to persist in reentering the labor force,

tend to be:of older agest This phenomenon, natu ally, plays a role in the

declining labor force participation rates .of r persons especially

malts in the:past few years.

During the recent recesssion (1973-7 the official count of ditcou'raged

workers (those not seeking work because Of a belief Ibat no jobs are ayail-

able) showed that for persons 55-64 this numbpr doubled, whilethe rate of

ncrease for the total group of discouraged workers was 73 percent.

14

21 DisCouraged workers are not as responsive as un4iployed ones are tb
'`declines in general unemployment, according to Rosenblum (1975).",

Ar\
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I .-TIJnpuhlished BLS first-quarter idata for 1973 and 1977 showhthat the
, 6 , ; Ai*

totil'nunlbe.Ofdiscouraged workers of all agel, male and-female, in 1977 ,., .

-tifaistill more than-50 percent greater 'than in 1973 when unemployment was
/ _

only 4.9 percent: The age-sex grOups in. t4 457plus populati6h fpr whichv.
,..

the increase -in Numbers exCeeded-that,percentage increase over ,the four-
.,.

44.4

''.
ryd

.
ear- period were as follows: ..-,

.,,,-

,,-.,,
,

. .
I-.,,, __

---t!
-..

,- 4
-., Age-Sex Grey

.

c - Percent.- Increase ,,st ,
..,

;!Males, 4544 ,- 16..5.
.400

, - -- kr,

_":FemaIes,.--.45-;54 59..4

,,

55-8s64;;.- o., 60.4

,..... -65 and older - B1,-4, . ,

,_

9 ' ,.
*r..

These figured point to the special prftiblems tf the45-54 group .of .046
ma4)vorkers, a phebtomenoh tbat is stressed in several other, sections of s_

this' report. 'Bet fdr eayl ,age group ar;non g females 45 and olden, tie in.!,____,"___

crease, exceeded -he overall grovith of the discouraged: work p6pulation..,. ;-

For men 65 and oi-de,i,,,..it can only be surmised that during ,and. prior to

those ages-, they "moved" fpm being.uheMployed, than :into being discouraged,.

Were
,_. ,

and then, .selp7defined as "retired," possibly: becausse of greater .avail - -..

abiiity of "retfreme0 resources,as compared 45-54 year-old men, and ,

all wornel 45 and older..
'.

This- is primarily ,a: surmisal. 11 Again he trends point up the need

'.fur niore,d,efihitiVe information.- The n re of the BLS data is such,,as to

.

. . . . ,.I.
preclude any safe conclusions as .to. the act:pal:processes

. nvolved, in

moving ,from being unemployed to being retired., 'This, requires longitudinal ': /

. .
4 1 .

1research. -

. ...

,.--, L
.*. ,

.
I b (`' ,

The special problemi of the -45 -54 group of males are"Underscored.

by the fact that'frora" the* first .4-jarter of 1.06. to" the first ode
, , , .

. ,

of 1977 ,e,, a period in which the overall .unemployment rate. declined --

-the numbers of discoUrageci workers went down -- but at much,lower ,

rate thah for the'tbtal gr6up of discouraged males -- only 9.5 versut

22.4"perCent. the same perint.carhm made ~about the same group among
/ .. .

women: yhile the 1976-1977 period witnessed an. incriase in the numbers
.,A li - I

P .

2/Among UI exhaustees,
/
over time, -the percentage

.

reporting themselves is
"retired"- increases.* :-..

. , ..

, 45,

4.

t.

r
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of discouraged momenef all ages of

, of 34 perAnf in the case of women 45-

in the 65-plus age group.

percent, the numbers rose at a rate-
. ,

years old (compared to a decrease

We know very little about the characteiistics of the arious age Aups,

by _asexnd-color, in the discouraged worker population. W at-were their.

_Prqvious-pccupattons and industries; if any? How do they 'survive" without

-employmeAt, or what- resources of their own versus'those of e community do
up -they haveaccess to ?. From year to year, are theyi the same individuals?

:-There is # need for documenting better the total social costs of the

discouraged workdlph6oMenon, by:age; but this documentation is affected
%

by the qualiq of staiisiical.information. For example, the BLS report an

Employment and Unemployment in 1976 includes a tahle.on the number of dise

couraged workers, but'unfOrtunately It uses a verS, broad 25-59 age classi-

- fication, and another,'60 and older. ,iven the fact that the 25-59 .

classification encompasses numbers that are one=halpthe total number (.3

discouraged workers for 'that year (over 900,000),-it should be possible .

to provide more detailed age sub-groups tin the 25-59 age span. The failure

to disaggeegate such data(can blunt any concernor pbiicy dlarification over,

different age groups within that. span..

re

Finally, such tables present only numbers peptaining to the size of the

discouraged worksspopulation.- What is needed, over and above sheer counts, \
is reliable informs ion regarding the process of becoming discouraged, which ,

.A,

Molves the concept of a continuum of"changes in degree of persistence-in

jobseeking behavior prior to an absolute dropping out --or giving up_-- among

persons of,dffferent.age groups. To regpat; this wouldrequtre;studies of

a longitudinal nature, and preferably on 4 more frequent basis than
A
annually.

Sucli studies should also include attention to those'fadtors that may hinder

or facilitate the discduragement process, including:

exogeno44economic li tions;*

Personal demographic and social-psychological characteristics:,

marital status;

Mature and degree of "social supports."
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-A focus on process and on a continuum concept could contribute to,an

information bae,on Which to design intervention programs to prevent the

process from resulting in the absolute state of non-jobseeking, and as a

basis Ai determiningthe'subgroupsat greatest risk.

A current project by Sheppar'dind Rix (sponsored
/.

on Aging) is, designed around this viewpoint, and will
--msmanaw

eiery four months with workers (and former workers)-00

4' r

ti

by the Administration

consist of interviews

to 69 years old, in

two large labor market areas with contrasting rates of. unemployment (6 vs.

11 percent). If the project is continued foA more than one year, it should

be possible to trace the behavior and related attitudes of the currently

unemployed, and those who become unemployed in subsequent intervals.

t
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CHAPTER III

Retirement

44

4' : The major portion of this section is devoted to such -topics and issues:

as mandatory retirement; early retirement; the earnings test; retirerent
,

AntAtions; and thelreturn to work, or re- empi9yment afer''retirerliene. It

conclude's with a- discussion of what we believe,will become (or is already

becoming) a.primary pollOy issue in the coAtri, namely, the future of

retirement age policy. 1

'But before moving intothose topics and issues, we want to stress the

need for.some type o conceptual (or "systems") perspective regarding the

retirement phenomenon and its patterns. One usefullyerspecttve may be

adapted fromthe one developed by Walker and Price 11976)s as shown in the,'

accompanying figure.

4

I. Environment:Variables include:

egge, sex, race, OcOupational and industry income.
.

The type of technology, and state of the economy.

Government policies,"including level and type-of
benefits or incentives to. the individual and the,
employer regarding retirement; other policies in-
directly affecting the latter.

The nature of the "work vs, leisure" ethic; value;
regarding prolongation of life;,degree of "ageism"

II. Institutional variables refer to:

i

o Organiza onal policies and values regarding-age,
work, and ettrement.

Private ben its and levels, if any. N ,
Institutional preparation,, and adequacy of organiza-
tional planning for retirement of workers; policies
regarding successors and retirees.

III. Individual factors include:

Health status.

. Present and anticipated f n vial resources.

Family structure -- including number of dependents-;
other working members.

. I 49
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(

. Attitudes regarding work, leisure, retirement,.and
.expectations.regarding life during retirement.

1*
As Illustrated in the accompanying figurd, these variables interact

with each other,- and upon. the '!retirement decision," which in turn has

differentiil impacts on the three major variables or spheres.
4

Environmental la iables

Demographic
Institutional en%ironment
Government policies and
programmes

Cultural ratuqs

,'

r

tr

EnOronmental impact

Institutional variables

Institutional policies
and %alues

Proate benefits
institittional preparation
Indhidnil preparation'

Retirement decision

Institutional impart

Individual variables

Health

Family
Attitudes ".

Expectations

indhidnat impact

Figure 1. Variables affecting the retirement decision.
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Mandatory Retirement.

-JO

One,, f the most controversial and emotion-laden issuesqin the fieldq

of industrial gerontology, and in some senior citizens' organizations, is _
the one of voluntary versus'in0,1untary retirement. Congreis, in recent

months, has Shown an increased interest in the issue. It is'alsaa °

controversial legal issue, involving 'claims that a policy ofmandatory
0

retirement at a fixed age is a violation of individual rights (Cain, 1976).

--The-issue is still not settled in th-ec-Ourtlfliartly becauSe of the

cloudiness of the constitutional issue, partly because of the stereotypes

(both positive and negative) -- even among judges -= concerning work and

aging; partly because of the unquestioned belief that the olt must movei'z

out to make room for the young.

Equally important, there is no agreqment over what is (or should be),

the'"right" age at which a policy of mandatory, or involuntary, retirement

should,be applied. All of these,observations-should.also
bear 1.11 mind- r

that mandatory retirement is a recent phenomenon, that until the .turn of
.

the century -- and certainly until the World War II period (and the imme-

diately fbllowing years) during which private pension plans increased

sharply workers were generally retired when the employer capriciously or

for reasons of decreased job performance, dismissed or "retired" persons

on an individual basis; or retired them when the worker ffimselt or herself

dose, for health and'psychological reasons, to leave the 'labor force.

To be'sure, smaller proportions of workers in the past lived to what,

we now call the normal age(s) of retirement, i.e:, between 60 and 65, be-

clbse-of g lower life expectancy.
A 3

Other`" reasons cited for the recency of mandatory retirement relate to

b.--\ the growth of large-icale, mass organizations the ature of which makes it

Rj

diffitult,for managers - (and /or trade union offi al5) to make:retirement

decisions for employees and members on a case- -case basfs (the "adminis- A

-trative convenience" argument). *Anrold study y Slavick (1966) reported
.

.
. ..that Mandatory retirement provisions were correlated.po, titively with size.:

.,'1,

of firm.

4 A
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One might even queition the d{stinction bet een "voluntary" and "in-
, 1-

voluntary" retirement ariewhether,they, are mutually exclusive, The opera-

tional definitions typically invoJe reliance on the responses of individuals

ir surveys. A large'peraptage of 'Voluntary" retirees may give "mandatory

-age" as one-of the reasons for retiring (Kimmel, et al.,11976).

Furthermore, thi "retirement7decisfon" may, be less andfess'a clear-

-tut fUnction of the individual's own-act of-volition. For-Friedmann and

1%4

,Orbach (1974),'theAtermshave become ss meaningful as a result of the

movement of production of goods'and ser ces out of the home; the reduction

in the propoi?tion of the self-employed; and other factors and trends making

the decision to retie more a matter of forces external to the individual.
0

Is retirement, assa result of poor health', "voluntary".or "involuntary ?"

More than three- fifths of the employed sample 18 to 64 years old in the

197,4 Narrii:polLfor the National :Council on the Aging reported that they

worked in establishments with a fixed retirement.age (nearly the same pro-

portion reported no pension Coverage at all). 'Unfortunately,. thestudy

"Aid not determine the mandatory.ade under those plans, nor did it provide

-information on age differences io5,the propcirtion working under compulsory

plans.

Furthermore, most of the dataPin studies concerning the prevalence of

compulsory retirement tend to report okthe number and proportion of plans

with such a provision'. For example, inv untary retirement characterized

nearly'80 percent of state and locOlgovernment plans, ,Ithough in recent

year's, the number of states. abolishing mandatory retir ent in-state

government has been increasing. These do not provide us with numbers or

proportions of all workers, by age. In a BLS study of 1 0 plans,,for ex-

ample, three-fifths of them included mandatory retiremen provisions

(Skolnick, 1976).

Among the employed and recently retired older worker in the 1969

Social SeCurity4Surve; of Newl.i.Entitled Beneficiaries ( np, 1976), the

following percentages reported.comb'ulsory'retirement provisions in their ,

current or recent jobs:

ts
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Employed men 48 4 percent

Employed women . .. .... 48.2

Retired men 48 4.

ftired women 45 0

i
Ipdustry and occupational differences with respect to compulsory

retirement proVisions were found, but the data are based only on those

already retired. In the-same group, more n.tworthirds reported-65 as

,the age for compulsory retirement, and mo., than two-fifths, 70 and older.

.Since the sample was based only on persons 62 and older, there is no Way of

knowing from such data what the proportions would be if retired persons

of all ages were included in a simil survey.

Itisnotclearjusthmexte,Ve the alleged problem or difficulties

of involuntary retirement are. Few persons in any one year actually Wait

until the mandatory age of retirement in their workplaces to retire.

Actual figures are hard to find, and labor force participation rates dot

not tell us at what age person's retire, and whether they retired volun-
.

tarily.-

Carin Clauss is quoted as having reported that more than 11 million

, workers are in pension, plans allowing retirement as early as 55 'at the

disdetion of the employer (Shapiro, 1977). Schulz (1974), taking the

Social Security study by Reno (197`i) on pre -65 -male retirees in 1968a

estimated that out of a cohort of 100 such workers,

54 percent were subject to mandatory retirement rules.
30 percent retired before the mandatory age.
24 percent retired at the mandatory age.
Among the latter, 14 -percent were unwilling to retire;
10 percent were willing.

But it should be noted that this was,a sample restricted to (1) males,

(2) within a narrow age range, (3) in only one year, and (4)* on only a

cross-sectional basis. These points suggest the need-for longitudinal

(and "'generational") research encompassing a broader age range of both

males and females -- especially as the latter become increasingly regu-

larly attached to the labor force.
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2

If there are very few persons, who wait until the mandatory age to re-

tire, argue advocates for abolishing mandatory retfrementi why not allow the

few who do wait to3continue working beyond that age, if they are,wil3ing

and able
0
to do so? -

In'this connection, fevistudies toe been) designed toestjthate.the

consequences to the firm, negative and positive, if such a_policy were

pursued.. Schulz (1974) writes that there is no conclusive evidence that

mandatory retirement results in any economic gain for those coMpanies with

such-a policy. FUrthermore,-thereis no way ofInowing how the existence

of a mandatory age for retirement is itself a factor Influencing the de=

cision of workers to retire before that'age -- a possibility that must.

also be'included in any studies.

Few,workers in any one"year wait to retire until they reach` the

mandatory age in their workplace, as indicated. But according to-

some studies, the proportion oftthe already retired indicating they were

forced to retire may be quite high. This suggeits that on a cumulative

basis, over a number. of years, those retiring involuntarily in previous

years increase in numbers-. The 'Harris Survey of 1974 found that in'the

retired sub-sample of retired persons 65 and older,.(more.than 1,700), 37

percent said they "did not retire by choice bUt rather were forced to

retire." Proportions providing this answer varied by income, sex, race

'and education:
4

Income:

Percent "Forced to Retire"

Under $3;000 46
3,000-6,999
7,000-14;999 30

a

. 15,000 and over 35 ,,.

-Sex: Male ,41
.Female '32

Race: White 36

Black 50

Education:

Under 12 years
High school or more

41;
30

54 Se -
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.The report, however, does not indicate the relationship of'these

sponses,.by each of the categories above, to the question of whether or not

they workbd in places with a compulsory retirement provision, nor at what ,

ages. Furthermore, it does not include data on those under 65 who were

retired. .

Finally, the classification, "forced to retire," is not exactly clear,

since it may,or may.not (the;report it-not informative on this point) be

to health status and other factOrsbeyondthe compulsory retirement

requirement. A 1968 Social Security survey of men who retired before 65

(Reno, 1971), found that two'out of five retiring because of compulsory

Provisions were willing and able to work.

The Harris Survey provides some indirect information to this issue.

Among those persons' 5 and older who were retired or unemployed in 1974,

and who like to work, 57 perceht indicated that poor, health kept them from

working. Nevertheless, 25 percent of the retired 65- plus -sample reported

that "not enough job opportunities." was a serious problem for them per-

sonally. The proportion among the 55-64 year-old retirees was 20 percent.

Whether this difference between the two age groups is a function of

the cross-sectional nature of the study, or indicative of the growing -.

seriousness of lack of job opportunities for retired persons as they grow

..----i

older, cannot be Aetermined. Nevertheless, the latter possibility calls

Jfor such longitudinal research. One implied hypothesis is'that early

retirement increases the probability that problems of real income needs

increase subsequent to time of such retirement.

Many companies report that despite their having a fixed retirement
,

age policy, there is no strict, rigid enforcement of that policy, that

they nevertheless continue to make decisions regarding retirement on an

individual basis. Along with companies that have nO.formal mandatory

AL retire-Ent age policy, what is the nature of the process and factors in-
iv

volved

.

in the decisions to4retain or to'retire persons in their 60's and

older? A series of case studies may be required to addreSs_this topic.

_
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is frequently stated that (1) in companies with small numbers of

employees,.the employerjand/or,representative, such as supervisor) knows

on a direct and personal, basis the.specific situation and attributes of

their older eMployepsi.and thus no systematic across-the-board formal

fixed-age policy is necessary. Conversely,'in large - employe companies,

such close, direct-knowledge'r ationshiOs do not exist, and that therefore
.

:bureaucratic, Impersonal rules mos be applied for reasons of "administrative

ltanvenience,"as indicated earlie,6..

A

koldiag-such factors as pension coverage constant, this type of ques-

. tion could be somewhat easily researched. The NLS data on the 45-59 year , ,

old Males, and the 30-44 females, would be one useful source for an inquiry
.

,- designed to test these propositions.'
44p

More important, how.well does the "administrative convenience" argument

_hold up under scrutiny? Many large companies do not have a compulsory age

policy, even thbugh they have private pensions. How is the retirement 0-

"problem" resolved? To4what extent is it resolved through self-

selection on the part of the individual worker?'

An overriding policy and research issue centers on the hypothesis

implied in the following statement of Ahrens (1975):

It issaid that it is difficult to determine Whom to

retire,and whom to retain. I find no qualitative.

:difference in this difficulty and similar difficulties

in determining whom. to hire, to promote, to transfer

or to terminate and whom not.;" These "decisions occur-

at many points in a man's career.. Oifficultiei in making

them are related only incidentally to age, if at all.

What they chiefly relate to are the'problems inherent

in achieving objective measurement of a man's perfor-

mance...

Other esearch and policy aspects of the issue include the f011owidg:

1. As a general ruleunions have:tended to be in favor cif:

Compulsory retirement, especially if negotiated through collective bar-

gaining. Whether they Will resist any legislative proposals to efiminate;

such a retirement policy (or to raise thealeof mandatory retirement) is

not clear, and studies of any Changes in that poicy, whether throUbh

collective bargaining. or legislation, the factors affecting such changes

56
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if any, amonCdifferent Internationals should deserve serious Considera-

ti
..

2. ghat are the policies and changes in policy, if any,-among
.

different type's of industries? Within fndustries,:are there variailons
. .

and who re tiivreasons for-such variation? Which kinds of companies are4 .
now engaged in a re- examination of4 their mandatofv°(or voluntary) retire-, '

'. ment goTiCies7, 'nd what are the results of such file-examinations as far as_
,...

.

. . actuaIlpractice are concerned?
c - .

i

.

.-t 3. W 11 the recent inrreaseln the number of state dovernments/:
,

:abolishing mandatory retirement in state agencies. continue, and.what °
;

..

factors explain this increase? Are these recent actin' the resuft.of em-N
ployee prgssures, of legislative studies of costs and eAts, andor

, .

similar series by the separate agencies 'themselves '(or y-the general

Cr
state administrative offices)? .

e .

. 4. The same types of 'questions might be directed at the county"0
-2..

and municipality levels.
i

,. ,

.,.....
.

5. What is thenatur
.

.

ory vs.e.of the impact of mandat-vOlOntary
.

,

retirement policies -- and by age-of mandatory retirement -- o' younger

segments of employees in east -estOlifilment? On4 hypothesis is that _.

compulsory'retiremeht is a positively motivating influence among such

segments
IP y)

gments (which ones?). An opposite hypothesis isthat it negatively.
,. ,

affectsmorale, to the degree that younger segments plan on: remaining with ,

'e
their employer. .

.'.6. Does, mandatory retirement act as a disincentive to inter

11*

4

organt&ttfinal-mfibility on the part; of MiddTe-aged and older workers who

otherw ?se might makea Change to another organization if it did not have such

a 'policy? This may be especially critical when yearsOf service are required
,. 1

for vesting In the organization to which ,such persons, might move.
. . .

. - 7. To the degree that "public 6inion" irifluehOes public policy,

what is that opinion regarding the issue? In,the 18-64
,
age group in thea L.

.
Harris 1974 survey, 86 percent agreed that "nobody should:be forced to retire.

because of age if.410 wants to,, continue working.and i4 sfi 'Nile to da a

good job. The east majority of that proportion agreed "st Ty." AnsWers
. I , . *

.

'4'
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to such a question, of course, will be affected by how the individual views

the latter part'pf that statement (ability to do a good joh), and it should

be noted that only 59 percent agreed that "most older people can continue

to perform as well on the .job as they did When they were younger." "Older".

is undefined, however. .

The Harris analysis did not cross-tabulate these two items, nor did it

report responses: by sub-age groups;'

Equally important, Will these opinions change -- and in what direction?
)

- .

8. The impact of Mande-ivy retirement on early retirement and *

.

-

.

..
resulting problems, if any, if the Supreme Court decides that such retire-

ment before 6 is not a violaiion'of ADEA,'if provided for in a "bona-fide

pension plan.

The imim'dt, if mandatory retirement it'abolisfig, eithet.-

through iUdicial or

,

a t.

.-;.1%

r
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Early Retirement.

S

. t

. From the standpoint of the indiOdual worker, and often from,, stand-

point of the individual f1 0! early retirement is more frequently than not
,

viewed in a positive light, as not entailing,any difficulties. For the first,

retiting before some "normal" age may be yiewed faiorablybecaue of `(1)

desire to leave a dissatisfying job, espeCiapy aftei. many' yedfs ofworking.

in such a position;, J2)a desire, even if not unhealthy, to,have greater

leisure time; (3) an illness or disability, which may beggravated by con-

1 tinuedremployment; and (4) a calculation that early retirement income may

be not muChelOw -- perhaps above -- take-home eaiiiings.

For the second (the individuaT firm), early retirementipractices may be
.

deemed (1) a cost- saving device especially if continued service means

increased wages, o0Fif continued service is expected to reduce organizational.

productivity; (2) a means of keeping valuable yoynger employees who other-

wise might leave the firm;

.
After d number of yearsT-heweveft-the individual earix4petiree may find

.

that his or her income had deteriorated in its.purchasidtrpower, or that even
\...

with little purchasing power loss, he or she is unable to keep up withAF -

rising standard of living experienced by the working population. pn the

or4gnization side, early retirement practices max turn out to bemoreax-

pensive than'originally anticipated, if total pension outlays are greater -

than anticipated, as a result of (a) cost-of-living provisions, if any, in the

t
pension agreement, or (b) greater longevity than actuarially projected. A.

. ..

'third cost element (c) may also enter into the pictureb to the degree that

valuable, less replaceable, workers'may leave with aft early retirement incen- .

tive. .

. It .
.

In addition, aggregate data analysis,does not show a pattern verifying

the notion -that.early retirement is viewed as.strictly positive by, the'

individual. The Social Security study of men stopping workbefore65 (Reno,

1976) found that 55 percent of those 62-64 years ,old would have worked longer,

if they could. Among the previbusly'self-employed, 38 percent of those ,

reporting an'ansiver said their business Was.not doing wellenough,to keep on..

'.''Among all retire'd-62'44 )3 percent reported that their jobs, had been dis:

continued, or that fhey had been laid off, as.a reason for leaving their list

59 711-
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last job,,highet than among those'retiring at 65 or later. Compared to
.

thine waiting until age .65 or later to retire, the early retirees, in other

'wordi, were much more likely ?Ic) haVetlosi their jobs. More important, 60

percent of the 62-64 yetr-old male retirees as bf 1966 i.e., those. 1114,

awarded reduced benefits in that year -- were not employed at the time of

the award; more than two-thirds of the women in.the same category were not em-

ployed at time of' the award (Lauriat and Rabin, 1976).

/V,

Af f

As another measure ,pf the positive ornegative.natureof such early
. ?

retirement, the data from the latter analysis, by Social Security researchers

indicate that "Men claiming reduced benefits [i.e., before 65) are ...less ,.

likely than those who claim full benefits to supplement their social security

payments with private.pension income." This last finding confounds the

other viewpoint among sane analYSts 1. discussed elsewhere --,that the moSt
..

-i t ,

important variable explaining early retirement rates is the financial

incentive to retire (including Social Security and/or private pensips).

4
Thus the impact of pre-retirement uaLmhoyment experience must be in-

cluded in,any policy or research considetations eatly retiremenI. In

n reached %addition to the,conclusion by the Social S curity analysis, that
, .

early retiree's had less continuous employment prior to making the "retire-

1-

mentment decision,"'two separate findings-by Sheppard (1976 and unpublished

data) of -the NLS study sh9lild Ile kept-in mind: (1) a smaller proportion: of

52-64 year-old unemployed Menms,of)973, were covered by a pension than
,, .

those still employed, and (2)f41i unemployed in 1966, theodds for being '

eunemPloyed, or not in tht labotforce; by 1973, were much gteater than. if .

_.

employed., These two_sppirate findings suggest .that the problems of unimpiOy-
1

merit in it -retirement years"iaccelerate employment and'incoMe,problems ofi
,, ., :,

4,
. .

%subsequent years. , .....--, ,

3

.
The, model, or assumption, 'influencing much of conventional wisdom'on

,

the subject, apparently Ocludes a scenario o' working. couples retiring at
.

age 65, and posSibly receiving benefits "higher` than-eaenings, but,Social'

,S4curiiy data from several sources_ indicate that (1) most couples actually"'

retire before th'at age, 'and therebya'resubject to substattial.andpetmanent

Social SeCurity beneffts (5/9ths of one Percent for each month prior .to'
-. . . . ...--,,.-

age 65).1Thus, persons retiring at 62 experience a 20 percent

A
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red4ftionin benefits: .(2) Since the benefit formula is based oil earnings

IP/ before retirement (which Are'lower than post 62-earnings, on the average),

.the result frequently IS that-benefits,for the couple are actually Tess

than ,the 160 percent of the'husbandis'"Primary Insurance Amount." .

Tfferefore-the typical. couple assumed in the model of conventional

wisdommay"turn out largely to be made of straw" (to use the language of

Alan Fox of the Social Security Administration).

'To a very great extent, the decision to retire -- to apply for and

receive Social Security retireCworker benefits -- becomes an 'alternative

to longer-term unemployment, or sporadic emplOyment at low wages`. "This

point raises-the more general question of:

For which types ofolder workers (including pre-retirement

Unemployment experiencei) do different kinds of "incentives" to retire -

early function to bring the workers to make'tuch a debtsion?
-.Arg

!lately, the total social

-eclitslf±er the costs to th 0 I ' quote Bixby (1976):

4

Earlyretirement has some cost to soc y,.in spite.
. Alf theictuarial reduction....It is_ costly tothe

extent that the national product is reduced by premature *.

retirement and thatearningsforegpne-necessariiiresult
in smaller, revenues to the socialsecurity systeth..

-Early retirement Practices,eespecially if encouraged by the employer

and/or the union, may also affect the-ige of hiring. That is, theearlier

the at'of retirement in an organization, the lower'the aye at Which em-

ployefs'inky want to hire older applicants. This is a proposition that has
;

not actually been researched, and it obviously touches on critical pglicy

:Issues - including discrimination. , .

.
Lowering the.retirement age, furthermore,' has the effect.of shifting

more the .Cost,of'unemployment (when such a practibe is applied or

justified as a basis for,"Solving" unemployment) onto the older'PoOulation.

Kreps.(1976)' reasons that plaing.more,persons; by definitton,,,outdf,the

labor' force (in the nAMe of retirement) results Jr/ levels ofincome for:

the retired which "art seldom equal to foregone earninyS." In this sense,

then, lowering retirement age 'Ina* costs,"part of which are borne by the

older retirees themselves. This diMension of tpe early retirement phenome-

non is simultaneously an exampleOf the impact on th8 individual retiree and

,t;..... ' .. 61
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of the impact , on -the total economy to the degree thA the-costs are also 4 P
. I..../ borne by more that', the indiv1ual;

v
- -

. From a.public poppy :point of view, therefore, therefis a need to de-

termine ifthere,is a limit to which the economy can,tolerate,acontinuation
i

of the curre4t earlygretirement pattern'-- or a. continuing decline in average'.
, .,.

age at retirement Now such an.isSue or question can be approached will -..,

',require a highly sophisticated methodology and would involve the use of (1.)
.. . ,

,.._.

quantifiable-cost criteria, and (2.) measures of publicacCeptability.-
-..

..

4
I.

Different assumptionS:aboutretireTent in-dome levels would also)have to be
i .

used: Equally important, industry-specific and pension-iystem-specific vari-
.

:

ables must be given a special focui, since it is at such levels -- and not
..,_

only at the more global "total economy" level -- that'speCffic problems may

arise, and specific decisions would be made.
. 0, .

Measures of public acceptance ofeariy retirement remain at a somewhat
-

primitive' level.
N.

The-Harris survey-of-1974-foupd-that 47 percent of the 18-.
.

4 public `agreed thateuftger-requ-i-red rettrement is a good thing," but
../

39 percent disagreed (with 14 perceht not.sure). Whether it comes as a sur-

prise or not, it is pertinent here itt) cite the fact 4that.trily one-third of

the 65-pius sample inithe .same survey agreed, and 47 percent disagre'd --

with 20 perCent not sure.

.f The results would have been more useful if different subguoups of the

18-64 samol.q7Were anal/zed (ixfcludsidg labor force participants vs. non-

participqnts), andif.the.questions also imcluded specific,itelisabout
, s .

`various cost assumUions foe the working populatibn's support-level for early

retirees -- and the'cumulative poPulation'of,all early retirees Still aliye..

Furthermore, there aee'no trend data on this critical issue. It may be more

tnportant tdiditiate research on this topic on an intermittent -basis -- With

due,regaid for such vatlables as type of workers ndustry; level bf decision-

making, etc:

Pension-fund managers; as-well'as employment benefit analysts and cor-
.

.

porate executives in industry, should be among the special subsamples fn

such research. The issue may become more salient0.and'sooner, in the public

pension sector, and therefore, equivalent groups should also be a special.
/ .

focus of research efforts.

- 4 .
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A great deal of research has been caftiedajt, and continues to be a

major focus on this topic and related issues. Much of it is not directly

policy-oriented, but nevertheless does contain valuable material on the

factors and conditions associated with "early withdrawal" from the labor

force, Greater and more precise knowledge about eaclT'of these and their

interrelationships) should provide a practical basis for polio.; and program

design,for retaining, raising, or lowering retirement age.'

We have already mentioned the.role played by pre-retireMent unemploY-,

mnt experiedce. (See also Abbott, 1974)4 Health status 1p,perhaps the

mostIrequently mentioned factor in much of the research. j)ps.idesrt
h
e

/

-

typical cross- sectional study of retirees versus non-retirees which finds

that the former have a higher proportion of persons reporting illness,or, t.

work incapacity as a reason for early retirement (or "regular" retirement,

too, for that matter), 'the more interesting and Perhaps,more convincing

analyses are derived from longitudinal studlyTJA_Stt study of
Aige?4519 years old in 1966. Sheppard (1976) -found that for:the total

sample 7- regafflesi of age -- health status 40 1.966 was a powerful pre-

dictor of early withdrawal (before age 65) by T973.

We,shall have more to say about the health factor in other sections'

of this report. At this poirit, however, wesh' inote that (1) health

should be studied not merely as ar0".influencer, !early fatirement be-

havior, but:also as a possible' effect of:

- ?..*The employment experiencesuf different agegroups

by race and sex.

e

IndUstry and occupation.
,

(2) ,If health is a criiital determinantlof early retirement, what can we

expect in the future, if the health states of futui-e cohorts of persons

55-64,years old improVes? Towhat extent will that expected improved

ititus -- which itself is an isgue.-- offset other influences op the current

early retirement pattern?
,

4
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Other non-incentive-related" factors besides employment experience

, and health.-- some of them noted by Shepard (1976) -- include:-

1. The numbercof chil
1

dren fnd other dependents, both

during the pre-retiremAt year's and at a time of'

. %retirement.

2.' Number of parents (and parents-in-law) alive bpth

:Nit/ring' pr&-retirement years and at time, of retirement. ,

.. -
Each of these variables may affect the level of "retirement resources"

of workers as they reach early retirement ages.
, 1

3. Total area unemployment levels prior to and at the

time(0 potential early retirement age.
le1

4. Size of labor market area population, tor of total

area population).

5. Time or age of entry into-fAl5i. force.

6. The nature and quality of job tasks; job satisfaction.'

(Jacobsohn, 1972; Stagner, 1975; Sheppard, 1972. 1976;
P

Pollman and Johnson, 1974.).,
, .t

More recently, the literature on the topicof early retirement (and ,

of retirement in general) has stressed the growimportance of. the

'financial 9ncentives" toyetire, including the level of retirement's
benefit; retirement income as a ratio of previous earnings (the'"replace-

I

mg,

ment ratio"); and ex ected retirement income in absolute terms, as well as

in-iTisioniearnings ratio terms (Gallaway,61965; Fisher, 1975; Garfinkel

and Masters, 1974; Barfield an Mor4an., 1969). Some researchers (e.g.,

1.975 ) assert that this incentive'has overcome, in rece years,

the role of health-status. In fact; Boskin seems to imply that ealth is

virtually insignificant now as a'factor in early retirement, an implica-
4 1. '4

tion which is itself highly. controversial. ,

A coritinuing study of the nuthber of private and public pensions provid-

Ing for early retirement numbers of wqrkeri affected. --

is necessary, such as-the limited type periodically conducted by the Bankers

Trust studies of corporate pension 'plans 1976) ikh' studies
)

, 4 : r
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(.4 given the general finding that early retirement rates are partly (or even

4 .
numbers of 'workers so covered, and (2) actual early retirement rates. -.But

'largely) a function of,pehsion /earnings ratio, we may assume that early ,

retirement 'rates increase under such conditions.

.
. In any event,' greater knowledge. is required concerning the number_ofrequired

'private and pUblic plans, including'the numbers of workers covered and

actually retiring, on (1) an early-age basis;' (2) whether on in actuarially

'reduCed basis; (3) at what pension amount levels;' and (4) the total,costs

of'such patterns to companies inciuding the "trade -offs".:fOr.the currently

employed workers in each establishment and agency: These aspolp arb

critical, ill any evaluation of the individual, establishment anti total-

econony costs anckvnefitsOf variatiOns_in,early.retireMent patterns and,

o

especially-should focus on the degree to which such benefits are available

at levelcOf retirement income on strictly actuarially reduced plans.

The Bankers Trust study of 1970-1975 plans found _that, only 10 percent

reduced benefits on the basis of life expectancy, compared to 48 percent: .

revealed in the bank's" study_of.1966.:1970,dato. 'While much of.public

attention is focused on'such publi;,plansas the Social Security sYttem-

--'and its""sOlvency,"much less is b0ng paid.to the-impact of such private

pension-benefit forthulas on the very solvency (or increased costs)' of"plans

-providing high benefits without consideration to ifelexpectanc.

Howeverple Bankers Trust studies provide no information,on the (1)

conditions.
.

While the state-of-the-iit may hesuch as to indicate or suggest that

the trend toward, or pattern of, early,(pre-65) retirement is;contihuing, it

Is not clear whether this means: (a) an tocreasintroportion of workers

reaching, say, 62 is retiring, ors(h),the,actual Overage age at time of re-

tirement has been declining. To be sure, yearvin.retirementare increa's'ing,

but this may be a result of slight increases in lifeteip tanF after age.'of',

retirement.

'It will become increasingly important td conduct research on the issue.
r

of whether' or not *and to what degree han es in, the presumed eatlyil.

retirement trend may occur -- either in the e tion of further increases in .. ,

the ProporAon retiring before 65, for exa le,, and /or decreasing average age

of retirement; an increase in one or both of these, or a stabilization..

s
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Among some of the factors at play in such phenomena are type of

industry. The Rettrement Histori Study of Social Security found that

40 percent.of the 58-63 sample (excluding married women) in manufacturing

were eligible for'retirement as early-as4age 62 --.compared to only 27 per-

Cent for the total sample. State and:local governments may reveal another

very high proportion. The NLS data show that regardless of age, white and

black males. employed in manufacturing.as of 1966 and who were healthy in

that year, had an above-average early 'retirement rate as of 1973/

If manufacturing continues to have a high proportion of early-retirement .

"eligibles," but at the same time is decliling in its importance in the

future as a source of employment,.will that mean a decrease in the proportion

of al3 employees in- the country eligible for, and actually retiring before

the age of 65, or at age 62?

If state and local government employment continues to rise, does that

mean, in the future, an increase in tiiat proOortionT ,Itsis more than per-
.

tinent to name that for ftscal and political reasons? the comparatively

generous'incentives for early retirement in'state and local governments may

be decliningin the future, and/or that for the-same reasons, the age of

eligibMty for "early" retirement may be 'raised in the public sector.

(Cf.iunnell and Connolly; 1976.)

In thisonnection, -the rate of retirement before the age of 65 in the

NLS sa4fe of men'is higher in public administration (the bulk of which are

in state and local governments) than for the rest of the sample.. Equally

important, within the coritext_af_anothpr research and policy issuP, e,

health status of such mete was apparently superior to that of the r t of the

'NLS sample -- but despitetthat fact, the early retirement rate f public

administration males was also the highest.
9 0

The changing industrial structure-over future years is only one example

'of how changes in the age-at-retirement pattern may themselves be expected

to take place.

For example, we have so far neglect pd any consideration of another ,

4:variable that may take on increased al ii thein the years ahead: inflation., -

Walker (1976) is among t! management and pension analysts suggesting that
...

, .1 /e'''''
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,this factdr may be among the forces serying-era brake on the early retire-

ment trend: Paul (1974) and Babson (1974) are other pension experts writing

on the issue of the ability of private pensions to "deliver" because of

such factors as inflation. .

All of the fectoes'recited above must be included in a much-needed

'simulation- research model designed to provide projections concerning future'

Arends, directions -- and costs -- concerning the issue not only of early,

retirement as currently defined, but also the issue of what should be

from the societal and organizational viewpoints -- a feasible average age

for retirement in future,decades. Individual delfrei,and societal capacities

require some modicum of balance and equilibrium.

Finally, little is known concerning the current impact of inflation,

both on (1) retirement intentions and plans of workers now approaching .

retirement ages in their respective places of employment, arid (2) the thrust,

if any, among recently, already-retired-workers, toward some type of return,

ojthe labor-force. ---This-le,s-fphenomenon_shou-14--acquire greater research,

and policy attention in the near future.

I
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The Retirement or Earnings Test

The retirement, or earnings, test under Social SecurityAs'probakly.

more unpopular and controvefsial_thin the issue of mandatory retirement. .

, ',Considering this "reputation," it is also one of the least understood

aspects of the work and retirement problems of older persons.

One criticism is that it tends to discriminate against those persons

62-71 years old who have little or no pension or other unearned income.

Many older persons resent the fact that a "millionaire" (through unened

income) can nevertheless receive his or her full Social Security retired

worker benefit. They view work after normaV.retirement as "the poor man's

pension"(Bixby, 1976).

Other objections include the assertion that the earnings test becomes

a disincentive to work (because of the penalties imposed after reaching

the test's dollar limits), and therefore produces counter-productive ef-
.

fectsi such as a loss of manpower and productive capacity to-the:economy.

Part, if not all, of the complaints about the earnings or retirement

. test (and such complaints were registered loudly at the 1971 White House

Conference), may stem from the failure of the Social Security Administra-

tion to educate effectively the American public about the very `nature and

purpose of Social Security retired worker benefits. It is essentially the

transfer of payments financed by the currently working population to per-

sons no longer employed after a given age, now-62.

"No longer employed," or "retired" is a -conceili or status measured,

prin*ily for administrative convenience reascm, by amount of earnings

gained by persons in such ages. After a certain dollar amount-of earnings

(now about $3,000),1/ the individual earning beyond that amount is no

longer defined strictly as retired. Actually, the penalty consists of

withholding of 50 percent4of earned income above that amount.

2/ This amount is automatically incr ased whenever there is a benefit in-

crease following a cost-of-living djustment.

N
4
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-Thits,-to-aboItsh such a 'test" (or-operational_defiftitionAafiretire-

ment) would mean that there would be no way of determining' the "retirement"

status of .men and women.

Furthermore,abolishing the test would mean that the very nature and

purpose of the Social_Security system -- namely, as some form of "insur-

ance" against the total loss of income due to loss of employment after a

socially determined,age (originally 65) -- would be abrogated. The alter-.

native to such a policy would lead to the imposition of a "means" test

which is not 'socially desirable (and also administratively costly) -- or

to a system of public pensions ft,- all persons reaching a given age? re-

gardless of employment status, which (based on the experience of other

countries) would provide substantially low payments.

As an alternative to abolishing the test, there are strong efforts to

raise the dollar amount beyond which earnings are penalized ".(in addiiion

to cost-of-living adjustments). Some, experts claim that such liberaliza-

tion would be costly and that if costs are to'be incurred, the beneffts

V

4

should be diverted more.td lower socio-economic'grobps,than td the "high-.

paid" elderly. Nevertheless, past liberalizatiodt of the maximum have

resulted in increased proportions of "retired".persons earning higher

levels (Quirk, 1975).

No doubt, the issue will continue to be a live one, for eximple, in

certain retired persons organizations more than others,, perhaps more in

those organizations whose memberships tend to. consist of persons retired

from profecsions and occupations -- and in relatively good health,-- which

are likely to,be in high demand.

The supply of labor in the 62-71 population affected by the retire-

ment test as a disincentive to work-has been a primary'research and policy

issue among-some economists. The test is.viewed as a barrier to"the

greater utilization of older workers, although discusSions-abbut this 110-::

tion rarely raise questions as to how and why the "retired" (and how many)

moved into that status, in the first place.
E

One specific, altroversial issue centers on the claim th t

in' or "liberalizing" that test (which restricts the amount of earned in:

come to beneficiaries of retired worker benefits)^ will be costly to the

69



So-Oiat5ecuritY'system. Tolley and Burkhau r.(1976) argue in turn that

,whervap-indivfaual chooses to-retire because of-the "high tax on work "" "7.

a fUndion of the retirement, test 7- the economy thereby lodes his or her

production,:

. Over 15 million retired workers between 62 and 72 yekft

of age received social security benefits-in 1974. 'If as few

.as one million retired,early because of the_workAett, and if-'

the lost in production'Oue to their exit from work averaged .

.01'4 $5,000 per year,, the lost in production,was $5 billion

per year. This compares with the, estiMate given in the Ictober

Ball paper of an extra cost, to the social security system 5

billion if the work test were removed.

The digerence is that-the'$5 billion cost to the system is

a'tranifer frio'one group to another. The $5 billion loss in

production of the Nation is a cost from which nobody gains. It

1s an absolute loss, not just'a trabsfer. It is an example of

the hidden costs resulting from behavioral responses-which

should be taken account of in designing social security.

-----------This.....stat'open_taises a number of critical research-and policy clues-

tions, for example:

1. What is the evidence for the propotition that people do retire

because, of the retirement test? 4
#04

-2. If the propotition has any empirical Lis, what are the actual

numbers involved? What are'the unique demographic and occupa

tional-induttry characteristics of those numbers?

3. Again assuming the empirical validity of the proposition, what

is the actual production loss incurred as a resultof the mith-
,

holding of.labor?

4: Is this loss equal toihelow, or-above'the "extra" cost to the

Social Security system and how much? .

Ffnally, if .such a cost ethe retiretent :teltpolicy.were,demon-

strated, what would or.should_be 'the nature of any new design of the

Social Security system aimed at reducing or eliminafing, Sdbh

"Outother negative consequences? '

OR

go*
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.1f it is correct that the locial ecurity system's benefits andprovi-
sions areinCrealsingly a critical ctor in older per-ions' labor force

.

...participator), 7,should expect-to find that among persons 72 and older _

E.his& bedfits w uld not be reds ced if working it earnings ahnvethe

.

retirement test ximum the extent' of employmeht should be high& than
those' in 'the age group _Subject to that tes . This is indeed -what occurred,
?at leatt:in 1957,-at feast for. -those men 7/2 -74 and empkoyed .full time. .

e '

There is thtls a.need -- given the growing,taliencyOf the issue in
certain'circlet &long senior citizens (to repeati 'apparently. among .-retired
white collar and professional personi), cknd -the date 0 that early survey
- to condyct' updated- research on the issue.

a

,

1. What, --for example, are tie charaiteristiCs of-,6412+ popula-
-tfort whose;rate*of employment indreeSes:over that of the:

, .
.-, under,-72

4

-"retired" worters?
i.. .

2. .What, is the longitudinal dimension of this 'phenomenon, i.e.,
as, per'son'S 70 'and"' 71 bed9me-72..nrimore, does their' participi-., . A . .....,..., ....,

.tion rate-increase? . \,,
.

. .
Thkse types of research questi9ns sholild'tieipf,,more than academic

iht OA the projeetions of a.,rapidincrease in t size of the.-72+
Popuiation d the assumpiiim that such a- population i disproportionately. ... ,:. ...e.
made up of -p rS'Ons 'With ski lili thit 'are 'still 1 . "Afticetabje".1:1/

_.,
-- . -`..

The ControSiersy. Over -the retirement-or..:: ni.n s ',test applied by
*Iv', odia,;1 urity will continue for some time:- rtd_ 'i possible that beforeiiiii

elong; cer a-irn` kindsbf compromses or exceptions might be iorerated. From

a ,public policy Viewiloint; foi- example; vipuld such 'compr'omises or exemia-, . , , - ,

tions be.a.CcePeed An, the, ca,se.. of those types. of occapations designated.ps ..

Simpoitant., for publ -16 -Seryice_ and flea) th`Services in .wh.ich- the . " reti red".
individual may feel, onstra,itied to ',offer his or fir: needed services on a

.,

,

, . ' /. .
... ,,, 4 ...,

'11 Between1970-and"/000-; the numbef-fof men 70,4C-1s-expected to incr ase
by .... -,,,- ..,- '---..

.. .,

;_ 'by Ot least ong-thir4. 4, , '',',.-'' -.'
;,'.-

4
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' I
-0 '

7 ) . 4- s,
fuiler- time basi.S if controtiedby the earniligs,:test? F.or sexample,

,_.4,5. 41 , 4.
private 'duty, or. Practical riurtes,tin'smak-or-rorl (commuhitiesi may be..

in shbrts'uppl'y but 9reat'demand, but if the earnings test Were liberaliied
.

-

. -
some form (short, of piovitirig full benefit to p.ersOns employed full-t

4 _ ....

time), such nurses might increase'thefr

Experimental and demonstration pik)jects might be designed in ..
appropriate areas .(ar; ccupati s),.. with varying. levels of "exceptions!', , .
'the earnings test, fo pur se of,deterjnirifiag effedt.5 on labor tine
provided; aid value to the toolurity.

Other pal icy, recommendatidas that -have herr entertained regarding'
this issue include aliberalizitiondf the maximum amount; lowering of the
"penalty" ratios (e.g.', $1 withheld' far each -$3, instead Of $2, earned over

, .

the maximum); and lowering the age,at which the,earnings, test no longer
applies (e.g., from 72 Ito 7p). if any, serious 'recommendations in

'official circles have been made toraise, instead,the age of retirement;
or to provide incentives for continuing in-the labor force, as additional
,alternatives to solving. or mitigating the. income problems of blder person!

;

'

O

.)
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Job Opportunities re: SSA j

OnetiisUe-ladenpropositIon iii.thaf Social Security eligibility;

sand the earnings test} function.as-major disincentives to remain in the

labor .force, and.that "improver befits (coupled vith private pion

ithprovethqnts)may, fn future years, accelerate the influence Of that dis--

incentive. More decently, analyses by
0
Burkhauser and Turner (May 1977)

have pointed to an her, but generally unrecognized function,of the
. .

Social Security incentive to retire. '

...-,

, ( ,,* .
:.

It may also affect 'workandiparticipation patterns among workers in .

the 4prime ages" -- thosft too lidUng to retire under SoCial Securitly,for-4 ,
example, 'in raising their hourly working week hours above"what they would ,
...,

4

I

li
otherw" e.be. According to Burkhauser and 'Turner, "the(,eforepthe Sod4al -.

SeCur 'provisions not only may cause a misallocation d'resources.(the.

non-use .of older workers), but alsoa larger.than ".Optimal" Igor supply ,

1. 4...

_among younger workers,
. .

One ofthe'policy iipplications of this second process,'in our View

is,that the effect is such as to reduce the work opportun'itieS for Older Ce.

workers -- those close to age 62., as wellis those wtio'retire-after 62 '

and who would otherwise seek arlevel of work beyond current- levels.

'60
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Retirement Intentions a #
: .

",

- The conventional Xi sdom; gleaned, from tha. literature on retirement .
/

,

i ft t e nt ions, points Wthe notion that as persons moveiclnser-7to a given4
age of retirement !z- i.,e2., as they grdw older ithe preferencefOr:pre-65
retirement declines (Barfield .and Morgan, 1969;-Harris,.1966). 7bch of
this`wisdom flom Cross-sectio04- research studies. Howev'er,'the
NLS study -,,, kir is, longitudinal r-'alsO indicated that.,oyer a.fin-year*,i...'

' span (from 1966 to 1971) :employed men:46-55 years old in 1966.reijistered
a decline in propOrtionsIntending to ,retire before 65. _Actual retirement

6+

.-(by, 1973)-was Much belowsthe 1971 level of intentions.,
44-4.,,t ._.

These points prompt the need to (1) study this topic and trends; if
any, ,on 'a longitudinal basis;. (2) ,ascertain the influence of cyclical,...
econcncic factor (such as unimployment and inflation) in changes in Irittire-.
ment intentions 'and actual retirement; and (3') determi the explanations

. for discrepanciesietween intentions and actual retirem .
..

V

4- A fourth ,research topic would focus, on factors i
any, between expected and desired a,ges of retireine

,

vest in differences,
-- and by age, face,

and sex. . ! '4, .. . .

A ', ' -

0 Final ly; 4ere may. be some practical Ilmpl iOatr ions bearing on worki
/perfornianw and attitudes in, the case of older workeAwhO do not retire at

the ages the4preyforisly expected or desired -- at 'compared to those who
actually ..reti!re, on a truly voluntary basis, at.an ale 'close ta their e)(4,.,,"(.-

,
nepected artd/Or desired age. Some of tnese effects Might be glean

,,
analysis of the NLS tapes, but the work performance and attitudina, items, t

t.* . Ar are limited. This type e. study should inClude large enough samples fro'
specific viork organizations. .

.

.. . .
In this connection, tertil Gardell of Vie University.of Stockholm r'e-

ports (through personal discussions) that an i"advan e warning" . 'symptom

- -1 regarding :older markers on the job consists of sued behaviov"as frequent,
1S

aryl above average,. absenteeism :- especially.in the case of those on, the

saute Job for many years 440, who cannot yet retire.

to discussions abbut internal, labor markets.) TheL .

pected and desired -agerof retirement may be one of
pheriomenon, and has..fetiO-be 'explore0,

86,
74

(This finding is gerinane
discrepancy between ex-

the influences in this



elayee'Retirement, nd "Re-employment" after Retirement
,

. %.
.

Under certain circumstances -- yet to be determined (but
6

clearly in
. ..

ifdes,of-iPecific types of shortages in labof1supplY, and possibly on a

general basis in futur evades) -- serious' consideration may have. to be .

given to "bonuses" to orkers who postpone retirement beyond "normal"
.

, .
-retirement age. Noma ,'for example, provides somewhat liberal, "bonuses"

.

to workers who postpo e their etirement,beyond the "normal" retirement.

I
age (67) -- a 9 pert incram nt per year Of deferred ,.

, .

A .is amere 1 percentper-Yeae,

incentive 1-7 assoming'workers

are aware of the prOliqi to begin ;AM There are several issues in-' .

-...

volved here, ong.of '61 related toIheargument that imprgements in ben- -,.

. , sl

fit levels at the lower e ningi levels should 41;it;71Chigker'priority than
.

pr6iding grater incentives leading to more continued participation pre-
, :,

viouslpaMong the "better off!! older persons.
1.I, . _ _

%,

This maybe an endless debate, since the factor of relative depriva,
.

tion -- by definition' -- means that there will always be a somewhat constant

Alproportion of
N
low-earnings workers'. Can the two goals be separated, instead

of making effective improvements in the bonus factor a captive to the notion

that:benefit levels must first .pe imRroved? This typelof question requires

policy analysis, nd indeed, a process of value decisi6ns,:not merely

regular empirical research orsimulation-exercises. The latter effort,

include
... .

oWever,icould_=consideration of the savings- impact of. such continued__

employment on ttie SociAl Security-Trust,fund,and indirectly on the private

I. .r. 'sionfund in cases where' the' iseeligible for a private pension.
. ..,. .

,./

A critical fats pr might be tfle,degreevto'whichthe government believes.

that the- support burdendAs or ill soon be serious enough to warrant,e--.:r 1

search for changes in existing public And pritefetire6lent income pro

ftsions that now servtasincentives for burden-creating retirement rates:,
.

. .

retirement. In the United S tes, the bo

hardly enough .to be considered an effectiv

ti

.

A topic 'thatmayprobably grOvvim research and policy importance is the
.

"return to work" pattern, which may become more pronounced among dertain

Categories of retired men and women 7- 91ong "with'a.greater emphasis on

. rethntion in the labor force on the part.of persons otherwise el,igibl'e

for retirement (c.iscutsed in another section),.

.? 7 0,
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These patterns and/or policies may bedome more salient if inflation
,

and the costs of current retirement age policies become critical elements in

our economic future: -

4
Information on numbers retired and retiring each year (along with -'

individual and other characteristics) 'is .readily available.- But there is

still no clarity on the. topic of returning to work after extended retirement

from a given company or occupation; of,the process of makingi return-to-

work decision (in various degrees .of part-time, or full-time); the dis-

tinctive characterisfics'ofAuch returnees, etc.

An analogy te-this topic, of ,coutte, is the, returning houtewife to the
t . --..... ,-*,

labor force after some years of nonparticipation. But here we axe-talking
14,.

about older men and immen who have formally retired, and have already'gon,e -

through a sort -of tcal ol,paisRbe" into a self defined State of retirement.
-..

f

One new source o data on this ,topic is theSociaf=Seeurtty Administra-
, . . . ,-

,

ry Study:_,SSA's tapes are available-to-the research
.

research staff itself-is presently eigaged-in de* - f '

.
I,

I 0

tion's Retir

ilommunity, an

eloping an "i

on:

ent His

the SSA

of vailability" 2U retirees for continued work -- based
.

Work attitudes
$

. Berceived income,adeqUacy

3. Self-reported'PhySicat capacity

Addfffonalresearch'iteed

, .

regarding,this..topis should tnciude (a)

distinctions between availabil ty for partLtiMe vs. full-time wdrk.; and

/-12(b) periodic surveys.of.the sam
' I

by age, sex,'and race -- and `e

sort among future cohorts'of.retirees,

s industry-occupation. ',

While most retirees to date ay main retired, it still may be .

significant that-over a recent three-year period,,84eTent shifted batik

into work a.6n,earnihgs level high-enough to disqualify them for.. retired

Workefi)enefits under Social Security (Grad/ 1177); Studies of trends, if

any, in this phenomenon are lacking.

4

*

Assuming the dpitrabfity from an econOkric standpoint,' and. from the

standpoint of the individuaf,of continued or renewed employment after the,.
. .

"horiiimage. of retleemeet;,bettpr:ipformationeeded to Otellm'ine not **4""

.
St
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merely, aggregate estimates, bit on a more fine-tuned basis, for example,,

by occiotion. The Harfis Survey found that, as of 1974; roughly one-third

of the 65-plus retired would like to be working again, but no further

details were provided (although the data could be analyzed forlthAt purpose).

, )
For example,%more than twenty years ago, Steiner and Dorfman (1957)

'4 reported that in a national sample.of Social Security beneficiaries, 15 per-
-8.

' 411`4. % ? .

f
s

cent,of retirees formerly in professional:and tedhnical positions were in
, i

.gbod health and' interested in working (although only 6 percen of aged men

grouping);. were in that occupationa grouping); 11 percent of those.previ usly fn

service occupations simi rly were.well and interested in working (although , .

only 5 percent ofaged.men were in,that category);'afid ailang managers,11

11

percent (with only 8 percent then employed as manageri). 1...,

,

This type of study needs up- dating, and-perhaps periodic re-study,'as

'Ti)one way
.

of (ly ascertaining. those specific subgroups of retirees who are..

willing. -and able to continue participation in th labor force, and (2) to.":
, --

determine the factors facilitating or hinde such re-entry. ,,

Simultaneously with an accelerated thrust in the current period for
-

,

earlier retirement,frequedtlyexpressed in sonie-union de Ms and employee,
. ,

<s) ..,. .

policies, another, but less obtrusive process may also be t king place --
. 4

--

"what' the-French call le traVail nal'', or tiandestineldllici (unreported)
,

work on the part of suchkgroups,og "retire workers -- as e foim of a

return to work. ,

. . ,
.

.

.Among some economists'and,other Oblicymakers, this type of' work i's ome-
.

more expanatioh for high levels of unemployhentp other-segments of a'
. 0

-- country!s,pdpUlation.. "Moonlfghtipg" is a more common variant of.this -c

phenomenon, if such work entails employee and employer failmre.to 'report ,

for purpoges of diffefent payroll' taxes. : *

.Bit; in the case of "retired" older workers, those who are as young,

as a55 to 60 (but even other Ones) r- regardless ofCabseof'such early
i

rePement,-- find it necessary to seit,4-6-k, especially for financial

reason, `(Among the 65-plusgretilred or unemployed in' the Harris Servey, .

,_.

theproportions who did not,look Iforwarcrtorstopping work varied according
. . ,r 44-

td current idcomet -- the lower the income*, th;,higher the percentage-who
4...

I

s .- , tr,o. liF
. / ., a. c

1 ft '
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did not look forward to stopping work): Bui:lalsb,'many may engage in

clandestine work in order not to lose any of their Social'SecUrity benefits.

1
At the very least; ciandestine work misespme questions about the

indirect and` unanticipated effects of any further lbwering of the *retirement

age '-- or of the Magnitude of compulsory retirement -- broader issues dis-

4 cussed-elsewhere in'this report.

Orithe policy_. research level, some estimates of the "contributioe to

the totality of clandestine yklOymade.by otherwise "retired" persons might

be ndcessary, and the specific methodology .required to make such estiMates,

still needs to e AtweloPiel.

./

' a

a

. ,
f

4-`

t
t ,

t
L.

., .. g .
,. _ . .

t -IfjWith ont;oajoqualificatiqn; above the..$15,00 inc' me level, the pee- -. 0

. . , 'centage again increased to 49 percent. For the other' income.levels! the * ,

percentages were: under $3,000-41 percent; S000-6,999--4a percent; ,

$7,000-$14,999-33'percent. This U-shved C ve stggests that upper socio-
econom't groups May belie, stronger realMs and dIfferent'ones for wanting' , 0 .p r

to remain in.the'woit force, . - s . ,
.4
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Th uture of*Retirkent'Age Policy -...

. .

' ATthodth the issue'is referred to in several separate sectionAorthis.

, report, retirement age
,
policy issues deserve a special focuS her* Accord,

ing to Sheppard and Rix' (1977), the issue may reach a critical point before

the end of this century, contrary to.the conventional-demographers' views=

and inofficial.policy documents. Their positi,& rests on a numberOf
, . , . .

factors and developments, including actual labor force participation and
,:. .

.

work experience (as opposed to the. demographers' use of "working agb"
. ,

population numbers in relation to the size ofthe population -10
.

. .

the,apgarently growing'precarious nature,of pUblic pension funds, and

to.some,Aent, private pensions; the current concern,abodt tfie allegedly ,-,ir .

r- - ,
increasing burdenvider presently structured Social Security financing .

, t \ 1

(expenditures and,reRipt1); unexpected'changes in the life expectancyi of .

mep and women'a.fter given ages of retirement;. the greater relative costs of

1

. supporling plder versus younger nonworkers', etc.

If we "take the perspective of the individualivhe or she might argue

that the individualtshOuld,be allowed a'Choic leisure instead of Work, .

, starting at 'some uppet'-'age called "old." 'BU is this'the only 'perspective?

--From the perspective of the total economy, how widespread and open should
r

, *
that choice be made effectively available,befoe diseconomies result? The

-71 .

Social Security system'was net exclusively designed to allow Individuals a
,.-

choice without conditions. It was'created, in the opinionLof many exPerts,
.

to ease the problems of'Tass unemployMent,during the Depression, specific

411y; to reduce the,number of job competitors in the form of removing'the
. .

'older segment of th;lworkforce. In the same,fashion..thiS beeryhas-also bee a
,. .

.f
. .major function of rgadrig the school-leaving age: ', E,I '

I

-- . The main point is that society -- thrpugh.goVernment -- has been the
. . o

primary decision-maker regarding the nature of the "choice" offered to

. "alder workers",between.leisune: (retirement)andWork. ,

. .,

.
' A. . ).

Also froM the standpoint, oi. the.:total economy; retirement rates by
.

skip-levelalay be of considerable significance, that is, withdrawal from
, . .

the labor force of types, of personnel critical to the prodUctive caRacity

of that economy can,beCOTe a serious problem (Eckstein, 1966). Nhile,:the
,

fi

-
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, ,

statistical data (and t eir accompanying narrative literature) is rich

in-supply, analysis, if any,,has--been carried out from.thispoint

"af View...The NLS ditcin provide infOrmationon differential rates by

type Ofiloccupation. But:this does Inot completely fill the need for
0

tprp2ections. conterning such rates. .

.c

Even without, he best of projections, from a policy viewpoint-it may

be necessary td develop programs designed to retain valuable skill-level
I. 0 .' V

men and women in the labor force as Vey .move into the so-called retirement
. . ,

years.. ,

' .

r .

1 '
The Sheppard and Ri)q,study shoules prompt greater attention of a research

nature, including the use of simulations involving different asoumptions re-
-

garding fertility and mortality rates (feepro/jections allow for differences
,-

it 'the latter); changes in d'Vge age at retirement; retirement income
-

costs, etc,
,

e J
.

.<

More specifically, research attentiqn.should be focussed on:

I. Current-policy debates .and empirical data regarding

federal (including military) retirement'policies.

2. State and local fpnding problems, and state,leg4slatiVe

-changes 'in age for mandatory retirement -- or outright

lIfting of anfreguired.'age.

; ert,

a

3. Changes and trends, if any, in:prjyate organizatienal'
- .

and public opinion, regarding the so-called "de'Pendency'
,

...
burden," and the "right" age for retirement. --

4. Monitoring of the degree of acceptance and applicat
,

. *, .

''o'f "functicmal".crite0a (instead of chronoldgical age)
-..

. . ,,.4,

for retirement.decisions among employers and unions.

5. improvements in plasprei of relative costs of supporting -= ti, -

the "young" vs. the degreeand the degree to whic

if at all, declinihgofertility actually .

to the ltiee type.of costs. This typiaf study must

also dea) with'thechanging'agecampositton,of the

"older" population,- the point, being that th0"ve

old" (say, those080 and ol4r 011 be increasing

80
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numbers at afar greater rate -than the 60-69; and the 70-79

. population before the end of this century.

6. The impact of rising expectations regarding income ade-

quacy on the part of the population in the "retirement"'

ages in the near- and long-run. In other words, the

possTbility, that such expectations may lead to the

wint whe're continued employment may be preferable

to accepting Social Security and private pension'level5

below an acceptable level.

7. 'The degree to which, if at all, the energy and resource
4V

problems now being experienced may lead to a gre4ter use

.-of labor-intensive industrial Structure._I

-8. Related to this, the productive capacity of the working

population and the genera econowy to support" given

sizes of nonworking persons; possibly at rising costs.

O. Demographic considerations are not the only ones that

.must be reckoned.with in developing an employment policy

regarding the country's older workers. .Another sig-

nificant factor -- even without any changes in the age

structure of the country -- is the health dimension.

AEW's 1969 Toward a Social Report indicates that the

4. number of years with "good health" increased from 1958-
1

1966, at a rate of 1.49 percent (from 67.2,years to

68.2 years). This rate of increase was greater than the

'..oVerall increase, during the same peridd, in life ex-

pectancy, which improved by only 1.00 percent.

The poin is .that improved health status ofolder
.

workers mactend to decrease the rate, of retirement, or

at least de desire to retire as early as previous

-generations of older workers "chose" to retire. Health

status is a critical determinant r early withdrawal from

, ttke)abor forlte, as the following data from the NLS

.

-...
study suggests:

.
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Table 4

Early Withdrawal from Labor Force by 3.73, According
to 1966-Life and Health Status an ge,

Among Black and White Males ,

, AGE IN 1966,

,

Whites

45-47- 48-52
Not

Healthy

53-57
-

Healthy
Not

Healthy Healthy Healthy
Not

Healthy

Retired 2.4% 2.7% 4.7% 7.0% 19.6% 17.6%

Unable to Work '2. 7.2 . 2.6 904 3.9 12.1

Dead t 4.8 4.5 6.8 16.0 11.4' 18.1

Total EWR: 9.9% 14.4% 14.2% 32.4% 34.9% 47.7%

Blacks

Retired 2.0% 2.6% 6.7% 5.3% 15.2% 13.0%

Unable to Work 2.9 15.8 5.0.5 9.3.9

Dead 7.8 23.7 11.4 20.0 10.9_ 16.9

Total EWR: 12.9% 42.1% .23.0% 34.7% 32.4% 48:1%

Total EWR percent :may .differ from column totals because of rounding.
Analysis,by H.L. Sheppard

This table reveals, among other things, that the health status of

adult male workers, white oeblack, even whentheir.age its held constant,

makes a difference in these workers' subsequent labor force and life status.

These data refer to men 45-57 years old in 1966, more than a decade ago.

To the degree that the health status of today's and tomorrow's adult workers

is improved, we should expect an or sustained capacity and desire

for continued employment -- past thi age of 64. At least, this is a highly

plausible propoiition and perhaps should warrant research, "monitoring," More

concretely:

(1) Is the health status of men in this same age group, but in

1977-78, any different from the status of men of that age group in-?966?

(2) How -- if that health status is different -- has it resulted

in changes in rates of retirement, inability, to work, and death?

On'the othe'1iand, it is also plausible to argue that health status may

have improved, but that retirement policies have not to the game degree, and;-,_-

Yet
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that therefore, the incongruity may be producing some type of "dissonante" .

'manifested by greater demands on the part of older worker who rellafn., ,

capable of working but whose opportunities for such work have not lop,
-

proved.
.

t
.

, ,
.

,.

3
Finally, while the need for Changing retirement.* (upwardYmay comp

_
.

to be recognized and accepted, by -keydeOsi on-Making-private and govern.-
. .. ..

mental bodies (as'well as' on the part of the general public), a .hoit. of

8--4.implementational problems remain; such as
..

.t
..,:.:..

..-

X 1. Specific methods for the lirsi steps" tot be taken, = '''' .

_

e.g., rewards for deferri retirement beyond 65 (not

now available under Social Security), rfincreasing

the "deferral" Incentive for postpo ng retirement

after 62. '" ?

7

2.1, Greater use of work sharing (with changes-An the rate

of improvements in the labor,force!s standard of

living). I

3 Variations in the general-policy of raising retirement

age, according to the'nature of work in specifib indus-

tries and occupations.
.

"Continuous increases An-the relative number of older persons, together
_

with decline in wod-life eipectancy,"'argues Spengler (1975), "could
.

.

i

.00ntribute to financial problems in a country in which payments to retired
. ,

Npersons from suchpeograms.as.soctal,-seCurity rest egentiallyon a pai--' -

.

.

ai-you-go basis." '.. :,.. 1, -' .
.

. . . ..., s, ,

Early retirement,.as he and others have pointed out, will bp especially

burdensome ma 'statienarY pOpulatiOn. According -to Kreps (19764 :

"Removing those aged 55-66 from jobs would reduce the ratio of wOrkers'
..-

to retirees by 20'perbent and increase the number of Older deAndents by' 't.-

,--,

JO( percent." ' . --,

,
b , ,

.
_

..
-., ,

.
, ,

,.. r r - 4'2A-
To repeat, fn the near-and .lntermediate-fature (and perhaps even in ,y:'

the immediate present), one of theorridi-ng priority issues that will

have to be' confronted and dealt had- to 'do with the degr e to which .-,e
_._i 1,-7 : - . .

the economy can accept the current tren0 in lowered rites °t labor force - --_,r,
,

[ ' .

" ,
)t.5.

.. ,
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,-PartfolOatAonrii) the upper (4S and older),agecgroups. ,Another mybof

.expressing thispolicyissueis,1What would be a socially acceptable or

deSiiablelevel of participatiOn ip,such'ege:groups2

This issue must not be confused with the one that is of a.more psy-

chorogical:natUre, i.e., the degree.to whiCh nonparticiPation (retirement)

istruly a voluntary act, on the part of the ineVidual. Much of.what is

called voluntary retirement Is colored by,stN conditions as :lack of job

opportunities, poor health, pressures from younger work peers and management,

etc.':. '-

Y. <.1
.

Research on the issue of'acceptable or deiirabe leVels of labor force
,.. ,

. i

participatton (or retirement rafes)`aould need td be carried out on Several

levels, including (1) use of objective timUlation mode1- exercises de-

stgned to determine what. points -- giVen different assumOtions'abobt

rates of,retitement at varying ages, mortality rates or life expectancy

1

I

after etirement, levels of retirement income and whether or not post:-

,retir ent benefit 'iajustmenti are provided, etc. -ncOunter-productive"

-economic results occur; and (2)- careful surveys on a periodic basis of

large enough'samples of the working population todetermine degree of will-

, ingness tosupport -- and gt what levels of:sUpportAspecifically rate or

amoynt_of taxation) -- different sizes of nonworking older population as

affected bygge;rat-retirement
, ..... ,

.A".' On the latter'; some surveys are availableAsuch as the 1974 Louis

.Harris Survey forthe.NatiOnal Council on. Aging), but they have been

only 4-oss-sectional and more important, fail to stipulate the level. -of-
:

support,beyond which tha respOndents (working.population) would begin to
,

:---. ..,

--.

iesist'any further reductions inttake=home pay (i.e., additional Social

;:SecuritytaxelS., Or general revenue income'taxes, :etc.)..

The .Council. 'of Life intuiance .(formerly the Life Iniurance:Institute)
' .

bas,been conducting periodiqurmeys, andmay-Yield,valuable results, if

analyzed indetail.-
1 16 '

-f. BeyondrWe's, there may also be certain pension cotti, depending on

the:natureiof funding, that constitute, in some fashion, a transferflayment-
,

from workers to 'Ur retired. 'Drucker 6) argueS that:
a

c



E

The worker' who has part of his 'paycheck put into

a.pension account foregoes immediate consumption;
someone else, already on a pension, consumes
instead. In exchange the-worker receives a claim

...I to consumption in the future. But this claim can
be satisfiedonly out of tine production of the
future. The shoes, automobiles...today's worker .

.willyant to buy with .his pension check twerity-five
years hence are.not being produced and stored away...
as a group, the retired people are just as "dependent"
as before onthe,capacity of the people at work to.
produce a surplus of goods and services for them,
and,on the willingness_of the "productim population"
tt hand over the surplus against the claims of the
retired people.

Retirbment age policy and its relationship to the issue of the "support

burden" on the population and institutions will also require research now

on p ojections, with a special focus on simulations based on different re-

tirement age policies.

I
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CHAPTER IV.

Health, Safety,- and the Older Worker

'Retirement (early-tor not) is partly a function of the health status/

of the individual worker.- But for purpos0 of a more fruitful research

strategy on the job-related problems of Middle-aged and older workers, it

is Critical to determine the degree to which the job'itself -- and general3

worki6 conditions or environment, as wel as unemployment experiences --

contribute to the etiology or aggravation of 'specific and general health

conditions -- both critical and chronic.' The general Titerature'on health.

as a reason.for retirement (or discourageme9t) typically assumes. however,

that hea4th is independent of the nature of the individual's employment

role and experiences. At best,, the focus is on the effects of health prob-
.

lems on the labor force experiences of middlezaged and older workers.

In other words, health can be a crucial job-related problem of the

middle-aged and older worker population. It has not receivedaadequate

attention by labor economists, and hence, deserves a,dreater priority than

hitherto received. The NLS data may be one, but limited,sdurce for studies

in this area.

Judging fro the NLS data on white and bladk males, health Status as

a factor in the retiremOZ "decision" is critical. This.is despite the

conclusion of.same recent studies (Baskin, 1975) that "nothing could be

further fron_the truth" than the statementAhat poor health is by far. the
t

most important reason for withdrawalfrom the Tabor force, especially early

(pre-.5p) withdrawal. Some of these recent studies may be faulted for

.-failing'tp include in their analyses any mortality data, or severity
4 ,?

measures. 'If there is a job-related explanation for part of an older worker's .

health status whichin'tiirn affects hii or betlabor force or life.itatus,

we have all the more reason for including health status in any research

concentrating on the "job-related problevi of older workers."

. .More pointedly, both white and black males in the NLS Samples of 19a

who reported, health conditions affecting the kinds of work they could do were

much more likely, seven years later, to besdead than those withoikut stiCh

work-limiting conditions, but the proportions with those work - limiting con-

ditions varied,.dependtng on industry and occupation.

a

. t

er'
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. .

The use ofgeneral occupational classtficat

. findings that obscure the.tssue of the impadt of

mortality and health status. If tWe is to be

improving job-related characteristics Of middle-
.

affecting these social indicators, more detailed

will be necessiry.

We have already referred to the morbidity A

ated with th4 unemployment experiences of midille

A More compr6hensive research program.on both th se factors (type of

occupation. -- including work environment and u employment experience)

should provide the basis for designing policies and programs designed at

mitigating these problems which clearly have job - related origins.

If deaths are,omitted.from the analy§is'of early withdrawal rates

by health status, we get a smaller difference in early withdrawal rates

between the healthy and unhealthy workers, thus minimizing the impact of

the health factor. The failure to include mortality data may be an impor-

tant criticism of those studies that tend to under-estimate the relative

importance-of health in the labor-force-withdrawalVhermeson. That

criticism, however,-does not mean that 'other lctors Lich as economic

incentives to retire) are not gaining in their signi cance in this phe-

ons leadqo research

occupational life on

ny serious program of

ged and older workers

breakdowns. by occupation

t

d mortality risks associ-
.

aged.anduolder workers.

nomenon.

Andrisani (1977) -- despite his omission of death-data_,7! found ,in his:'

NtS analysis, nevertheless, that there were inter-occupational differenCei---------

in 1966 -71 increases fn health problems among middle-aged men who'were

without health' imitations in 1966.

But regardless of cause of illness Or poor health, and apart from the'

role they play in labor force participation,.and age at.rettrement, such

.health limitations contribute, in the age group. under consideration,to lost

time from the job.(Andrttani, 1977). Among, white and blacks, differences in

time tint were greatest among unskilled workers, and lowest among the skilled.

To the degree that the nature of occdpattons,influences those health t

(factors affecting losi-time, which is a cost item not merely to the eniployer

btt to the consumer and general.econoMy, this topic' warrants special de art:
.--

.

mental:attention. Apart from the issue 0 tinw changes in the nature of

88
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occupations, or in.thetr general work environments, can,be.effected, there

is also the question of 'how, and to what degree, job transfers tan be

implemented in time to prevent the onset of-increased health problems, such,

as thosereported.,by.Andrisant.
A

The 1969 health status study by the Social Security, Administration,

of 58-63 year old men -- married and with no spouse present and women)

with no spouse present -- reveal somewhat high proportions repining no

work limitations, wikvariations depending on age and marital status'

(Motley, 1976):

58-59 60-61 . 62-63

Men, spouse present 67 58

Men: no spouse present 59 54 47

Women, no spouse present 65 .60 58

Among. those who did:have work limitations' but

substantial minorities reported they had io(change
h ,# I

to be made in this context is that the Married men

still were able to work,

jobs. A significant point

were more likely to conl

tinue their work% compared to those without a spouse, despite their work

limitations, and despite any eligibility for peniions.

, Future research on this topic shOu d not only concentrate on trends /

(i.e., "cross-generatiorial" data), but S ould also include married women.

in the analyses, a groupomitted from the Social Security Retirement History

Study.

Safety and Health on the ,fob

One of the problems fated by older worker with res'ect to work is the

ihtter of occupational safety and health.` In sane employer circles, there

may be a belief-that age equals decrement. which should be evidenced in'

accidents' and health -- hence,the older the worker-(or the job applic,ant),'

the greaterthe risks. A 1974 pqblication by the.Nitfonal Institute for

,Occupational Safety and Health (Sleight and Cook,.194) , provides an ex-

cellent review of the role of age in. JO safety and health. The following/

pages are derived in large part from that liudy.. Equally valuable are.the.

'research analyses and ,experiments by Schaie,Baltes and Labowiie (T973).
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One major criticism of most of the studies in this area is that,they

are based on cross -sectional, rather than longitudinal, research. There

is no scientific basis for concluding that inter-age differences, mean that

as the individual worker grows older, his or her "decrements" kill be the

same as persons older than they arpreightit44their "decrements" will in-
*
crease.

'1 Another criticism is that they frequently omit the distributional, or

inter-individual dimensiop of the behavior or trait ,being studied. Instead, /
,

they tend to-repdrt averages only, which can obscure more than reveal --.

which is most pertinentin*e decision-making that affects the job status

of middle-aged and older workers..
k

;Many physiological and psychological changes do occur as ,an individual

ages. Identifying the specific areas of change, the nature of the changes ,

and the consequences of these changes on an inckvidualIS work activity his

been the subject of a,large volume of research. Flowing from this research

is the.notiqn of functional age, as superior to the use of chronological

age.

Sensory capacity changes, visual functions, audition and speech

'have been cited numerous times as age-related. )Cors0 (1968),

upon reviewing the literature on the effects of aging on.sensory processes,

concluded that visual acuity is relatively poor in small children and improves

in young adulthood.* It then declines from the mid-Venties to the fifties.

McFarland and Fisher (1955) found a constant decline ih the ability to see

at low levels of illumination with increasing age and that an increase of 13

years in age requires a doubling of the intensity of light. was also

foundth4t the rate of adaptation to,darkneistdisplayed cury linear rela-

tionship to age with a slower rate for both the younger (20 ) and older

(50T59)-groups than for the middle '(30-49) group.
/

Accommodation, the ability focus objects at.varying distances, is

cited by Birren (1964)'as age related,resu1ting in a more fixed focus in the

older person'and a lessened ability to adjust to objects,close to the eye.

Regarding color differintiation, Gilbert (1957) and Braun (1959) note a de-

creasing ability to discriminate between green and blueas age 'increases.
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`This is ascribed to a yellowing of 'the lens with age which acts as Lpter

if-the stimulus 'light is in-the blue end of the spectrum.

Cars° (1968) has compiled a general functiin from which hearing lost

due to age can be determined. "Combining the data of_8-publtcattowai

found that at low frequencies, hearing loss is m nimal up to 50 years'iof

.age. After. 55, hearing loss increases with frequ cy-up to 8000Hz. /

Northern et al(1972) conducted a.fteld survey of gh frequency hearing

up to 18,000Hz and f'o'und decreasing sentltivity, as age increases with greatet

decrements-athigher test frequencies.
/

Related to hearing loss is speech intelligibility, according 'to Corso

(1968). .As hearing lots increases, difficulty arises in discriminating

between

ilc

, uonson;pts with high frequency comnts in acoustic patterns

such- as
/

s; z, t, f, and 6. However, these studies d6 not account for number

of yeIrs of exposure to such'nenvironmedtal insults."'

/
i
m airment of motor skills has been the subject of many' studies, showing

for/the most part a decline in skills with age. A statistically-significant

correlation between mean reaction time and age was found by Cation, Mount,
/

a d Brenner (1951).' Welford (1962) cites a slowing of sensorimotor with

a e. In a review of psychomotor performance (1959) he maintains there is

ittle change-of speed or accuracy among older persons on simple tests of
,

cletsical reaction time, but changes do appear with age Increases when a

I

continuous coordinated series ;of movements are performed. Also, greater
t .

change _with age are found when complications are introduced which require

the subject to- relate what is perceived to what is done. What is missing

from most of these studies is the distribution of'reaction time, by age,

and the .degree to whicg"these distributions ov rla among different age
, .

'groups.

.Increasing interest in the aging proce and related behavioral changes,
0ias led to the lattr amount of documentigon.cOncerning functional implica-

. tions of aging on work and work-related activities. This type of informa-

tiontionhas been of speciiiTiterett_in the field of occuRAtional safety,

performance andilealth beCa>.* of e.frequent use of age as a factor in

hiring, promoting,ondAermiNng e 4yee's. While it is safe to say

that certatm.phytiold0c4I capacities d4decrease as an individuLagest,

-



it is not safe to assume that these changes affect all physical capacities .

in the same manner; or, that physiological changes due-4to aging cannot be
,--

compensated for. Wearing eye glasses, increasing illuminatiOn, working

more slowly, working more accUrately and selfIselectio6 out
6%
of dangeror

or unhealthy situations, are .measures of compensation utilized by olde

persons to maintain their functional age as chrono logical age intrease

This may be part\of the process explaining the NLS wing by Sheppar

that voluntary job changing is highest among the "unhealthy" older manes

in the NI.5 sample.

Contemporary research efforts have focussed to three areas in order to

more cleprly define the effects of aging and related physiological_ changes

on occupational safety and health: .0

1. work related accident and disability

Z. job performance, learning and training

3. illnesses

Accidents

While a number of studies attempt to re'ate age to accident rates, very

few of these studies are of use.in identifying the relationship between

the two. The reason for this lies in the manner in which data from various

accident studies are reported: Often, only the frequency of accidents per

age group is revealed, omitting the.relative numbers of workers in each age

group. Other times, the rate of accidents for a'giVen number of-workers -is

,reported for an age group but the nature of the accidents is not indicated",

implying homogeneity among the tasks studied.

This.latter point is salient in the research' indings of J3edford (1964),

who concluded'. that frequency of different types of accidents change (in

different directions) with age. Fbr example, accidents involving falls and .-

'being hit by falling objects increase wit0 age while such thingS as getting

caught in a machine or being injured by starUng a machine decrease'with

age, Government statistics (Public Health Service, 1963) support this plaint

showind'a rise in injuries resulting from falls as age increases in
r
the

general populatiOn.
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Birren (1964) generalizes on the basis of age/accident data and

reports that accidents preventable by judgment based on experience decrease

with age, while those accidents involving a quick evasive response to sudden

events Acrease with age. Welford (1958), combining the activities of '

judgment and response, suggests that when accidents arise due to fae ilure of

adequate response to a hazardous situation; it could be because of either

the failure to properly judge the danger of the.situation or'the failure'td'

provide the adequate response. 'Welford also,reports that, young persons

tend to fail to appreciate the demands of the situation, whereaS older sub-
.

"jeCts fail to produce adequate response.

An important factor to be included in any comprehensive study of age-,

related'accident rates is experience. It must be noted, though, that it is

difficult to control for the experience factor, since the longer a person

has worked onla job, the older the individual becomes! Some studies have

attempted to control for
k
experience.

Zeller and Moseley (1957) concluded from a study of air force pilots

. that experience was the most important factor in predicting accidents. Thy

attributed a decrease in accidents to an increase in experience. The find-

of Lentz and Zeller (1962), in another study of air force pilots, con-

cur with those of Mosely and Zeller.

Van Zelst (1954) found that even when present job experiences were less,

older employees maintained better sdety records during an 18 month period:

This finding suggests a poisible skill/experience transfer from previous

jobs in the case of older Workers.

Kunce (1967) studied subjects from a full range of occupations with a

mean tenure of nine years. He found that longer thin average tenure was

significantly related to low accident rates and.a loWer "accident proneness"

score. Powell et al. (1971) also found that accidents decrease as work

experience increases.
(-

A word of caution is necessary in 'interpreting the above research

findings concerning age/accident/experience rates. Lqinost cases, accidents

are seen as resulting frog a homogeneous set of tasks regarding risk. This

is not the case. Research by Thorndike (1951),and Dobrowlowski (1959) [mint

out the variability of age/experience/accident records among various tasks.
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Also, those workers who have accidents'or are unable to'cope withlthe-
.

demands of a certain job have a tendency to self-select themselves out

of those jobs, leaving only the workers who know they can do the lob

efficiently and hence are less likely to have accidents.

NISr
,Job performance, learning and training. Wit generally believe0

that inCreasing'age inhibits an individual's general capacity to work.

This may be true for physically deManding work,.but in situations where.

excessive physical.strain is not necessary,,cit has been found that overall

work capacity is,ntt greatly affected by agk 'Snoo0(1971) studied the',

effects of age on continuous work capacity in two age groups and concluded'

that continuous work capacity does not decrease as age increases in

moderate environments. Continuous work capacity of the 25-35 age group was

the same as that tf the 45-60 group. Henschel (1970), in a literature

review, supports this claim saying that capCity to perform light to moderate

physical work is not grossly age dependent,,at least to age 65.

Regarding learning.and training4.Birren (1964) suggests there is

little change in primary'learnig-ability as age increases under most

circumstances. When difference between age groups studied do appear,

they are usually the result of differences in perception, set, attention,

.Mio6vation and physiological state rather than.learning capacity. Triter

and Cobb (1962) studied test abilities of air traffic controlIeri and'found

that older subjects had lower tesescores on tests of ipledIate memory and

non-verbal abstract reasoning. .But kilghertest scores (for the older group

were found on tests of arithmetic and verbal ability. On timed tests,'

the type, of test (arithmetic, verbal, etc.) seemed to determine whether-the

older or younger, group scored higher. 'Overall, the older members of the

sampleWere viewed as more intellectually.efficient, responsible and toler-

ant. We discuss other aspects of this topic in the section on,education

and training.

'Illnesses,. 'Individual differences in health and hygiene habits, as

well as differences in physical fitness, contribute to the difficulty 'in'

determining the effects of gage alone on incidence of illnest. For example,

Simons and Mirabile (1972) surveyed over 20,000 workers and'found thdt

yoUnger workers had the greatest number of back injuries,. This phenomena

is not merely theresultof age differences. It may-reflect the relatively b

more dangerous jobs younger workeris'hold:.-

, 94
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An area where incre Sing incidence of disorder is seen with increasing

age is in respiratory-sy tem functions. Boucot et al. (1972), Saccomanno
. .

et aL(1971), Naeye (197 )ands Morgan and Speizer (1970) all cite

increased incidence of,r spiratory disorders'as age increases. 'However,

in each study, workers (costly miners)-' were exposed to specific risk-causpg

agents in the air during their normal work activity. For the most part,
.

increased age meant longer time bn the job and more exposure to the harmful

elements. Therefore, mire respiratory disorders were found in the older

sample members.

Nevertheless, age does seem to be related to some respiratory

Holland and Stone (1965) found an increase in resciihtory problems

in their sample of 625 telephoner company employeesI-if the 'ea MTh

the country. I %,

disorders.

with age

art of

These findings suggest the ,need not only to improve the work environ-

ments of workers of all ages, but also to consider the feasibility of job

transfers in the, high - risk ,environments, after a certain age -(the specific

age to be determined on the 6sis_of specific environments).

lIn summary, it should be noted that attempts to translate much of

this6researchinto action involves some major problems, for example:

1. Various Capabilities (not all, and not `all at the

same age) decline with age, but efforts-to correlate

these declines with accidents haS not.alwaYs Peen'

successful.

2. There has not been, enoUgh appreciation of the sub-

stani61 differences among individuals of the same age

with respect to measured capability.

3: Similarly, with re ;pect to the effects of compensations

made by the worker to maintain a given, level of work'

performance.

Furthermore, research on age and accidents does not .adequately lake

into account the effects of experience. A partial remedy lies in studying

pairs of equal-experience workers, differing only in age. .

4

4 4
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There,elp is involved the "survivorship" phenomenon: Workers-in,

volved in serious or fatal accidents are, by definition, riot in salilles

of Older workers. Thfs raises the question of the extent of volunatry : 0
,

'' _ lob changing, Which may result inAmirkerS moving into.saer jobs-which
..

allows tnein'to grow old andLemploye.d;:and also the question of.the degree
. -

to Which older workers remaining in a given occupation ate those who Are

able to survive unscathed. ?' . , ,

.., .

,Other generalizatioas and principles include the following:

1. Workers inom about 25 to 55 tend to have fewer

. accidents than might be expected by chance.
. -

2. 'Job tasks requiring (a) substantial judgment and

(b) expectation of unexpected circumstances pliCe

the older worker at an. advantage over the younger

one.

1.. Rigidly structured tasks and those with rigidly

determined performance pace. are, less likely to allow

the older worker to finding or developing compensa-

' tory mechanisms, in which case the effects of "aging"

can be serious.

4. -Chronological age at best may be used and the

pre9ise age is partly related tothe specific

nature of the'job involved -- as somely4 of

indicator that specific capabilities, should be

monitored.

The NIOSH report also indicates some specific research needs, includ--

ing: 4

s' Physiological and behavioral performance standards

defining functional age,need further development'"

Such standards wou4d be more useful in industry

than chrohological age:

107
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,o Since there. seems to be 'an interactional -process
.> 0

.

ylVolving. experience, age, sensorimotor capaCity,

end task- specific requirements, t4re,,is a 'need

identify types- of jobs in which these effects

operate,,,and their relatiVe con,tribuSlons,to ,

selected measures of Work performance'.

Itther research is needed iii evaluating
, r

effeas.of adult training and-education in reducing
-

illness and injury rates including measures
-

designed to improve the use-rate of appropriate
i;

4

protective gear.
.

This section has raised various points that 'read to issues. and researct

,centering on the work performance of middle-aged and older workers -- the

locus of the 'following pages..

-
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ing jtkisection 6f the Department (through ADEA) may war.0 k. o e cOn-N

ceried R&D thrust.
.

1

The general results. show no consistent pattern of uperior productivity

.in any age ,group. Intra-ige group variations wgpAreater thin between

age groups, a point which is frequently*eured fn 'research analyses ..".

using averages only,.but more important, in important, decision- making sflua-

done affecting the job problems of middle -aged and older wortkers,
,,

Typically, productivity studies compare o er'and yonger worker per- .

formance on one or more tasks. But the tasks hemselves need to'be analyzed.

in terms of their ability requirements,'and infgrences made about Aigabilities

CHAPTER V

Work Performance

I

.fit is significant, in our opinion, that governmental research on age

and job -performance 'has not been of,a sustained or systematic nature. Some

9f this research -- on an intermittent basis -- goisliack as far as 1956

(BB, 1956), andsthe-report by' the Department of Laborepared for the ,

1971 .White House Conference on.Aging refers to two specific.occ atfOntl

-studies published'in 1960 and 195.1 (BCS, 1960; Walker, 196

used by individuals performing the tasks in order to develop, ability profiles

for older and younger workers. ,

.

Based on mpst of_the productivity studies,°there is -- to repeat --

,either, a slight posit ve relationship with age or not at all. (McFarland
o

and O'Dougherty, 1959 . Three examples illustrate this point. Review of

records gf 6,000, clerical. workers,showed that many older workers.performed

Abetter than younger workers, older workers had a steadier rate-of.output,

anayere s,accerate as.younger workers .(Kelleher & Quirk, 1973). 4Ccord-

-1;ig' to supervisory ratings of over'3,000 persons 60.plus.ln Al organiza-

. tions in reiatl, industrial, offide and management positioni, most were as

goO4 or bOter.than younger workers regarding work quality,4A4volumet

Aabsenteeism.and dependabilify.(Peteryn, W.D.). A survey ofovee 132,000

workers in New York4State agencies where mandatory retirement is 70 .shows
0:3

that workers oier-651tie "about equal to" or sometimes "noticeably better"

than younger Workers in job performance (NCOA Older WOrker Specialist

<Newsletter, 11/12, 1972). According t6 Kaufmans.differencet in performance

99'
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and capacitY.are Iess9 function of age4an intelligence, interests, needs
A r

and career~ goils

a

40.
1

.:fili)? Fur him- any.deterioration in performance capability 9f older

'workers ewhat,offSet by other cbaracterislics. Experjencel

and judg mottant roles in (his regard.

, A d functional changes. Andther body of research literature'of
/

o
.4

relevance the 'developmentof typologies of older and younger worker per.;

formance:capa6ilit'y js centered on behavioral changes that occur through

the aging-process. In particular, this, research has been used in the field

of occupational safety and health, reported earlier in this document.

I

In summary, the generalpidure created by available inforMation

suggests that older workers generally'have the capability to do many differ-

ent kinds ofvoil. Even when physical tasks are required, older workers do

rather well. Using the functitona, 7-category phystcaTcapacity techriique-

called GULHEMP, a 1973NCOA study showed that most prospective employees

seek jobs they are physically able to perform,and middle -age and older workers

can perform jobs for which they would have been rejected because of age

f (Quirk and Skinner, 1973). The significance, of this-project lies in the

fact that for the most part, the worker's involved had been unemployed.

Judgment gained through work experience counteracts any potential decline

in performance capacity and helps older workers avoid certain kinds/of .

.

accidents,°as cited already. r

One of the limitations in much of the research on work performance

of older workers is that it is frequen,ly carried out only with older

nsdriivors," compared to(younger workers in the same organization and occu-

pation. That is, it is quite possible that many, older persons 114 previously

been employed but for reasons of pootperformance-(including attendance,

illness, etc.) were dismissed and/or retired,- thus leaving only the

relatively high-performance older, woekers to be included in any comparative

evaluation. -

One of the few recent studies not subject to this criticism was based

on a comparison of company records of recently retired workers (retied at

about 65) with a control group "whose respective years of companycservice

matched those of a, member of the retired group" (Bartley,'1977). 14owever,

1.00
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the still-employed, long service con of group was; on the average,20

years younger than the retired grou
) 4

A Bartley found that attendance records for these male production workers

showed a higher score of the older workers, using a number of different.

. measures on attendance (number ofLtimes absent; percent with perfect atten-

dance,dance, duration,.etc.),.. The retirees' records also revealed fewer visits

to the medical department (for noh-accident illnesses) over the ftve,year

period studied: A similar pattern was obsrv,e4i'regarding job-related-,

injuries.

In summary, Bartley reportd that the data from his study

clearlidemonstles that older work Ts have a
better attendanc , health, and injury record

than younger wor grs. By more persistently
., ,_staying on the j b, they can help reduce manage-

meneproblems f r all kinds of absenteeism....
Why,'then, reti e a person who has iieen.a good.
employee if tr nif& or job redesign ere reason
able. alternati es? While itmay bedifficult
to setup cri eria other than'age for determining .

retirement p idiesr-it is not impossible.

In evaluating the po icy impliCations of such empirical research t
*

findings, care should be
/taken

to distinguish bbtween the value.of retaining,

versus hirin older workers. Bartley'voonclusions,.and those,of (Aber

regtarchbrs,finding th same results, may more directly,,beer on the retention

policy issue than on he hiring issue. This point leads, therefore, to the

need for research on/newly employed elder workers vis a vis newly employed

.younger ones and th4Ir comparative job performance records.

In this connection, Schwab and Heneman,(107) did include organizational

experience as a factor in a study of the relationship between,age and work'

productiyity, unlike most previous research. Their Semple consited of

semi,sKil$0,,operatives. By controlling experience,_ they found that older

workers4re as productive as younger, ones. Older Workers maybe able 6

offset productivity declines occurring as,i funetionofincreasing age by

capitalizing on unproved skills and, knowledge associated with increased
1

experience.
, 0 ,4 t
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If it isiknoWh that satisfactory pro'dUctivity it;&pendent on ex- ,

peffencl, organizationsshould be motivated to4retain existing older6--
workers sincethey already benefit from the added experience. But, does,

this-mean that organizations would not be motivated to hire older wgrkers,

since they may not neessarily possess the advantage orgreater experience?

"This is a major issue, and its resolution can affect the job-seeking

-

4 ,4

ti

chances of such persons.

Schwab and Heemn tomputed average hourly productivity value for each

worker each day for 5 weeks (by multiplying uniroutput by standard times

for thase,unifs, summing the 04ducts, and dividing the total sum 4X-total

'number of hours worked 4npiece7rate during that day).

unadjusted productivity means indicated a tendency for productivity

to increase with age, but there wat considerably within-subgroup variability,

reflected in, sizable standard,deviations. /When experience was controlled,

however, results showed no relationship between age'drid productivity._
. ,

The,major conclusion of the study was that older workers are no more

or less productive than younger counterparts after experience is,taken into
/

account. This should serve to encouraOrga'nizatioris'to place lessemphasis.:
,

on chronological age in employment decisions, .The problem of effective dis-

semination of this viewpoint thus,becomes.a major program priority.

.
It is possible that less productive older workers may leaVe the_organi-

zation through self- selection and/of organizational personnel practices;
4

thus the'remaining older workers may be the ones whose productivity over

time was soohigb that it is ttiT'1"aCCeptable-- even after aging. How-

ever, if this had been the case in the Schwab-Heneman study, they would not

have found variability in'older workers productivity Compared to that of

younger ones. An examination of standard deviations in productivity indi-
.

.cates that for eider workers in thq study, productivity was ftiliy as

variable as that of the younger Workers.

Whether this -same phenomenon is true in other types of work situations.
is a subjecOdt new and continued reterch.

, 3

,,,-, How particularwOrkerswIll perform in particular jobs is a key personnel'
,

selection issue that is equally salient whether hiring new workers from
,

.N,,

outside an organization or promoting persons,already employed by an Iiigani--

zation, edimensiOn of the internal abor mOketside of older workers' '

.-..
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.problems. Commonlyysed techniques to,select people for jobs include formal

tests, informal judgments by internal staff usually based on interw+ews

with irospective job incumbents, ratings'of job application forms, previous

supervisorY/Peer.ratings of job performance, and Minimum/maximum standards

(e.g.,-hightschool diploma ora LE.D., not taller. than 6'6').
. -

Employment selection procedures are under public scrutiny today for
bf

signs of bias; and employment-decision, that emanates from results `of.

,selectianprOteduties15 immune'to,charges of being unfairly discriminatory...

Althodih the major claims'of discrimination are based on the male/female

dichotomy or racialtethniccaiegories, there.are fundamental implications

for older workers. Just as employer practices requring'a'high school

diploma, or equivalent, or height/weight limitations are now seriously open

to dispute for many jobs, so the age criterion for selection and promotion

deieryes more careful, scrutiny.

Dimensions like education, heigA/weight'and age provide.convenient

administrative handles for,selectin ig in or selecting out. Each dimension

4represents a continuous variable from which a single slice has then Chosen/

Why should it be the "right?' slice? Why, for example, should a sanitation

worker be required to have a high school diploma? The assumption frequently

made is that an applicant who completed only three and one-half years,

instead of four years of high school cannot do the job. Is such an assumption

,reasonable and Valid?

.
A similar line of argument can be developed forage. Why should some-

one not be selected orpromoted solely because'of age? In the extremt case,

why should ,an individual one day older thanan'age limit be swideny in- .

appropriate? How much capability does someone lose in a single day? Such

questions underly the functional approach to the job problems of Odd e-aged

and-Older workers. ,

Rathel. than using Age as a weeding-out device, selection should b- made

on the basis of job-relevant dimensions. This concept represents the rux

of employee splectibn guidelines issued by EEOC and faintly by- the 4 art-

ments of Justice and Labor, and the Civil Service Commission. Keepin

with the spirit of these guidelines, advocates of the functional approach

argue that unless age per se can be directly tied to job performance er

quirements, it should not be considered in hiring and promotion decis °rise.
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In.oKyler,to establish appropriate' Sob requirements; task Oalysisi

may be needed. Task analysis should not only provide information about

what skiPigknowledges and abilities are needed to do certain

'but identifyphe level of skills, knowledges and abilities needed.: ,Then

wdrkers.-- including older workers -- can be judged on the basis'of their

,capabilitjes. Extraneous variables like age can be excluded. .

Because of EEO considerations, task Analysis has been used'to deitribe

a,smattering of jobs mostly one that employ large numbers of people.

By vjrtue.of visibility and attendant likelihod0 of legal challenge of

selection procedures on EEO grounds, most task analysis efforts have .been

conducted for large government units and large corporations. Medium and

small agencieS and companies have not ,been subjected to the same level

.of scrutiny:. Furthermote,the bulk of jobs available in the employment

k

market have not been carefully descelbed.by task analysis methods.

The main point here is that? td ,our knowledge, employers have not

applied this technique to situations fhvolving older persons. Te'do so,

requires that job selection procedures -- whether for,new hires or promOtions --

be malidatedlor separate age subgroups, as suggested by keneMan (1974).
0

Not onlrdo-jobs need toL,be described in terms'oik-their requirements,

but people'need to be described in terms of their capabilities. .While no

single task analysis methodology has clearly demonstrated effectiveness

and general acCeptabilitY, a variety of techniques do exist and have'been

used with varying degress of success. What heeds more attention is a'.

systeMatic framework.for describing human abilities. -Most existing systems

deal with but a poOtion of the humah abilities spectrum. Even for those

systems that are more comprehensive, considerable additional effort is

reqUired to validly 'relate the abilities to different jobs and 'job tasks.

As a longer-term goal, national norms for adults on cognitive,-Per-

ceptual,''psycho-motor and physical abilities might be developed --rot

only for various age categories of older workers but across the total

,adult age spectrum, on an occupitionspeci#ic basis. Performihce

capabilities of older workers could be readily compared with those of

younger workers, and equally important,,the norms could provide a useful

,_benchmark for employers, and changes, or trends, in those norms could be

monitored. v. 4 ,
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. CHAPTEF VI, /.

Part-Time WOrk,.:New Work -Time Arrangements
and Work Restructuring - . .

r a

Each these concepts has general applicability to the total working

or working-age population. Older workers are no exception, and in the ',

opinion of a variety of experts and organizations, miy,Constitute a special

target group for the concrete tyPes.of work suggested by. those concepts',

.,,
4-

f

In this connection, it cannot be'stressed foe much that survey re-

search on the retirement decisions and intentions of middle-aged and older

workers rarely pOses a choice of options to the survey respondents. They

are asked, instead, qUesttonS of'anseither-or character regarding employ-

ment: full-time work or-full-time nonwork nothing in-between. The

failure to use an alternative approach results in little useful.knowledge

regarding (1) the potential labor *ply for voluntary part-time work; (2)

for occasional, on-and-off employment; or:13) the "market" for policy' of/

tapered, or 9radual retirement,'(The latter is a variant of part-time work;

t'might just as well be conceptualized as part-time retirement).

In one study designed to overcome this limitation, Jacobsohn (1970)

found that British factor/. workers nearing retirement age gave different

responses, depending on the Aind-of question asked. When, asked the.either-

or type, 55 percent preferred complete retirement. But when offered a

choice, only 21'Percent chose such complete withdrawal from work.

The proportion citing a preference for continued full-time work fell

from 44 percent (when asked the either-or guestionY to only 15 percent,when

the question was re-phrased to include, part -tine, or occasional fork.' More

than three-fifths of them, it tbrned out, preferred part-time or occasional-%

employment. _Altogether, then,only 21 percent.-- not 55 percent -- pre-

ferred total withdrawal from the work force.

Research using a similar approach among American workers -- by ,type of

occupation and industry, age, sex; race, and other characteristics --

lacking, and information.on the empiriCal dimensions Of we issues ipvol*ed

4 should be valuable to employers and governthent, nOt to mention the individ-

ual pre-retiree whojray be otherwise forced to-think'in either-or terms

regarding employment in the later years.

.
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On'the.oth'ef MO, the advantages of part-time employment -- on a

' . voluntiry basis -= may be more obvious to the middle-aged and'older worker
Y

than they are for the organization or employer. There is little,in the way

. of.research-findings consensus on the latter. Inde'` , littti,'Wany, of

tiro reteie6h*ph the tp0c of pZ-time employmentl'fo uses on age differences

0td% viiadVani4e 'to*threQiOye6(ot;MPTOYer. One -study (which makes

no reirence to age) did find through personal inteHiews and mail ques-

tionnaires among users and_non-users of permanent part -time employees --

that:- (I) little net positive effect on the ecohomic tide,lfroM the.stand-

point of managerial measures of performance); (2) few types of technologies

affected these ratings; (3) the vast-majority of such jobs consisted of

tho with discrete (and primarily repetitiVe) job tasks d'with cyclical
. , .

-

demands for output; and (4) part -time jobs apparently or more acceptable
,

to non - traditional,' change- oriented managers, and in pr nizations with more
-,-.

informal "
, (

"organizational climate." "

More in-depth, organizational case studies might be necessary to gain

further-practical insights into how thesQ and related dimensions of the

employers of different age groupt voluntary part-time workers on,a permanent

basis might differ between and amongst each Other.

As part of the need to assess the-market for voluntary Ort-timer em-
.

ployment, a first step should consistof sophisticated analysit q the
-

distribution of voluntary-part-time 'emplo;ment.:by Industry and occupation;

with special attention'on the former as a staking point. In 1976, for

example, voluntary part-time employment was.ditproportionately over- repre-

sented in wholesale and 'retail trade (growing since 1966); and finance and

other setovices. Unfortunately, Department.of Labor stat4stics report

information by age in each industry (see Erenburg, 1970).

FrOm 19b6 to 1976, 'the total number bf persons working part1t4me on

a voluntary part-time basis increased by'41'percent.
(

But the rate.of in-
,

cr4ase in the case of-the 45-plus group was much lower, only 25 percent.

..This fact, plut the additional one -- that, total numbers employed on a full-

," time basis increased very little (in the case of the'45-64 group) and ac-:.

tually dechasedin the 65-plus in the same.ten-yearnperio4 - -, raises the
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question of Whether efforts must be increased td expand.opOttunfties for
4

voluntary part-time employment for older. persons,.if it is an agreed-upon

policy that such employment is one of the positive solutions to certain

problems of older workers.
. 4

.

The facts indicate that "opportunities" for such employment increased at

a greater rate than opportunities for full-time employment, even. omitting

the 65-pldi. From 1966 to 1976, full-time -jdbs for..the 45 '764 group eipinded

by only 2.6 percent, Compared to a 26 pet-Cent expahsiod of voluntarypar,t-

time jobs in the.same age group.

This type of discussion should also bearin'mind-that between 1966 and, -

1976, the pumber of persons 45-64 who usually worked full-time,,but were,

working part-tithe because of economic reasons (because of sleek work, and

inability to find full- time'jobs), increased by 39 Percent: That rate. of

increase should be compared with the mere 2.6 percent increase in-full-
.

tim emplbyment during the samelperiod.
.

atistics (taken from the 1977 ,Employment and Training Report)

tell us nothing as to the rea'tons for lower rates of increase in voluntary i

part-time employment for the older age groups (compared to.younger ages);

and for the greater increases in such-part-time employment than in full-time .

-employment for-the 45-64.group. Nor do they giveusany clues as to whetber

the latter phenomenon is a socially desirable goal or policy to Pursue (de,

spite the label of "voluntary").

How many of the so-called voluntarily part-time employed Older persons.

would accept a full-time if offered one? Under what conditions, etc.?

fill of these questions require pin-pointed research,-inquiries and
. %

policy discussions which, to our knowledge, are missing in the current

scene.

'' Other specific research questions stimulated, by these data, and which,- -

should have program and policy implications, include the following:

41- In which industries, and areas, have .tire been the least

and most increase -ill part-time employment -- and. by category

(voluntary and 'involuntary)?

./0
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'-41 What are the trendt (keeping the above in consideration) for,

males vs. females; lites vs. minority groups?

How-do the differences in rates of change in opportunities

.f9r'full-time vs. less than full-time (especially on an-in-

voluntary basis) affect the "discouragement" process?

,Any research and program focus on part-time.work sholild, however, -con-

deptualize such work as.only one type of pattern, or option, available tar

older workers ( -in this case, say, 50 and older) -- ranging from:

1. Continued full-time employment in same occupation.

with same employer. 1

22___Continued full-tiffie employment but withsameor

or different employer, but in different occupation.

J

3. Part-time employment with same employer? same occupa-

tion.

4, Part-time, with same "or differen employer, but in

different occupation.

.5. "luntarily 'intermittent employment.

"Part-time" itself as a term canlbe misleading, since it encompasses a

'broad spectrum of number of hours and/or days. per week. Furthermore, at a

certain point in the worklife cycle, individUal workers may choose, or be

encouraged to choose (depending on a number of conditions), a gradual

tapering down of total working hours,'_or days per week.-- or even weeks per

year.

Research 'in this 'area would, require an identification of factors and

conditions that are associated with different patterns of work -time distri-

bution on the part. of older...workers (with due recognition of the hetero-

geneous composition of that population), by occupational groupings, family

situatien; etc:
/ Dof

Equally important, of course, is-the exteritto which' employing organi-

zations -- both public and private --"can actually function with sueh work-

. time patterns, theconditions under which sugh organizatiOns cap be induced

0
I.
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AO initiate such personnel practices; the role of unions in facilitating.

or hindering the introduction of such patterns, etc.

Also, it is not clear how much of the desire for part -time work on the.

part:of older workers is unmet because of.their lack of job market infOrma-
,

tions. This topic'should not be separated froi an additional one, namely,

tion regarding the availability of such employment in different organiza-

tions.

degree_to which various forMi of part-time employment,_as an alternatives

to full withdrawal' from the labor force, are known to older workers -- or

to employers whose "cake of- custom" blinds themto the use of part-time

employeesIvenwhen this might be of advantage to them (e.g., in time of y)

high demand for labor), .
.

Apart from the obvious research 'efforts that car:lad carried out on

4- these topics, it may be more fruitful to conduct experimental and demonstra-

tion programs designed; for example, to improve the match between older
ti

workers seeking various forms of part-tilne employment and employers seeking

such persons -- or who could be persuaded to hire them.

Finally, there is, at the present time, no comprehensive picture,

based on empirical research, of:

1114,

(1) the distribution of and trends in work-time patterns

by age, industry, and occupation;

(2) worker and emp'(zer evaluations of these patterns;

es () projections of employee and employer demand for such

(types of work-time distribution; and

(4) .cost-benefit analyses of these types.
. 4

Juanita Kreps b9711, in commenting on, needed research on the general

topic onork-time options for: older workers, ttresses the point that

= [It] would:be useful to business organizations, public

employers, and union official determining whether

their-employees and constiuen s woOld prefer a Second

career Or, early, retirement, should such options be available.

/4 In the, absence of such evidence on desired work-leisure-pat-

= terns, the free time generated by economic growth will be
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used in ways not necessarily compatible with' preferences.

It is also difficult to predict the degree to which firms

could accoMmodate to worker preference without some evalua-
.

Lion of the Institutional constraints operating against

career flexibiiity. (emphasis added)

In addition to the position that holds that older workers should be "-

treated the same as any other age group when it comes to the right to en-

gage'gage Is all types of occupational employment and on a fulltime basis, we

eed also torecognizethat many older workers -- especially those in the

upper ags poops (say, 65-74) -- seek only part - ime or intermittent full-

,time work.

The research. need here is to deterinine (1) the size of such a popula-.

,-tion;,(2) the types of work they are already caliabIe of performing (without

any extensive or intensive training);
i

and (3) the""market",for such volun-
..

tarily less-than-fulltime paid activity (the demand side).

None of this implies-that there is or should be such a thing as part-

time types of Imployment for "older workers only," although many' programs

or program proposals may tend to adhere to such a doctrine.

Furthermore, on the experimental and demonstration side, pilot efforts

might be designed and carried out to expand on the types of jobs that could

be perforMed on a part-time baiis, for (1) a variety of jobseekers (again

eon a voluntary basis including older workers, -- and (2) for older

workers only._ This wo irst require a survey of employers in giyen local

areas to determine the possibility, or feasibility of creating Suchlposi-

tions (or locating them, if already existing but not filled),. and the num-

bers
q,

and types involved; seco d, an active job develoWent effort coupled

with an orientation and feCruitm nt activity.

Some of these jobs might be traditionally viewed as full-time jobg,

but could be the source of work-sharing design. Needless to Say, such an

Et& suggestion would also entail an exaMilation of the legal and institu-

ti=onal barriers to its effective implementation; and how, if at all, other,

previous similar efforts overcame such barriers.,

110
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In addition to,'and perhaps as a prelude to this type of E&D project,

research might beineeded on previous and current programs to provide part-

time/and intermittent jobs to older workeri; with a focus on:

Typespf jobs; and induiiries.

Types of, older workers.

o Degree to which nature of the local community and t-he

local labor Market affects the prospects for'part-

time employment, activity.

Previous experience with regard to barriers;

irecruitment of interest among employers and older

3 'workers themselves.

Costs to the employer.

Degree to which such. employment facilitates.tfie,

"adjustment" to full-time retirement.

Reiearclhon the topic of part-time employment should also con-

centrate on some specific issues including the following:

1. Whit proportion is truly voluntary?

2. What is the universe of*need" for such voluntary

part -time employment -- by specific subgroups of'

older persons (type of area; previous occupation;

current total income; race-sex differences', etc.)?

3. What is the current and potential structure of

opportunities for such employment, according to

industry? ,

4. What are the obstacles and facilitators affect

that opportunity structure (e.g., government,

company, and union rules and customs)?

5. What are the trade-offs involved, as far as effects

on other groups' ;employment status is concerned?

ti
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What effect does. such employment have on such programs

as transfer payment systems? On community services?
=

7. To what extent would the alreadyzretired (and who among
i:

them) take advantage of, such opportunities for part -time

work? -'-'- f
,,

. , ,..

,

On each Of these items, and related ones, experimental and liemonstra-

tion projects might ,be expanded or developed, in order ,to Obtain answers to

-"--.7-1--44the ions,,and,todetermine what other effects are found, of an unei-
,

. . Rected nature gdhow obstacles were overcome, or facilitators were im,
,.,

proved.
. .\

.,

If voluntary part-time employment is to be accepted as a positive pub -'

lic Policy,it'Would then seem appropriate for the federal government at,

leaSt to serve as a model.

A report by the ,General Accounting Of4ice (1976) on part -time emOloy-

ment in federal agencies spelled out the advantages and disadVantages cited

by federal agency managers on the use of part-time employees,'It refers to the

age distribution of the total numbers involved in 21 agencies, but nothing

on the Constraints, adyantages'and disadvantages according to age: Nearly

28 percent Of the overall numbers (105,000) were.41 and older;40'percent,"
r',+:

under 25. ,
.

For government'agencie's at theAkeral, state, and local &els -- as

well as for private industries employing pefIons in similar occupations

'(typically white-collar) -- it may be valuable to ascertain whether the

following examples 9f advantages and disadvantages also apply to older
.

.

( I

. ,

, l

. Advantages:
, .

'N

.. _ .

Greater access to a "pool of talent" not needed or , ...--

,

available on a full-time basis. ,

.....,:e
ri

.

.-

e Greater agency flexibility in meeting temporary demand

- during seasonal workload peaks.
.

e
t

Greater pt.loduct4vity (reported only from some agencies) .,

than by full-time employees.

.122
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. .

-0 A new and valuable source for eventually'full-time'

persdnnel.

Disadvantages: ,-

lv- Excess training and administrative costs.

o Problems of work-time accommodation.

41 Lack of job continuity and completion.
,

a, High turnover:

4, Poor morale among part-timers because of fewer,

or no, fringe benefits. 4

bp

In addition to research into the applicability of these and other ad-
.

vantages and disadvantages regarding the use of older persons as part-time

employees, similar efforts should be dirkted of'a research mi'demon--- 4
stration nature -- toward other levels of-government, and in the private

sector. .

But is part-iiMe employment worth pursuing as a .national goal or .

)L 'pbliCy? Furthermore,

(1) Does suctremployment patterns suggest that it is a sign that
. .

mat

the-mainstream o

pattern of reduc

the labor force is, moving to ards -a general /

working howl?

(2) If the country were t adopt an oppotite policy, namely, a

o
restriction on the numb r of part -time jobs, wduld that poll y

increase full7time opportunities'-- and for which grotlps. -in1 the

population, if .at all?

(3) Doi imployers -- and in which industries respond to Mej r

changes'in'agein such-.a wag as to inf'l'uence the demand 6 ,

'persons available for less than fUllietme employment? hat is,

does the "supply" of such persons, increase theAtiond or part-_
,

time ,employment;?
.7_1

(4,) To what extent, can part -time em

conditions),as ajransitton for v

to full-time retirement?

0

ent'serve.jand under what'

riousadult and Older groups
!

/
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This discusSion so far, and the_research and policy 'questions raised,

,havedealtprimarily with the topic of part-time employment from the stand-

, _points of the individual and the employer. What about the "total economy"

side? We can only answer this important question with questions.

. . ,,Foi example, do such employment patterns affect opportunities, and to

what extent, for full-time employment (arid with fringe benefits, etc., not

ryOtallvassggiatedwith part-time employment)? ,In which particular

,4eCtors'Of the economy?

Without "such employment, would there be-a deterioration in the numbers

and kinds of services desired and required by the community and consumers? :

These and similar questions have been treated at length recently by

Owen (1976), but the study does not include attention to the age factor,

Work sharing, flexi-time (on less than a full-week basis), and similar

concepts should be considered as variants of the basic part-time employment

topic,sand the issues, research and demOnstration prospects -- as far-as

older workers are concerned -- should not be too different, if at all.

(State of Wisconsin, 1977; Glickman and Brown, 1974; Evans, 1973; Baum and.'

Young; 1974; Kimzey and Prince, 1974). However, few, if any,of the many

reports and research studies include considerations of the age factor.

Tapered, or "part-time" retirement, also is another variant (the other

sideof the coin), but because of its speciercharacter, warrants more

attention in this report. It is-discu d in other sections of this

;report. 1-

.--These separafe-topics can be conceptualized as specific examples and

facets of a more general, perhaps more basic, approach concentrating on

the lifelong allocation of time the lfetime distribution of work;

leisyre, and education. That approach highlights the issue of how society

and economies "Igtide" on who-shall (and when they shall) learn, work, and

not work over the total lifespan, and the value of redistributing, inter-

mittently,
a

each of these activities over that lifespan (Sheppard, 1977;

Bestand Stern, 1976; Chalendar 1976; 'Wirtz, 1975; Kreps, 1971).

.
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, -
'It may too soon for the Department of Laborto devote its research

. _

and demonstr tion resources to this intriguing subject which is issue-laden.

For the imm diate future, however, the sub-topic of mid.Lcareer change and

devele ent avot be ignored now. That dimension ofthe life4an apprOach

AS treated a 'separate*section of this .report.

Work and work environment restructuring. Separate and distinct from

the topic and issue of tiMe-allocation of work, is another category of

altpinative work Patterns, generally found in: research and policy discussions

about job satisfaction, job redesign,,job enrichment and.nquality of work,".

etc. do recent years, this topic has reached a stage virtually of a move-:

ment in virious.circles, in many-countries. p

One of the ways in ,which it bears upon the job-related problems of

ild dle-aged and older workers is with respect to the retirement phenomenon.

acobsohn (1972) found that workers' ecceptance, of their companies' retire-, )

ment age was clearly related )o the level of job strain, and of worker au-

tonomy ih -job performance (e.g., machine-paced vs. bench work). Sheppard, ---4

sin hi. simple cross-classification analysis of NLS data (1976), found that
,

level-of 1966 job satisfaction predicted for early retirement rates,-but
&-

only among unhealthy whites, with no analysis by age. The fact that no

relationship prevailed in the case of unhealthy blacks raises the issue as

to whether these men are in any economic position -- despite Oeir poor

health -- to leave the labor market if dissatisfied with their. jobs.
1

'However, Andrisani (1976) found, through a more sophisticated analysis

Of.thesame dita, that for both whites, and blacks.(regardless orhealth

status) early retirement was a function of job dissetisfaction.'
7

What maybe one of the most interesting research and policy changes

is the fact that while the economic rewards of.the NLS sample of middl

and older men increased, oh the average, over the 1966-71 peri?d, ,jok
,satisfaction actually declined in this same period. While the;Iatter ,has

'' been founeto be generally associated posititi ely with incase level --

in' cross-sectional research this does not automatically mean that the

tbmpOnents and roots of job satisfadtion are exclusively economic tn hature

../ (Sheppard, 1976). Because of this, improvements oVer,time in economic

7 status (as measured by real income changes) are not necessarily accompanied

by imPtrovements in satisfaction with'other dimension of a person's work life .

and Its environment..
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The analysis of quelity.Of task leveTs among white male blue collar

workers degree by liariety, autonomy; and responsibility -:'by

'Sheppard_ (1972) foundi>tfrat the lower the task-quality level, holding age

-constant, the greater the proportion of such workers indicating that if

assured, of adequate income, they.Would,retire immediatell. More important,

UAW data for 102-73 indicate that among workers eligible for "30-and-out"

retirement, actual retirement rates varied according to skill-level; th

higherthe skill, the Oyler the rate. .

2..

The Analysis of the Survey of Workiffg Conditions survey by Quinn

'Showed that low autonomy was associated with early retirement -- for men

but not women. Whyshoul4this be ? Does it mean that work itself --

at least in the past and contemporary scenes -- is of a greater central

life focus for men, thatipen are so much 'identified with their jobs that

'negative features are mOre)alient to them'? Will this change, as women

become more regularly attached to the labor force over a greater portion

of their,lives?

Andrisani's'multi-variate analysis (T976) of the NLS data (for all

age-sex-race sub-samples) *found that:

1. Regardleof the state of economy, dissatisfied

'middle-aged males were more likely than the satisfied

ones to change ,lobs voluntarily.

2. Blac( middie-aged males ,-- but not whites -- who

3.

were dissatisfiedyfth their jobs and who changed

voluntariTymade higher advances (in terms of job
. .

status AN earnings) in subsequent years.

Withthe'exception.of black, job satisfaction among

the middle,age'd declined ; from 1966 to 1972.

The rears for these relationships and trends should provide some

basic policy guidelines for approaching thk qualitative, dimension of job-

related problems of middle7eged ind older workers.,

The decline in job salifactidn am9net)le non-changelis in the NLS

lampleis a case, in point. Policy thinking regarding labor turnbver and

'. mobility --which are partly a:function oflevel Of job satisfaction -- is

I.
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charadtellied by contradictory values. pn the

about turnover as a cost item -- especially at

the other hand, there is also- a great emphasis

one hand,,there-is concern

thb,organtzatiOnal)evel. On

on the virtues of Mobility

for thesalceof,a highly rational and fruitful functioning of the'economy.

If job satisfaction among job- stayers does decline -- even among middle.gaged,

and older workers who conventionally are deemed as having becOMe "satisfied"

over tithe"-, this might lead to various kinds 0 diseconomies and Costs to

the firm, and,thus -indirectly to the total economy. . P

Finally, there is a more intriguing dimension Of the various efforts for

improving the quality of work life. If it is correct that jOb attitudes,

and. early retirement (coupled with quality of job performance itself),ai:e

in part a, functiqn of such criteria,as degree of task, autonomy, what is

happening in the many organizations -- in both the private and public

sectors -- now experimenting with, or institutionalizing, such notions as

job redesign, job enrichment, autonomous work groups, etc.?

For example, to the degree, that such notions have been put into actual..

praCtice -- on a pilot or regularized basis -- is there a change in early

retirement intentions ?: actual retirement rates? How do these measures

in such situations compare with,findings in workplaces producing the same

product or servfrte but which have not introduCed similar practices?

The time is ripe for research on these quettions which may be of

import to workers, organizations, and the economy.
It

- 'Job redesign has, over the years, been recommended as one of the,

solutions to selected problems of older workers, usually in response to

presumed phYSicaT and mental changes associated with'adVancing aoe,'ai diviky

of coping With their inability to maintain perforMance in their fleFitp--2

jobs. Such a notion consists of changing those regular-jobs in such a way'

.as tomake the jobsMatch the working capacity of workers growing older --.

as opposed,to tmsferringthem to "easier" jobs/f r quently resulting in

lower pay and, loss of status). (OECD, 1966.)- Th j particular meaning of

job redesign, however, is not the same as that 4inte ed'by other researchers

and consultants using the same term -(e.g., lav s ylor, 19

12?
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ACC-o7r-cihrto-a-Dipartment_of Labor report (1967.), few of the 1,000

largestAmerican.industria1 corporatiodS'have: specifically redesigned

jobs for oIder'workeri for purposes of matching*the job to the presumed

decline In olderwofker performance. There is no compelling reason to

think,thit much has change in this regard in reCent'years (although the

'quality of work life" projects may coincidentally include older persons).

Corporations generally .have tended to exercise two options -- transfer

older workers to less physically demanding jobs under the presumption older

workers could 'not .continue in their jobsor persuade older workers

to retire early.

Instead of resorting'to"either of these courses of action, corporations

could benefit from job redesign based on task analysis by creating new jobs

that tap the skills and experience of older workers, and reduce the odds

for Increased ,job dissatisfaction. Such efforts might be encouraged by

Departmental experimental and demonstration programs.

Whether or not an older worker will like a job is no more important'

than whether or not he or she can do a job. An experimental program may

involve thE creation of new jobs by new combinations of tasks in a given

industry, ,

Does Combining so many demanding tasks together make a job "undoable"

or stressful? .

Does combining many low level tasks together make for a high error

rate due to boredom?

Does.. the "right'! combination of tasks-(!right"'from the standpoint -of

job enrichment proponents) make a positive difference fimall age groups?

It is recommended that tasks that make up several jobs be considered

in the experimental effort to allow latitude fon innovative, new job-quality
' a.

creation. Results from.such a study could be considered inrelationship

, to other experimental job redesigns such as re-clustering of tasks from a

single eiNsting job into "higher" and "loWer" task-qUality groUpings.
,

fry
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No easy predictions -- and Rii4mf rting prescriptions -- should be :

made on the potential outcomes of Improving the quality of worklife (as

defined from the standpoint of expert's on'the subject) on the job behavior

and retirement decisions among older workers. In the first place, there*

is nonsuch animal as the "older worker," as we, have tried to-make,clear

throughout this reportqand despite our own frequent violitions of that
*

percept)t there are varieties. The response to changing the nature of job

tasks will be influencedtby the nature of the individual older worker --

and of younger ones whose retirement desires also may be affected by the

nature tof the job.

Experts on the topic of work values and personality, types vis a vis

quality of work (Yankelovich, 1972, for example) suggest thatthe young

workers of today -- the older workers of tomorrow;.'..- will-tolerate less

the low task quality of many job assignments; that many, if not most of
.,.

, .

them -- but to a greater extent than in the case'of today's'older workers -.!

will require Sob tasks of a higher qualit o keep them productiVe,.in the

future.

Furthermore, the iair in which su changes are introduced play a role

in worker reaction. Poilman and John on (1974),Ior example, found that

retirement decisions among auto workers were partly affected by job changes

not initiated by the workers themselves. It is not:clear from their study,

however, which of the jobs the workers were transferred to-were, if at all,

of'a,more positive task-level quality.'

The critical questions stemming frOm.that research and from the

general theory (and expectatiOn) concerning the virtues of job redesigh;

job enrichment, and other forms of work-quality improvement involve the

extent to which changes in those. directions are made with the participation

of the workers themselves, and not merely initiated by management. As

workerA grow oldef in jobs already "enriched," are their,job performance and

retirement behal.horday.different (and in'whit way ,) from their age peers

not in such jobs? These and related questions should be part Of a research

agenda. in this arena of job-related problems of middle-aged and older workers.'

..12;19
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CHAPTER VII

The Older Working Woman

As women,have become a more significant segment of the labor force

and'with their participation, rates increasing, thetopic of older/working

women and the issues and problems associated with these phenomena gather

in importance.' Chief among these problemt are the following (not

necessarily in order of importance):

I

V

,,, 1. Once unenployed, iyerage duration for women

is higher than for men of the "same, older ages., ,

2. The older the discouraged woman worker, the greater. the

length of time between last job and the "decision" to drop out of the

labor force (Maser, 1974).

3. Comparedto discouraged older males, -the length of time

is also greater.

\._
4. , The chances of adequate retirement income are more severs

for women than for men, and while the future may see improvements over the (/

present, these chances will remain lower than for men (Bernstein, 1974.).

5. The uncertainty regarding' the shift toward "male" occupations

which typically have higher status, and which affects employment and retire-

,
ment status in the later. years may characterize the employment lorld of

adult women.

6. Irven with improvements in vesting proVisions, due-to ERiSA,

women_face more serious problems than men, given their shorter tenure in

any given job, and their high representation among the part-time employed

(tAo typically do not enjoy fringe benefits such as pension coverage).

However, taking women of all ages; the proportion of the total populatiod

Of women working on a year-round, full-time basis has risen over the past
, . .,

decades; and in the middle-age groups, t least,'this.proportion is greater

P th*n.in theyounger groups of women.

' ` 7.' Given the general pattern/ of no survivors' benefits.in:

private pension plans, the higher survivorship of wives beyond their

husband's time,of,death means serious problems for them, unless they thedl-

selves have gaided,adequate work experience with private pension coverage .
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as-lell. Frequently, this element plays a role in the work-nonwork

decisioni:ofmarrtel women.

,8. This point also may prompt decisions-to re-Onter the labor

force, or enter for the first time, at a late'stage With many

'attendant-problems._

9. Among these Oroblems are the need for training or re-training

as wellp_for "occupational socialization" in-the world of work after many

years of nonwork.

/4

10. .But such investments in training can be stymied to the degree

tha ;both "sexism" and "ageism" together persi-st as bartiers to the employ-
:.

uma status of older women,..

. 11t, Matute women seeking employment in part-time professional

.jobi and those-with high levels of responsibility encounter obstacles in

that search.
I

12. Retired older women have lower morale than those employed

(with the exception of the higher income groups). ThOse who never worked

have the lowest morale (Jaslow, 1976).

13. Lack of training in the early years produces a "retro-

gression" in economic status between th9 first and current jobs (Parnes,

et al., 19750. .

Nonmarried older women (58-63) tend to, have the lowest'

proportions covered by private pensions prior to retirement.

, 150 _Because they are typically in lower-paAng-jobs, With less

continuous attachment to thelabor force, and with wages below the.taxable

wage ceiling for Social Security purposes, women are affected morethan men

by the nregressiiiity"..of the system's payroll tax..

.

16. If old enough, they are more likelyto."ope for early re-

tirement '(with severely reduced ,benefits) than,man, in'times,Of_uneMploy-

ment '(Somers, 1975).
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17. On the other had, lf under the age of 62, they run the risk

of bgang."tWold to -work; and t000-ung" --i.e., little work experience --

for adequate uriemplorel insurance (Sodmers, 1975);

0
18; Becau4'of many of the 4bove problems, and others, mandatory

,retirement age requit'ements --:and not-completelxvoluntary early retire- .

Merit, -- Fan mean even, greater problems in the later years for women than

,
at what scale, i.e.,,part- or:full-time -- to the broacler issue regarOin§

the need to find "offsets° to the allOedly growing problem of the

"dependency..burden" of supporting larger numbers and proportions of older

nonworking' persons; end (3) the possibility that work itself is becoming a

more salient-dimension of women's lives than in the past.

. .0

Labor force participation. The topic of, and problems rela el to,

labor, force participatioh among'olderyomen (and the lonttudina imensions

of such participation) ii'jmportantfor a number of reasons,inclu ipg (1)

those stemming from the cultural shift among women themselves reg ding

their roles in the society; (2) the relevance of such participation

In this connectidn, we find'it of?mOre than passing interest that

preliminary findings from a current AIR study of a national sample of 1,000

men and women 48 to 52 years Oft, indicate that out of 15 factors associated
->

with the quality of life, workJMong women was the most important influence.

Among men, however, it was only the tkird most important. This is a study

(by Flanagan and Russ-Eft, spbnsored bythe Administratioh on Aging) which .

has not yet been fully explored,of thejobs and work experiences of this

middle-aged group which explain the high influence-rank of work for women
, ,

In this age group,_end the reasons whyiit is h' rin rank for_women.than .

for men. Other studies (e.g., Lowenthal, 1975), ho ever, indicate that v

work as a source of stress is greater fn the lives of middle-aged men than .

for women.
.

...
r .

In any event, work as a major eleMent in the lives'of, Omen, especially

as reflected in the experiences of thoie with continuing attao4ement to

the labor force, seems to be on the upiging: This develOpMent may-even
. . , .

influence such spheres as the retirement decision, early retirement rates,
. .;

and degree of acceptance of mandatory age-at-retirement practices.

J
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Attention to this possibility is rare in the research literature and

policypolicy documents In a-study of British 'semi=skilled factory workers,

iliCobsohn (1970) found that among the women 50-59 years old, there was a 11

#reater.reluctance to retire than among men of the same age; theylWerelesS

-pos)!piVe about the prospects of retiring than the men.

Is this type of contrast a matter of cultural differences,i.e., not

to be fOund among American women in similar circumstances?

Is it -- regardless of culture -- a portent of any divergent, tendencies

among women.as opposed to men regarding the trade-off between work con-

tinuity and nonwork, or "leisure" (retirement)?

Is it a specific manifestation of the genere-socio-cultural-shift

in the life and"work ethos of women (in its most dramatic form, a result of

the "women's liberation" movement)? That is; are today's womerbecoming

attracted more to the world. of work as a more desirable alternative to the

unpaid work-role_of homemaker, which is what 'retirement" more typically

means for women than for men -- at least, so far?

These and many other question5can be translated into hypotheses fcrr

new research efforts supported by the Department of Labor: The empirical

facets of such research Tay have policy and program implications- regarding,

for example, demands of working women for improved status in the labor,

forte as they grow older, including rights to training and promotion oppor-

tunities; tailor-made provisions regarding .retirethent options, instead,of

ersal policies.

4

The rising participation rates of women accompanied by an opposite
4

trend foremen =- espettallY in the middle-and old groups -- ii'a

phenomenon that has both facinating retearch"and policy- problem nuances

In what ways, if at all, are these two ,opposite trends related to each other?

Or are they, to some extent, unrelated -- or fortuitous? The relationship

has only been asserted, and descriptively reported with statistics showing ,

each of the two separate trendi. But, to our knowledge, there has been

Tittle research as to any presumed causal relationship.

Are women actually taking' the place of older men --*on a job-by-job,

occupation -by- occupation, industry-by-industry basis?
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?fis the current EEO emphasis on the employment rights of women --

regar less of age -- result in the reduction of opportunities for older

' 'nen?

# ,

. i/

Or is the process essentially due to the growth of occupations

raditionally" held by'women, and the simultaneous decline of those

raditionally filled by men? As Oppenheimer (1973) has-pointed out, men

and women have been fused" interchangeably in some occupations over, recent

decades, 'but "most demand for labor has asuallybeenseisnecific," that is,

the growing participation rate of women is to a considetble- extent a ..."-

functionx so far, of the pattern of economic development whichhas character-

istically moved 'the demand for War toward those service occupations and

industries historically associated with "Women's work." The usual explana-

tions, such as reduced fertility, higher education, urbanization, etc.,

(which increase supply) all may be relevant, but the economic development

factor must also-be reckoned with.

On the policy side, hob# feasible would it be to break up the general
1

pattern of "male" versus "female" types df occupations, in order to main-

, tain or to increase the participation opportunities of older men? 4

Is the current'effort to change the 'sex id City" of certain occupa-

tions primarily one-sided, i.e.; directed toward piacingwomen in tradition-.

ally male positions, and not directed without regard to sex ?' Onthis

latter point, internal labor market situations might be the best sites in

' which to study the question.

Each year has witnessed a rising proportion of the 45+ group in the

labor.force. At the endue World-WarII,33 percent of women 45-54 were in

the workforce. A little more than a quarter of a century later, the percent

for women of the same ages was 55 percent. The corresponding figures for

the 55-64 age group are 21 percent (1947)and 41 pekent (197,4). -- nearly a

100 Rercent rate of increase. During the same period, the rates for men

in, both age groups declined'.

The 65+ group's participation rate has by and large remained the same,

'about 8 Orcent, with slightly higher percentages from about 1955 to 1965.

Even among just the 65-69 year olds, the rate has remained basically Itcl-

Changed.
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, In 1947, women made up only 23 percent of the 45+ workforce; but
.

.

nearly

g ,

by 1976-, this proportion had increased. substantially, to nearly 39 percent.
. 3 .,,

.

1 : The greatest rate of,-increase in labor force patticipation has been

taking place among married women. ' Commitment or attachment to

work.among married women may be, becoming.increasingly like that of their
,

husbands, a possibility which deserves greater research attention.

From 1959 to 1974, the percentage of women in the age groups 0.45-54;

55-59; and,60-64 who worked on a year-round, full-time basis,(YRFT) hisalso

increased shirply -- with the Oeatest rate of inceease occurring in the

55-59 age group.

Contrary to what has been happening to men in the 62-64 age groUp,

there has been little decline in the percent of women of the same ages

with some kind of work experience, and/or working on a year-round, full- . .

time basis -- this despite eligibility' for retired wotker benefits at age

62.

If opportunities for year-round, full-time employment are viewed as a

. desirable goal (since, for example, it means a higher income), then it is

important to see how such.faciors as education affect those opportunities

for older women workers. The proportions of eichage group working YRFT

in 1974 show aclear relationship to amount of schooling (see Table 1).



. Table 5

Percent of Women Working,Year-Round Full-Time;
by figeand Education, 1974

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

Total 42 44 - 48 37.

less 'than 9 years

,schooling 21 30 .33 27'

9 to 11 years. 25 40 42 34

High school (12 years) 42 ,-45 52 , 42

1-3 years, College 47 46 49 , 43-

"4t years College - 54 52 60 >56

654-

5

Source: Census Bureau, Current POpulation Reports, P -60; No., f 1, 'n Money
Income in 1974 of Families and Persons in the United States,".
.1976;4able,58.

dir

While the proportion working YRFT in each level of schooling peak-s"

in the 45-54 age group, the important point,is that within each age 0o6p,

including the key 45-64 group of women,.the higher the educational level,

the greater the proportion of women working oh a year-round, full-time

basis.

It is equally iMportant that each of the levels of aglooling, the

'Median income of the older women, especially those 45-64, is equal to or

greater than the income of younger women.

Finally, although the proportion of older women working year-rdund,
. ,

full-time is generally Iower'than the'proportion for men of the same age

,group, that proportion rises depending on level of schooling. The greater

the schooling, the greater the proportion. workihg 1RFt.

The importance of marital status of older women regarding labor fore'

participation rates can partly be seen in the 1969 Retlrement History.Study.

of theSocial Sicurity Administration. Despite the eligibility.forretired

'worker benefits at age 62, one-hatOf the nonmarried women were stillin

the labor force. If they were widows, the proportion was only 42 percent -.-

fn contrast to 62 percent of those.never married.. Unfortunately, the ttudy

did not include married wives with previous or current attachment to the

.0)
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labOr'force., In any event; trends in participation Or re4ament)

rates warrant monitoring on a systematic basis over the short-and long-run,

AdCludi the rates Of married women ikthis'age groUp.

Mo -'p ticated research Should also include consideration of

edUcaiional a cupatiOnal levels simultaneously with marital, status -7,

as-factorSass iated with trendt in labor force participation rates'of this,

alderfemale age group (for example, similar,tothe 3900-1940 analysis.-by

Darian, 1972).

, As stated already, e participation rate of women has been increasing

over the,pastxseveral decades, The greatest rate oincrease has occurred

in the case of married women -- almost by definition, sipcathe ratet'of

gartiCipation among women of other marital statuses are already high. Using

an approximation to-a truly longitudinal method, analytis of the data

indicate that from 1966 to 1976, the rate of increase (based on the "Stouffer.

Method" if) in participation of married women 25-34years olein 1966had /4-

increased -- by the time this cohort was 35-44 in1976 -- by over 32 percent.

This%was greater than for other women of -the.. same age in 1966;.greater for

those-35-44'in 1966 and 45-54 in 1976, and for those 45-54 in 1966. and 55-

64 in 1976 --'regardless ofmarital status.

Neverthelesi, unmarried older women do have the highest participation

,rates.' One major research and policy-related question -re is, to what

degree do unmarried women in'the labor force remain in tl'and thereby --

as' they grow. older -- enjoy greater prospects for mobility than

married-woMen who typically dler (or re-egter) the labor force at a later

.. Ste? This possibility thereby, places the gder.married female re-entrant

(or new entrant) in what may come to be a disadvantageous position.
-.

o'

1/A measure develOped by Samuel Stouffer, inlifis volumet on
4

The*American
ier, that accounts for .the fact that an increase from one 'level of per-a

SoldiiiiiiTtO

some maximum percentage(such.as 100 percent) will be affected
-,by the seize of the..baseLperoentage, It is a more sensitive measure, and
more relevant thanthe'Tbe that takes a percentage at one time and.uses the

' absolute percentage points between that one-and the succeeding gneas a
, oportion of the original percentage, i.e,,.

.

. Difference in % oints from Time A to'TiMe B
fference etween, 00% and Time A
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Furthermore, we havellittleinformation on the "Job adjustment

problems,' if any, Of the middle -aged housewife whb, for a variety of

.reasons, enters.thelabbr force and figs employment. For those previously

employed, does this experience facilitate the establishment and acquisition

of new substantive and adaptive skills. as compared to those Without

'previouS job experience,. and to those wOMen of the same age but with long
r`

years ,of uninterrupted employment?
, . .

The higher the educational level,the,smaller the gap betWeenlabor force

participation rates of older married and other women. How far this development'

will go is still not clear, and requires regular research monitoring., This

"gap-narrowing" qualifies the general view that there is less economic need

for upper socie-economic groups (one proxy mtich,,is years of schooling)

of.q:Ider married women to "seek employment.

Is part.bf the explagation.due to,the differences in opportunity

structures according to education?

Is it because higher education is associated with having fewer children,

thus making such women more available for employment?

Are there othec socio-cultural values involved -- such as careerism --

that distingtiish,tfte upper socio-economic groups of married women?

of these, and other factors interact to produce

rate of married women with greater edUcation Which,

cited above?

In what ways do all

the higherparticipation

in turn, narrows the gap

Finally, what are the average retirement ages of such married women

relative'to all others -- and to men as well? We cannot accept, without

empirical research, the'arssumption that parity between the sexes --

especially' gilding education constant -- will._produce parallel retirement

plans,and.decisionmaking.

Comparisons between 1964 and 1974 data reveal that among married women

55 -64 years old, participation rates in each ascending level 0 schooling-

achieved had risen, with the exception of those with four or miireYears of
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-college completed."' For this latter group, the drop was quite marked (from

59'dowOo 50 percent, .while the _rate for other women remained !tlatively,

unchanged .--thus intreasind thegap).=

Finally, it may be critical io,explore the reasons for,and the lmplfca-

tions Ofthe general inc_ rease in participation rates, for married middle-aged

w en (45-64), accompanied by a general decrease in rates among widowed,

d rcedvandseparated women, over the past dozen years, even in the higher-

educated groups.`

Because the greatest rate of change inifemale labtforce participation

). has been occurring among married women, it is important todeterMine the

extent of their 'Work experience, e.g., the percentage wprking part-time,

or less than year-round full-time. From 1971 to 1975, according to work ex-
.

perience tables of the Department of Labor, the proportions of married women,

by age, withanywork experience who were employed less than 27 weeks, were

as follows:

t

1971 e , 1975

All Women, le+ 23.7 '20.7

Married; spouse
present 22.8 19.8

25-44 24.3 21.5 :-

45-54 15.0 12.9

55:64 , 15.0 12.1

654. , 30.9 25.5

Source: Speciafkabor Force Reports for 1971 and 1975
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Since these percentages are based,only on those with workexperience,

.'it is not clear whether the downward changes ire a function of
\
an increase

fn full-time job opportunities,4 of a decrease in ppportunities in general

due to cyclical changes, etc. This clearly is an untapped research topic.

Apecial.Cabor Reports on Educational Attainment of Workers, for 1964 and

' 1974. By 1976, .the participation rate for/this grout rose, slightlkto
53 percent..
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Also, -to our- knowledge.,

iv

little,--if anything, is known about the

reTationship'betweenliTchanges in the 11-:.1- foce participation rates..:

Of different age'grogps of married women..(and/or proportions.4rking or

*sedking.f4117time employment, etc..),nd (2):the employmentlstatus.of .

- ,

their husbandi. .While it is generafy accepted that the rise in such rates
.

'mist be associated with, such, factors as 'a rising educational leVel,of

women, decline in size Of, lamily)retd., we do not know the extent to which -

.huiband's employment status is also influentialn-thi 'changing phenomenon.

We-Should add, too, the influencliejates o& change in
:, ,

aSefforts to maintain a, given family standard of living requires the wife
. ,. . .

to seek employment or -- if already employed part-time -.7to seek fu/)-time

work. The current longitudinal pro Act by Sheppard And Rix (with support
..

from the Administration on Aging) -, fodu;ing on persons40-69 in twb large

labor areas with widely contrasting rate's- of unemployment -- is partly de-
4

'signedto test the hypothesis that,the husbandq'empinyMent status.may in-

ffuence the labor forcetatus of other family memhers;
, .

,
..,,

",

In any type of reteareh onolder. women in the workforce,'it may not be.
/ ,...e-

tosufficient me rel y to refer-fa statistics on "labor force participants,"

since such figures donot actually tell-us how many women Actually worked

..in any given year, i.e., work experience. ThiS fi,especially true of
,

.1

middle-aged and,older.women. For example, in 1975, the female "labor force"'

figure,fts reported, asTdughly.37 millionlall 16 and older), but work

experience tables for thd, sap year indicate that nearly 49 million worked

for some period of time,: a difference'of nearly 16 percent. 1

More important,ithe 'older the Woman /(Starting at age' 60 the greater

the diiecrepancy between pie labor force size and the size of the female

population,with any wd4 experience, The same `s. true in the case of men)

4S-
incidentally, but the discrepan 'is of a smaller magnitude,,reflecting

the_sex differencein Oppoftiens w king year - round -and/or on a full-time
-

basis. Furtherm0e, coMgarAons between and'1975 data suggest a .

t
__...

declining discrepancy in the case of womeh, which may reflect the growing

propOrtion of Women working on more than .a part - time, or part-year badis.
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To repeat, labor force partiltipation rates of women, by age, marital

status and race,.are ene phenomenon: They should not be confused with

data on work experience. More important, from the standpoint of eventual

.retirement incomeitreyears of full- andfor part -time employment. But there
,

is:little'systematic or periodic information on this topic.

The National Longitudinal Study of women -- if supported long enough

and with little attrition -- coUld..becpme one major source such informa-

tion. The type o researc requ

currently not in the labor force, or currently not employed, :nd must alsb

be designed to reckon with the pOssibility.of intermittent participation

and employment (fall- and part-time) in future years, prior to full and

permanentritirement.
.

There are other aspects of the older woman worker topic which need

research and pOlicy attention, and which may-contain the roots of potential

problems. The major conceptual point. regarding one of those aspects is

. that the relationship between marital status and labor force status among

women as they become older may not be uni-directional. We cannot ignore -

the possible impact of employment among women upon their marital status,

and their eventual socio-economic status in later life. Many single women

f obtain satisfying employment and parfly'because of this, remain singA for

a longer number of years than otherwise,or,may even remain single through-
.

out their lives -- again, partly because of the nature of their work ex-

4:

pertence.

EqualllY important, if not more so, many married women may obtain and

keep &satisfying type 9f employment, and this fact itself might increase

tie odds fpr separation'or divorte thus"making them °unmarried° for the

react of their lives" To the degree that family dissolutions are a' critical

problem for individual and for society, the topic acquires a pol*y-

implication significance:

ThOre is, however, the in the way of research 'designed explicitly

to -test the hypothesis t labor force status is 'itself an "independent''

variable in marital patterns ancOrends, including the phenomenon, of divorce,

and separation. One research model might consist of :longitudinal ,analyses
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of cohorts0,poungadultind middle-aged employed vs._not employed wives,

-concentrating on relative changes in marital status'over an extended number

of years. Data of a cross-Sectii nature already exist on thlabor force

status of divorced and seOaeated woMen,ilutsthey do not containinformatidh

regaidinON refatjxe time position of entty,into the -labor force and of

chInge'in marital status., t

finally, wit regard to labor force participation, no attempt to carry

tout projections of oartiCipation rates, of middle-aged and older.women should

ignore those factors tilat may function, over time, as possible deterrents

(or conversely, faOlitators)` to their continued Participation in the)kork-

force; frith special regard to socio-economic differences among'such women.

In discussions of this nature, the pbservations of.Taeuber (1976) on pro-

jection efforts i eral should be heeded:

chagrin of forecasters and other seers
an to the delight Of the human spirit,-the
future cannot be foretold....No.single manpower
projection, no matter how careful and sophisticated,
can lay claim to much confidence that it portrays
the future path. Policies need to be adjusted
to changing circumstances, and so do projections.
The activity of projection should be continuous
and it should be focused on the delineation of
multiple alternatives. 'The alternatives should
represent varying perspectives on what is likely
to happen and on what may happen as a result of

-various deliberate'policy interventions.

To be sure, labor force projectors cannot be expected to know about

all the various developments and problems that Other social sciences may

include in sceoarios'Of alternative futures, but ttfey should.make use of

some_of thCfie resources to identify the "important, more plausible sets of

alternative poSsibilities, and to work out the major indirect effects.

For example, in professional and technical classes, a middle-aged or

older husband-wife family may havetO make a trade-off between dual employ-.

ment and higher taxes required by the higher joint income of the.two. In

such cases, where the couple Bides the marginal, returh is not sufficient

to warrant a second person working (both of them on a-year-round, full-time
-

1bisis),Iyho shall stay in the labor force? Who shall drop out? Or might

we not also see. new pattern emerging, one in which the two take turns
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,participatiillntbe,labor forcer as another variation of the notion of

alternativework schedules?

As another example, among the older married mceking Women in the

future, will it be as safe at that time, as it appareritly was nearly ten

years ago, to assert that retirement for them will be defined in terms of

their husbands' withdrawal frorn the labor force? This was a major reason

given by the Social SedUeity Administration for excluding married women

from-their Retirphent History Study, begun in 4968.

As of 1966, in the NLS sample of middle-aged males, nearly one-half

of the whites an4rnearTY three fifths of the blacks reported working

'his survey, becatise of its longitudinal nature, should be a valuable

'source of findings on (1)relativeiy,recent patterns regarding such an

assertion, and for (2) suggesting new avenues and hypotheses for research

on future cohortts of middle-aged husband-Wife Tabor force members.

Older-female heads of families. Marity meatus -- whether married,

divorced, separated, widowed, or never married --,is an important factor in

the labor force participition of women, but among the non-mah-ie44 there

are female family heads. Middle-aged and older women in this classification

may have been experiencing different patterns of labor fOrce participation

-and special problems associated with thoie patterns -- compared to others."

From 1970 to 1975, the labor force participation rates of 45-64 year-old

female heads of families declined -- in contrast -to those of married and

all other women (McEaddy, 1976; Employment and Training Report, 1977).

1;Equally important, among family heads only, this decline occurred only

in 45,and older age groups.

There are no-definitive explanation% for these contrasting trends and

patterns, nor anything that tells us much about the problems, if any,

accompanying the trends and patterns. What is there about such middle7aged

and older female famfly heads and their circumstances that explains

their declining participation's, relative to you Agee female headi, and

to other women of the-lame ages? Is the decline indicative of special

f")'At')
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_.:41fficultles faced by then and their families? Once sucP,Informationis

Obtained'through.areful research efforts, special programs and policies

could then 'be developed to meet those difficulties, if indeed they exist.

Unemployment duration and discouragement. Once unemployed, gddleallged

and older women remain unemployed longer than their younger peers, just as in

the case of men. From 1973 to 1976, the proportion of older womenunemplo;;ed

for 15 or more weeksinereased'at a greater rate than for other age groups --

ZbUt still slightly less than for older men. But tiy 1976, for both older '

women -and men,'the long-term employed were at least 42 percent of all. older,

unemployed -- in contrast to approximately 30percent for all others.

Because of their generally lower number of UI eligibility weeks, older

women are 0'5f/disproportionately among the Ul eXtiauitees, and thus perhaps

more likely to become "discouraged workers,"i.e.,.labor force "drop-outs."

In the older studies of workers subjected to plant shutdowns and mass

layoffs, it was generally found that older women were much more likely than

older men to cease job-seeking activities altogether, or to persist at a

lower level than in the case of men. There have been few studies of sueh

situations in the past five years or-so, but one hyp4heiis would be that

the extent of continued job'seeking persistence among older women in'similar,

situations would be greater tifan in the past. This hypothesis is based on

the assumption that today's. female labor force -- including the older

segment -- has a greaten attachment, for economic and social-psycholigical

reasons,' to the labor force than in the past.

The late entrant. We have alrdady stressed the importance of continued,

and well-paying, employment in general for the ultimate retirement status

level of Americans. The principle applies more directly in the case of women ,

(and for disadvantaged minority groups, too). Even with the imprOved mor-
,

tality,rates of older men,, omen can still "count on" outliving their spouses,

and, thus expqsed to higher risks of low status in their retirement years.,

The longer a person lives, in other words, the greater,the unmet needs. We

should add to this factor the implications of an apparent trend toward

never=Married and divorced women, a phenomenon which portends new job-related

problems for women.
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Apart from the general issue of sex-bias in the occupational structure -

of thelabor force which exacerbates the current and future job-related

problems of middle-aged and older women, another source of thewproblems

lies in the large number of women who, in middle-age, enter the,labor force

for the first time, or after many years of only "home-making"'eiperience. .

The extent to which women enter, the labor force at relatively young=

ages, and remain employed, should, of course, tend to redpce this problem.

It is incumbent, therefore, that research on trends in proportions who are

long-tern-employed, by different age,grodps, be a regular compbnent of the

Department's activities. This does not rule Out, however, the strong

possibility that for, many women over the long-term future, first-time entry

(or entry after an extended periodof non-attachmentto the labor force)

will continue to warrant strong research and program attention. The fact

that the general educational level of women has been improving, and will

continue to improve, constitutes (1) an ameliorative factorinriRproving

. 'the job chances orsuch new entrants; and (2) a challenge, irk at such

higher-educated women may face problems of under4mployment -- i.e.,

employment in types of jobs'nOt commensurate.with their levels of education

and the.expectatfons that such education'usually create..

But for some time to come, we will still be'faced with the "displaced

homemaker" problem,. and that of all middle-aged and older women/re-entering

or entering for the first time, the labor force. They may frequently need

special training because of their limited work experience,

On the research side, there may be a need,to identify the types of

"deficiencies" for which such special training would be:designed -- including

training in more than the substantive skills.

,

Congress-has, in recent years, been considering legislation (similar

to that already existing in some statesl'whichwouldprovide special assis-

tance to what has been called the "displaced homemaker" poPulation,

women who -- because of widowhood at an early age, or divorce and separa-

tion -- desire and need employment. This assistance would consist of,

among other things, special'counseling, training, and job development..

f



--Without waiting for Such"nationaElegislation to be passedt the

Depirbilent could., at the present time, support projects designed to evaluate

such 'few ongoing. programs as do exist, for example, in California, and

Maryland, in order to learn critical lissohs from such experiences as a,

means of being better prepared to desigh more effective nationally legis-

iated programs, once passed.. 6

Social Security. Another jab- related problem of women is that they

are treated "equally" with"menas far A;:p "years of forgiveness" for inter-

rupted Work.experience or low earnings years are concerned, in calculating_

retirement benefits, Women's rights .advocates point out that the maximum

of five yeafs lowest earnings may haveiieen reasonable in the case of men,

but that the special labor force status of women_is such as to result in

many more years of such earnings levels?. .

As women enter,the labor force on -more than an intermittent level,

this problem will become somewhat attenuated, but will proportions of women

with such regular labor force attachment and employment reach -- at least
_-

in the intermediate future -- those for,,men?

Here too, is a topic for research:attention, While the problems

facing the So-dal Security system are not directly those of the Department

of Labor, some types of cooperative policy research analyses (with an aim

at alternative solutions) might be,carrled out.
:. .

Middle-aged and older women fin - -1or seeking to enter -1, the Tabor

force not only face the obstacles encountered by their age peers among men,

such as stereotypes regarding work perfprmance. In addition to the "ageism".

hindering their chances in the labor market, they face also the "sexism"
.

encountered bymomen in general. Other complaints registered by advocates
.

for the job rights of women include theapparent penalty paid by married

women as far as entitlesient to.retired iorker benefits are concerned, under

Social Security a reflection of the."cultural lag" sprviving from the time

of the passage of the Social Security Aft when it was taken for graraedthat

few marred women would work for extended numbers of years, and that the

only protection they needed wAs as widows or wives of retired males. Thus,
,

today, according to these critics, they do not accrue, upon retirement, their

full benefits as retired workers.
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Orr -the other hand, even with an intermittent work career, her.benefitt

as. a Wife ;can be larger than if she had 'never-worked at all, even though h

earnings_met.e subjectydeductionsfor Social Security contributions.

Much of the problem is rooted in the original and hasicaqy still

Prevalent principle (and financing) of Social Security -- namely, that it

is a form of "insurance," defined as a payment (a transfer payment, And not,:

an annuity),to a previously employed peruson after a certain age (now 62)

'in thg, event the contingency -- of no employment.

.Defenders of the current Social Security system point out that !'it is

not correct to argue for...changes on the ground that women workers as a

group get less
1/

for their contributions than do men workers as a group."

This does not address the issue of Whether-some women -- especially working,

wives -- have a legitimate complaint. As a research topic, this, issue is

important if only to delve into the degree to which such inequities, if

they exist, function as disincentives among women to enter the labor force

in any meaningful way.

This topic is thus related also to the adequacy or aecuracy of pro-
.

jections (and the assumptions used in such projections) concerning labor

force participation rates among women, especially married middle-4ged and

older ones. the Social Security Board of Trustees report of 1975 projects

that "ultimately" (no date specified) the female participation rate will be

about 73 percent of the male rate. Such projections call for regu)ar assess-

ment and re-examination, as already suggested.

Older minority women. Currently, the occupational structure Of middle-

aged and older female blacks shows'a much lower socio-economic profiM than

the structure of comparable white women. The critical research topic here

is to determine: over the ensuing decades, the degree and direCtiom of

changes absolutely and relatively, as the current "new generation" of female

blacks (and ome other minority women) -- with their improved educational

achievements, reduced fertility rates, etc. -- move into their Older years.

1/U.S. Senate Special. Committee, on Aging, Women and Social Security: Adapting /)

to a New Era, October, 1975.

1?
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We do know, for example, that much smaller proportionsiof young female

blacks, compared to their older rants, are in such.low status jobs as

domestfc servants, and that their educational achievements are far superior

to those of older black women -- all of which suggests the possibility of ,
en improved status in the future. But there is a'need to distinguish between.

improvements over a previous generation of women of the same race,,and

improvements relative_ to women of other races.

a
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'CHAPTER VIII.

Older Minority. Group Workers

In th% past, little attention was paid to the special and unique job-

related problems of ol'de'r blacks and other minority grolips par=tly be-,

cause it was asserted that they were preponderantly in rural and farm areas

Where unemployment was little studied (apart from problems of low income

from rural-farm pursuits); partly because the civil rights,movement had not''

yet succeeded to the point of raising the consciousness (and conscience) of

the majority society. Another extended viewpoint was that since so few

blacks survived into the upper ages, there was no prob/em worth Considering!

Currentfacts and projections for the future no lohger justify -such

`neglect. For example, In 1975, there were nearly 2.6 million nonwhites 62

and older.; more than 1 million 56 to 59; and nearly 4 million, 40-54' (2.-3

million; over 900,000, and 3.5 million blacks respectively).

By 1990, slightly more than one decade from now, these figures will
,

rise to about.

62+

55 - 5? .

.40 - 54

L.
All Nonwhites Blacks Only

3.7 million 3.2 million

1.3 million , 1.1 million

5.5million 4.5 million,

The rate of increaseiin such numbers is actually projected to be higher

than for' whites or similar ages. These figures assume no marked, improve-

ment in mortality rates; an assumption which can no longer be accepted with

as much sanguinity as in the past.' The median age of the black population

in 1975 was only 23.4 (compared to 29.6 for whites), but the projected

median age for 1990 is 28.5 for blacks (comparedto 33.6 for whites) --

reflecting declines 4n fertility rates, but-with no account -taken of'pos--

Mat improvements in mortality rates for middle-aged and older persons.

40.:0544VJust'the increase of roughly 1"million additional blacks - tween

1975-and 199eWill piesent a special challenge to the country's genei-al

problems of r ployment of its middle-aged workers. At the very least, it

st.



siggests the importance of special research, policy and program attention

directed now to those blacks andAther minority group members who are in

their 30's and 40's --. the ftitdre 40-54 year olds of a decade from- now.

Af!'

Preventive measures, unfortYnately, receive a lower priority than thase

measures designed to cure and alleviate_theljob-related probleMi of today's

older persons,. regardless of etKntcity. But for such minority'groups, the

,*

generalization is especially pertinent. The current emphasis,on the "wel-

fare population" can be interpreted partly as a cost of past failures*fo

cope with the job-related-problems of such persons at earlier, ages. The

magnitude of the future welfare population, problem will depend in part on

what is done with'and:for current critical 'segments of the "young middle-

aged'" in minority groups.

r
It is difficult to acceptithe explanation tilp voluntary retirement,

for instance, is the critical factor involved in the far greater decline

in labor force participation rates among nonwhite males -- compared to

whites -- from the'time they were 35-44 jn 1956 tOthe time they were 55-

64 twenty years later, in 1976. .

This is apart from the greater mortality rate among nonwhite males

over these twosdecades -- itself partly due to job-related problems. The

latter phenomenon is also a critical'research, program, and policy matter.i/

A report by the National Center. on Black Aged (1976) highlights the

special labor force problems of older black's,: including the following:

Nigher= labor force drop-out rites.-

Greater involuntary part-time employment.

Few, if any, local black sponsors of such limited programs

as Title IX programs.

J By:1976, the total 55-64 nonwhite male population was only 77.5 percent

of the. corresponding 1956 35-44 population, as contrasted to 66,1 per-,

Cent of fhe whites:an indication of the lower survivorship rate"of the

nonwhites.

4
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Much Of that document is devoted specifically to the issue of partici-.

-PatiOn'bivider blacks in job programs, a topic dr4.separate section in

**7this-report.
,

,

"Double jeopardy" is the term frequently applied to the situation of

\-ilder black workers. As one example, while white workers-55 -64- experienced

an increase in labor force participation in_the 1975-76 "recovery,P the op--

a
or

site -1decrease -- ,ccurred among blacks,'md others (the BLS tables

in eMploymea and ift g Report do 'not separate,other racial groups-

from blacks, but the lattj nstitute the vast majority of that category).

S
Actually,the decrease took place among black males, not females.

The 55-64 year ola'n'onwf4e male participation rate fell by three full

percentage froT\1975,to 19761'7- Am contrast to;amere 0.4 decline,

point for females.ethe same age. group; a, decline of 1.1 point for
o

white males.; and only 0. point for White females.

The reasons for such differentials-StilTneed exploration and warrant
continued research.

/ *

Rates of unemployment also are critical, and as the accompanyingtible
,

reveals, only the nowhAtes in the '55, -64, age group -- in contrast to their. .

white peers --,experienced an increase:1n unemOloyment from 1975 to 1976,

otherwiie a periOd of job "recovery." . f /

Persons 65 andOlder are excluded from this table b4Cause of the age-_

heterogeneity'ofthat category a point which needs correction -in future

statistical reporting series, since it should be Useful to ascertain'ratestb

for such age groups as 65-69, and 70-74, but especially'the.65 -69 group.

-Furthermore, since men'and women can retire as early as age 62 under Social

Security, even the 55-64 classifidation should be broken down into 55-59;

60 and 61; and 62:64-7 just as 41( Department's workexperience tables

have done for tome.years. (By 1990, there will be et leasta 36 percent

increase over '1975 in the number of nonwhites 60-69 years old.)
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Adult Unemployment Rates by-Race, Sex, and Age, 1970-76

/
All 16+

1970

White Mates 4.0
-White-Females- 5.4
Black &other Males 7.3
Black & other Females '9.3

25 -34

'White Males 3.1

White Females 5.3 .

Black & other Males 6.1
Black & other (males 7.9

'35-44

1971 1972 1973 k

4.9. 4.5 3.7
6.3 5.9 5.3
.1 8.9' 7.6
io.a. 11.3 10.5

)

4.0 3.4 3.0"

6.3 5.5 5.1

7.4, 6.8 .5.8

10.7 10.2 , 9.7

1974 1975 1976
.

4:3 . 7; ..6.4
6.1 8.6 7.9
9.1 11'.'7 12..7

10.7 14.0 13.6.

3.5 6.3 5.6
'5.7 8.5 7.6
J.2 11.9 11.0
8.6 12.9 13.0

White Males 2.3 2.9

14.5
1.8 2.4 4.5 "3.7

White Females, . 4.3 4.9 to 14.5 .3.7 4.3 446 5.8
Blackl others Males- 3.9 4.9 " 4.8 ..4.0 ,; 4.1 8.3 7.1
Black & other Females 4.8 6.9, 7.2 5., 6:7 8.6 8.1

45-54

White Males 2.3 2.8
White Females

.
3.4 3.9

Black & other Males 3,3 4.5
Black & otherAFeples 4.0 4.2

55 -64 .

Whike Males 2.7 3.2

2..5 '2.0

/
3.5

9,8
3.1

3.2
4. 3.7

3.0' 2.4
3.3 2.8
.6 3.1

SO 3.2
.

White Females 2.6 3.3
4108dk & o er Males 3.4 4.7

.., Black & o er Females 3.2 3.5
0

2.2 . 4.4
3.6- 5,13

.4.0.. 9.0
4.3 6.7

3.7

5.0
7.2

6.1

2.5 4.1 4.0
3.3 5.1 4.8

3.6 6. 6.2
3.3 5.3 5.5

n.;

Sdurce: a101oyme* anciTraining Report of the Presideht, 1977, Table A-20.
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lbre.important in this context, however, is a fact that i'rom T973'

441 -1975 (the start_arid end of the recent "recession ), bliCk males in each.

-of.the'age groups in the 25-64 range expertgnced a doubling of their unem-

ployment rites" which were already high as of 1973; fOr the 55-64 group thg 4,

1976 rate (which in general. declIned) was even higher than in 1975..' The

same was true, too, of, black females. Age and race thus combine to pro=

duce the double jeopardy.

Such job7related, problems of older-minority groups 'may be furthera9-
.

gravated by the possibiljty of their having,. more, than whites.

,Among the ,53-57 year old black males. in the NIS sample, fdr example, near-.

ly 12 percent still had three or more children under:18, in'1966, still

living with them, in marked contristto only 4.3 percent in the case of

white ,males of the same ages. Among ,Spanish- speaking and,other minorities,

the proportion may be, even higher:

To be sure, white males 25-54 also experienced -a -dodbl/fIg unemploy-

ment rates from 1973 to 1975, but the rates were lower to begin w th, and

more important, declined from 1975 to 1976: furthermore, the rate for white

males 551:64 did not double, unlike the case of black males, from 1973-76,

and they experienced a slight decline in unemployment after-1975.-T

One of the crucial dimensions of the4ouble,jeopardy status ofolder

minority workers can be seen in the fact that even for the NLS saenple of

"healthy" middle-aged blacks (45-57 in.1966), unemployment in that year had

a, greater statistical relationship to nonparti ipation (i.e., /withdriwal

from the labor force) seven years' later than 'i ,the Coy:responding group of

whites. In' both cases, for bottr whites d ma14the relationship held,

but more -so for the blacks.
t\

In both, cases, the finding points to the nee4Atoconsider "exogenous" it'

influences on the "decision, to retire" and also the need to cope,, when

conducting research on the impact of unemployment, with the "lag" factdr

which suggests that a process is involved which cannot be Captured through

cross - sectional kinds. of research. It should be eated that labor farce

withdrawal in this particular analysis (Sheppard,7976) refers to wJth-

drawal before the age of 65 (EWR). The older the unemployed individual,

111.
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furtherinore, the higher'the ,early withdrawal rate -- even for those only

;46-47 years old in 1.966. Again, the relationship was greater in the case
Of black 'Males'.

-Health and emploViiierst status as of 1966, when added to the race .vari-

able, clearly;shows the disadvantaged position of black males, as demon-
-strata' ty, the followingifables showing early withdrawal ratei-(
detth be the age of 65).

= 1966 Employment,
Race, and Health Status

EWR'by.1973

1. Employed.tHeal y Whites 19.1'
. 2. Employed Healthh Blacks '22.5

3. Unemployed Healthy.Whites 29.5
4. Employed Unhealthy Whites r 33.9
5. Unemployed Healthy,Blacks .37.5
6.- Em'Aoyed Unhealthy Blacks .. 39.2
7. Unemployed Unhealthy' Whites' .. , . 40.0
B. Unemployed Unhealthy Radio i 63.2 '-

'41t

Presenting the findi-ngs in another way, (1) among the workers employed
o ,,

when intdrviewed. in 1966, and (2) among those unemployed that year, the
.. ,-.

1973 EWRs were as follows: -.

N.
.

, lo ed in 196 Unemployed in 1966

Race and Health Statu's EWR EWR

. Hai thy, Whites 19.1 29.5
Healthy Blacks 22.5,, 37,5
Unhealthy Whites 29.5 .8

. ,
:40,.0

Unhealthy Blacks .039,2 ,63.2

The higher, rates pf unemploylient and Of poor health status (as' mea-

sured by self reported estimates of work-timiting Capacities) -ainpng blaCk
.

, ,

middfe-aged and older males are reflected in thii table, and call ,for ,

special rese'a'rch analyses and'appropriate program responses to.. cope with

the special problems of that group -- including meatilres.dggigned to. inter-
-vene before suck men sreach their 40's and 50's..: The fact that the earls
withdrawal rate of employed healthy blacks is not much below that of corn-

,

parable whites reinforces'the importance of both health and employment

status.
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Relatively good health status, among older blacks, hOwever-o.does,not ---

necessarily eniean that their labor force participation rates will be similar

to that of whites.-Theirndor health status may be, offset by a'greater

ecanomja need to lima% the labor force.
, .' mota

TheltES_dita file contains a rich source*of information concerning'

-sane aspects-of the fattors procestes.involved, that is, the experience
. ./

and attitudinal ailanges'in the intervening years, and research should be -.
.4

encoaraged,on thekwork-capacity and employment aspects of the labor* force

experience-dblatis and other minorities as- contrasted to that ofWhites,.
,-

.,,,..--

V * *-,_,,,--- -(- Future Years. Given the reported shaitmoroVement in the occupational

gain's of young .blacks th recent yPars, it is important to carry out longi- ._

tudinal studiesto determine whether such gains.are not only sustained, but .

to ascertain the extent to which such'phenomena,as changes in early with-

...

Amwal rates. occur -- and in which direction -..- among minority groups, .

relative to whites, and by sex.- The Nasamoles of woMen, if continued to
T-"-

be. surveyed, be a major contributionto this effort.

Furthermore, a new saniple survey of men 45 -59, beginning no fater.than,

1979 or 1980, would provipe-inforMation of anuimportarit nature and ,quality

Concerning "generational" differences, if any, iii the labor force and life

status of blacks relative to whftel middle-aged and older workers. In, other

Words, in what respects are the-45-59 cohorts' of, say, 1980,' different from
those of 1966?

- Part-Time vs. Full,Time, The work experience data available through

the'Department of Labor (BLS),have not, to our knowledge, been as,fully ex-
. .

4miptotti!ffor research and poiiCy purposes as they might be., a point made in

other...Kits oft this repok;' In thd*case. of:Minority groups, for'exaMfle,
_

in 1975, nearly 16.percentrof nonwhite Males 45-64 years Old worked either

in full -time joky: "for less than 27 weeks or_at part -time jobs, compared to
10 percent of white males. Coponding figures for females were 39,Ter-

P=

cent in the ease of nonwhites, versus 36 percent for whites. For both mate

and,female nonwhites, th,oroportjon working only 'part-tiMe was greater

than among whites. Compared to the 25-44 age groups, the "part -time propor-

tion was greater for the older persons, especially among nonwhite females.

4,
lb
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Unfortunately, these age groupings are too broad for any useful
Ar

Porlicy-research purposes, and furthermore, information is lacking regarding

the degree to 61ch such work experience on less than a year-round, full -

1/-" time basis is yolOtary vs. involuntary.

Furthermore, the percentages reported here are based on only these with

any :work experience at 'all. Perhaps a more sensitve measure would be

derived from rising as the basis the to_ tal population in each race and age,

group (with and without work experience). This failure to use a total pop-

ulation base may, serve to obscure th44 discouraged worker phenomenon in such
. ,

age groups, especially when trend analysis includes cyclical changes in the

:'general level of employment opportunities.

Underemployment. Anecdotal literature is replete with case studies of

black mares_ who achieved higher education degrees in the'1940's and '50's,

_but remained victims Of race discrimination in the world of employment; they
,

thereb)ebecame "underemployed." No.study of a systematic nature, has been

carried out to fin4 out if the recent progress in equal employment op-
.

portunities has produced any marked effect .on their current employment sta-

tus leiels.

. Has their Older age become the new berrier,foriany upward mobility?

Have,they become "rocked in" (because of pension rights and other

equities built up over time), and thus reluctant. to seek upwardly mobile

'opportunities?

Has the long-iterm experience with such underemployment produced an'
/'

"adaptation" on. their part, of a form-df=xesignation? -
o-

To.what extent does the same phenoMenon occur.even today, and with-

what different implications for'the futur

Each of these questions needs to be amined within 'Specific :Indus-

tries, occupations,.and regions. The NLS-occupational mobility items would

be one general source, in -both the 30-44 female sample, and thN5-59 male
-s

sample, fort, expl oratory, fi ndi
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.4
The NLS sample should be analyzed to seek answers to these and re-

.

Med questionS. , The 1974 report (Parnes, et Al., 104) on the 1966-71

data does not shed.,anyAireet light on the issue, but the material on

voluntary job-Chinging during thote five years (with_, no white-black corn

partsons) may provide some_suggestions for further_research -ollthe

questions, for -N

1. Education was po1sitively associated with voluntary

job- Changing; pension-coverage, 'neRatively associated.

2. Job satisfaction with new job among black voluntary

job- changers increased over satisfaction with pre-

vious job, much more than 'among white changers.

1

4
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Policy,Dimensionsof Life" Expectancy 'Differences. One of the issues

among researchers and advocates concerning problems,0 the minority aged

emanates from the lower life-expectancy'at birth of racial groupS such as

blacks. Accordingly, such persons argue that special provisions should

made in the Social Security system to,rectify this disadvantage -- either

inifie:fOrm of even lower retirement ages for such groups, and/or higher .,

ibeneftts for those persons retiring at the same age as the white majority.

, Apart from the idMfnistrative and cast pi-oblems entailed in such pro-,

posalse there remains tie issue,Of whether or nbt,*ng the older black
l'"

Workers (i.e:,. those who survive into the,upper age;), such 44ferencesin

life expectancy -- say, at 60 or 65 -- are as great asAgliffed. According

to the National Center for Health, Statistics.; :rife expectancy at 50 and 65

-- as of 1973 -- for white and nonwhite'males and femalei'was as follows:

Source:

Male:

Age 50

65

Female:

,. Age 50

65.

Whites" 131ackeAnd Others'

24.3 , 22.4

13.7

30.3 ti 27.9

18.1. 17.5

National Center for Health Statistics, Vital Statistics
Report, Vol. 28, No. 11 Supplement, Febrgary 1977, Table .2.

Thig'table suggeits that by age,65,.the white-nonWhite "gap" among

males is non - existent,- although among women, the life expectancy .

, for whites is'greattr. But none of this pinpoints the-specifics.of life

expectancy among workers -- or those retiring from the labor force -- by'

TIFe, sex, and age. As long
#
as the industry-occupation mix is not "equal,'

fators such as mortality and health (as affected by the nature of the jbb;

for example), and "retirement resources" (as affected by pension eligibil-

ity, number of dependents,-etc.), may also continue to be unevenlAdis-

tributed. Regardless of the legal and ffnancing dimensions of theOssue

150 p.
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of, differential benefits and retirement ageS under SOcfal Security,

black "caucuses" of/and for the aged can be expected to keep theissde

ye.

1

All of these and related facets-raise the question of thel.degree to.

which EEO laws, regulations, and enforcemenfWill move minority groups in-

to-industries and occupations which (1) imprivretheir pension-coverage sta-

tus; (2) raise their total life work experience andwageilevelsi (3) im-

pact on their, health status as .a function of the' nature of the job.-- and

thus their life expectancy, etc. dUrrent research should make this.one of

its major focuses, and simulation models might be constructed to project-
+

future conditions regarding-these phenomena.

As an example of, the "inequality" dimension, in 1966 (according to

the NLS data), among men 48-52 years old, (1) only 15.7 percent of the

...tlacks were craftsmen and foremen,- compared to 26.3 percent of whites.

(2) Their "health" rate wls lower than for whites. (3) On the other'hand,

their death rate by 1973 was no_different -- perhaps even better -- com-

pared to whites. (4) Among those still alive in.1973 (55-59 year's.old),

their "unable to work" proportion was about the'same as for whites.

But, to repeat, a.much smaller proportion of black males was in this

oc ipation. As a result, foh all blacks'48-52 to 1966, compai-ed to their.

age peers, their early withdrawal rate (including deaths), by 1973

was much higher than for whites. And among those still alive 'in 1973,

thOr "unable_to work" propbrtion was 'higher than for whites. ,fin general,

such data imply the difference it makes to have an-eqUal white- nonwhite

*occupational distribution.. Itshould 'also be noted that as of 1966, few

blacks -- if any -- in the 48-52 age group were in 'managerial, official;

or propyletor, sales and-clerical occupations.

Another inequality dimension can be seen in (1) the relation pension

Coverage of whites and blacks in the NLS data on 457A year-old.males; it

1971, 72 percent of the white, but oii14A.59 percent-of the blacks, were

employed in establishments with pension programs. (2) In 1973, 70 per-

cent of whites 62-64 were retired with a pension, compared'to only 52 -LA

percent of blacki of the same. age.



Manyof the research ang programxecoMmendations of a general nature

discussed-throughedt.this report should be.applied, naturally, to the,

special- subgroups in the population. For example:

11) Trends in, roportions affected by mandatory retirement,

age policies. -

(2)- Similarly,,measures regarding other.forms of involuntary

retirement, before any mandatory r irement age.

(3) Extent of Voluntary vs. involuntary paTt-time employment

-- and thekniverse of need" for voluntary part-time

employment.

Other elements of the minority older worker topic which contain re-

search, policy, and policy suggestions include:

The impact of union vs. nonunion membership. One study

g, (Parnes, et al 1975) indicates that middle-aged black

'operatives who are not union members earn at least 25

percent less than comparable whites while the differen-

tial" between black and white union member operatives is

much less (about 10 percent). But this latter differen-

tial itself warrants special attention.

The impoYtance of labor market information. For example,

most jobseeking studies indicate the imp*rtance of job-,

'openings through friends and relaties or other-informal

.mechanisms. Typically, whites are More-familiaraborit

such.knowledge, and the challenge here relates to how

such information can be improved among minority middle-

aged and older. job seekers:

Effects of workplace "outdigration" from'central cities:

To.the degree that restrictions on access to housing in.

suburbg-and in=urban areas'to which industries mightvre-

locate.continue to be greater for minority groups,.the.

drift in the direction of greater and greater concentra-

tions of older.pergons in the'central cities constitutes
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not only a serious problem for older minority jpbseekers,

but even for the centrais%city. governments as, well. New

trends, if any,-in,the migration patterns and opportuni-
,1...

ties, require special research attention.

Changes in the industry- occupation composition of middle-

aged and older minority^wkers. Independently of the

cha4cteristict of such persons, the dinamici of change

n the Nation's industry-occupation mix will serveboth

'to *prove and to damage the job-related problems of

minority gripps,,,kespecially the'middle-aged, The ef-

fects'Ot%Uchchanges in this regard should be a,major
-

focus of empirical and- projection studies.,.

Greater union contract coverage. The NLS data'indicate that,'

contrary to some expectations, a higher proportion of middle-

aged and older blacks are covered by collective bargaining -

contracts. If this is so, and these contracts provide for!

some form and degree of seniority rights, such contract cpver

age becomes a valuable beachhead for these workers, not

available to whitat in general; The facts do,not contradict,

however; that among only whites and blacks covered by con-
-

tracts, the former may have higher seniority (inclUaifig

senority restricted to more desirable jobs and departments).

How will blacks fare, in the future, relative to other non-unionized

blacks, in the same occupation, and in other occupationt? What will be

the trends vis a vis unionization and its presumed benefits among today's

younger blacks (and other minorities, too), as they themselves become mid -

dle -aged or alder?

Effects.of Rulings on Seniority Coverage. In recent

years, in the steel indystry for example, restrictions

of.Seniority rights within only departments' (e.g:,

in foundries) have been abolished by court action. What

have been the effects of greater company -wide seniority



rightS in the internal-labor market experiences of minority

workers? How`widespread is the pattern'of company -wide

seniority rights, and in what ways are minority group mid-

dle-aged and older workers benefitiing from such a pattern?

A, Relationship of type of job to health status. While_work.

environment attrfbutes,contribute to the health status of

all workert, in vat ways is that-status among minority

middle-aged workers any better or worse, given their cur- -

Tent lower positions, in genera],: with regard to their

location in types of industries and workplaces charac-

terized by greater risks regarding safety anti health?

Are OSHA's activities having any effect on this phenomanon?

Other minority groups. The fact that this report devotes little Space

to minority, groups other than blacks Should be interpreted as a re-

flection of any intent to place a loweroriority\on their job- related.

problems. Blacks, however, are, the dominantminority group in this coun-

try, and have been the,most politically effective in expressing their un -"

met needs'in the employment area. But even for this_group, attention to

the middle-aged and older'segments' job-related problems has been only re-

cent. Detailed, systematic statistical,reporting fOr blacks only (as con-

trasted to anonwhitesu as a statistical category) is only beginning to im-

prove. .

4

Departmental research should be systematic in disaggregating such

data,. even if this requires over-weighting of their representat ion in

samples (such as in the case of the National_LongitudTnal,Survey). In

special local areas, where it is known that other minority groups are con-

centrated more than in other areas,(such-as Filipinos, American Ipdians,,

and Spanish-speaking persons); the same principle should be applied.

Unfortunately, national data of a detailed nature, by age, are lacking

regarding such items as participation rates of other niinoriiy groups

these of Spanish origin), according to age and education, for example. As

4 casein point, the'1975 BLS report on Educational Attainment of Workers,

U

a-



104 provides a participation rate table, on persons of Spanish origin

using'the broad age span of 25-54loy sex and education, which thereby ob-

.

,!scurei age differences, if any, within that span, ThisMakes it impossible

to make meaningful comparisons between specific age-sex-eduCation-ehtnic

groups vis a vis, whites and blacks. Furthermore, the samples for the up-
_

_ per groups (55 -64, and 65-plus) arertoo small for any reporting pur,-

'poses ---part of which, 'of course, is a reflection of the very-Tow-

'tional achievements of those age groups.

b
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CHAPTER IX

Older Workers in Aural Areas..

TypicallY,xural areas are characterized
by wark.forcit older,than

AthosOn'the-larger urban areas
-- attributable partly to the greater-like-

lihood of.young persons to emigrate
from them because of restricted job 0-

Portunities...Therange,pf severity of turil.,older
worker-problems is-,aff ted -by theTatter too but also b

'. .

andandthe rura4 South). Generalizations'on
this topic are not too Secure, /

.Nevertheless, it may be safe to say thatin most instances, the tradi
tional structure and dynamics of job opportunities in rural ares are,such

. as to increase the odds for middle-aged and older workers in those areas
to move into a poverty status by the time they reach 65 or more...,Tis may
be,especially true in the case of rural nonfarm population.

-Departmental and other-governmental concern with the:rural older worker -

should probably concentrate more on, programs, and demonstratiOn projects,
than research -- except to the degree the latter

is required as part of
programs and demonstration projects,

including evaluation.

Given the limited opportunities in manyvif not most, rural areas for
employMent in the private sector for-persons-of all ages, emphasis should
be placed on greater involvement of the local rural public sector agencies,
especially with regard to the older worker. Limited experience With Title
IX progralain-such areas su§gestitRat public sector opportunities night
be expanded,

In one effort, carried out in several counties (by the fimerican,As-
sociation of Retired Persons), jobs were developed for persons 55 and older
as school matrons, teacher aides, hospital and library aides; assistant
school bus driyers -7 and even maintenance mechanics. Other examples in-
clude welfare agency case worker assistants and

commodity'distributots,

The benefits.for the individual persons emaloyedithe,agencies em-
playing them,and the families of such persons should be obvious: But there
Is also a community' benefits side that requires considerionand. perhaps
evaluation: For example, as a result of employing elderly persons as pick-
up truck driverito bring children to county health clinics, the number of
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children and of clinic visits increased -- presumabW with positive ef-
, -

fects on thanealth'statqs of the children, Even the Food' and Drug Ad-

ministration improved its rural consumer education program by enlisting the

'older persons as part-time employees.
.4

On alloreieneral,policy level,.srlous consideration shodld'be
I.

to relatiie4y patinent rural community service emOloyment programs for

older men and women. For middle-aged rural Workers, public works programs

might also be,given greater emphasis.,Withodt any additional public works

.programs *tri.such areas .(when trulimedded, o4lcourse),.there may be a ten- '..

dency to disregard that age group `in favor of younger person still re-. ,

maining inthe9rural areas..
.

.
.

In any.eibflt,.all of these kinds-of program's should be died, With

.;a focus on income effects; migration rates and Pattei of proihm par -

tictpants and their younger family.members.'
o

Ceniu;).reports suggest that starting in the early,1970's, tfie-rete of

upolit.an areas declined and that nonmetrepolitin.areas., .

,cont nu
. po gain po dtions from thesformer(Bureau- of Census, January,

1977): "Many 'rural' counties, part' ularly those with a large State'

university or an especially .recreation area," stioW.a new inmigration from

Other Parts of the country.

'TO our knowledge no specfal focus has been. directed tothe impact of .

V
this Phenomendh-on the socio-economic status of the older age groups in

r . '

, the,native, nonmtgrant,population of those rural areas. Ostensibly, such-

'av'easshouldbeexperiermin949m.10.---atleastastAilization=-_Of
*employMentlbpportunities, to the benefit.of middle-aged and older Persons,

as wg11 as to that of younger ones. But no attempt has yet been made to

'verify -this hypothesis. At the very least,. such information should help

in, the fine -tut of policies and 'Programs designed to Asstst,rural-
,

area middle-age and older persons in their job-related problems.

Contrary to, tereotypes, older persons. do nevertheless migrate --

especially if une0oyed. Therefore, in addition to thenenomenon of

older rural. nonmigr ti an thei'related job problems; there ins the

eqUOVsignificnt henomenon of older rural migrants to urban abort'

.
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)rlarkets,.and the differences over time (as persons "age") between migrants

and oonmigtaiitssin pfaCet of ,destination. It should be obvious th'at an in-

tegral part'Of a systematic effort to ease the problems of rural persons

in general is the facilitation of adjustment to the urban labor market.a-

mong those_wholdb not stay;i71Filiat areas, but rather imigrate to the former.

(Peterson at al , 1977):-

In this connectiom little research attention has been given to the

charactgiistics Of the Place of destination of migrants from anal areas.

Sheppard (1971) has reportedon the labor.force status and experience of -

young and older rural migrant-females (white and black), accordihg to size.

of SMSA, using the 1967 Survey of Economic'Opportunity data sources. .He
t4 4

found, for ex mple, that among white females,, the larger the SMSA the

....g,

greater the portunities for year-round full-time work for t ose 45-plus.

, The'same w true for blacks of the same age group. At the me time the

proportions of older black rural migrants working no weeks at 'all' increased,

aoc;44ng-to-SMSA-s4ie. fhii was not true in the case of ,white rural

d older.

Equally,;if not more important, the, occupational structure in 1966

among older black rural migrants reveals greater opportunities in the

'largest SMSAs (over 750,000). This is dramatically illustrated by the6facf:

that the" proportion of older blafk women employed,as domestic servants was

/ much less in the largest SMSA's,'compared to.those.With popUlations under.

250,0.00 and 250r750;000: 'Furthermore, whiliktheprop2rtion of older rural

migrants employed in this 1pw-stattq occupation was higher thane for older '.

"native urbanites" (those born in the-SMSA vitereinterviewed) i the_ small er
difference disappears in the largest SMSA's..' 4

r .

ir as,a single index of. family socio-economic status, the "pov-.

erty rate" among white older. rural migrants, the poverty rate was higher

than fOr-wiri;e 'native migrantsKr,VesSof:Sixe of SMSA (although the

rate is lOwest for' both migrants attVe urbanites in the largest.

4

SMSAss). . 11
444

,. .
A A .
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But for black fema'tsi the pattern is the exact opposfte: older

overto SMSlig over 250406shad lower poverty rates.v,e'

than their counterparts who had ays lived'in the-Urban area where inter-,

viewed.:

The reasons for this latter finding still heed to bp explored. )0.-- 4
Education may be a'factor, given the finding by Sheppard that both black

and white rural migrants "reported more years of,schooling.than native :

. Urbanites.
- A

In additiori, this type of research focus'requires updating, given

the fact that these findingssire at least ten years ol'c'and economic

changes, as well as changeS* An the composition of the populations, have

taken place,and will continue tb do so. 4

Q.
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. CHAPTER 'X

Employer PracticesoMid-Ca eer Change and ProbleMs,
.end.Intermediarl6Organizattons

Beyond the more global levels of macro-,economic conditions and

trends, and of the general governmental policies and programs, that

may impact on, the job-related problems (and progress) of older work-

ers,there are three major micro-dimensions that shbuld form Much

of the primary framework of research, E & D, and policy analysis

the topic:. .

- A. Employer behavior and practices.

B. Tilt intermediary institutions whOse policies and practices

-w influence the nature oilthe interaction, if anyi between

employer-and-individual worker. Examples would be the '(/

unions, private and public employm t agencies, schools.

viorker...11M_Win aracteristjcs, exper-

'tences, end behavior in the,internal an xternal labor

markets).

.

Each of these interacts with the others in Such a wapas to

influence the employment status of middle-aged'and older:wdrkers
J ,

Thischapterconcentrttes vl the first two dimensions. The

third -dimension is treated thipuirout much of then report's other'

chapters. Since certain aspects of the middle aged and mid-career
P

"crisis are related to organizational policy, it' receives a con-

ceqtrated.focu here. .

./

A.
. %s

. - 3

Peter Barth's,worktny paper.(1974) for the-NAS-OMRD report

has 'vole general.obServations and recommendations regarding re-

searchamong,employers.that can be adapted specifically to the ,

older worker subject. Asto'silth employer .behavior and practicei P.

,'(or the internal laboi Market), me.would emphasize the need for

'concentrated hn & ffb"Wi
.

pect to:

'OM

C.

Wing, patterns, by age,*an4 at what levels in the,organi-

iation (where is the hiring deciston or screening process

located? for which ty of occupations?):-

161 .
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-The-validity and.Teliability of testing and other screening

-devices, if any,-as'far as- specific 'age 'groups are'concernid. -

Ihternal-labor market dimensioni (including training and pro-

"notion policies and-practices; problems of "obsolescened1; de-

gree of long-range manpower planning; collective bargaining.-

arrangements suchas nature of seniority benefits; job re-

design-and tgkre-allodation).
4 a

The relevance of formai 'hiring and promotion- requirements to the.

actual skills for specific tasks required -- as.far-is older workers are4.

concerned u- is one area for research and E&D. Perhaps -the conclusion

reached byhany on this topic -- namely, little correlation betWeen mea-

sures of performance and age -- is a basis not fOr further research, but

a. greater dissemination effort, coupled with demonstration proJectsin

selecteild. industries designed to improve hiring and internal labor market

requirements.

,

Other research has revealed that avast num.,41 f employers ac-

belly have no faunal tiring requirements. It such c ses, how do th ,

older applicants fare rtiative to younger ones? What are the "ima s"

the gatekeepers gve regarding total older workericapabilities'ind ob

performance, and ilOw do differences in these 'images. influence diff rences

. in biringrates --.and in, each job level (discussed below)? And ter

_hiring, what is the "organizational career"--Of both thelolder new hires ;\

apd.other.,,,rkers as they themselves grow older?
. .

All of these-and other questions should bore as one ma purptse

the

.

policy goal of educating employeri.:

On .the'"port-of-entry" topic, stydie4 ofjobseeking's4cessgor

-Failure, among different:types of older jobseekers,. and by specific' sub-

age groupeand occupation, should yield critical information Concerning

,the issue of variations among industries ih hiring "rates of different types,

and agesof older:workers.. That is, for. every 100-Worker going tospec-1-s

fled types of industries
4.to7

seek employment, what,proortion.actually ob-

taintain jobs in-those industries? Other-characteristics and,vaHables, should

of course, "be included,"in such research .

.
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. Futermore,'-periodic but systematicreolicationt of this type of

'research effqrt Should be encour- aged,'for the'purposeof monitoring
.

av ..

changesand trendi. '

a

. At the other end of the internal labor market spectrum is the ques-

tion of what factors enter into employer decisions to dismiss workers in
-%4

different upper age groups -- or to retire them (in circudstaals where

"flexible" retirement rulei prevail).

Company policies and practices. that contribute to or prevent the

"obsolesence" phenomenon among-middle-aged and older workers --'pn.an

industry-by-ibdustry basis -- also should be given serious research
.

and E&D attention.

ti

While some labor economists y':focus on the "marginal productivity

theory," which stresses the notion that emploi/ers will not hire or

retain
.1

or promote an individual at wages Which do not.equalthe addi-

tionaj productivity that could,be added to total prqductidn; it is not

exactly ce5tain'that this strict economic consideration is the only

.factor involved, or if indeed such a calculus is used. Perhaps, it

would be accurate to say that employer percept-1s otot.;4eliefs

About that worker's value regarding prOductivitY in relation,to wage /

costs are the key element., , 44

,r We' refer here to the employer's images or-opinions,conoerging

the Oiler jokapplicant for, currently 'employed older wOrker as far
n - *.

as promotion or retention is concerned). Wm is no solid, behavi oral

information on hoAwand to what extent, "ageiSm" prevails, as a vital

part of the total, jobseekingand hiring-protess. .The f.ouis Harrie

survey of 1974 (conducted for the National Councilon. Aging) found

that among.persOns 18-64with "responsibility for hirAg and firing,"

the proportion aireeinglthA "Most employers discrqminateagainst-

older prople and make it difficult for them to find jobs" waVhigher

than for the total public Sample. Furthermore, they. were less likely
,

than others to believe that "most older people can continue to perform

. as well onthe job as they did'when they were younier.".

Such.findings are difficult to interpret,.partly because the term,.

"older peoples" may not be a clear enough reterentdifferent people
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haVe different chronological ages in

Nevertheless, the Harris 'survey does

Alypersons-in*the hiring procesi to

mind when they heir that term.

at least suggest a tendency for

have different images, and/or

toPonfirm the generil opinion that discrimination does take placei

Racism may be receding, and sexism is apparently

also on the way to being less. Of an influence,, in the job-related

problems of minorities and women -- at least in Tparison with

ageism. 'It has been argued that older workers-- employed or 149,,

employed -- remain much more subject to images and practices that

handitap them in their worlds of work.

One stiggetion that this proposition may be correct is derived

from a Study (Haefner, 1977) who- interviewed 286 Illinois employers

to determine their evaluations and assessments of hypothetical job'

candidates with various characteristics (by age,.race, sex, and

level otcompetence).

rst, "the race factor did not enter into employer recommen a

tions. It would thus appear that progress has been made concerning

-r4cial bars to employment.' Second, employers, however, did recom-

mend hiring miles over females, younger individuals over older indi-

viduals (within each race). ".:.employers preferred Ikager, highly

competent individuals over older, highly.campetent in fflidualsiz'

not as Convincing -it the haefrier study, ,siince it 'was

based on assessments by students majoring in4business adthinistratia

the one by Rosen and Jerdee (1976) nevertheless suggests that upon

rtal pdsitions, such persons may in-

fluence the-Job-related chances of middle-aged and older workers.

They were presented with a'number of hypothetical administrative

incidents in which 'an employee's -age could have an influence on a

"decision by managers. The results clearly demondtrated that stereo -'

.types about older employetsrphysical, cognitive,. and psychological

-characteristics lead to discriminationinst older persons, regard-

.

:Ing selection; promotion,and training opportunities.
._

Obsolescence: Conventional] wisdom suggesti that there-is 's'ome
.

sort of natural and inexorable process of learning capacity- decline

t
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amdng Older workert,irooted in biological change in the total organism.

'Research And theori in gerontology and related disciplines, on tht other

hand, eMphasiie the need to consider nenVIronmentalu and job-specific

;variables in dealing with this critical'issue -- critical because.it

'Impinges on employment and retirement policies deterAined by such groups

as employers and government. Some general principles regarding this

specific issue (as well as others not necessarily job- related) includt

the following, bated-on the writings of Baltes,Labouvii, and6Schaie

1973 , notably:

, Learning and adaptability studies reveal a multi-dimen----,

iionality 'feature'(i.e.,. the need to specify which fea-

tures,of learning, intelligence, etc.r-are referred to).

2. Similarly, regarding mulii-Ciiectionality (some dimen-

sions(may show.decrements, others actually may show

improvements).

3, Greater variation and heten*eity among older age
. .

groups, compared to younger one.
A

4. The plasticity -- or modifiability of human'behaviori

including learning and intelligence, given the appropriate

circumstances and interlientigp techniques.

As a concrete example of the importance of environmental factors,

Gellertan (1968) and others have cited the influent on learning skills
.

of remaining for a longAime on "one job:
t

4
4.% .

While it may be admirable..to know one's leb so well that
.. -it can.be:performed automatically, long-time conditioning

to this robot-like per ormance becomes a liability when
a new jobmust be le ned, because the 'individual has not

40,. been using.'hislearn nga s ills, heeiperiences difficulty
, mastering a new-job.

This. viewpoint .reinforces the argument that jobs should be de igri
1,

ed to challenge the individual, add, provide enough variety and diversity

Uprevent."robot-like" workbehaVibi- Atterns from d&veloping to the

poiAt -of atrophy of learning skills;.job rotation; and refreshertourses--

(and/or mid2careerdevelopment). Such an argument applies especially

to' ,the middle-aged' and,dider worker population.

rhe policy issue here at least iwofold: the dpgreetowhid$ the
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obsolescence process can be retarded and/or prevented by intervention,

techniques on'the part of management (as well as by the individual, and

parts.of the total education system); and what those interventions ihould

be. The topic should be a rich ground for anumber of. experimental and

demonstration projects,..as well as for research on Whit is currently being

'done by employers-.

The literature on obsoleicence is extensive (e.g., Kauffmah, 1974;

.Dubin, 1971; and Hinriths, 1974). What is most pertinent in this context:

is the issue of how manageinent practice and policy thrselves contribute

t the'phenomenont,,and how they can be turned around to prevent it'from

eveloping.

9.4 ,Hinrichs spells out in great detail how "demotivation" can occur

an organization, among middle:aged executives., WOrkinLon the basis of

"expectancy theory,", Heneman*(1973) suggests -- on'the basis of a small

styd-r that as emoloyees-brow older, thpy.develop a feeling that their

'work -behavior-frequently does not result' in the goals toward which it, .

was directed although he found no relationthip between abilityAeasures

and expectancy. Lowered motivation thurmay tie not a direct result of

"aging," but a_reult of:emgloyer treatment of the alder employee.

Retention, Very often (perhaps more often thin not), the_contbu-.

don of older workers to the rest of the .organization is :neglected.: The

types of organizations "Nor example., type of industry) in .which this ac-

tual or potential contribution is present will-vary, and it is on this

point that research would be necessary.

I

the neglect noted above), insurance agents may be kept %s active members

of the.agency past the age of 65 for a variety of reasons. But one

'function of this retention was not realized except a't a result'Of4,a .,
- I

careful study completed as a doctoral dissertation (Schrank, 73)v.

.
.

-.. : Because of its exploratory research detign, the study disd
-,..

vlder agents who were retained turned out eo be highly effective as
"a

occupational "socializer " 'of new, younier agents: Non-exploratory

a prior yp beses, and,

rl.4*4
research focuses narrowly on a number of. is -

less conducive tb.yielding any "serendipittes," or unanticipated

fruitful'findidgs. More td.;the point, to quote.Schrank:

1.

1E6
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Nowhere in the company's literature on agent training,
- agency operation, etc., is fhe role of the retiree
axis a vis socialization of recruits mentioned this
lidTngsirepresents A "surprise," or a discovery....

Schrank also found, along with other writers on the subject, that

the practice of arbitrary employer retirement of older agents was fre-

quently detrimental, to the morale of the other insurance agents. But

thjls floe of research focus is rare in studies of retirement pr'actice

'efforts.

The main ,point here is that the retention and use of otherwise

"retirable-" employees as occupational and organizational "socializei-s"

(in an informal way) of new employees, and in other pcisitive.roles,

warrants'serious research and policy consideration. To repeat, this

0 positive-role may be possible in only certain types of industries or

organizations, which,should be a specific focus of the design of.

research on this topic.

The notion of retention is associated with that of seniority,

'and job security.'.The value of seniority is demonstrated by the

finding by Parnes and King (1977) that permanently displaced middle-

aged men -- compared to a carefully selected,control sub-sample --

had had fewer years of service in their previous regular-job which

they had' involuntarily lost.

Typically, but not exclusively, formal seniority tights have

been available more to employees working under collective bargaining

agreements, i.e., unionized workers. It is not CfeW how many emd'

plOyees,by,age groups, in non-unionized establishments are tod

"proteted by similar policies. Given Oe-fect that a declining

prOportion of all American employees-are unionized, what is the

impact of that trend on job security?
.-

On a more general level, what proportions of each age'group in

the labor force works under some form of seniority protection

by industry, occupation, area, race and sex? How does such "pro-

'. tection" help each of hkese grouPi during cyclical changes in.the. -

economy? The pattern OrAmerican labor union activities in regard

1/4
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to "social benefits" historically has been to seek gains through callec-

tive:hargaining when the legislative route appears to be more formidable.

A recent.example of this are the accords reached by thellnited Steel-
_

workers'. and the steel and aluminum industriei (New York Times, May 25,

1977). In both steel and aluminum, workers with 20 or more years sen-

iority (i.e., middle-aged and older workers) arenow-guaranteed (1) at

least -.94 percent of their old wage if forced. to take jobs in the company

at ower-wages; and,(2) 70 percent of gross pay for two years if laid,

'off.. Lesse; seniority Workers also are protected, but at lower levels

;of support. N

Similar types of protection are now poSsible in other industries, -

such as for longshoremen in New'York, and printerg in the same city.

The new USW agreement also provides special pension arrangements

for workers affected by shutdowns, if their combined, years of service

,and age equal 65.
' .

er

As stated above, this type of protection'for middle-aged and older

workers isla prodUct of"the collective bargaining,prribeii'ind thus

covers only certain segments of the "target populationi" Whose unions

and /or industries are,in a position to demand or provide such protec-
.

tion. In other countries, older workers in,general are protected in

somewhat similar-fashion, but as a result'of social legislation.

Liven this type of achievement designed to protect at least the

income security of workers "tog young to retire," will it set a pattern

, for other unions within other industries to gain similar kinds of pro-

tect'ion?

Compared with other workers of similar ages, what will be the

effect of such,securttyyrotectiOn on middle-Aged and older wbrkers'

sychoIegical well-being? Their physical :health, and 'mortality rates?

While there is little in the way of-research evidenceon the

vbject, in this connection, one unpublished study by Maccoby and

Sheppard, of workers and managers-in the eolivariau parts plant,

'1974) indicates that the unorgiiiiedwhite collar an managerial.

employees had higher levels of'jo6 Security anxiety than the unionized

(UAW) blue collar factory.workers.
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Will those unions without the collective bargaining power to gain

such` protection then turn to the legislative route, instead, -to gain-

Stich rights? What protection, might they be able to obtain through

collective bargaining?

Given the cost of such provisions, will they serve as an incentive

to the companies to find ways of retaining employees in order to reduce

those costs?

Organizational adaptation to an older work force. -I0he course

of preparing this r4oct, we discdvered a few large organizations that

were beginning to ekamtne the need for new personnel policies regarding

their older workforce -- frequently in instances where organizational

personnel planners recognize the implications of.their workforce

"growing oider."

Whether the few cases are a portent of a new development or trend

should be the focus of a serious.research.effort.

Specifically, the focus of these efforts (often resulting in

detailed, systematic reports, and policy proposals) has been on 'the

obsolescence or "plateau-ing" phenomenon, among older, long service .

. employees. One such document refers to the need for top managenient

to view redeployment, long years in one job, midcareer change, retire-

ment training, and "phasing-out" in a positive manner.

The organizatton recognizes that what it does for its older, long

serviciltmployeeiein affect not only that group itself, but also_the

younger employees who currently look forward to a full career with the

organization.
9

Analysis of the organization's experience with the problem of the

"levelling-ofelof.performance reveals that it has occurred in nearly

all parts of the total structure --.including its branches outside the

United States. The significant aspect of this particular organization's

self-analysis Is that it stresses the,principle that managers are not

! used to solving that probleni ( northe one of reduced markets'in a

given p duct or area,):, except through the "easy" and traditional path .

of early r tirement on diimissal.
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It is not too unusual, either, for some managers- to develop personnel

_policies and practices of such a nature as to engender a proCess whereby-

an,individual older employee is re-assigned to a new task with little mo-

tivating or Satisfying attributes, thus leading the individual to want to

retire as a means of "solving" the problem created by the re-assignment.

Retirement in this type'of case ends up being defined as "voluntary," but

is it?

Other alternative solutions at.e possible, including:

jt ,Equil opportunity, with other age groups, for training and
development programs.

Sabbaticals and leaves of absence, with adequate income pro-
tection (and option to return), for second career opportuni-
ties*inside and outside the firm.

Flexibility regarding reductions in level of responsibility

Greater availability of alternative work patteims, including
the use of older long-service "retirees" as consultants.

Positive' midcareer counseling -- including the use of exist-
ing training and educational programs in all functional
areas --For re-motivation and renewal. The idea-of training
programs for helping middle-aged and older employeei to do
their present jobs better,iand in preparing for job-chaRge_
possibilities, is a positive policy for building continued
growth and developmept.

Currently, this organization -- as is.the case in nearly all other.

orOnizations has no management information system that tracks training

in such a way as to know whether or not the programs are being used for

such purposes, including the identification of who have not been trained.

At the present time, the only age gutd 1 -.

"Career planning" program is geared to ke-retirement preparation -- for

leaving the firm at age 65 with no flexibility for, later retirement

(which is also undergoing scrutiny).
.

.

Personnel analysts in the orgahization know that certain jobs last

only until the individual reaches ages 35, or 45:or 55, butothere has

been no official company policy established regarding such, p atterns --

-and more important, no clarification as to what the individual is sukosed
.Ns

. .

tip do at the end of. such "career spans." One result of this failure to

an (called "planning to fail") is that many employees work past this so-

called normal work span, neglect their own career planning; and become

I .
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"problem" employees -- either blocking out career development for younger
Ary

.peers, and/or deteriorating in their own performance. The authors of the

organization's proposal document accordingly suggest acceptance of pro- .._

grams for normal career changes (in or out of the firm),, with clear:cut

standards and criteria. -

1

One of the values of this example of thinking out the total..worklife-

span implications of an organization's personnel age-structure is that it

also reduces the,prObability of undue, company financing or funding for

adequate early retirement income (early retirementincomeiprOvisionsto

-not completely reducd benefits on a strictly actuarial basis). The exam-
.

ple may be viewed as-Ajmicro-version:of what should ideally be applied to

the nation's total labor force; i.e., a policy designed to retain older

personnel in positive work roles through a Oariety.of flexible arrange-....

ments, and-to reduce -the financial - burdens to the individual and the

collectivity.

This analogy also suggests that, similar to the national' or community

level, individual orcanizations in the private sector might accumulate a

shelf or backlog of uncompleted and/or unmet iompany'needs..whicfi then be-

come the basis during slack employment times for "treating" jobs, in order

to retain workers and to avert or reduce their.displacement. Under such

a policy, tfie'temptation, furthermore; to use retirement (or early retire-.

ment) might bejeduced. At the very-least, it would reduce the challenge

and difficulties of unemployment for the older workers otherwise unemployed.

private-and-public

sectors indulging in the types of poliCy and.pt:Ogram.design described above

(including ongoing demographic analyses of the'internal-labor market),

and .- with their cooperation, of course -- (b) descriptioneof that design

and the experiences with it, could serve as valuable nitels for dissemina-

tion by the Department. t

.

-Such dissemination might also be accompanied by assistance for E&D-

efforts aimed at evaluating,. over.the long run, the costs and benefits

involved -- to individual employees and organizations.

Mid-career change; middle-age problems. A focus* internal.labor
.

mark-at-and employer policies and patterns regarding the job- related.
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problems of the target populationunder consideration here must include
attention hot *only to problems of obsoleStence, but al o t§.the pheno-

.

menonof change in occupations, or a desire for such a (change, at select-,
ed points it time during their 40's, and girPerhaps even in later ,

ages. In this connection, we cannot ignore the demographic, context of
thii, phenomenon. G'reiter longevity may increase the odds-that a numbei
of intervening experiences between firstjob and permanelt retirement

will affect the individual'slob mobility, but-mo re pertinent in thiii
'discussiOn, will affect his or her occupational se)kidentity 'and con-
tinued interest in. a given occupation. t

Studies in occupation mobility are not.newl They are part of the
traditional literature of labor economics, and.of ind'ustriaT sociology
and Isychology -- as well 'ass-ocial stratification." .Ihe NLS study
of males provides interesting data on the extent and direction of this

.

mobility;
-

What maybe new; and more deserving-today of research, policjf.,
and program attention, is tiiatT(1) increasingly, middle -aged and older
woriters voluntarily seek to change'types Of jobs. Job-changing is

riht comple of theyoungt What may benewis hat -(2)
Pt

increasingly,O- h re are adult men and women who, after many ears of
J

el nploymentAn'a. yen occuPatioq or professionebecipe-tdissatisfied
the prosPec of continued 'employmerit 'in. it, but for a -variety.. . . - I

of reasons -- yet ,to be 'fully' explored -- -do notEac make a

change. z?

These* two phenomena* should not be confused With .-e'ach other% The,

.* first .refers . to accomplished behavioral fact. The second refers to

a"gropensity or aspiration Which may not 'be realized.
- .

Both orthern have relevance'to the internal labor" markd topic')
. , . ( _.,' .* , 1 '

(the reason for including them here), 'but als-o to. the general) external-
market. A major Rp1 icy,Aimensian.0 both has, to do with the orginiza-
tit:M at andextra-organizational constraints and facil itators, on mid,-

. .

career -change.

,

A44

el Is a belief:that a healthy. economy requires
ancr. cierapational mobility, the -topic of amid- careen.

A.

I la r e-
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dange (or unmq seeds for such(chartge)ishbuld have policy priority.
. A .

0 * ' 0 6.
C : (

- Limited research; in this connection, has shown thit persons who
.- , . ,.

'.U0e frequently thoiighl-abbut'making a chagge,to an occupation substan-

tially different from their regular ones,'make morliuccessful.adapta

tuns if and ,when th become unempl4ed (0e0pard andilelitsk 1966.Y.

`Unfortunately, few s dies ha focused on this. facet.. The NLS

uses simply a "net e no is ad antage" measure (in ter sofwage dff-

ferential) as a way. scertkining 4n individual's readiness or pro-

pensity to'take,a.new job,. but Onlywith.respect to the same lijne of

work. This.propensity.was related to age, bt everrso,,, more than half

the workerS' 60 -64 years old in-1971 irid an eruployer,chIngindprOpensity:

Moreover, the lower the jok, satisfaction among thqse, middle-aged male
. .

workers, the higher the propensity; to change employers. The .higher"
f

the occupation, the greater th1propensity4 also. Atttkal voluntary
. 40

changes turned out to be related to the propensity-Measure:The fact that

0

k

age ner se was not a: factor in job-changing is a major finding.

'But there still remains the

area, and.organizational levels

career occupational change, and b

graphic charaCteristics.

.

need to_ascertain -- on national,'

- the 'universe ofneed" for mid-'

y occupatiphal, industry, and demorA
# ,

.

Sheppard, in his analysis of white male blue collar.workers

(1972),used one approach for identifying what he called "candidates

for second careers" by age groupings. "0andidates"those workers .

who h d'frequently thought of making amajor occupational change,'and -.
4

-)
who lso. would be willingto take a training or education program for

.-

a promition. While the exact*prOPortion of "candidates" in the MYddlel
.

, . .

'aged and .older worker-sample was .not necessarily representa tve.of all i:

such blue collar workers in the ntional labor force, t numbers were

:large enough to carry out a comparilan of.these candidates with the

non-candidates; including atterition..to social and political differences

.between thetwd.groups -1'he analysts 'pointed. tothe postibility of

greater frustration and y^esentment among the 9andidates (i.e., workers'
r

who manifested an unmet earl for career-ehanging).

. Factual finding regardingac6alfild-career changes 1d nit'.

'be theoverriding- PlirposelLyesearchNon this topic, but rather the :-
, .

1 t30
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1. The extent to which there is an unmet.nead,among different age
groups for ,sore' type of *mid-career 'change.

2. The, conditions under which such desires could becmade real.
34 The relati e costs and benefits; to the individual, organ-

izations, in fie general economy -- of such changes. And.
hence-the degree,to which active programs-and policies should

. be shaped to facilitate the,changes. .

( f G .

9

Middle-age and/or mid-career' "crisis" is by now a popular and
\mass-media topic, as well as-the subject of clinical., psychology and
psychiatry Publications (BITer, 1974; Levinson, n.d.,Ehew, 1970:
But thisWerature rarely; ifever, veifiet empiricalier .

points the differences 'in job-related crises. among age .groups. From.'

a .program point of view, -such information would be highly useful.
cites earlier; Brenner foand that -Terfeiri affverse-ecdnomio exper-

iencei and factors had an especially greater impact Lon middle-aged

workers than on other age geoups.' For example, in the 1945-73 period,
e` rsons 45-54 (within the "working age's Population) were apparently

most affected by levels of unemployment, ks measured by deaths due:
to cardiovascular-renal diseases; those 45-'54,-by inflation, again

.measured by thelsame sources of death. .
1

This is 6nly one-exatple of the proposition that the unemployment
;

,(and'other eionomicfactors such,as :inflation) may bd more
or middle-aged and older workers'than the, conventional mea-

suets and studieS might lead policy'makers-tO believe.

A

ct

Analysis of the NLS adult white male .sade on a preliminary *Os .

suggests that the "critical ", age -group is the group 48-52 years old as
of 1966. F.dr example, if fwhite men in this age group had ghannd em-

. T Mplayers involuntarily, they were more like than other involuntary
changes (Younger and older) to beout pf the labor forte by 1973the
evidence also.ltiuggests)that individual unemplOyment experience in 1966
and 1966 are.unemployment levels had thir greatest impact on the

lt1853 year olds. Similarly; with respect to health stattis if self-
reporidd,.:j.n 1166 as'having work limiltations, 'their 'were the most likely

.
\ to be. out of the labor force .by

/0" . #
#

ft
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.Such findings Vess(:the. i*Mportarice of identifying ,the particular.,
.

titg e g rbit p s Most lutcep to4Sdverse experi ences in the _1 abot. market,
.

ail a basil for allocating resources in a broati'progrim diritsted at0.
meeting the job-related of middle7ageTWorIcers.

-Research directed and .designed explicttiOto determine wheVier.
the, Brenner finding and the NU findi nglrgarding whine males shouldbe
replicated aAng nonwhiteminorities, and among,white wc5men. -- not .

,
solely as to whetheithe lame age 7'00 is the most, sensitive, but
also to. detirinine ifany specific 'age group more thin others reflect
such sensitivities -- shiirdbe carried out. In addition to hese-,
spec4fk focuses,' attention should also be' paid tb'the trend iii4n-;
stun. "._ . . .

. . pIn additiscri, it would-be necessary to consider that the."cri- 64
tical" age-span will 'differ ctording iooccupation and inchlstry. .

In many technical 'careers, for examPleT,this might be as

the'late 30's and early 401's' (Bailyn, 1976). Oifferen es among
'.occupations and 'professions regarding the ages. duri ich the odds..

for such crises tb shOw themselves may also be affec d by organiza-
tion attributes such as the nature of.managerial, style and practices;

mid career development opportunities, etch

/ In recent, years,,a great deal of concern hat been expressed in
am

professidbal.,assOciations, such as %he Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engibeers (IEEE, 1975) about their .members at mid-career.. ,f
In fhis.saisOciation;'S view, mid-c4reer- problems among such enginters'
are, a new, phenbmenon._"It wasn't so, 'long, ago that the power enginker,

took, on a. 1 ifetime job and 'the electronics engibeer was in a field
so yoUng that there was no mid-career." AccOrding,to °some of its
members, engineers are now in the same situation as unskilled labor-
ers, in which '!age becOmes.a detriment rather than an asset. "' They
contrast ihemselves with their age peers' in medicine, law, plUmbing,
and carpentry who presumably ere, val-deds. because of their experience
and dependability. This is an assertion which, nevertheless, re-.

iaL .

quires-verification, sinWeven in medicine, there is new underway

a project devoted to the problems of the, iddle-aged and older
'physician (under the di ection of tr. Charles Gaitz at the Texas
Research Institute on M ntal Sciences Houston, and currently

-President th Gerontological. Society).

i. 175, ,
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the point; once again, is that research on midrCareer,p(ohlems

needs to be made more specific with regard to type of industry And

occupation and also with re-attention to these problems as they

may-or may not-prevail among omen.

Over the past decade, Co gress has frequently dealt with proposals

'for a mid-career development gral.(once passed, but' vetoed), for
, .

the_purpose of providing a va services, inclUding counsel,ipg

andtrainingtypically for. upgradi andfombeeting the problem of

obsolescence.. Experimental and demonstration projects, might..

be, launched, whichqmilld'ialit a'fbcus spectfically on, the identi-'

fication of middle-aged WOrke(s with a variety of unmet job-related

'needs, and the provision of seyices'designed to meet the heedi.

'SuchPro)edts migkbe carried out in seleCted 'enterprises, with
, .

subsidies and/Or stipends. Tne of.the ultimate objectives of such _

E$0' projects might be to determine the feasibility of legislation

regairingn,,enterprise to, have a certain percentage of-its 40+

employees engaged in any one or more of, mid-career development pro-
.

grams. SomeEuropean countries'1lready Have such requirements

(Striner,,1972).

There may bea new or recent phenometIon which, requires/Careful ,

.

research.thonitoring; since it may affect the status ofmiddle-aged-

',employees in certaih;occupationarlevels. We refer here to recent

popular articles (for eXample,,in the Wall Street'Journal of May_39

J977)'whICti'smett that some type of turn-aftund 4n the ,prospects

for middle-aged managers, executives and prOfessionAlS maY be emerg- .

.

4 ing. The Ophasis:in aiese situatio sis-on-iheneeded'eXperfenCe .

of such pers6?is who mdy findpthems v s displaced by company*meigers,

. recessions, and even early retirement -- anassetsought by other

-employers, An:plade Of a search for younger. "whiff

. ',Aaut research'is required to verify-as a.trend the many anec-
r

dotes and Case studies that.jourhalists can uncover' - -?including
\

research among eXecutiye recruitment agencins to as4rtain any

cOanges'In company requestsfOr filling various\ management andltech-
4

nical-professional positions.

.0



'Among the hypothesized explanations for such a turn-around might

the following:

70

4

.5

(

L

changes in the ratio of 45-60 year old managersto younger'

tine&;

0 changes in employer perceptions,of middle--aged and older 6
.

worker assets (such as experience); IL/
;

a declining gap betWeen the salaries ..of Order and youhger

managerial applicants; .

greater willingness of pensth-vested persons to liretfre"

and take a lesser salary in a new ,ipb'Situation, along.

'with the early retirement pension;

a "fearrring,crve" on the part of corporations resulting

in a corrected faiTuation.oro the importance of experience'

over "youth especitWly 'during times of cOmpany economic

an indifcct res It of greater attention being given. to

enforcement of; and litigation under, the Age Discrimina-
I .

tion in Employm nt Act.

)4'
a

;
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The role of intermediary institutions in the job-related problems

of older workers' can be critical'. The. ESARS. (Employment Security Auto-

mated Reporting Sygtem) reports.regarding' the siate'employment services

;consistently reflect '4' lower rate of placement and involvement ihother

services provided by these agencies (Heidbreder and ,Batten, 1974). The
..

reports theinselves could by usefU1 date. sources for comparing different
.

.

-locationt' 'performance, and trends with,regard.to.Tjacement, etc.

.. In this connection, the report by Ste ng (1975) on the 'experi-

me ts in providing Supplementari labor rkei i nformati On. indicates

t t black workers benefited from such iti ormition. To thedegree that

older jobseekersrmiqht Similarly be viewed as disadvantaged, Stevens'
..

results suggest similar demonitration projects conducted by the employ-
. t .

Tment service and. other-groupg-no4-serVing. the same function, with a
.. .,

special focus on the-older worker problem.

-Evaluation research on such demonstratiOn efforts should alto

,
focus orradditional .sorts of critical program and policy needs, .tor

. example:
4)

.

:41 Tile thes ,of information that iniProve th job search process. t .

..

The complementary serailices that, tpgetirte4oilith the
tjob

market .1.

...Information, have a positive joi
, ,

nt.effect.,

___ Personality dimensions: .. - ,A.
r .

. .

, .

Other groups besides th state employment' e now' function ,

in the same, way.as those agencies. .These groups -- including profes7
.,,

'sional organizations -- may have different types of pOpulitions not
. . . ,

'otherwise reached,"to and; .ignIficarii extent, by the public employment

\.: agenCies.. /
I "t

Accordingly,, a 'separateakid special E&D effoft on the part Of

-.' these otIlv, private organizations (with an evallatieln research cum-
, . .

.

ponentl. is recommended.... *- . '- . . ,-,'. . ' q

. 8ut on a more general level Area er policy end -program atten- ..

, ...

tion may be necessary respect to the role of the : -Oub:lit,,agen:-' 1

\

'6

6..1

des in meeting the job-relat problems of older workers. As re-

peatedly ,reflected in more eht national TSARS reports, the . . r L.

t

report ,by' Sheppard and Belitski (1966) foundpthat. in one local labor; -" 4 ..

.

4
*
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marketih the older the worker using the EmplaYriferit Service, the fewer *he
"services provided. They also found that the fewer the services, the lower
the' odds far firiding a new job. Expressing this in a positive fashion,. .1.

if the number of ES services were two or more,. the gap in job-finding...
success between younger and older workers was narrower than'for those'
reedvina'Onlfone, or no services at -all. ..

Such f4dings directly 'suggest the need for a strengthened, E&D '''
-

._ effort..at (1) training and or enting ES pe(sonnel regarding older workers;
and (2)' increasing the number f services (not merely placement, but
counseling, t aining referrals, and testing -- including those useful in

,-

-. tdentif ,ying the most inneed of counseling). Without a simultaneous
-,

prothrust among emp oyees, of course, such. imvements may have,li.ttle

.

.,
' effect-,-------.

.

_ . .. .. '
. .

A brdader, and perhaps more controversial,. ,policy Jssue4ertains
.-6, - ..

to the possibility, mentioned elsewhere, tilt. with,-the creation Of. 4
such-'-'sReci&-1-11.--Job progi-ams--for older -wor-ter.-(5-5-and---ever,),-----sueh-es,-

Title IX- of 'the Older Arrtirlcans Act --. there may be' a tendeficvy on the

part,of intermediary organizations to -neglect 'such persons,as far as.'
other employment and training opportunities are concerned. .

To -what extent is there such a tendency?' Similatzly,-aiift the.
conttctingorganizations given the responsibility manage, such

0
IX programs,'migh e not also.be a tendency to siphon ai5lidants

. ..,
irito.their own-pr grams in order to reach their quotas?, any event, ,

. .
zethe result might be a net decrease in overall employment-opporttiirities, N.4-1 ..

because of the existence of such' earmarked programs This is an issue . j. . %, ,

that needkmore ph'ari passing rese rch -and policy con ideration

The Administratia on Aging is funding a nationwide study (con--; 1% e'
s ' s

; 0 'i 'duct& by the Human Resourdes* Re, Organization 4.- HUMARO). to be, ./ *4.
. completed irvid-1978, dealihg with/employment assittapteand services, ;

for jobs-eekeA 55 and older.. It ,wil:1 invol4e an'analysis of .services -.
.. . , for older tobSeekers provided by State errtPlOyment.seruritys.officeii

... 6

. .

. -incilding Information 'on the planning and ClOrdination Of, services
gathered through interviews with look agencifstaff whq\have special

- .,
planning arid supervisory :roles in. serirtcess

,

to older jiobseekers. . 14
Inladdition-, the HUMRRO project mill include' an-analys.is of the

role of voluntary; nonprofit employment organilatiottin the jobseeking
experiences ofthe 55+ workers. '" a -

-, 7". i . . .

.
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Since ETA is cooperatip in th'is study', through its field opera- t- 41 .

dris office, it.may be advisable here to defer apy new:researchand 4

systematic and /or program recommendations, regardin6.USES activities

-- except:to stress here-and now the value of more and well-trained .

.,

'Older Worker Specialists, Ahe establishment of polities that produce
,,

a more equitable participation of Wider workers in a-broader range ,

,1.1 ,

of trAprograms;-2uld.theyoskible use of "Acdount Officers" -- with

Special caseloads of employers on a relatively permanent basis',

who would be sensitized to the need to include older workers among
,-,-,

the potehtial employees of the officers?: "clients." , ',

Theie is-a pOtentieilivreiterfale that might:4-be_played 0

the nonprofit intermeUiary organizations in the total formal and

info-mai local 1,abor market networks.' Frequdbay, medium-Size And,

very_smallAirms.and employers may not usie public or regulai- private.

for4r&fit-employment Agencies. With an outreach approaCt', Anon--
4

profit organizations, onb,,on s es to (the

older...Worker population, ma.i be made more effecti Or.thvy.might,.

be expanded, depending on the results of analy indicat4n9 locales

in which'they do not now exist Apd are #eeded.,

4 A special report, aimed at providing models to private- sector.
.. ..

1.. employers for the use of such organizations, is nowbeing.prepgved

by Rosenblum apd Sheppard fof-the Economic 'DevelopMent AdMinistra.-

tion:The,report wili-alib provide-case studies of private emPioyer.

'prAttices,reiaPding retention,ye-hiring and retirement of older

We4er$, also ai*modelt'for, the general priVate sector. A**its
. A

.

- ,,,t-
completion, copies will be made available to DOL.

....

1. "V
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CHAPTER XI

Training.and Education
C

We will not spell out. here the statistical relationship'betW6en level

of education (or- of years of Vocational training),on the one hand, and

Tabor -torce participation work expei:ience, or Otner socio-ecanomic outcomes,

4. on te*.other hand, 'among different age groups of American workers. The l'

'analyses typically show the importance :of education and training. Other

studies generally show that once unemployed;'older Workers Ath
,

higher

education are more likely to gain re-employment(th'an other older workers.,
c

JFI# the older worker. problem is defined essentially as a'Variation of

the structural uriemployment phenomenon, further analysis tends to; conclude.

tKt age pet' $e is not the critical explanatory factor (apart from empluer

discrimination), but rather other `factors the lower educatioh.of .

older workerS.

4 From this type of conclusion, we might decide (1) that nothing can be

,done to improve thetrainingor education level of the-older workers'since

* their opportUnities to fern have already been'used up, or they cannot

learn new,skins,' etc., .or instal (2,) that t is generaily never to late.

to learn; ancrthat it is possible, to teach Older workers new skills, es-

:pecially with special-training methddt.

Equally important, preventive measures need to be introduced, i.e.;`

,recurrent and continuing education/training prograMs and opportugit's mks

be provided to,yoimg adult and' Middle -aged workers, to.:reduce the chance

for their becoming "structurally unemployed" in later years. .

Lower education has been amolg the major factors cited iri the'litera-
.

tire of the past few decades to explain the disadvantageous position .of

. older workers in the'iekternal and internal labor: markets. in the ,past,`

older workers were clearly lless'educated than younger ones. ,As fecently as

.4966, the_median'years of schooling of men 55 -64 years old.and in the la*

, 'force, as a percentage. of the median for men 25.:34; was only 7P.7. Ten #
years later, however, the percentage, was much higher -r 94.6 -- t us revealing ,

4
.. .

.

. .

'-'
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hardly. any difference, as-far as this particular measure is concerned; .

between-old and youngmale.workers. In 1946, young-men 25-34 had,..and were

obtaining, many more years of schooling than.their parents and sib -

flings and couSinst ,The result wasthat by 1976,the discrepancy in education

between them (when they were $5-64) and the 25-34\year-olds of that same

yearmas much narrower -- almost nonexistent, when Compared to the 1966 scene.
.

A similar comparison in the case of females-reveals-that the change

(from 1966fto 1976), in. gap between the older and younger women is very

. slight. Thiais due to the fact that in 1966, median years of schooling for

old,* 'women. fn the labor force wls'already quite high -- 11.6 years for

worsen, .but only 9.1 fOr men. This last point may,' in part,'explain much of-

lhe lower rate of decline in labor force participation for women,, on a

. longitudinal basis. #_-

,question, hOwever, Is: Given the faCt that the differ-

ential in years of schooling between older and younger men has virtually
14,

been closed, can we rely any longer on educational differences'as an incon-

trovertible explanation.for the disadvantageous labor market experiences and

status of older workers?

.

Will education .per se become less relevant in this and coming decades
,

-asa factor-in the problems of older workeri?

. In,an analysis of-the economics of recdrrent education and training,
. ,.

m7Stoikov (1975) concludes that the evidence: on the deterioration of physical

and. mental abilitids with age does not provide a serious argument against

such education -- at least up to the age of 50 and provided there an .

adequate educational background. The poorer this background, the greater

ethe risk of obsolescence (also uggested by Parnes,I974). '., ,

Perhaps the most importan principle,here 4/fe optiMal role of re-

curredk education and training as an.antidoteea preventative, for human

Wital obsolescence. Thus, programs allowing the non-obsolete person to
,

keep, abreast of current,technology and changing skill requirements should

--hegfyen a greater priority than at' prpienti

182
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Stoikov'ciaims that'formal general education -- including higher

education -1,coOd,be provided to older persons, who previously did not

any dPportunities for such formal schooling. More important, _perhaps, is-

his- conclusion that such programs are not excessively inefficient, And can

be justified on grounds of equity.

BUt, to repeat, the overriding generalization of the Stoikov study is

the value of education and training for middle-aged workers before they ,

'become older, instead of sting until they .are faced with.more insurmountable

-difficultieslcreatA by change in technology and market conditions.

Programs that all4the non-obsolete worker to keep upwith changingti
skill demands should be given more weight and priority than hitherto given.

the current tendency to take the already obsolete workers and enroll them in

formal course work is insufficient, and does not-address the central issue.

This, of courses is noargument against providing training opportunities
. ,

for older workers in order to meet transitory conditions,, and especially

with programs designed to meet their special learning problems, if any.

Analysis of the NLS data indicates that training prior to 1966 (the

first year of the NLS survey) had little effect on weeks'Out of the labor

force, or weeks unemployed, although this inconclusive finding may have

been a result of the types of persons'included in the sample, o begin with

(only men in the labor force a't least 35 weeks tn the year preceding the

survey),

If trained in business and technical schools prior to 1966, both blacks

and whites received annual earnings (as of 1966) higher than those without

Prior training experience. Ambhg whites only, training-obtained from
. .

company schools Produced similar results.

,

More important, "investment in training" during. middle-age was found- '

to be highly correlated with previous 'training exper4eride, and varied accord-

ing to education, age, occupation, and race. In other words, participation

in training programs during middle-age was higher among those with previous

trainingi those with at least a high school education; the younger cohorts

of iha 45-59 sample-; among those in white collar and skilled occupations;

and among whites.

; 10



The policy issue here suggests the need teexplore ways of breaking. out

of this vicious circle, i.e., how can adult persons witheut prior training,

etc., be recruited into training programs that produCe positive results in

subsequent years?

Ogerall, on the issue,of the degree to.which declining participation

in formal training with age and resultant skill obsolescence accounts for

p'obiems of middle-aged workers, the NLS data provide mixed answers. There.
16,

were no consistently positive impacts on earnings and employment, contrary

to expectations. c

Apparently, this generalization is applicable primarily to the whites

in the sample. For blacks who, participated in company training programs

prior to 1966, the economic effects were substantial. However, t should be

noted that a very small percentage of blacks had been in such programs,.which

by itself is a finding with important policy and program implications.

The NLS study, unfortunately, does not concentrate on the costrbenefit

dimensions of training for the firm., or for the broader society and economy.

This still remains to be done: Furthermore, the impact for the indiyidual

needs,to be studied over a longer period Of time than that reported in, the.

1974 NLS report.

Mdre important, it mat not be forgotten that information regarding the

"middle-aged" men of 1966 is not a reliable basis for understanding the

"midae,Aged" men of the late 1970's and beyond, as far.as this particular'

issue of ducation and training is concerned. The median schooling of men

45-59 in he late 1970's, for example, is above that of those of the same

age in 1 66. Give the NLS finding.that education was a predictor of par-

ticipation in job training programs, we might expect dtfferent findings

imong,today's*-- and,tomorrow's = middle-aged male workers:

ittle of 'this discussion of the NLS data bears Airectlysonsthe.issue

of t e. value of training the fo lowing kinds of,middle7aged and,older workers:

(1) the unemployed and ender-em0 oyed; 12) nonparticipants,in the labor

force; (3) womer6 and (4) minority groups. Nor does it deal with the issue

on the kinds of training, especially regarding training methods, that may

prove more effective than.others.

191
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For,example, Jakubauskas and Taylor (1969) found that on-the-job

training in one project was effective among hard-core unemployed older

workers, as long as they otherwise had no serious handicaps. Somers (1967

and J1968). found that uneinployed older workers in'various projects behe-

fitted from the training they gained. The special tabulations of 1965 MOM

data.for the Senate Subcommittee on Employmeht, -Manpower; and Poverty.

(1967) revealed that once recruited and registered, older men tended,to

completitheir training programs more than younger trainees. More fin7 0

portant, these same data indicated that continued employment one year after

training was just as high for the older workers as it was for the younger

ones.

On the'social cosh side, the 1967 Somers report found that older

Trainees had a lower dependency, after training, on social welfare pay-

mentsthan nontrainees of the same age. Few studies have attempted to

replicate the same kind of study carried out by Somers inthe one state

of West Virginia. Studies of the lialue,to the firm of training.older

workers which omit the social cost-benefit results"maytbe incomplete.

Finally, we cannot ignore his finding that despite their low level

of formal schooling, older trainees improad their employment opportunities.

This finding tends to throw doubt on'the suggestion (albeit tentative)

of the NLS study that training is effective only among those with better

than average formal edudation. But, as the NLS_report itself admits, .

the analyses are restricted to a selected sample tending to exclude hard-
-.1.

core unemployed older workers.

Accdrding to one study (Newsham, 1969) once trained, older workers

plan to remain with their employers longer than'youngertrainees. To-

the extent that turnover is a cost faCtor for employers (and this may

vary according to industry and occupation),, this intention -to -stay should, .

constitute a benefit to be included in measigr 's of the effectiMess of

training older workers, and poisibly one mor argument,in behalf of_pro-

viding greatg^training opportunities for suc ups.
«el

In another study on the consequences'of-a joint classroom and OJT

training.0Oject for women 50 to 79. years old, it was found that despite,

their low levels of formal schooling, they began to earn'higher wages

14.
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While the policy and research literature is repfete with explicit

and implicit-recommendations concerning the need for training andre-

training of older workers as a means of preventing and/or solving problems

of unemployment and mobility, little of that literature, however, deals

with the difficulties frequently encountered in the acceptance of training
..4

and retraining on the part of older workers themselves. Resistance and

snort-term immediate discentives are two dimensions of the training topic

that also require both further research.and E&D effort.

-for example, whigh typesof older workers (indluding consideration

even of different ages in that group) are'the most and the leagt accepting?

That is, what are the characteristics of the resisters vs. those of the

accepters?

What are the external factors most and least conducive to effective

training recruitment -- and completion? Attention here would be focused

on, among other thugs: (1) time and.place of training; (2) duration;

(3) methods of instruction; (4) sponsorship; (5) stipends, and (6) .

perceptions of employment and promotion chances.

Care must be taken in using completion rates with refinement as a '

measure of success,\silce frequently it has been found-that a minimum of

exposure to the training experience can itself enhance self-confidehce

on the part of the trainee to the point where he or she leaves the train-

ing course and successfully find*re-employment.

Training methods. There is little in the evaluation research

literature concerning the training experiente of older workers under MDTA

and related programs that focuses on the effects of differences in methods

of training such workers. Rates of completion; of placement; of earnings,

and work continuity (by skill-content of course, etc.), may be found in

the research data, and reporting sources., But rarely is there any infor-

mation about the Layv in which the trainees are taught, or learn;

IndustriaLgerontology, and developmental- educational psyskqlogy, tend

to stress the critical nature of the learning process among groups fm differ-

ent eras (50 yr.-olds in 1965 vs. '50 yr.-olds in 1975, fors example). In an

.1'
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experiment with very young and very old, subjects; Siemer, (1976) used

programmed learnini to teach them a "neutral"-topic"-- in this case,

anatomy and physiology. The results indicated that the "time-honored
/

stereotypes" of a decline in learning and trainability occurring through

aging were not 'supported., However, the older subjects took lodger to
, ..

learn. Nevertheless, the use of pr:Ogrammed learning in this cap int". .

, .

proved the learning pattern, of the older persons in the experiment i.-
,

(average age over 72). Siemer argues that `educators, employers and

government dfficials are going to-have to re-examine their beliefs about

the utility and trainability of older people."

On the other'hand, Neale, Toye, and Belbin (1968) used,programmed

instructiom in a non-laboratoriye real-life work situation involving

training of London bus drivers; and found that it watmore;effective
.

(compared to the traditional classroom method used with a control group),

among younger workers only. Only older trainees performed better through the

traditional method. But when the researchers/trainers varied time

of the programmed instruction, the older trainees did best when trained

(td read maps) in'the medium-length sessions (a result similar to the

Siemer experiment). Younger trainees performed best when taught in the

shortest session.

The researchers suggest that the older trainees were less familiar

with programmed learning format's, and had to "learn hOw to learn" from.

them. Programmed instruction, they argue, cannot improft the skill-
_

learning performance of older persons automatically. Such factors as

time, and familiarity with specific learning task (or teaching method),

also have to be considered. "Older people do not learn better or wdrse;

rather they learn best under different conditions:"

Eunice and Meredith Bed bin are among the foremost advocates of

designing specific training approaches for specific occupational training

of woOers of all ages. 47he "Discovery Method"' is one term used tC
'
define their general Viewpoint (R.M. Belbin 1965 and 1969; Belbin and

h.
Belbin,,1972 )4 In simplified form, the term refers to the value of

,having trainees discover for themselves (but in a planned fashion worked

out by trainers) how things work and eventually why,. To repeat,

188
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the; approach" requires that the trainer develop a "path df exploration

that allows the traihee to progress continuously." The method seeks to

devetp-skill and task understanding thrbugh techniques other than

strictly verbal. instruction or physical, demonstration by the teacher

"Tasks and problems, graded in difficulty, are Presented according

the trainee's existing knowledge and progress." .Through ,solving the
. '

problem the trainee acquires understanding, which later can be organized

and strengthened by group discussion anelecture, if approptiate, and

if requested. The'Discovery Method should not be confused with passive

observation, "or with learning easilytassimilated items bit by bit" as

in most linear programmed learning.

The Belbins also stress'the need to recognize, for example, that

(1) persons of low learning'capacity (typically, ,older men and women)

may have acquired a negative.-attitude toward training situations in which

failure has already been experienced; (2) adults must be allowedto find

their own way of building on past knowledge', and to use their-own way of

assimilating the new; (3).the training methods should build in- rapid'

feedback regarding results; and'(4) thal non-Nerbal learning is to be

valued more than verbal learning among older trainees:

One thing that is, important here is that the Belbins have
t
success-

fully applied their methbds, with necessary adaptations for each _speciific

learning situation and trainee group, in a wide variety of industriei'

occupaticins in Europe (primarily Greatjritain). Only once has it

been applied in the Untied States, in the early 1960's, under the auspices

of a DdL E&D -grant,.tn NeW Haven, Connecticut, with hard -core unemployed

trainees,-- many of them. from minority,groups'(Beibinal:;1969). In two of

'three specific types of jobs,_the new method proved superior over traditional'

training methods for the older, 45+ trainees Indeed, the older trainees

trained by the Discovery Method were at least equal to younger ones trained

4 with traditional method's.

We have gone into such lengths on this issue of training methods (is

opposed to the issue of training ysno training), and the Discovery Method;

in particular, in order to make the poid that the Department should put

a high priority on a widespread petgram of training7and retraining)

vocational instructors in the psychology of learning among adu,lts, and
,

189 ,
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particularly in such well-established "innovative apprnachqs as the

Discovery Method. This program shogld be a major prerequisite''or:basic

preparation -A for extensive training programs for middle -aged and Older

'workers. There may be.no reason, -for that matter, for not eitendihg the

new methods to trainees of all ages, since much of the experience with

4' those methods suggests that thpy are usefUl adjunctt for trainees in,

general.

4.4
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CHAPTER XII

Government Programs Involving,and Affecting
Middle-Aged and Older- 'Workers

A.

.

,Since the mid-1960's a number of progra providing employment oppor-

tunities for specii.lgroups of older workers ( .ically 55 and older, and

with low incomes) havemerged. The Community Service. Employment Progral

for Older Amerfdans (Title IX of the Older Americant Act) is,,in large

part, a converted form of the earlier Operation Mainstream older worker

demonstration projects, established as a relatively permanent, ongoing,nationdl

program. No more than 47,000 jobs witipe-orovided in fiscal year '78.

(BY the end of fiical '77,.about 37,000 posittspS were funded),

It should be noted thaedespite the visibility of the program, these

total numbers of jobs which are generally part-time Sobs -- Or persons,

do not equal-the-numbers involved in-CETA programs.'

CETAITitles. In fiscal year 1976, approximately 220,000 persons 45 and

older out of a total of 2.48 million were new participants in all CETA pro-

grams under Titles I, II, and VI. These 220,000 thus constituted only 8.9

percent Of all such new CETA program participants. The 1977 Em 1

and Training Act Report provides no detailed information as to sex and race.

Within each:of the Titles,the proportions and numbers 45 and older were as

follows:

Proportion

. 45 and older

-9 and older

'Total numbers
45and older
(fn thousands)

Title I Title II Title VI

-- .

6.8 . 14.1 13.9

2.8 6.1 542

117.7 36.1 68.8

This table indicates that in the program with the greatest total'

'number of participants, and with the greatest range of employment:improvement

,services (from training" and counseling to placement) -- Title I -- older

persons.are the least represented. Preliminary six -month dIti (through
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1.

Aarch NW) indicate a slight increase older worker proportion under

Titles and IV.

Is this low representation'.a reflection Of nationatpolicji?

Is it a result of relying on'local prime sponsors' discretion, posii-
,

bly indicating an age bfasZ
,

*Does the existence of a separate program -- Title IX of the Older-A-

mericans Act, administered by the Department -- serve as'a justification

in the eyes of administrators of the-CETA programs for not paying attend

tion to the training, counseling, and employment needs of older workers?

Are there variations in participation rates among different types of

prime sponsors, and chat are-the reasons for such variation, ?,*

. . How do older workers in Title-I programs fare, compared to thcisd'in

'Title II and VI programs? Are the specific.types of jobs under Titles II

and VI -- essentially public service positions. ,--.of such a ,nature as to

be viewed subjectively as "especially suitable" for older persons? Or are

there clearly some relatively objective bases for assigning "older" workers,

to those.positions?

Taking all.types of public service jobs and. agencies -- is there

a differential age distribution? :That-is, what ars the variations,,if any,

in public service-type occupations and agencies, held by older vs. younger

workers?, If so, what is the explanation

What is ,the placement rate and post-placement experience, in "regular"

employment, by age?

These are all policy-related questions, or issues, and subject to'a .

variety of research approaches, for both Title IX and CETA programs.

Observations on CETA and Title IX programs. The following points and

,questions about ,these programs provide a major base from which to divelop
A

new policy, research and demonstration efforts regarding job opportunities

and problems for.the target population. They are, derived from interviews

with program managers, and from various published and unpublished reports

and data.
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I 1.b Requests-from local organizations to hire older workers typically

exceed the total number of slots the program can provide, thus

suggesting that given more funds, more older workers could par-

ticipate: .

4,

2. Under Green ThuMb, for example, on the, supply side,far more per-
,

sons apply and are qualified than can be put.on the rolls, Aile

the figures may have en somewhat exaggerated, ,one informa

claiMed that-for ever one person employed, 250.apply and are

qualified.

3. Title IX projects apparently are not evaluated in terms of the,

benefits derived by others beycind t3he participants themselves.

While ome reports may provide anecdotal "evidence," there re- :

main the need to carry out some systematic and more quantifiable

impact studies, e.g., the effects of providing day care services

on the children themselves,'etc.

4. In the same vein, in ongoing organizations making use of Title IX

participants (for example, local Social Security offices) it should

be important to weigh the contribution such participants make,

if any, to the operation and purposes of the organization.

5. OJT is. made available, in some programs, only to those 45-54, and

with the_ understanding teat the employer will hire such trainees

when the training period is completed. What is the actual exper-

ience under such programs? What proportion is actually retained

as regular employees? If there.are variations in such proportions,

what is the explahatipn -- the nature of-the industryi Occupation?

-Characterii'tics of the individual OJT participant?

6. In rural areas, Title IX programs are frequently the largest em-

ployer. But more importlft, "regular" employment is much harder

to cork by, especially for older workei-s- And this raises the

question as tO the wisdom of the general practice of requiring

that program participants, after a given number of months, must

be "phalgd cut into regOar jobs," despite the fact that Title,

IX regulaions state that no time limitation may be established

in any, project.
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7. While the genera rature,'especially of recent vintaie, has

made the point quite trongly that'the retirement, or earnings,

test under Social Security functions as a disincentive to remain

employed, some Title IX projects r.-port that this isnoi always

4 deterrent for continued program participation -- i.e., even if

some loss of Social Security benefits is,entailed. Apparently,

this is true primarily ih the rural areas. To what extent is

this actually the case? Does it's ggest that the "work ethic"

i panrural populations may be more valent than in populations,

of alder workers in larger, urban areas? Or that a "community
. -

service" ethicis stronger?

8. Prtram managers report that compulsory retirement is a problem

-

especiallycfor the types of older workei-s they deal wilp, since

their previous jobs paid low wages, thus affecting their-level
4

of saving for retirement (if they were able to save at all),

and the lever of their Soda] Security retirement-benefits.

This type of hardthip points to the possibility bf greater

transfer costs -t and indeed, of greater costs of programs such

as those under Title IX -- for certain types of older workers

subject to compulsory retirement.

9. Many of the specific projects under Title,IX provide for the

design of jobs commensurate with the health status of the pir-

ticipants, and this-apparentqmeans that few, if any,. heatth

probleds were experienced by these older per:sons. If this is

the case, some lessons might be drawn from such projects, re-

garding the ways in which the jobs were designed or arranged in

such a Manner as to reduce the health risks for, the participants.

410

At the same time, this phenomenon might'be,,in .part, a function

of the self-selection of theNpplicants and participants.-- i.e., ,

those wfth the least risks of job-related illnesses were the

mdst likely to apply and to be accepted. '

10. Nevertheless, where physicians.conduoted,physical exams of the

participants, there wet some reports of improvements in'health

status from the time of entry into-the Title IX ,projects to
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`-,,
several months later. .IfIthis proVes to be the case, which

`would, further empirical verification, such a finding sup-

'. ports one of thecurrents in gero tologidal thinking, to the

,
'effect that nonwork (at least for certain types of older per -

sons') has a deleterious effec't on health status,, thus strength-

. ening the viewpoint that Voluntary continued employment for.

such persons may be more cost-effective than forced retirement.-

Rut this remains one of the critical issues in the field of

work, aging, Sand retirement.

One.of the program reports suggests that women appear to be

more flexible than men -- "in that they are willing to db'

more, and more willing to change into outside employment."

At the*very least,.this notion calls for carefully designed,

research to test it, and to explore possible explanations.

12. While the evidence IT be time-bound, and not truly represen-

tative of anything over 'a longer period, the Most-recent

reports suggest that there are-'differences among the Title

IX participants, depending on which national.organization

is Managing the projects.

For example, Green Thumb project participants tend to be

much.older than those in the projects 'run by the National

Council of Senior 'Citizens (NCSC)-or the American-Associa-

tiOn of Retired Persons (AARP), but this may be due to the

older age profile generally characteristic of the rural,-

areas,in which Green Thumb operates. _The mast recent4dar'l

data indicate,-for example, that more than two-fifths of

the Green. Thumb partici.panks are 70 and older -- compared

to one-fifth among AARP-run project participants, and one-

-. fourth in the case of NCSC. '

13. Perhaps more impbrtant, when the specific projects are or-

ganized in terms of the types of services rendered; tWo-

'fifths of the NCSC services are basically of the type ben-

seficia.
y

lto the community.(as,opposed to services to

other elderly persons)' -- compared to roughly two-thirds

in the case of the projects,ditected by the two other organ-

izations. .
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iThese.facts raise the questionas to whether such prOjects
1

silbup.be evaluated In terms of who, benefits what types of

"services are prOvided to whom -- apart froM the dire4'iMplOy-.

ment effects, on the participants themselves. If any community

opinion survey were to be conducted, regarding the level of ap-

proval of such Itirojects., muld the approva1,7disapProval results e
1

differ according to this. dimension? It could bargued that any /
\ A

service rendered tO the senior' citizens themselves (e.g., pro-,

viding home repairs and renovation for the elderly) might reduce

other costs and burdens to the community, or that the general

populace might give greater weight to services to the 'elderly

by:other elderly citizen's: On the other hand; those kinds of
c

jobs under Title IX which bring the participants into closer

interaction with a spectrum of age ,groups in the communityjmfght.

result in a change of perceptions and images regarding older

persons, and a closer integration of the latter into_thlgen-

eral community.

These two criteria might be added to the listeie

otherS used in general evaluation and4"cost-ben it" analyses of

Title IX and related programs.

14. As suggested earlier, such programs should examined from the

standpoint of thedegree to which they im ct on local area gov-

ernment budgeting of public services, 1,41uOing effeCts On local-

. ly financed_gen. erail assistance. In addition, what ii"Their tn-.

pact:on local business revenues 2-yricere such evaluation is feas-

ible? cOrding, to one tpokesmanfir such Title IXprograms-,-

the wakese of the.participants herPed local merchants gain and

tOve'several times
)
each dollar )1g Sed in. the projeOt.

15.1 if nothing else, such program$ -- although extremely limited in

.04 number of .participants tend to contradict any notion of

! a narrow range of, ar spedal types of, occupations that elderly
.

, persons filled. They rap* frordeputy sheriffs, to fire war,-

dens; nutrition aidesdIerk typists; receptiontsti; instructors
A.

S
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.

for iTtOtally. retarded

1

p

ti ,

to the stereotypical ones of pre-

.

,

. .- ,

paripgrecreationites, and daycareattemtants; 11.0./bne,

,
how-

ever, has made any sstematit effok to determine the impactLof

these expertencei on employer and cOmmiJnity perception of.the

elderly, as_ "work candidates". .

...- . , ,

1
:4

, ,,;

Ono the Other hartd;there is : another rbality level

'

not be ignored. Many of the applicants add.participants are 'non

skilled, for example, those elderlifjfemalt) whase only work .0.41-

paid5 has been that of housewife, or'unskilled males Who neVer-

theless are placed in such prOject lobs as:deliveryMen,apd

A

se,

curity guards (for installations with little hazard): Never-
,

theless,'it cannot be argued that deTiverymen, and simildr-occu7,
LJ

pations are an intrinsically unnecessary type of employment.

".

16. "Tpere is no clear indication as to whether the elderly-themselves

participate, and to what,extent, in the local CETA manpower,plan-
.

ning councils. From the standpoint of the major purposes of any

.new thrust in the area of job-related prqlems.of the oldef.,wark-

ers,'an -examination of the "difference it makes" to. have such

participation (as measured by such criteria as rates of program.

participation-- both training,and employment -- And,the quality

of the training.and employment) seems in order. The Department

might examine whatever now exists; Obeyond that,"sponsor a

number of carefulldesigned E&D efforts (with apprOpriate control

aroups and with before-and-after datg)'to ascertain- the impact,

if any, of such planning council participation.

17. Keeping in mind the possibljtgreater.difficulties of idacing.,

"graduates" of Title IX projeCts into regular (unsubsidiief,

,jobs for certain kinds' of espiially rural ones we

recommend that research be carried out to OrdoMpare-placement

rates'by type of project, Including area, qiiality of management;

(2) yetention rites and experience raqngs in the unsubsidiied

placements (by type of employment,'etc.) -- all for the purpose

of ascertaping the.best conditiops for successful. rograms,

and new avenues for expansion, if. any, -of existing programs and

numbers of pafticipants. o
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18. Conte special nuantesofthis small program which is ftself

cial (Title IX) should be fookedinto, for example; the',AARP

effort in _Louisville designed to help.ex-offenderS, many of,Whom
.,

had been incarcerated for as much as 10 or more years, andthe,

;degree_bf success shown by this "experiment." In some instInces,,

their work experience in prison (e.g., floof poUsh equipment

operator) was itself a help in ultimate "regular" job,,placement.
,

.0

19. In some instances, even though'applicants may have

iblefor afteptande in a Title Il'Orogram (because

level) project staff nevertheless provided-their o _effective,

employmentEserviOe:function for such persons -- tYpe'of dium

that does not get reported in the.management.i ormatjon system.

This 'phenomenon'relates to the:More-gp eral issue of the

negative. side of the eligibility requiemen s under the various

'government programs.for older persons Seeki g employment. Should

.the'requirements_be liberalized? Shogm-projects be assisted in

providing job-finding services for the Andligibles"?

20.. Sine 'of the experience of these wograms-also-highlight the
,

type of administrative barrteri:to placement in regular employ -

ment,, such as local government ci'vil'service reaUlattions regard-

ing4ge limits. One recommendatkafthat.shOuld be considered -

seriousfY is he concept Of_at leaS1 i limited number of exempt-

41 Mons to such regulations: Federalloveriment'agencies them-° ,

selves might. lso be included here, especially if such a policy

ere to be promulgated by the Department Of Labor in any strengthen-.

-ed commitment to the Problems of older,jobseekers."
.. .. .

. , 4,

21.,.. Some.administrators of Title IX programs feel strongly that the
.

. , .

workrestrictfOns., providirig only for part-time employment-pro-

. gralls, should "not' be aplilied;to.certain age groups of.;t4eolster

eltolbies, es'pecfall,i,those 55 to 6r: .Theti%roison Is thAt

such persOnshave fewer supplement sources of income, especially

Social ,SeCuA. lti
,
benefits (mailable onTy at'age 62).

.
0

This).-issue is related to the broader:research-topic dis-

cussed
,

., .
cussed,p1sewhere in this,repoit, namely, tWilmarkeefor part-time

. ,

:,, 14 fr
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isqfull-ipidwovkin Selected segments of the older worker

. ,
.

population. ' j

Issues. Program ma age's point to the following iste*---

d'throughput this,rtport Oat confront theal.and.the

ticipants j".n'their programs;.ksome of which make the programs

cetaityiand,otherswhich create problems or harriers to a
.'

qui.1-1-mplementation of the.program-Objectfies: .--
.

9

C

, .1 Forced retirement.

"'Early rettrement,-iiven'though still.

capable of some type of employment.
.

Social Security retirement test
(sOme'of the participants would like to
work more hours than allowed). ,

Discrimination on the part of emplolts
-- both public and private.-- in organ-
izations offering !!regular" employment.

04er specific issues that need attention include the following&
-.

Shall all- DOL-funded and admioistered-progrinSfor older ,

ti

workers be restricted to "low - income" .or "diiadvantagedu

older .personsT From one point of view, such restriction

rejects thg notion of a preventive approach to the job-'.

related problems Of middle-aged and older wOrkei-s. An ar-

gument in favor of lifting the restrictions can be made,

concerning large numbers of instances in-which non-poor

older workers may -- because of market factors and other

reasons -- eventually moveinto a poverty status, partly-

because of the absence of programs 6 provide 'assi's'tance;.,

research topic regar ing which types of older workers --

This viewpoint also the moregerieral polity-related

.once placed-in some form of adverse situation -- are the

high-risk groups.

2. Some older participants in (and observers of) CETA pro-

grams have complained about participants being shifted

l99
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IP ftom full-iime, and higher wage-paying potitions in CETA

projects to only part-time, and lower wages in the'same

position but transferred- to a Title IX.piyroll. Such a.

practice can enddoes'result in additional transfer pay-
.

ments required to,maintain some modicum of income adequacy

for the individuals (and families) affected.
,

To the degree that this type of _ptactice does-thk e

place, what. is the policy rationale? Is it-a justifiable:

one?

3. inter-organizational tensions have recently emerged over

the issue of who should initiate and/or sponsor Title IX

and CETA programs for older workers? '-,Should the programs

be initiated and administered. by national organizationt"

of senior' more than by local prime sponsort? Should prti...

grams be funded only if initiated by the. latter? Further-,

more, recently organized Area Agencies On Aging.(with AOA

funds) have begun -- through theii- own separate national.

organizations Owe for state; another for local ,areas) --

to enter the competition for thelimited° funds available.'

Itch of the rivalriis rooted in the 'desire merely

for additional funds, as well as having some political di-

.mensions. But from the point of view of program objec:-

tfves, evaluations may, be required, for (1) comparingtbe

relative effectiveness of programs initiated and/or admin-

istered by different organizational levels; (2) exaltining

the degree to which exclusiv reliance in. some areas on

local prime sponsors' deternirination.of how ETA and 'ire-

venue-sharing" monies shall be spent (and for whom),affects

the probabilities. that-programsfor older workers,will,,in

the first place, bexpnceived, proposed,and.implemented.

Spokesmen for the-national organizional apprqach argue

that in many areas, older workers and their problems will
tk,4

be negledted, unless there is a national'program emphasis.

An extended form of. this argument can be found in

e positiCin-of such national groups asthe National Center

200:
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on the Black Aged (Hamilton, 1976): .16%11q,N the fact that

older blacks .(55 and over)" make upjacoUi 2i Oercent of
, .

.

all Tifle IX pattidipants, pr#Ertion much higher than

. the 8.4 percent- in the total population of jertons 55 al;ds

over, theNational Center on the Blacks Aged believes that the

proportion of black rider workers seryed by Title IX can

bestbe improved by 'utiliziwa black national aging

'organdzation able to_ work with local .blaCk host rganiza-

tiOns." ,

4. ,Fe*CETA'Title,II and VI, and Title IX projects allow for

,J0 training funds td be used to fill:Tole the, job status

of oldei.' workert. Should such funds be made available,

apd under what .conditions? Equally imporpnt, if they, are

made available, tIte"iiaining methods themselves should not

be left up to 'local iagencires, given the possibility that

special methods and .techniques may need to be developed

for specific groupt:,or types of older persons--- a topic

discussed in this report's section on training and

eduction.

e'

Examples of program models: Some of the specific projects, initiated .

or sustained by COA and Tjtle IX funds; warrant special attention as

modelt for expanded programs, oi'for new types of such programs. Some have

been noted in'previous pages. Oneef then in particular should be noted

here because .of the number of pUrpoSes it serves;.- and its relevance to

broader policies and isi/rese

1. Many local labor market area suffer froma shortage 'of skill-

ed labor - oftel'h in the midst of a 'high general unemployment'

rate. Communities such as Erie, Pennsylvania, have attempted

- in recent yeart, to ineet both the shortage and unemployment

Problems by (1) employer recruitment of skilled retirees

in order, (2) to train younger, unemployed and inexperienced

pert-ins in the higher skill's. ,(USIA, 1976). 'This, projeCt is

especially noteworthy because it has union endorsement and

-participation .(e.g.,- IUE, Steelworkers, and Machinists).
6 "
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While the program waeapOarently started through employers'

initiativaugmentation and continuity has been made possible

Cl

through federal, CETA support.

. This exaMple;cutsacross several policy issues,:an6R & D

potentials, pertaining to the older worker fotitopic -- includ-

ing (1) the issue of.skilled older worker retention -- or re-,

employment; -the impact of retirement, policy on labor supply;

(2) the roelationshtp of retention and/or re-employment to

the general udemploymant problem,'and to sustained economicitell-

being-at the local level;. and (3) types and extent oft nefits

of older worker programs far persons and orgatiization other

thAn
S
the older workers, themselves .(in this case, e aining

and employment of yoOnger,persons; benefits:to emplo

(4), The restrictions of most older worker job programs, /.

such as the exclusion of "above-poverty" older persons; that is,

if in the Erie case, the retired skilled workers could not have-

been used inthe program because of such restrictions, its other

purposes could not have been met.

Does this'specif4c example call fo"r the developMeht of

special exemptions from these program provisions that otherwise

can exclude the participation of,much-needed older persons.?

Finally, (5) this specific, micro-case study suggests that

more careful research analysis must be applied to the conven-

, tidnal wisdom that current retirement policy is warranted since

it "makes r000r younger, persons." As in any generalized -

statement regardtng'social and economic policy, there are always

exceptions, and,it is the task of social science to search for

those exceptions not merely to improve the current-state of know-

ledge on the basis of which more effective policies can be

designed, and programs impleMented.

2. Responding to the threat of.legal action by senionAitizens or-

gantzations, the California Employment Development Departffient,

using EDA Title X funds administered by .the National Council on
4

the Aging (NCOA),later with state discretionary CETA funds,

R
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establisheda thKt-term (nine months.project, called CALF
./ .

ESTEEM (Braddon-Walker, 1977). Basical y, it, consisted of

the use of 43 older workers (55 and ader)-in more tharts

dozen lodal EDD offices, in order to assist other alder

workers, (40 and older) to find employment. Eich'enrollee

was assigned a specific caseload, and allowed -- and en-

couraged -- to make use of alj.employment service aptivi-

ties: selection, referral, placement, and training. Recruit-

ment was based on AD active and inactive applicant filet,

as well as on inquiries to local aging agencies and wel'fa're

departments.

Roughly 90 percent of the 43 positions were filled
.w ,

.with1n one month,,but it:was essential that they be trained

as all other EDD employees were. Some were-trained in sep-

arate classes; others along.with "regular ". employees --

with advantages and disadvantages accruing from both ap-

proaches.t In the flint approach, greater attention to .

alder workers' eed.andproblems was possible. In the

second,'"integra ion" with other new employees meant

training in a broader scope of EDD im-ogi4Ag and services,

and lesslikelihoad of being made to feel as stigmatized,.

"second- class" employees.

The-more critical feature of the project, however,.

had,to do with these older enrollees' performance in ob-

taininOervices and employment The "bottore'line-fi-

gures 6after seven months operation) included placements

in.regular, unsubsidized employment for more thap.1000_

persons 40 and older. The data from the experience in-

dicates that all clients of the project."received an in-

creasedrevel of service as a resultof CAL-E5TEEM."
.

.

The major features of this project include ,(1) the

importance of conditions and contents of training enrol -

Tees for (2) assisting other older Unemployed and under-

employed persont; and (3) degree of effectiveness of this

f'
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and similar types.of programs, as measured not only_by pladements,

but by the extent to which counseling and other 'supportive ser=

vices themselves led to self-la:bated job-finding success on the

' part of other older workers.not directly Placed.,

,IIt is clear from this type of effort that lbw,- if any, of

the 11sucCessful1' clients wquld'have obtained employment without

that effort. This, in turn, may raise a more fundamental. -ques-

tion,. namely, would the jobs found by such older persons have -

been filled, anyway, but by younger, or other types of older per-.

sons (i.e., in better econoMic:circumstances)?

. Even if .the.answer to, that diffIcult-to-research question

were*: the affirmative, are such programs nevertheless justified

because they at least make fora more. equitable distribution of;

an:existing, fixed pool of, job opportunities among different dge
,

groupir In the absence of such programs, would.older workers

4
have een given the opportunities they did obtain?

These last few types,of questions can be applied at a more

general level of-policy inquiry. It has not yet been clearly.

established as to what degree, for example,',such efforts -- in s,

the private, and public sectors -- have created "extra" and now,

net employment which would have not been created without tho

efforts. Examples can be provided of instances in which employers -=

without such efforts _(including job developmen*-- would not
,

have employed more persons (either on a part-time or 'Nil-time

basis). There is, however', no systematic, comprehensive research

, study, to our knowledge, Of the aggregate effects of such efforts,

With a special focus on these policy issues. '';-'

3. Few of the CETA and Title IX programs or projects haveaddressed

themselves to the-challenge of'creating Or developing areas of .i.

new opportunities in expanding or emerging' industries, for the

employment of older persons. The Administration on Aging,

through its Model PrOjects program, may soon be funding'a "small

pilot project,',through the Environmental PrOtection Agency, which

204"
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lias,propo§ed'that it bi allowed to specifically hire A pr to

assure that local agencies -- persons 55 and older in such en-

vironmental activities as noise abatement. The basis principle

s'hlere:isthat much of the solution to the employment needs of

older persons -- and along with those of other age groups, for

that'matier -- may lie in the direction of identifying those

types of industries that can'be expected to expand, as opposed

to the principle'of finding employment within a constricted

range of relatively low-growth'industries.

...-

These are only a few examples of new types of polfcies,

programs, and pilot projects. The section on foreign, exper-

ience in this report covers additional ones. A seWatel

chapter, pulling together the major policies, programs, and-

- . projects discussed or' implied throughout the'total report;

'includes even more.

,
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,.

The preceding. section deart ot,tentlaf.11 with programs directly

,involviig,the_Department of.Labor, and delitterately designed to create

or enhance job oppOftunities for olderwdrkeri. But there are many

policies and decisions made by government departments and agencies

that may impact on the job-related experiences of older workers. --

'Policies and decisiops that can not 6e'categcfrized as-either '."fiscal"

Or "monetary." Perhaps "administrative" and/or regulatory actions

are more appropriate terms. For example, negative trade adjustment

assistance decisions (regardtnq claims by companies-and unions that

shutdowns or mass liyoffs are d e to excessive import cOmPetitiOn)

may, in some instances, adversely affect older workers.'. This is :

especially critical inicases where the company is a primary employer

in small.towns.

- As another-example,,a Federal Trade Commission decisioh disap-

proving of Bic's purchase of American Safety Razor (`ASR) -- a major

employer in Staunton, Virgihia resulted in the shutdown of the-'

,company -- again greatly aggraVating especially the 'problems of the

older workers in the plant.

While there are several research topics suggested here, on the

basis of these and many other types of governmental adtinistrative,

decisions (such.as the job-seeking and subsequent labor market ex-,

perience of the differeht age-sex groups affected, as wellas the

impact on the local economy and government budget),- the critical

purpose of any research on this issue-laden topic would be to im-

prove the "knowledge base" and level of awareness of consequences

within the relevant agencies making different-types of regulatory

and/or'administrative decisions.
;

On a more conceptual level, we are dealing with.the specific

.type of "exogenous".variables which must be reckoned with in the

study of,influences on the Arklife chances of migae-aged and older:

q workers. In this case, the'issues involved center on the wisdom of-
;

a new and increased dbomitment on the part of one grodp of
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government departmets to meeting the problems of older workers without

at the same time alerting other departments that some. of their pro-

grams, policies, and decisions, may beit14/ing the opposite effect.

Accordingly, D.OL resea411:4r its sho01 include special attent on

t policies and administrative, regulat y
A dediiions, by a wide range oi-rion-Lbot. ageecie thatilentiallif,end

actually, *pact on-the 4A-related probleMs f older workers. Suche

study should not nejessarily have asits purpose the negation of those

policies and decisions. At the very least, it would contributo.the

preparation for programs of asststance to-adversely affecteddgroitpsLeaL,

commpities.
. -

The Trade Adjustment Assiitance Program is But one example of

decision-making which has an importance for the job-related problems,

of older workers. An additional one that might be included in a broad

research strategy On such problems is 'the Economic Development Admin-
.

istration's Title IX program which provides assistance to communities

facing actual or potential plantrshutdowns (or mass.layoffs) on con-

ditions less complicated than these involved in the Tradhct. In

the ,Aurrent fiscal year, $77 million is available. 'In particular,

the Title is,designed to meet economic adjustment problems caused by

actions of the Federal Governmentisuch as installation re3ocations

or closures); compliance with enyironmental, protection decisions ad-

versely affecting local economic-conditiont. The program is not in-

tended to replace the economic adjustment program of the Department

of Defense&

Typically, small labor market areas and rural ones tend to be

those most affected by such decisions and other structural changes,

In any event, little research has been carried out as far as impact on

older workers is concerned, numbers of such workers affected (and/or
.4

assi'ste'd); etc. This, and sibilir/programs, might Be lost sight df0
in, any effort to carry out

/
comprefiensive palfcy-related research -*

on job-related Problems of middll-aged and older workers, They are ,

especially important, give the dnchallepbed fact that once unemployed,'

older workers.face the more severe problems.
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..In dealing,with-itructura1 aspects -of unemployment, a focus on the

. role of area unemployment.is necessary. The level of areaunempfoyment'

as of a given year may have a bearing on the current and subsequent labor

force status of older workers. Analysis of the dataAshows this to be the,

'case among "unhealthy" Whites, and all blacks, regirdless of health status

(Sheppard, 1976). The higher the area unemployment, the greater the rate
v.

of early withdrawl.

Apart from the suggestion that among the unhealthy whites, the

relative lack of job opPortinities may, combine with their work-restrict- ,

-ing health conditiohs to "push" them Out of the labor force - -which may

itself.be a worthwhile research topic -- the more. important program and

policy i =ssue concerns the possible impadt of economic area devel6Pment

programs,

istration,

of ,area

46h as those associated

and other Department of

nemplOYment.'"

with the Economic Development Malin-

Labor programis geared to the level

The type of policy research implie0 here is one, for instance, that

would attempt to measure the labor force status of older workers An

high, medium and low unemployment p.easin relation 1i the level of EDA

,and DOL progr'ams in each of these categories. This type of research ef-

fort would thusfodus on two "structural"' imensions ofethe'general

.employment issue, \amely, the age factor
.

d the area-rate-of-joblessness.

At the same time, such research could also'Shed light,on the com-
.;

parative impact of such programs on diffellit age girups in the respec-

tive areas.

Judging from the NLS data analysis, the impact of such programs

might b felt to a greater extent among blacks who -- regardless of

health status -- were apparently most affected (in terms of subsequent

1973 labor force status) by the leve) of unemOoyment,in the areas .

they laved in as of 1966.

. In addition-td'unemployment levels for any one given year, it

would also be- necessary to consider persistence of the different

levels of unemployment, which wo require the research to include

the variibleof."chronic" unemplOyment for given areas. Indeed, it'

. ,may bt the degree to which the level of unemployment ts'chronic for

an area that is the more important economic factor -- as compared to

5.
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the level of unem' oyment for any one year.

tension Changes. How will. ERISA-related requirement, and new legis-

lative, iddiciel, and administrative decisions regarding, pensions, affect

patterns of older worker hiring, and retirement?
.

As one examplet'the agency incharge\of ERISA issued new regulations'

in the spring of 1977 regarding the number of hours worked3per year as a

basis for eligibility in private pension Any person employed for

. at least 1,000 hours in a one-year period must receive ontyear's credit

towards eligibility. How will this. Mill affect, if at all, odortuniitel

for part-time employment among'older workers? Will.Pwork-sharing" efforts

be hindered, etc.?

To be sure, older studies (Such asthe one in 1965, by the Depart-

.
ment of Labor) indicate that very few private pension plans area real

barrier to the employment.of older jobseekers. However, the picture may

be changing as a result of ERISA provisions and regulations: A new study

of the situation may, therefore; bt called for.

Thrhew Act also allows employers to hire older workers without

*providing pension coverage to them if such workers are within five years,

of the company'i 'normal" retirement age. This provision raises the

question of the extent to which the employment chances of such older .

workers (typically in the 55+ category) will have been changed, and in

which direction, under these circumstances. Congress is now considering

changes'in ADEA which may affect this provision.

4, Such a research effort might be directed at. the establishment level,

through current reporting` programs, or at the employee level, through

interviews or surveys:
F-% r

A 1976 study by Bankers Trust revealtd that In the early,period of

experience with ERISA, the 'number of plans studied which provided for -

full vesting after only 10 years (as compared with other company options

provided in the new Act) had increased from 37 to 94 out of the 97 com-b

panies studied.

Obviously, if this pattern. has been duplicated in the several
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thousand existing pension.plans, vesting after only 10 years of service

should ave'important implications for the future retirement income 0

stitu f employees, and perhaps even for such workers. during their

wor jives -- such as changes in inter-firm mobility, changes in

feeLings ofIncome,adequacy, and the like.
. /,

But we still need to know (1) if that pattern is being dupli-

ed on the larger scale, and to what extent; (2) what types.9f

mpanies and industries; (3) and the proportions of wOrkerps covered

by such proviSiOns. In 1971-72, according to a study by KOlodrubetz

and Landay, only half of workers.50 and older with at least 'Id/years'

of service,had vested lights in their private pensions.

/' Wilt is the.proportion now, given the advent of ERISA?

Whit are projections for future year's?

We have indicated elsewhere irhts report that middle-aged

' an0 older men are more likely. to change jobs voluntarily if their

self-reported health status entails some work-limiting conditions.

'Research concerning voluntary job-changing in the future might

begin.now to focus on the impact of:increased pension-vesting (as

a result of ER/SA) among the middle-aged and older workers on that

phenomenon.

Specifically, it would be our hypothesis that vesting*com-
,

bined with work - limiting health conditions may heighten. the prospects

for such Voluntary job-changing, or occupational mobility.

Botb,with'V'espect to the recent past, and to the future,.it

should be important to determine the types of jobs from which, and

to which, such workeri transfer. Is there some level of,"rationality"

with regard to actual and perCeived congruence of the new job with

the work-limiting health-conditions of the voluntarily job - changing,
Cs

worker ?

The vesting and other proyisions of ERISA may also produce,

new barriers to the creation of-new pension plans that OtherWise

would cover those not, now working in establishments with private

pensions. This possibility warrant critical research attention.



Accordfng,to a. study by the National Council onAging (Meier and

Brember4,1977, there,is another possibility, even among firms' adopt-
.

ing a .po,licy of vesting after ten years of service: the authors of

this report raise the tssue,...,to whether the itew Act,"provides difough

protection from termination for workers who are about to'be4ite vested," .

The.problem-potehtial here is:aggravated 4), the fact that the burden .

of proof is on the ifidivida4i employee who would have to disprove'any

,.employer allegation of poor job performance as the reason for termina-

Clearly, at tht very least, some 'type of systematic monitoring.:

research effort may be in. order to trace the extent to which the rate

of termination, prior to the point-vesting is gained, has been or

will be, Changing; over time, The issue as to litigation resources
A

of the individual, as well as goternmental pre-litigation efforts,

is an even more important one, ba it mayday outside the domain of
,

research and demonstration projects. Nevertheless, the 'Department

of Labor may want to devote some of its research resources to an'

effort_to determine and develop "remedial" approaches --"both legis-

lative-and administrative -- to-this potentAgf problem, depend'ing

on actual experience under ERISA.Thi; "exPedence," however, may

be ascertained without explicit empirical research on the Ore-

vesting termination phenomenon.

1
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CHAPTER

Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) r c

*ter several'years of Congressional hearings and investigations, and

the Publication in 1965 by the'Secretary of Labor of a report on-The Older

-Amerlcan:Woikr: Age Discrimination in Employment, the Age Discrimination
,

. Employment Act,sas passed in :196,37.2Jts major purpose was,and is to pro-,

tett workers 40 through 64 from yariouS forms,of work,disCriminatiOn, but
. ,

espeCially with regard to hiringand dismissals. Amendments since 1967_

noWprovtde for-coverage of persons in establishments with aS_few as 20

`persons -, and:for employees of state.anelocal governments, as well,as of_

private firms. 'Currently, about 26millton persons 40-64 are reported'

to be Sovered by the Act (ESA, 1977).

Theft1ished statistics concerningtho Employment Standards'Adminis-

trationq impTementation of ADEA point to a growing number of complaints

,Y*eived. In, fiscal year 1969 (the'ffipst,full year Of.the'Act),.there

'were only about 1,1)00. Each year has witnessed an increase over the pre -

vious year, reaching to over 6.;000 complaints by fiscal year 1976.-,ThOse

. figores'do not refer to _'individual employee complaints" which Were not

counted until fiscal-175. The greatest increases began after 1972. During

fis al
(

1976, more than 13,000 persons were determined by ESA to'rhave been
.

dise4minated against,because of their age, and about 32,000 new job open-

ings were made available to men and women of the covered ages. ADEA p4b-,_t

listied data, howlyers. do not indicate anything further.about -the new
1

open-,
ings.°

.

J-

These fig rues suggest (1) a possibly growing knowledge of 'the 'existence
1C.

. .

of'the:Act_and of older. workers`' right's and an increased willingness to use \,....

it, (2) a reflectiod, also,perhap%,.of the impact of 1973-76 recession
1 a , ,'C

when employers may have sought to reduce payroll costs by discharging or r
-4

.. retiring long - service employees whose total costs per citgta may be greater -

than for younger, shorter-service ones,-4 even.in the same occuriation,: \,..., ...

.

: .. .

.
,

. '

These two hyPothesei (which ;are int related) warrant more direct.

etpirical_verification.- A third explana on may lie in the fact that more

complaints ,are also filed asa result() inveased'ADEA'staff activity,.
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including the number of establishments contacted as part of the agency's

.
(ESA's) general responsibility for other legislation,. including those

:yertaining to wages and hours, and other employment conditions . -- as well

was a greater sensitivity on the part of that staff to the older worker

issue
J

Number 0.,t complaints, however, should not be confused With actual

v olatjor--5uch violations- reached a peak in 1974,,declined.in 1975,

and.then.increased ih 1976. It is not clear frolli the ADEA annual reports

what proportion of complaints were found to-be-violatiOns.

l In its entire history of less than 10 years of operation., ADEA

has found thatothe most frequently encountered type ofviolation has been

in advertisements of job openings where explicit or implied agerequire-

ments were indicated. Here,'.too, useful information could be gained by-an 4.*.

analysis of the characteristics of such add, i.e., by type of industry and

occupation, and by area. ADEA's own files might be the source of.suph raw

datai'and it would be even more valuable if trends could also be included

in such analyses.

The annual reports of ADEA do provide information on the regional dis-

tribution of violations. These data could then be compared with the regional

distribution of the total covered (40=64) labor force, as one way tdde-

termine if.there are variations in violations according to regions in the
t

country.

Inaddition to the growing nullifier of complaints, information is critical

concerning trends, if any, in the do110.amounts paid`by employers ih damages

and restor0 income found to be in violation.;,numbers Of worker&'affected; and

.changes, if any, in forma -and actual employment. practices. regarding older

workers -- in those companies involved in conciliation.andlitigation, and

in other companies as a result of. such activities land the information and

education proghms of ADEA staff).

f.

The agency's reports indicate that four major industrial groups comprise

the vast majority ofviolations -- manufacturing, retail trade, services

.(including employment4encies), and transportation, communications, and
o

utilities. But,there'is no way of knowing from such reports whether they

are over-represented, or merely reflect their share of the aggregate employ-

ment structure of the economy, all hieing actions, and/or internal labor

-
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market personnel decisions. And if over-represented, why? 'What is there*

-in the nature of such industries that may "produce" a high.rate of discripii

Anation violations?'

*But even if not over - represented, the practical dimensidn li'that the

bulk of such violations typically occur each year in these four industries..

Therefore, any intervention" programs, including E&D projects 'sponsored

fbiy the Department, should be concentrated in such industries.
)

In T974, state and local, governments were included in the Act and thus

' are now subject to its p'ovisions designed to protect workers 40 to 64

years old from certaiii forms of age discrimination. Since that_ "industry"

includes a large segment of the total working population, there are practical

reasons for carrying out a variety of research and E &D efforts,in it, too,

pertainingto such matters as types of discrimination (or allegations);

special race and sex aspects, develogient of greater opportunities for,

varieties of work-time allocation, and job design, etc., insofar as they

impact-on the job-related opportunities and problems of middle-aged and-4

older workers in state and local governments.

One of the practical reasons for such a research focus Stems from the

current fiscal strains these governments are experiencing. Frequently,

they might be tempted to include as one of the solutions to those

budgetary problems the early retirement of long - service employees, or other

actions ostensibly prohibited under ADEA. Just as in private industry,'

wage increases for example, may be partly based on supervisors' job.perfor-

mance,assesspents which may, as a result of explicit or covert and implied

top-imanagement"messages," begin to show no improvement or declines in

case' of. "expensive" long- service persdnnel.. In preVious(periods of sm_

and local government "prosperity;" what was the pattern of such as

for comparable grpups of employees? Were theyithe same, or dicithey reveal

generally higher or lower levels of performance assessments?

Several states have eliminated any ypper age limit in.public employ-

ment, or'have raised thelimit to 70. However, there is as yet no study

aimed at determining the effects of these changes (as compared, for example,

to the experience of states. still applying the lower age).
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Issues. Implementation of the Act; and indeed dome of the provisions

of the Act itself,.have brought forth some controversial issues that need

examination and monitoring. One of thedifficulties encountered in com-

Pliatice activities isielated to the priNision allowing exemptions in the

case.of "bona fide occupational qualifidaitOns." In several "court cases,

the lack of clarity and useful knowledge regarding "BFOQ" has 'Worked to

the disadvantage of the employee plaintiff. Until research scientists

in the field of job performance assessment can provide more specific and

practical answers to thiSdileido-- or:disseminate more effective what

they already know among attorneys and ADEA staff -- the courts will continue

to make varying'and conflicting opinions. e opinion of some pr essional

, industrial gerontologists, the number oT occupations for which age per se
4

can be usedas a valid,criterion for excluding men and women is quite low.

Atother issue has to do with whether compulsory retirement before age

65 is illegal,. even if provided for by pre-ADEA pension plans. Currently,

that issue is the subject of a pending case (McMann vs. United Airlines),

awaiting a decision by the Supreme Court. As discussed elsewhere in this

report, a decision by theCourt (or by 'Congress) abolishing (or raising)

compulsory retirementt any age will have widespread ramifications ' -

despite the'small numbers of workers retiring at any mandatory age in any

one year.

.Fpr exampl4 how will labor force participation rates be affected, if

at all? Mil age at, oluntary retirement before a given compulsory age rise

or stay the same?'The basis for this question is that we do not know to

what extent workers 'ave%an employer long before the mandatory retirement

age in order to.4%64ease'their chances. or employmen&lsewhere before

they are, "too old."

In the same vein,-how will Social Security experience change? Many

workers ma be forced to retire early, before the age of'62,-and because of

adverse labor market experience's, take advantage of early SOcial Security'

retired worker benefits hen they reach, 62.- If the age.is changed,' or

abolished, what impact will that have on the-turPent-patte-rn?--On-the

Social Security Trust Fund?
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Finally, elimination or the raising of retirement age, but especially,

elimination, throws more of the burden of proof for dismissal,'or grounds

for retirement, on the employer. Increasingly, it would appear that t

concept of functional criteria will gain ineimpa-Ance.* A major implication

of a change in compulsory retirement, therefore, is the need for employers

to develop more objective bases for determining the continued employability

of their employees as they grow'older. In some instances, this may cause

no difficulty, if the employer already uses such bases fornaking decisions

regarding Younger workers. The problem then becomes one of adapting them

to situations involving the olderemployees. In other inst\nces, there

may be no pre-existing measures for assessing job performance, and value

to the organization; and de novo methods will have to be developed.

In any event, such a change will not automatically reduce the importance

of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. Many.workers will still believe

that they have been dismissed, not hired or promoted, or persuaded involun-

tarily to retire, because of age alone, and will seek redress through the

mechanisms,provided by ADEA.'

Problems of enforcement Will remain a subject for systematic resyarch.

So, too, will the analysis of adMinistrative and judicial decisions

the Act come to be used in government job programs? To what extent do the

belief and knOwledge systems of ESA staff, and of judges, affect their own

decisions? Some of the court decisions reflect either stereotypes regarding

work and aging, or a misunderstanding (or ignorance) of the use of statis-

tical, quantitative data in the support of the positions of plaintiffsAnd

defendants. And, as mentioned in another section of this report, the images

of employers and their representatives play an important role in the job.

experiences of middle-aged and older workers,, nd thus are importantlopics

for continued research and E&Dtefforts.

Only in recent months has the-issue of age and apprenticeships emerged

to become the. topic of litigation. What position should the Department 'of

Labor take,not only in its arguments in the courts, butperhaps more im-

regarding changes in'the upper age at which individual men and women are

allowed to enter apprenticeship programs? Given other events and decisions,

111
Y.
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. CHAPTER XIV

Selected Foreign Programs and Policies as
Sources for New Programs .

A number of countries 'have had, or :have recently introduced,

measures regarding older workers that might be explored for,E&O programs,

research, and policy conside ion in our own country.

1. The most recent one`-- or at least the one most publicized

in recent Months -- is the new pol cy in. Sweden regarding -tapered, re-

tirement for workers withou the losing much, if any, total income.

It has been termed the National ial-Pension Scheme, which would alloW

workers 60 to 65 to reduce th= orking hours and at the same time

,receive partial pensions. On the reasons for the schemecited by the

Swedes is that they believe that a "sudden switch from working life to

fuT.1 retirement can be detrimental to Many -workers." (Bratthall,_ 1976.)

(,

In passing, it should also be pointed out that,unlike the American

Social Security isystem, Swedish workers deferring, any retirement'efter the

system's age at which "full" benefits are available receive a deferral

"bonus" for each month beyond that age, until they reach 70. This policy

might also be considered for application to the American scene.

There are a 'number of other, substdiary features and conditions under

the new plan which, it should be noted, will be -evaluated by sociologists

at the University of. Stockholm. This, in itself, is significant since".few

Swediiii policy innovations are subjected' to follow-up evaluatiOt1 research.

There is at' yet no informatipn available as to (1) the degree to which

Swedish workers have- sought to take advantage of this new alternative to

total retirement,, and (2) the numbers of Swedish employers who have

made such opportunities available. While the "right" to a partial pension

is an Important step, it is apparently up to Swedish unions and employers- -

on an industry-by-industry, or ccompany-by:company basis -- to work out

speCific arrangements. -

vs*

While the program is less thakiwo years it may, nevertheleSg,

be of sufficient importance to the United States given the growing_

interest in part-time work opportunities for older workers -- to warrant' ,

. 1-

;
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"DOI and other agency support for a project a ed at learning about the

actual experiences and l'essons gained Srom the Swedish ihrogrami,-as a

condition for deSigning similar E&D projects in specified companies

(and government agencies), or for developing, new legislatiposals on

the topic.--

The American Retirement History Study of the Sotial Security Admin-

istrapon includes a focus on the 1973 labor force status orthote-sur-

viving from the original 1969 sample. Preliminary findings, nbt yet

published, indicate that gradual .(or tapered) retirement is higher among,

the self-employed than among wage and salaried employees, whitirdemon--,

strates the importance of ccupational autonomy. On'the otherhand,

economic pressures apparently play a role among the wage and salaried,

suggested by the finding that low earners have higher proportions of

"gradual.withdrawers" than Iigh earners.
' 4

Other questions remain to be answered:

In what types of occupations and industries (holding

previous earnings constant) ar (radual retirees

located?

.Do they remain in their pr vious industries and

occupations?'

If not, inVihat types of industries and occupations

do they fi d opportunities for such gradual, or

tapered, retiremen ?

In-which induttries might employers be the most

willing to attempt-to introduce partial- pension,

Pirti4'cWork'policY? 'What incentives are requiree

o -How should the findings 'from r esearch recommended

elsewhere.in this report (e.g., regarding the

market" for volunta6 partrtime, and for "partial

retir workers) bi used in facilitating

the cOoperation of employers?.

Some of these questions might also be researched from the enterprise

or establishment level, i.e.,Anquiries among such organizations by

industry and occupations involved) concerning gradual ret policies

220
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and practices, either among current employees eligible for coMplete re-

tirement, or for "new hires." Such'research would shed light on 'ihe

topic discussed elsewhere in this report, namely, the issue-of reiention

of older workers, and in what forms -- in contrast to a policy (nr lack

of policy) restating in the displacement of older workers who then have

to seek part-time employment for a variety of reasons and typicilly under,

less advantageous'conditions.

In keeping with general Swedish preventive "active manpower pocy,"

a primary emphasis is on vocational training for older adult workers to

assist them in retaining their current employment, or in seeking, new jobs

elsewhere. Cash, payments are available to' make up for'any wageloSs,

as well as materials, transportation, and other training-related,costs.

If forced to transfer to lower paid jobs, older workers are eligible

for a subsidy to make up part of the difference between the old and the

new rates.

What is the feasibility of such ,policies,if applied to the American

scene?

According to information from DP:Bertil Gardell, of the University

of Stockholm, and a member of the Board of the new Swedish Center for Work

Research, Swedish companies have "Adjustment Committees" created to meet

some of the probleMs of workers -- especially older workers who'may be

affected by financial 'problems oftthe firm. These committees, in existence
.

since 197;4 consist of representatives of manageMent, union, and the local

Labor Market:Board (whose activities include the function of our own public

employment tervice offices).

.
WheneVer the company is faded with a necessity to reduce.its workforce,

but before any final lay-off, such adjustment committees seek alternatives

to that decision -- such as'providing funds for work.redetig including

new equipment,to enable the emplOyer to retain such individuals; or work

re-assignMents;or subsidies to the employer -- all designel, to repeat,

the avoidance of a final layk)ff.

The adjustment committees are/authorized to use as consultants

medical officers, safety engineers,.and industrial psychologists in

making their. .decisionsregarding the retention and disposition of older
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.13# More appropriate'pertonnel planning, taking into

account the "aging" of the internal workforce;

.`c. Emphasizing not only continuing training programs

to maintain the job security.of older workers, but

also early training and retraining to prevent prob-

lems for future cohorts" of older-workers.

Furthermore, t general program of grants 'or subsidies.(up-to 60 "per-.

-cent, of Wages for one year) to employers for hiring the "hard-to-place"

workers -- including older. persons -- is in effect.

.Contraryto the general position of American labor, the OGB (German-=

Federation of Labor) for the most part, is not in favor Of early retire- :

ment for its older workers as a way of meeting problems of unemployment..'

They favor, instead, greater termination pay allowances, and longer-term

unemployment compensation payments, for persons over 50. Perhaps more

important, they also favor job redesign where necessary,.and the setting

aside of "special" jobs for-older workers.

Some labor-management agreements actually have prOvisions of a total3

prohibition of dismissals of workers over.the'age of 50 or so (for example,

in the North Wurttemberg-Nordbaden metal industry).

Each of these programs and measures should be examined for p!sible

adaptation in the United States.

3. Great Britain is best known'for its emphasis on programs of

training with special techniques of instruction tailor-made to the job

specifics'and the unique learning processes of adult and older workers.

This faiet is discussed elsewhere, but Is mentioned here to emphasize

'further the value of such approaches in regular training and retraining

programs which include .older workers, and as an argument for a series

of f&D projects specifically designed to retrain trainers, and train new .

instructors, in these special techniques, as well as E&O"prejects that"

apply the techniques.

.

a
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.the dramatic

`the' midst of

r (

- Japdn is only recently. fating up to the consequences of

rise in life expeatanc.Oof its older working population,rin

a teadAtional)retiremeq poliCy using age 55: Some,trade
0

unions' are actively,seeking an increase in age -at- retirement policies, in

_order to mitigate the process that produces a seo.ondary ov dual labor

matey onsisting of persons 55 and older forced to take lotternsta SAnd

lower paying Jobs because of the traditional retirement policy.

More specifically, Japanese prograMs.include:

Subsidies to companies biringorder workers.

Employment.quotas for occupations defined as

especially'appropri4e for older persons -- in

government agencies. Actually, more than 3Q of

'such jobs are included. .

'.)s.Employmenequoias in the private sector, including

o providirt authorization to the Ministry of Labor to

Ai require companies with more than 100 employees to

conduct affirmative actitin programs withluotai.

In fact,jinlate 1976, the Ministry issued an ordinance

setting a percentm.of workers-aver 55 that must be

employed'in indus4y. I

Finally, the Ministry iscWorking low on polictes.

designed to change the retirement age from 55 to at

least 60, apparently with some effect:

This last point is salient to 'tile current American context, given --,

among other ac. v elopments ti*earlxretirement. Attern (or trend),

coupled with increases.in avenge ftfe expectancy after 60. However '

slight these increases in aYerages, they mean large increases in absolute
,

numbers of older men and women.

5. _Norway has programs simj1ar to

above. Other programs and policies tiltlude:.

4

e of those degcribed

. Long -term advance lay=§ff notice to krkers over 50.

ti Special public employment programs.

22b
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A

0 Special -- education in such matters as "erg voids"

(one of the theoretical sources of the fu ctionaT

criteria approach in this field)-forepgineers*,

machine designers, and foremen.

0 Pilot projects designed to provide therapeutic

. and preventive measures and services for special

groips,of workers, including those in high-risk

* working environments.

0"No upper age limits in admisSions to ocational

courses.

I
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CHAPTER XV

Priorities for R&D Recommendations

' Introduction

The following recommendations, regardless of priority status, can ,be
t: ti

organized by (1) type of population (males and/or femafeS; white and/or

nonwhites; young; middle-aged and/or other; ruralmd/91 urban); or (2)_by

type of probleM or topic. If we were to use type-of-Oulation as the

basic conceptual or organization approach-in this chOter, there Wouethen

follow -- within each population classification --(14FUs on problems ands

topics. If we were to use the latter approach, thire would then be,a ,

cussion on how a research or demonstration suggestion would apply to each

of'the population classifications.

For research and adminiitrative reasons,)We_have chosen here a mixed._

approach. But when dealing with a topical Orjproblem approach, any failure

on our part to cite the
A
necessity to_includet!Minortties, ormomen, is only

because of a desire to avoid appearing too mechanistic.
;-$ 4 .

. These priorities have been arrived at through a lengthy re- examination

of many research and demonstration suggespol explicitly and implicitlyJ

stated in the previous, chapters. With respect to the recommendations that '

are,described in this final chapter, i as been'difficlt, if not

to rank them, relative to each other. . Some of them are recommended here-

because of the severity of the proble involved;:some, because they emphasize,

the preventive approach; because the may affect larger numbers of persons

than other topics or problems; stil, others, becaute of their long-term

policy implications, or neglect inAhe main currents of research on workand

age ng.
I : °

Nevertheless, in the final.;Aection of the chapter, we have listed,

,those recommendations -- fewer i.i number -- that, in our view, spould(re-

ceive immediate stipport.- .The listing of these few, however, Goes not mean

that the omitted ones have a 1 Wer priority in terms of importance. .

.1
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I. .RESEARCH PROJECTS

A. Minority Older Workers 0

There are a number.of reasons why a top priority should be given to

research aademonstration effOrts regarding older.Minority workers. Many

of these reasons should be obvious, such as the "double jeopardy" faced

by'tnis group (i.e., racial minority status and older age combined) in

their search for an, improved socio-economic status in American society.'

Their Special problems Were discussed in several sections of this report.

There is another reason that, when. added to the ones already re-

cognized, strengthens_ the argument for.thit high priority: contrary to

the 1960 -7.0 peri.od, life expectancy for older adult nonwhites has increased

dramatically since then,,actding to data for 1970-75 from the National

Center on Health StatistiCs.

'Thisimarked improvement-Means that-over the coming years and

decades, greater numbers of nonwhite (motly black) men and Women will be

alive than previously expected. The resultant challenge to the economy and

its private and public sectors consists of two alternatives -- to assure

that they be provided with greater Rob opportdnities (both with respect

to retention and to hiring); and preparation by the economand the

private sectors for the support, over lon0er yeart, of greater numbers

of older nonwhites not in the labOr force.

The' Department's responsibility is in the realm of job opporinities,

and then conditions that increase those opportunities. Without further

elaboration, some specific. priority research projects on this topic are

as follows: 1/ .

1/For certain research projects, white-nonwhite comparisons sholild'be 'part

of the project design.
If it is decided thatseparateContracts would be Made for specific

studies of black and other minority group middle-aged and older workers,

care must be taken to assure that, for the sake of,comparabilfty with
studiegq:If whites of the same ages, identical research designs be used.
This principle should be applied throughout, unless a given project has to

do strictly with comparative analyses by age and sex within black and other

minority populations.
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Research study on factors associated with continued employment

vs. early withdrawal from the labor market of black older workers, tom-I

pared with whip older workerg. Three ,broad types "of factors ihdUld be

'considered infsuch research: (1) external labor market characteristics;

(2) internal labor market featues; and (3) personal.or demographic'

characteristics of the workers. Such research should, ideally, be

tudinaI tather than cross-sectional. Early withdrawal should-'be diffir-

entiatedJactording to whether ft is voluntary or involuntarY,,with.careful

definitions and measurements of these two terms.

Wimples of details within each of the above three factors (or

'variablei) include the following:

External Labor - Market: Level of employment, size, industry-

occupation mix, local CPI;-'

_,Internal Labor Market: Promotion and training opportunities,

nature of skills, retiremeni,age.policy,'size and tYPe'of

firm; -t ,. .. -,_

,

PersOnal.ind Demographic: Adtf, sex, marital status and,
.

.

number of chfldreh ever: born; number .ofdepenidenti.atf- ..

given ages of-the worker; other family members employed;

occupation, previous five-year work experiince; health ,
, -

status; job-and 4-etirement attitudes and expettations,and
. .

expected retirement income,

While some of this recommended'reparch can be based on" previous

and ongoing research-4nd statistical reporting sources such astheNatfonal

Longitudinal Study, Cenius Bureau,'SocialSecurity, and BLS, nett or fresh

data-generating projects might be necessary faradditiiinartypesot4es-
-,-'0

dons. . f
F

A ;
Specific questions, over and above the.major ones- associated with

a focus on continued employment vs. withdrawal edesCribed above, shoUld

include the following: . .

,
, -,
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-4 Longitudinal effects of the recent deep *.
. recession on withdrawal and mortality of '

black vs. Witte middleged and older workers;
including attention also to the discouragement
process. ,.

A -Aii !we Ale

_Extent and-impact of training experience -(both
in and outside the firm) regarding mobility.

2. Jobseeking behavior and the discouragement process among middle -

-aged' and older minbrt roup workers". By definition,'such a project

altY-g

requires longitudin research design. It cannot adequately be based on-
'4

cross - sectional data which would consist exclusively of retrospective
.

.

responses. Some inferences might be drawn from the existing statistical
.

reporting services, i.e., by comparing data from ore point in time to
...-1,--

another. But such an approach fails to make use of cohorts studied over

.ttlip. Furthermore, social-psychological factors are, in most cases, absent

. from-such sources, and rose factors themselves frequently function as

independent variablei in the behavior of jobseekers. - 'r
,

-
. .

AccOrdicigly, a project consisting of'at least -two years of data

collection, with an additional six to twelve months for analysis and report
-

writing is recommended for this type of researchosproject. Control for leve

of area unemployment should buconiidered in designing the sample fraMe,

. since a major hypothesis is that the general employMent environment itself

may affeCt jobseeking behavior and the etiology of. discouragement.
.. ,

-3. Differential impact of recent and new job-creation programs op

job status of black and other minority workers compared to that of whites.'

4 Programs-under Titles II and VI of CE , and ADA's Title IX -- all adminis,

Dtered and monitored by ETA -- should ovide ialuable data for this pikpose,

and could be achieved in a one-year project: ,In addition to the use of

existing reports data, additional important information. Would have to be

gathered through interviews with a sample of participants ih each program,

"t

1

and with prime gponsors employers and regional ETA staff'

, This ri-s=lisprojeCt should also focus on characteristics of black

.perticipants and nonparticipants in such ETA prograMs, and where possible,
cD

on the differences An labor market experience, if any, between these two

giodps, and between particiOnii ana rejected applicants for the programs.
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4. Within the black population itself, analysis of differential

rites of recovery, after peak unemployment in specified -local labor market
.*

areas, by's-ex and marital status, edUcation and occupation. Spetifically,

this type of projett would foil's on rates of change in unemployment rates;

unemployment duration; participationiAthelabor force; sand wage and

occupational,levels prior to job loss and after re-employmentamomg job-.

finders. Total duration: 18 months.

5. The relationship of employment and labor force status of Children

of black,and-other minority older adult parents to the employment and labor.

force status of those parents. Because bf. the Department's focus on black

teen-age unemployment, this recommended project should have.a high priority.

Little, if any, research and policy atten 'has been given to the possi-

bility that the teen-age unemployment prob is partly a funWon of the

labor' force status of their parents, And that Some partof-that:Problem-
.

might be resolved through the amelioration ofthelabor market experience

and status of the parents of such chilarenl. The scope of such a study

should include children of middle-aged and older blacks, from 16 to 19'

years of age. It should also focus on high School-drop-obt rates as,a

function of parent(' labor force status.

This project could be based orr cross - sectional data, and limited to"

no more than 12 months of data collection and,analytical-effort.

. B. Retirement

While much.of re,edrch on labor force participation and work experi-

ence, is,
..0.,.,.. ffect, also research on retirement, there are other dimensions

of the topic deserving attention. Some of them may call forsystematic,

quantitative analyses;.otherS, for nartative and case study approaches..

1.- Research on the role of the retirement test, in the retirement

decision,and level of work experience at ago 62 and:Older. SOMObconomists
.. 0 ,

claim Mat the test (a) reduces labor *supplfand (b) influences wage levels.

To what extent,is each of Ore propositions correct? rn what way, to be-
, . ,

gin withe is:the-test itself-tan influence on the, retirement decision?
. ,

.

,
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Which types of workers (by occupation, for example) would increase, which

-mould decrease, eXtentof work experience, at varying levelsrof earnings

-allowed before benefits are decreased? Total duration: l2'months.

2. Research on the relative impact on labor force experience. of

younger workers of participation rates of workers eligible for retirement.

Because Mandatory retirement, for example, is frequently defended onlgroundS*

of increasing opportunities for younger workers, a projet/designed to

test this should be supported.'

One appropchwouldbe to determinelabor force participation and

employment experience of younger workers'in areas and/or industries in

which high, vs. low, rates of-participation among workers 60 and ofde'r.

Zensus and BLS data could be the sources 8t this project, as

well as comparative data from the two male samples.in the National
.

Longitudinal Survey.

Another apprOach would consist of case studies of specified industries

and establishments, to determine hiring and promotion rates of younger

workers as 'a function of retirement rates. Total duration: 24 months

4

3. Research on average age of retirement, within roughly

similar industries, among companies with and without mandatory retirement

agi. Control for age at which mandatory retirement is stipulated must be

taken in a study of this nature, as well as expected retirement income as

a percentage of previous earnings.

This project could be carried out for a period of one year.

If, on, the other hand, tongress raisesthe age covered by ADEA to 70

(it is currently 65),. we recommend for future consideration the effect,

if any, of such a.change on the.age at which workers retire. This would'

require analysis of comparative data from companies with mandatory retire-
._

ment age policies both before tyd after the legislative change. Total

duration: lb months.

4. Research on "early" retirement trends as a function of changes

inn factors-associated with such_ retirement, This type of project, ln'<

the' absence of large-scale and long-term commitment from the Department,

mild have to be based on simulations. We already know many Of the factors
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. and conditions assoOated.with ear)y withahwal from the lAlor force,

(primarily fro4 anAysei of the National Longitudinal Survey among 45-59

A'

year-old males).. What we do not know it hbw rates of early retirement .

over the next ten years might,chanbe, if at all, as a funetimof changes

in thine factors and conditions..

Simulations of different rates of early retire int based on varying

assumptions (some of them diriipd from what it alry4 known) regarding

the following, for example, sauld,be carried out: umber of dependents

(including parents alive); pension;coverage.and benefit levels; rates of

unemployment;'changes in GNP;'in try-occupation mix; and health staiUs.

This"recommindation may be .vtewed as a recOnceptualizetion (or the .

use of different semantics) of exercises in projections of.labor force

participation of different age groups. Given.the record of significant
,

,discrepancies between.projected and actual participation rates in the

45-plus population,,i1provements,in the methodology.used,'as implied above,

should be given top priority, 4 *a

This type of project should be.supported for a peridd of 18 Months.

5. Study of retirement 1practices and trends in state and local

governments. State:and focal governments to ether constitute one of the

country's largest industriesjwith,15 percent Of all nonagricultural workers);

and.they havei4-etirimentsystem somewhat unique to that industry. At.

the same-time, Ore.:are wide liariationtrbetweergovernments and within

governments (e.g

emplOyees, etc.)

like.

firemen.and po)ice vs. teachers and administrative

with respect to retirement age; riensiOn levels, and the
4

Primarily because of t

survey.variations, a and en4lys

differential impacts is rgcomtended. Several states (and some municipalities)

have already,elimin id a mandatOry retirement age, or have rafted-it.

The:next,fewygars provide an excellent opportunity to compare experience

in state ad4jocal governmentCWIth and without mandatory retirement ages,

with different early retirement provision" by type of *agency.

The duration of such a project should be for 18 months:

numbers involved and because of thedvide

the variations themselves. and their
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6. Comparisons of retirement age policy as an issue in the United

States 'and in selected western European countries and japan.g1 From the

tandpoint of critical basic policy issues, the Department shotild be at

the center of policy research activities regarding the future of retirement
.

'age policy, or of policies regarding labor force participation rates of

future cohorts of older persons.

Several factor, and_ developments (such as reduction of bath fertility

and.adull mortality rates, trends toward early retirement without actuarialli

reduced pension benefits, to mention only A few) have led to questions among

some policy researchers and policy makers about the cdntinued capacity of

our economy and working population (or the_ illingness of the latter) to

support a larger-thanaexpectbd older., nonworking population. This is, the

subject of the recently published book, The Graying of Working_ America,by

Sheppard and Rix. 4=

Such discussions are beginning to emerge in Europe and Japan, too.

Amite the topic, in our opinion, is rapidly and ineluctably becoming a

major policy issue in this c untry, it should be valuable to explore (1)

the degree to which -- in sell cted Eutopean countries and Japan - -- the

same underlying conditions a d development are Present;(2) the ways in-

which older countries are adapting to the new conditions, i.e.,, forhiulation

of new proposals concerning retirement age policy, and the actual imple-

Mentation thereof (including the form of. such implementations
2/

); and (3)

the feasibility of Adapting these proposals and types-of implementation to

the United States.

ir
We.have made no separate, explicit recommendation in this report for a

general, project devoted to an examination of all European (and/or Japanese)

practices and policies regarding older workers. Such general, catcb-all
reports are too frequently suRerficigl and non-specific.

PWithout any further exploration of this Qoint, and only for purposes of
clarification, one form of implementation would be incentives for retire-

- ment deferral (as opposed to delaying "full" benefilT15-i-gter age).
Study of these intyleme ations would have to include', also, attention to

any new problems possib or potentially produced by the implementation

(e.g., impact on previ s employment status of other-groups).
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p
Such project shbuldbe,carried out by a.Principal,Investigator in

the United States, with English-ppeaking European and'Jaiianese research

. counterparts commissioned to make detailed country reports on specific

facets agreed upon in advance. OECD should be a major source ,of cooperation
.

in-reCYAfting counterparts.

Among-the specific facets would,be the following: (1) demographic

trends; (2)" biomedical projections:regarding possible changes in life

'dxpectancy of different sub-age groups of the'60-plus populations in each '

country; (3) trends in labor force participation rates; withdue regard for

,full-:time equivalence; (4,) implications for labor - vs. capital-intensive

economies of changes in costs, and supplies, of energy and resources; and

of inflation; 'changes, if any, in costs of supporting different age

groups within the nonworking "older" population (such age groups growing

at differen al ates over the next several decades, at least in the

United States); (6) possible offsets to the growing "dependency burden"

suggested'by some of these developments, such as presumed lower costs de=

rived from smaller younger, nonworking population due to reduced fertility.

rate; and increased participation of women in the paid labor force,as a

presumed substitute support base.

To 1-epeat, this is a critical policy research topic, and in our

pinion, is an overriding _policy issue that should govern much of the

Department's long-range research stragegy. The Department should not wait

until the issue is taken off the backburners, and thrust into the center

. of public controversy. It should, instead, 6e prepared in advance to

make a contribution to the.r.solutionof the issue, by providing reliable-.

viewpoints, based on reseqrch, and alternative adaptations to the challenge

posed by the demographic, economic, and social changes involved. 'A project

such as the one described should be supported for 24 months.
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C. Employment Experience

Re-employment efforts and outcomes-among middle -aged and older

workers in large urban areas.. This type of project should be based

on -indepth interviews with a large sample of persons 40 and older, drawn

from *recipients of unemployment compensation for 15 or more weeks, and

for 5 to 14 weeks Aging 1977, according to the files Of the local UI

offices.-An alternative type of sample is mentioned below. The basic

purpose of the study would be to determine the differential job search

behavior and experience (ad outcomes) Of short-vs. long-termunemploy4d

workers, and fimong the latter, the reasons for success or failure.int

finding jobs by.the time they are interviewed in 1978. ("Failure" would

include dropping out of the job search altogether.)

Another, and perhaps "more critical purpose would be to determine

the most effective obseeking techniques, and to identify the special,

target groups in need of the greatestdppartive and intervention Services

in order to improve their job finding success.

In addition to the use of demographic and social-psychOlogical

variables as some of the explanatory factors, types of sources of job-

seeking should be considered, including the tole of the local ES. Par ici-

ration in various ETA programs should also be studied.

While the major focus should be on the-employment outcome, attention

also should be paid to possible effects Vf-employment-unemployment ex-

periences on health status.

Ideally; in order to measure the functiOn of area level of unemploy-

ment, areas wjth contrasting-rates of unemployment should be included in

the study.. Areas with-roughly the same rate'of unemployMent but with vary-

ing persistence' in the rate, might be chosen.

An altermilive sample might be drawn from the universe of persons

registering at thelocal.1$offices, instead of frnathose receiving unem-

ployment compekiiion: Ilse of the,latter universe.might-tend to exclude

exhaustees; persons eligible but not receiving UI, and other classes of

persons noteligible but required to register, such as welfare recipients.

Duration: 15 months.
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D. Discrimination

The research recommendatiOns pertaining tocjobseeking behavior, if

implemented, would obviously provide data bearing on the discrimination
yr

topic. That is, it should reveal differential job- finding success rats

. for different types of older jobseekers, by type of industry, etc. Beyond

that, however, other, data sources and topics shotild be included as part of

a separate and oxgrall single project:

1. Re-analysis of 1974 NCOA-Harris survey data with discrimination-
.

relevance, e.g., of rpsponses to key questions from persons in the sample

with responsibilitifor hiring and firing.

2.-/Case studies of selected shutdown and mass lay-off situations,

by industry and by,area level of unemployment, to determine objective and

subjective measures of discrimination, and the role of discrimination

in_such phenomena as'jobseeking discouragement, and mid-career change.

3. Use of internal labor market data, where feasible, to determine

differential rates, by age, of promotions, opportunities for training.

4. Differences in perceived discrimination among different types

of older workers z- by occupation, race, sex,and-,education. Total

-duration: 30 months.

E. "Mining" of Existing Data Sources
111

More intensive analysis of existing Departmental and Census Bureau

statistical sources with data on selected aspects of younger vs..middle-

aged and older' workers. Analysis of these data would- require breakdowns,

where not typically published, into more detailed age categories (starting

with 20-24), and on a trend. basis (starting from 1967 through The

major focus weld be on extent of work experience; labor forbe participation;

discouraged worker population; full-tiffe vs. voluntary and involuntary

part-time pmplpyment; unemployment rates; dtwatiOn.
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.-Cross-iabulations on these and other measures should be -- where

feaiibleby education; rade; sex; marital status; industry/OccupatioN
,

'size of labor market area;),resence of:other working family members, etc.

Because of the need for preparatory work, on this project, it should

be of two years' duration.

a

Since a great deal of government attention has been given to the

role of part-time employment as a major means of meeting the employment-4,

related problems of older workers,. we recommend a large- scale, multi-focus"

. study'of this topic. Amongtheguiding policy matters that should be dealt

with in such a study should be:

1. The degree to which the emphasis on part-time employment oppor-

tunities is a palliative for the general, unemployment and incoie/problems'

of selected subgroups of older pers *ns, i.e., is such an employment

emplia4is a policy adaptation, to the possibly intrinsic shortage of regular

full-time employment opportunities in the economy?

. 2. To what degree can such employment be structured as a form of

gradual, or tapered retirement for older, persons able and willin4, or

needing, to continue working on a limed time basis?

Specifically, the study should Include the following;

Estimates of the demand for such employment by
industry and occupation.

Estimates of the supply .(need, desire, and/or
willingness) of older workers'As voluntary
part-time workers, by age, other demographic
characteristics, previous jndustry/occupation
experience.

identification of conditions facilitating and
inhibiting expansion of such employment.

Degree to which employers Might retain older
workers on such-a basis, and might them
on such a basii.
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Ii-analytical case studies of successful,and unsuccessful
utilization of older workers on a part -time basis,
including comparison of experience with younger workers,
and value to employer; the individualond the community.

This multi-phased project should be supported on an 18624 month basis.

G. Mid-Career change and Malaise

le Research on mid-career' chan e and or t e es re for such than e

-to determine (1) the characteristics and work experiences of changers (both
,

voluntary and involuntary), and*J2Ythe "universe, of need" for suctichgnge

among no-changers. This -type of project could -!",priggy-backP-on-other

:projects recommended here. The National Longitudinal Study mfghtibe another

source. Alternatively, selected types of enterprises might be sampled.

The 40-54-age group should be the

Among the items to*be Studied. in such a prOject should be the:follow-

ing: ,types of jobs. transferred to relative to previous_ ones, including

degree of physical effort; opportunities within the person's organization'

for job-changing ( including training 'programs)_; reasons for not changing

among those desiring a change; apericomparisold of different measees of

satisfaction with current and prevfous job.-

.Another major emphasis shbuld, be to ddtermine the extent to which

workers in this; ge group (40 -54.) express a strong desire to mate occupa-

tional changes, and how-such perso4 differ from those notdesfring a

change, as well as the effect of non-changing on specific and general work

'and nonwork behaviors and attitudei.

This .project should take no more than 12 months for-comdetion.

2. A study of Europeinxpe4lenCes'in government-sponsored (or

required), and privately funned, programs of recurrent education and re-

training which includes middle-aged workers. The Purposes of such a-

project 'include the determination of rates of participation, effects on

the individual and the organization, as well as the society (e;g:, retire=

ment rates or propensity) and typ's. of problems encountered in successful

implementation:

2,439)
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-This -type of, project, which could be restricted to four European

countries at most (e.g., France, Netherlands, Germany, and.Sweden) should

be completed within nine onths. Pesides direct.sources and interviews i

those four countrieS, ji CD might also be a seurce for those and.other

countries. Duration: 9 months. .

H. Health .

1

. 1 ,

this'i-eport calls for research Opt conventionally.might be Within the ,.7-

jurisdiction.of other parts of the:,Depirtment than ETA, and:within HEW, such

as the National Institute of.00cuOifional Safety and Health (NTOSH) or-the

National Center on Health Statistics (NCHS). On certain topics of a high

priority value, some cooperative, joint-funded or sPensored studies should

be considered.

1. One such toIic As the "social epidemiology" of health character-

istics, by occupation, industry, sex, race, and'age, data for whiCh could

,be derived from existing sources. The purpose of such a, research project

would be to identify population subgroups (by industrYfoccupationi with

the highest versus the lowest "risks" with an eye on the development of

feasible interventions for the prevention and mitigation of such risks:

Such a project should requIre no more than 12 months.

2. As discussed in previous sections, research is needed to make

estimates of\the health and related- costs of the unemployment experiende

-(and job secufty anxiety) among specific segments of the middle-aged and

older working population. Re- analysis of the Brenner data used'in the

Joint Economic.Committee report could be the basis. for initial work'on

this important, topic.

This'project should be funded for an,18-month'period.

3. As cited earlier, workers in the NLS 45-59 male sample were more

likely to_change jobs voluntarily over time if they reported. themselves in

1966 as having some type of health status limiting the kind .of amount of

work they,could do. Re-analysis of the NLS data should be carried out to

24()
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4.

= detergfig"(1) the nagires of the jObs from which they changed (compared

With nonchangers); (i).the nature of the jobs -to which they changed, and

the differential subsequent health status of changers vs. ,nonchangers.
. 4

This project ;could be carried out and completed within a maximum of

six months.

I. Internal Labor Markets and Establishment Case Studies

Research, based on case studies; of select internal labor market

practices regarding2 and experiences among, middle -aged and older workers.

While overlipding, perhaps, with other research recommendations, such a
,

project should concentrate on the following:

1. Rage and level,of mid-career training opportuftftes.

Examples of companies engaging in long -term personnel planning

with focus on changing age composition of their workforces, as a basis:for

Apganizational adaptation..

3. Organizations rediscovering or already recognizing the value of

retaining older workers, and under what conditions, and for which types -

of workers -- either on a. full-time, or part-time basis; or on'a step-by-
,

step tapered basis. Focus should include data on costs and benefits to

the organization 'and the individual..

41.

Irs

4. Work performance data on newly hired middle-aged and older

workers vs: performance of long - service- employees,

5. Use of "sabbaticals," leaves of absence, long-term, educational,

new-skill programs; and feasibility of expanding such practices to other

organizations.

Giyen the nature of this recommendation, such a multi-phase project

should be supported for a period of 30 months.

A
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J. Older Women Workers

MuCh_of-what hhs already been recommended obviously should include

consideration of male-female differences,-and a keen appreciation that

what may be true of middle -aged and older males may.not be true, or, as true,

iwhen it comes to womentof thesame ages. But one major large-scale project
, ,

:Ahould-be devotedto the following:

Differendes in marital ,status as a factor in labor: force

participation; work experience (full-time vs. part-time); retirement rates.

2. Trends in industries and pations of middle-aged and older

women, with a special emphasis on the estion of why participation rates

of adult women are rising, while those of men are declining.

3. Relationship of married women's participation rates, work

experience, and retirement decisions to husband's labor force participa-
,

tion and death.

44 The nature of work - adjustment problems, if any, for late

entrants into the labor force, compared to those women who are re- entrants';

and long-term attached. labor force members.

5. Trends in age-earnings profiles among women vs. men.

Duration: 18 months

w

O
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F. II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

,There is no end of exPerimental and demonstration' prOjects that could

be, recannended, as a l'esult Of the examination of research findings and

program activities reviewed in the preceding 14 chapters. ;Because of the

obVious limitations in funds, however, a selection Oat' to be made, with
(-

,an emphasis on what vie believed to be high priority topics. Priority.here

is bated on criteria of need, and of innovativeness.-

As a ,general guiding principle, furthermore, each of the projects

. should include an evaluation component. Also, for many Of these suggested

projects. their effectiveness will be highly limited if the optithal and

, positive involVement of the public employment service agepcfes is not

assured, and if there is no advance preparation of the employer community._

'finally, in the most, if not all, instances, the recommended projects. apply

to older women'and minority workers, even when not explicitly stated,

1. Indepth, multi-pronged demonstration prevention projects. 'In

order to avoidthe criticism that the Department-is condentratking its E&D

efforts at a level of "cosMeticsu.or "band - aids,' amajor long-term com-

mitment offunds should.be made to demonstration projects (with appropriate

evaluation designs built in from the beginning,'jn.joint consultation with

thirdaparty evaluation- researchers) aimed at prevention of such problems

4s_continued or subsequent transition into poverty or premature re

of employed and jobseeking middle-aged, workers.

,

We,therefore,recommend the design and establishment of five to ten

intensive Eg-projects in selected areas of the country. The target groups

should consist of white and black 40-49 year-old unemployed (including

4 discouraged) men and women, preferably family heads. Variationi in types

and degree of services regarding the follVng should be.provided:

. a. Special training for local area skill- shortage occupations

. requiring one year's training or less, and using techniques :tailor-made for

adults .(described in d., below).

'2436
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b. ,ItIdepth community-wide educatipnal campaign (with special'
-

`focui on employers) concerning the myths a d realities.0 middle aged

workers! needs and capaCities, prior_ to deermination of-tr ing needi,

,aneplacementactivities.' This:specific c ponent is example of ETA's

relrensibility for utilizadp of R&D resu ts.

c. ItAgnsive, and special counsel ng based onl.rion-traditional.

methc4,of Ipereer.pjanning nd jobseekin such as itose'wbf John Crystal

and Richard Bolles. 'Their h, in br el, consists of unique techniques-kJ-

fordrawfng out,, from the' in, al,'kinterests and talents not generally

recognized.by the i-ndlvidua4 him/herself, as a basis for ndw, successful

:-.directions in occupaebtfal life goals.

d. Pr on xetrathers'in,orientatiod and methods for special:

.21

training techn 'ues to Wused with adult workers, e.g.,the Bel bins'

"Discovery Method." This coMpontbt of theoVer:ll E&D,ihrust will require
410,

a thoroughepxposure of existent trainers'and wo ld-bkrainers to that

approach,- ideally workshop tOtilgited'States. Basid

grounding in the theory, an4 in ways of tailo%dStOning specific training
-

techniques accordidg to type of skill sinvolved

e. Old worker specialists -- assigned tohatktaeget group on a
.,.

full-time basis, as Pai..t of the E&D design -- wOuld also serve_as "Actouni

Representatives" with caseloads of specific and continuing efiployers,

modeled after-the past experiente to Chicago. ,N
=

In addition to the use of appropriate contrbl,,Obb0s,.the total E&D

en-project thrust would, therefore, consist of diff4redt combinations/.

bens and types, depending on feasibilityl with respect_ to training;

dissemination or'comMudity_orientation; counseling, and use of older worker

specialists.

Given the nature and purpose of this major E&Dyecommendation, such

a.project should have #t least a'42 -month duration.

Failing any majorilommitment of the Department to this type of

recommended measure designed to test the impact of a full-scale, intensive

demonstratiob attack on the employment - related problems of older Workersi

the Department should, then consiOr each of the five elements of the
It

,
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at, .

. ..-, .,

,ftill4caliproposal as separate E&D recommendations. However, the apPlica-

': '-_--- tien of,only 0 single element not in concert. with the other four would ,

. have a TOW probability AO success.
, . .

,#_. ,.

.-_- *2.-i.749,16tary part=time employment. Given the fact that voluntary

part-tlme employment,over the past decade has increased at a much lower
fr

° rate for older persons than for younger ones, we recommend-a demonstratfen

tprojectsdesigned to determine the feasibility of increasing Such oppOrtunf=
, _

,

tiesifor,older persoilS desiring such employment (not otherwise employed

or not employed as regular employees in the'site of part-time job)..

3. Tapered retirement. Another demonStralion project should be

designed\to letermine the feasibility of such employment among ,establish-

merits whose reimlar employees seek a transitional, or tapered, approach

to eventual full and complete retirement.-
0

.
Each of these two projects sholld focus on such "feasibility"

factors as type of industry and ocLl'upation; natures of pension46greemeht,-
4

if ani; and Characteristics of exindividuals (4471s indlmarital status).

Each should be targeted at persons 55 and older, especially 60 and older,

in the case of the ?second recommendation. They should not be in the same
-

labor market area. , .

EachATject should have a maximum d tion of 18 months:'

N.

gl, 4. Demonstration project designed to upgrade the skills to improve

the job market chances of middle-aged and older minOritY grOup persons.
_ .

40t- The. rget group of this E&D projectv-i2uld iie, urban blacks 45 and older now

t);

...;. emplo ed (or usually employed) in lowlkevel occupations. For example, in

large urban areas, the proportion of .45-plus 61ack,fem1es employed as ,-

privabehousehold workers -- typically employed on less than,a,full;ltime
1.

basis and for 1QW wages -- is about 'twice the proportion among black,

'females under 45. Such older black women might 'benefit from efforts to.

train them fr higher-statuS occupations, e.g., in health, clerical, and

. sales positions, whic1h provide greater opportunities for higher earnings,

ancP,on a.full- ar voluntarily partztime basis.

% -, ., .
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older skilled Persons-as trainers of younger bersons. otuch a project,

ideally, should be conducted in a local'labor market area charabteri.zed-by

a relativply unmet'demand for workers in such occupations.

The design of this special project sho

separate fdattires,df th.jarger, intensive E

such as use of special training methods. ""'l

Duration should be for 12 months, with provisiOns for dissemination

ld incorpbrate some of .the

projecls recommended abbve,

through -appropriate irri no ri ty- re 1 kied 'organizations.

5. DemonTtration project for developing older skilled workers as

unemployed'unemployed' and underemployed. Thii multi-purpose project

would have as its major goals,(4) the greater an6 continued uttfization

of skilled workers 55, or 60 and'older, in new roles capitalizing on their

previous experiences and roles, as trainers pf,unemployed yopths, for.semi-.
.

and skilled blue-collar occupations; (b) to improve the worklife- chances

of-such trainees,. Another purpose of the project would' be to de-

termine the feaspililty of recruiting, training,and the employment of such

ii.,

Recruitment of such ,potential trainers world Be primarily from those

nearing iirement, and already retired.
A

Because of the several phases.or stages required for this project,

it should be conducted for.24 months.
.

Mid-Career E&DProjectS4--/

.

Three separate E&D efforts concentratinio the mid- career change

theme shoulCbe designed and implemented. he, three separate but primary

dirienSions are obsolescence, health, and mid-career malaise."

6. ,Sybsidies, incentives, and/or technical ass4stance to private"

sectoremployers for developing programs designed to prevent the onset'of

obsolescence, or to identify employees exhibiting obsolescence symOtoms '

(or employees with unmet'needs for mid - career change).- Such demonstration

projects.mould include ,technical assistance (provi by consulting organi-

zations) relating to identifiCation of potential obsolete employees,,and

devliopment of management tech 'ues for preventing actua/ obsolescence; and

r
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special counseling techniquei for middle-aged employees anxious to change

careers. 'Target groups:should consist of persons 45 -59 yeari old.

But the project would also be directed at employers and supervisors

for' urposi ot4 among them an orientation centering on the

early iden ication and prevention!of obsolescence among.their employ*.

For,thcs real n,' it m4yhe appropriate to designate a:university; managel.

Went, ool, ith ongoing programs with companies, to conduct the projeCt.

*A
An alternative! would be to identify one or two professional assOcia-

tionswhoie members are generally recognized as being highly vulnerable.

to skill.obsolescence (e.g., the Institute of Elecit'oniC and Electrical

'Engineers), as d%-key participant in this type of project.

7. Adaptation:of current.FAA carterl4hange.program for air traffic_,/

conttelers to middle-aged persons.in other occupations with high physical

and'plychOsOMatic,health'risks. OSHA and:NIOSH data..could be ysed to .

identify these, aSa firsttep in determining the locus of sUch a program,,

industries i ich such occupations. are clustered.

'The Nationa l Long itudinal Survey of the 45-596Ohort is another

valuable source for, this-purpose. That study shows that middle-aged

male woikers"With health problems affecting wor the highest proportion

changing obs voluntarily(. The same data cou d be usedjo identify

industries and occupations from which such ch ges occurred, as one input

Into the design of the recomMendeddemonstr ion project.

Subsidies, stiPend$; andior.technIcal 4isIsiance would be provided

to indUce employbrs and.workers in: such industries to. participate in'a .

program designed to 'Sa) impart hew skills or (b) transfer or adaPt.

eiisting,skillsto 'other, less risk-laden, but similar ocoupapons-0.

industries, and (t) divelop effective second- career choices. *-

/14:
I

. 8. .'"The thircrtype of mid7careecproject iroulfocus not 'on the

MiddleLaged worker threatened with, or ACtually undergeIng,:skill obsoles=

cent, nor the one exposed to occupations with high health risks. Instead,

the target population would consist of (a), workers 'with relatively_long-

term attachments to jot's with'which they have become. increasingly dissatis-

'fied, and (b) workers not fulfilling a strong desire to make an occupational.
+'
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ohenge. There should be a high degree of overlap beteeen the two groups.

The demonstraffon project's purpose would be, first, to. determine the**

'. conditions that hinder and faCilitate satisfactory job changes for such

workers; second,'to developa program on the facilitating '

conditions '..4k to assist such middle-aged "candidates for second careers",

-in developing specific WcondLcareer choices, and in effective techniques'

of finding employment in thpir new choices, and third, to augment this

,$ second component with job development among potential emplOyers.

Each_of these three separate mid-career demonstration projects should'

have a,24-month

9. Expansion of,aareAticeship opportunities to workers 40 and

'older. Recent legal actions have resulted in changes in,apprenticeship

eligibility requirements effecting age of apprentice applicants. Special

efforts, in the form of a demonstration project, should be.-made by the

Department to,recruitand to place'persons 40 and older in regular

apprentiCeship programs around the country, for the purpose of determining'

types of experiences and problems' associated with the recruitment, enroll-

ment, and training outcomes Atr such adult workers.,
/

These sepaateefforts in epening up-apprenticeship opportunities

should be carried out in cooperatiOn with school syspems; unions, and

employers, and should include not.only*regular traditional programs, but

also a focus on artisan and renpvation crafts and skilled repair services

'in short supply..

.This project could be conducted'at minimal cost and for a period of

Wmonths, assuming that it wbuld not be feasible to ektend,the'denorista-
.

tion.efforilifor a's long as each of-the total .aPprenticeshiliprograft.
, 4

TO. Public service employment. Ademonstration effort is needed in

order to Teige the level of partligatiOn of older persons -- especially 4IP

those 55 and older-An the expalrihg public service employment prodrams

(although it calk' be argued that the Department should increase that :level

without haVinito.do it in the name of "experiment" or "demonstration "). :

But'if\that.is necessary; special attention should be paid to the "growth"

public service industries, such as environmentalism. and energy conservation,

, '
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as,milor avenues for expanded participation of older'men and women.

Couched in experimental terms, these demonstration projects should compare

employmelt,:experiences Of, older participants. and nonparticipants (and of

_younger participants), and in (a) -high vs. low unemployment areas, and

fb) urban vs. rural ones. Ratings of participants'. work performance by

employers should, also be included as an outcome measure. ;

The projects Should also consider the feasibility of.-and policy

.,Implications of (a) 'longer -than -usual periods of-Participation in sucti,

,public service employment programs for older persons -- even on a non-.

transitional basis, api (6) direct sponsorship by federal agencies. These

two points may:haye special relevance to rural areas, where "regular"

public and/pr private sector opportunities may be ouite,restricted.

4i At least one of such demonstration projectt.should therefore be

conducted in a low- growth rural, small -town area with large numbers of

`personE55 and older.

T-1 .The iotarnumber'ofall fxibli.serviCe eMployment deMOnsttration

Projects should be at le.stvfivej perhaps as many as ten, with different

foci (regions, rural-urban, minorities,:tYpe of services, etc.). The ,

i:juration of each would vary; but-with apmaxtmUm of 24 months.

p
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III. PROJECT'S RECOMMENDED FOR IMMEDIATE SUPPORT /

'Research

1. Relationship of employment and labor force status of

-=children ofblack and other minority adult parents

to thevmploymentanUdorforce status of those

parents.

2. Average agd of retirement, within roughly similar

industries, among companies with and without

mandatory retirement age, or with different retirement`"

ages. '

3: Overall projection age discrimination.

4. Volunta-ry part-time employment.

5. Estimates of 'health and related costs of the unemploymdnt

experienciamong middle-aged and older workers.

E & D

1. In-depth, multi- pronged prevention projects.

2. Upgrading of minoritolder workers.

3. .Developing older skilled workers at-trainers of young

jobseekers.

4. Midlcareer projects designed to prevent onset of obsolescence.
4f .-. -,

5. Raising level of participation in expanding public service

employment programs. ,

3
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